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'Tllou sllalt understand that it is a scicnce most profitable, and
p a s i n g all other scicnccs, for to learn to die. For a man to know
that he shall dic, that is comlnou to all mcn ; as mucll as thcrc is
no mall that nlay ever live or he l ~ a t hhopc or trust thercof; but
thou shalt find full fcw that l ~ a v cthis cu1111i11g
to lcarrl to dic. . .
1 sl~allgive t l ~ c cthe mystery of this doctri~le; the wl~ichsl~all
profit thec gl-catly to thc beginning of ghostly Ilcoltl,, and to
a sable l u ~ l d a ~ n eof
~ iall
t virtues.'-- Orolo&ritrt#St~/~it~rficre.

.

'Against his will h e diet11 that hat11 not Icarned to die. Learn
to die and thou sllalt Icarn to livc, for tllcrc shall 11o11clearn to
livc that 11atl1 uot learncd to die.'-Tour#
of all Toutcs: and
IiacJrr-fir a dfan /or to Dic.
The Book of /he Cmjl o/ D J ~ (Co~npcr's
II~
Edition).

' IVl~atcvcris hcre, tllat is t l ~ e r e; what is tlicre, tllc samc i s
I~cre. I i c who seeth l ~ c r cas clifirent, meetctl~dcnth alter dcath.
- B y ~nilldalono this i s to bc ~ . c a l i ~ cand
d , [the111 tllcrc is I I O
dilli.reoce here. From dcath to death Iic goeth, who see111 as i f
thcrc is dilkrer~cchere.'-Kcrllrn Upctrrislrnti, iv. 10-1 I (Swami
Sharvananda's 'I'ranslatior~).

PKEFACE T O T H E T H I R D EDITION
It is with a consciousness of the deepest gratitude that I write
this Preface. No greater honour could be shown by the Western
World to this Tibetan treatise on the Science of Death and
Rebirth than that shown by the most illustrious of the West's
psychologists, Dr. Carl G. Jung, in his Psychological Commentary
to it, first published in the Swiss edition of The Tibetan Book of the
Dead, Das Tibetanische Totenbuch, by Rascher Verlag, Ziirich, 1938,
and herein presented in English translation for the first time. And
no exposition of the arcane significance of the book's teachings
could have been written more knowledgeably than that set forth
in the Introductory Foreword hereto, in its original English
form, by the learned Lima Anagarika Govinda.
The Editor and all who read this book are indebted to Dr.
Jung and to Lama Govinda for having made this enlarged and
greatly enriched edition possible, and to Mr. R. F. C. Hull, also,
for his able translation from the German of Dr. Jung's Psychological Commentary. Grateful acknowledgement, too, is here
made to the Bollingen Foundation for the granting of permission
to publish the English translation of the Psychological Commentary.
To each member of the One Human Family, now incarnate
here, on the planet Earth, this book bears the greatest of all
great messages. It reveals to the peoples of the Occident a science
of death and rebirth such as only the peoples of the Orient have
heretofore known.
Inasmuch as all mankind must relinquish their fleshly bodies
and experience death, it is supremely profitable that they should
know how rightly to meet death when it comes. Lama Govinda
makes comprehensible, as the Ancient Mysteries did, and as the
Upanishads declare, that the unenlightened meet death after
death unceasingly.
According to the Avatara Krishna, in the Bhugavad-Gill, only
the Awakened Ones remember their many deaths and births. The
Buddha sets forth the yogic method whereby all who doubt these
teachings, concerning a plurality of births and deaths, can prove
them to be true, as He did, by self-realization.
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The argument of the unenlightened man, that, merely because
he himself has no conscious memory of his many births and
deaths the teachings are untrue, is scientifically untenable. The
field of the normal man's sense perceptions is, as can be demonstrated, narrowly circumscribed and extremely limited. There
are objects and colqurs he cannot see, sounds he cannot hear,
odours he cannot smell, tastes he cannot taste, and feelings he
cannot feel. And beyond his work-a-day consciousness, which
he assumes to be his only consciousness, there are other consciousnesses, of which yogins and-saints have cognizance, and of which
psychologists are beginning t o glean some, but as yet very
little, understanding. As Lama Govinda concisely explains, there
exists, in completeness, in a potentially realizable consciousness,
the memory of a forgotten past, in which each of us now incarnate
shares.
In his Psychological Commentary, Dr. Jung points out that
although Freud's 'is the first attempt made by the West to investigate, as if from below, from the animal sphere of instinct, the
psychic territory that corresponds in Tantric Lamaism. to the
Sidpa Bardo', or state of reincarnating, ' a very justifiable fear of
metaphysics prevented Freud from penetrating into the sphere
of the " occult " '. In this, Freud was typically non-Oriental,
and fettered by his own self-imposed limitations. But such
self-imposed limitations of Western Science, which are very
much like those that Western Theology imposed upon itself
by refusing to take into proper account the esoteric in Christian
tradition, cannot always hold back psychological research.
Dr. Jung himself has, indeed, gone far beyond these limitations
of Freud, his predecessor. ' It is therefore not possible ', Dr.
Jung states, ' for Freudian theory to reach anything except
an essentially negative valuation of the unconscious '-wherein
are stored, apparently imperishably, as Dr. Jung holds, the
records, in completeness, of mankind's past. At a conclusion
parallel to this of Western Science, L i m a Govinda arrived by
means of Eastern Science.
Dr. Jung reports that ' psychoanalysts even claim to have
probed back t o memories of intra-uterine origin '; and that had
Freudian psychoanalysis succeeded in pursuing these so-called
intra-uterine experiences st ill further back, ' it would surely have
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come out beyond the Sadpa Bardo and penetrated from behind
into the lower reaches of the Ch6nyid Bardo.' But, as he points
out, ' with the equipment of our existing biological ideas such a
venture would not have been crowned with success ; it would
have needed a wholly different kind of philosophical preparation
from that based on current scientific assumptions. But, had the
journey back been consistently pursued, it would undoubtedly
have led to the postulate of a pre-uterine existence, a true Bardo
life, if only it had been possible to find at least some trace of an
experiencing subject .'
Western psychologists have, therefore, advanced appreciably
beyond Freud in the study of the psychic life of man, and will
advance much further when they no longer allow the Freudian
fear of metaphysics to bar their entrance into the realm of the
occult. This finds ample support in Dr. Jung's further pronouncement :
' I think, then, we can state it as a fact that with the aid of
psychoanalysis the rationalizing mind of the West has pushed
forward into what one might call the neuroticism of the Sidpa
[or Rebirth] state, and has there been brought to an inevitable
standstill by the uncritical assumption that everything psychological is subjective and personal. Even so, this advance has been
a great gain, inasmuch as it has enabled us to take one more step
behind our conscious lives.'
Thus it is of far-reaching historical importance that the profound doctrine of pre-existence and rebirth, which many of the
most enlightened men in all known epochs have taught as being
realizable, is now under investigation by our own scientists of
the West. And some of these scientists seem to be approaching
that place, on the path of scientific progress, where, as with respect
also to other findings by the Sages of Asia long before the rise of
Western Science, East and West appear to be destined to meet
in mutual understanding.
Apparently, however, before this much-desired understanding
can be attained, there must be, as Dr. Jung observes, ' a wholly
different kind of philosophical preparation ' from that based upon
the West's ' existing biological ideas '. May it not be that
' heretical ' Western psychologists who are prepared to blaze a
new path of research will eventually find the lacking complement
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t o their at present inadequate methods in the psychological
techniques of oriental yoga, such as those referred to in Lama
Govinda's Foreword? At least the writer believes that they will.
According to his view, that much sought -after higher understanding of the human psyche will be won not by these admittedly
inadequate Freudian methods, now in vogue, of ' psychoanalyzing' a subject, but by meditation and an integrating self-analysis,
such as the master yogins employ and the Buddha prescribes.
He believes, too, that thereby Western Science and Eastern
Science will, at last, attain at-one-ment .
Then, when that long-awaited at-one-ment shall have been
consumrr~ated, there will no longer be doubt, nor fallacious
argumentation, nor unwise and unscientific Church-Council
anat hematizations directed against that paramount doctrine of
pre-existence and re-birt h, upon which the Bardo Thodol is based.
Then, too, not only will Pythagoras and Plato and Plotinus,
and the Gnostic Christians, and Krishna and the Buddha be
vindicated in their advocacy of the doctrine, but, equally, the
Hierophants of the Ancient Mysteries of Egypt and Greece and
Rome, and the Druids of the Celtic World. And Western man
will awaken from that slumber of Ignorance which has been
hypnotically induced by a mistaken Orthodoxy. He will greet
with wide-opened eyes his long unheeded brethren, the Wise
Men of the East.
As set forth in my first important work, The Fairy-Faith in
Celtic Countries, forty-four years ago, the postulate of rebirth
implies a scientific extension and correction of Darwin's conception of evolutionary law,-that alone through traversing t he
Cycle of Death and Birth, as taught by our revered ancestors, the
Druids of Europe, twenty-five and more centuries ago, man
attains in the spiritual and psychic sphere that destined perfection which all life's processes and' all living things exhibit a t the
end of their evolutionary course, and from which a t present man
is so far removed.
May this third edition of the first volume of the Oxford
Tibetan Series bear to all who read it the good wishes of its compilers, not only of those of them who dwell in far-atvay Tibet and
Hindustan, but, also, of those of them who dwell in the Western
World. And may we heed the solemn admonition set forth in
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this book-not to fritter away in the worthless doings of thb
world the supreme opportunity afforded by human birth, lest
by our spiritual improvidence we depart from this life spiritually
mpty-handed.

W.Y. E-W.
San Diego. ~ali$wnia,

Easter, 1955

SRI KRISHNA'S REMEMBERING
' Many lives, Arjuna, you and I have lived,

I remember them all, but thou dost not.'
Bhagavad-Gild, iv, 5.

BONDAGE TO RERlRTH
As a man's desire is, so is his destiny. For as his
desire is, so is his will; and as his will is, so is his
deed; and as his deed is, so is his reward, whether
good or bad.
' A man acteth according to the desires to which he
clingeth. After death he goeth to the next world
bearing in his mind the subtle impressions of his
deeds; and, after reaping there the harvest of his
deeds, he returneth again to this world of action.
Thus he who hath desire continueth subject to
rebirth.'
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad.
FREEDOM FROM REBIRTH
' He who lacketh discrimination, whose mind is

unsteady and whose heart is impure, never reacheth
the goal, but is born again and again. But he who
hath discrimination, whose mind is steady and
whose heart is pure, reacheth the goal, and having
reached it is born no more.'
Katha Upanishad.
(Swami Prabhavananda's and Frederick
Manchester's Translations).
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T H E SECOND EDITION

T H E MESSAGE OF THIS BOOK

As this, the second, edition of T k Tibetan Book of the Dead
was about to be published, its editor was invited to explain,
by means of an additional Preface, what the essential message
is that the book holds for peoples so enamoured of this world's
utilitarianism and physical existence and so fettered to bodily
sensuousness as are the peoples of the Occident.
The message is, that the Art of Dying is quite as important as
the Art of Living (or of Coming into Birth), of which it is the
complement and summation ; that the future of being is dependent, perhaps entirely, upon a rightly controlled death, as the
second part of this volume, setting forth the Art of Reincarnating,
emphasizes.
The Art of Dying, as indicated by the death-rite associated
with initiation into the Mysteries of Antiquity, and referred to
by Apuleius,' the Platonic philosopher, himself an initiate,
'Of this pre-mortem experiencing of death, presumably while out
of the body, Apuleius states, in his Metamovphoses (XI, 23): ' I drew
nigh t o the confines of death. I trod the threshold of Proserpine [in the
realm of the dead]. I was borne through all the elements, and I returned
to Earth again.' Cf. translation by H. E. Butler (Oxford, Clarendon Press,
1910).
The art of going out from the body, or of transferring the consciousness
from the earth-plane t o the after-death plane, or to any other plane, is
still practised, in Tibet, where i t is known as Pho-wa. See W. Y . EvansWentz, Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctvines (Oxford University Press,
London, 1935)~
pages 169-70, 246-76.
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and by many other illustrious initiates: and as The
Book of the Dead suggests, appears to have been far better known
to the ancient peoples inhabiting the Mediterranean countries
than it is now by their descendants in Europe and the Americq.
To those who had passed through the secret experiencing of
pre-mortem death, right dying is initiation, conferring, as does
the initiatory deat h-rit el the power to control consciously the
process of death and regeneration. Throughout the Middle
Ages, and during the Renaissance that followed, Europe still
retained enough of the Mystery teachings concerning death to
understand the paramount importance of knowing how to die;
and many treatises, hereinafter referred to, on the Art of Dying
were then current there. Various primitive Churches of Christendom, notably the Roman, Greek, Anglican, Syrian, Armenian,
and Coptic, and other of the Churches dating from Reformation
days, wisely incorporated into their rituals and observances many
principles of this pre-Christian Art of Dying. And to-day, in
their efforts thus to aid the dying, these Churches are in outstanding contrast, sociologically and culturally, to an Earth-limited
medical science which has no word of guidance to convey to the
dying concerning the after-death state, but which, on the contrary,
frequently augments rather than amelioaates, by its questionable
practices, the unfounded fears a n d often extreme unwillingness to
die of its death-bed patients, to whom it is likely to have administered stupefying drugs and injections.
As The Tibetan Book of the Dead teaches, the dying should
face death not only calmly and clear-mindedly and heroically,
'Among these illustrious initiates, who, in their various extant writings,
make reference similar t o that by Apuleius t o this death-rite, but usually
in language more veiled than his, may be mentioned Aeschylus, the founder
of Greek drama, Pindar, the Greek poet, Plato, t h e disciple of Pythagoras,
Plutarch, the Greek biographer, Cicero, the Roman orator and statesman,
Plotinus, the Neo-Platonist, and his disciples Porphyry and Iamblichus.
Cicero, rejoicing in his initiation-acquired enlightment, writes : ' We a t last
possess reasons why we should live ; and we are not only eager t o live, but we
cherish a better hope in death ' (De Legibus, IT, 14; translation by A.
Moret, in his Kings and Gods of Egypt, New York and London, 1912, page
194). In the same context, A. Moret states: ' The same sentiment is found
in the inscription of an Eleusinian initiate: " Behold! i t is a fair mystery
that comes unto us from the Blessed; for mortals, death is no more an
evil, but a bliss " '. And Plutarch, in his Immortality of bhe Soul, refers t o
' the crowd of the folk who are not initiated and purified, and who throng
to the mud-pit [of sensuality] and flounder in the darkness, and through
fear of death cling t o their woes, not trusting in the bliss of the hereafter '
(Cf. A. Moret, op. cit., page 1951).
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but with an intellect rightly trained and rightly directed, r n m t d y
transcending, if need be, bodily suffering and W t i e s , as they
would be abl&o do had they practised efficiently during their
active lifetime the Art of Living, and, when about to die, the Art
of Dying. When Milarepa, Tibet's saintly master of Yoga, was
preparing to die, he chose not only a favourable external environment, in the Cave of Brilche, in Chubar, Tibet, but an inner state
of mental equilibrium in keeping with his approaching Namdno.
Indomitably controlling his body, which, having been poisoned
by an enemy, was disease-weakened and pain-wracked, he welcomed death with song, as being natural and inevitable. After
having delivered his final testamentary teachings and parting
admonitions to his assembled disciples, he composed, ext emporaneously, a remarkable hymn in grateful praise of his Guru
Marpa, which is yet preserved in his Biography. Then, when
Milarepa had completed the singing of the hymn, he entered the
quiescent state of Samiidhi, and relinquished his fleshly form. Thus
did Milarepa die triumphantly, as do the saints and sages of all
saving faiths throughout the ages.'
But in the Occident, where the Art of Dying is little known
and rarely practised, there is, contrastingly, the common unwillingness to die, which, as the Bardo ritual suggests, produces
unfavourable results. As here in America, every effort is apt
to be made by a materialistically inclined medical science to
postpone, and thereby to interfere with, the death-process.
Very often the dying is not permitted to die in his or her own
home, or in a normal, unperturbed mental condition when the
hospital has been reached. To die in a hospital, probably while
under the mind-benumbing influence of some opiate, or else
under the stimulation of some drug injected into the body to
enable the dying to cling to life as long as possible, cannot but
be productive of a very undesirable death, as undesirable as that
of a shell-shocked soldier on a battle-field. Even as the normal
result of the birth-process may be aborted by malpractices, so,
similarly, may the normal result of the death-process be aborted.
The orient a1 Sages believe t bat, despite these unfortunate
circumstances which now encompass him when dying, occidental
'See W. Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibet's Great Yoga Milarcpa (Oxford University Press, London, 1928),pages 244-304.
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man will, as he grows in right understanding, recognize that everywhere throughout the all-embracing universe, whose immensities
he measures in millions of light years, there is the reign of unerring Law. The Cycle of Necessity, the Circle of Existence of the
old Druidic faith, the Round of Life and Death, he will know to be
universal, that worlds and suns, no less than he himself and every
living thing, repeatedly come into the illusory manifest at ion of
embodiment, and that each of these many manifestations is
rounded by what the LZmas of Tibet call the Bardo, the state
intervening between death and rebirth.
If the suggestive observations herein presented in this new
Preface, which are born of the doctrines contained in the translated texts of this book, aid in any small degree to awaken the
Occident to the extreme dangers into which it has been led, in
large measure by a medical science ignorant for the most part of
the Art of Dying, they will have furthered the prayers of the
Lamas by helping to dissipate that Darkness of Ignorance which,
as the Buddha realized, enshrouds the world. As the Fully
Enlightened One and all the Supreme Guides of Humanity have
taught, it is only by the inner Light of Wisdom, ' the true Light,
which lighteth every man that cometh into the worldIp1that the
Darkness of Ignorance can be dispersed.
The Egyptian Book of the Dead, correctly entitled, is The Coming
Forth from Day, with reference to the sacred Egyptian art of the
coming forth from this life into another life, or, in the language
of Pharaonic Egypt, the Per em hru.2 Similarly, The Tibetan
Book of the Dead, in the original Tibetan, is the Bardo Thodol,
meaning ' Liberation by Hearing on the After-Death Plane ',
and implying a yogic method of coming forth into Nirva'nzc
Liberation, beyond the Cycle of Birth and Death. Each of these
two books concerning death thus inculcates, by its own peculiar
method, an Art of Dying and Coming Forth into a New Life,
but in a more symbolic and esoterically profound manner than
do the treatises of medieval Christian Europe on the Art of Dying,
among which the Ars Moriendo (' Craft of Dying ') may be taken
as being typical and illustrative of this contrasting difference.
It was the fervent hope of the late LZma Kazi Dawa-Samdup,
'Cf. S t . John, I, g .
'Cf. H . M . Tirard, T h e Booh o f the Dead (London, 1910).pages

48-9.
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the translator, and of other of the learned LBmas who directed
the editor's Tibetan research-a hope in which the editor, too,
shares-that, aided by the Mystery teachings and its own Christianized versions of many principles of them, t he Occident might
reformulate and practise an Art of Dying, and, also, an Art of
Living. For the peoples of the Occident, as it was for the initiates
of antiquity and still is for the peoples of the Orient, the transition
from the human plane of consciausness, in the process called death,
can be and should be accompanied by solemn joyousness. Eventually, as the master yogins declare, when humanity shall have
grown spiritually strong, death will be experienced ecstatically,
in that state known t o them as Sama'dhi. By right practising of a
trustworthy Art of Dying, death will then, indeed, have lost its
sting and been swallowed u p in victory.
Whilst this Preface is being written it is Easter, in California.
As was the custom in many great civilizations of yore, so here
to-day, from hilltop and mountain, with prayer and joyous
singing, obeisance is being paid to the new-born Sun a t dawn,
amidst the fresh and glistening greenery of renascent leaves and
the fragrance of blossoms and the joy of Spring. It is, truly, the
ever-recurrent Resurrection, the coming forth into a new life of
things that had died; and, in like manner, are those who have
fallen asleep in the Christos t o be empowered to rise from their
tombs. Over the bosom of the Earth-Mother, in pulsating vibrations, radiant adenergizing, flows the perennial Stream of Life;
and whosoever has the power of right-seeing sees that for unemancipated beings death is but the necessary and Law-directed
prelude t o birth.
W. Y. E-W.
San niego, California,

Easter I 948.

RIGHT DIRECTING OF THOUGHT WHEN DYING
Buddhists and Hindus alike believe that the last thought at
the moment of death determines the character of the next
incarnation. As the Bardo Thodol teaches, so have the Sages of
India long taught, that the thought-process of a dying person
should be rightly directed, preferably by the dying person if he
or she has been initiated or psychically trained to meet death, or,
otherwise, by a guru or a friend or relative versed in the science
of death.
Sri Krishna, in the Bhagavad Gita' (viii, 6 ) , says to Arjuna,
' One attaineth whatever state [of being] one thinketh about at
the last when relinquishing the bodj., being ever absorbed in the
thought thereof. '
Our past thinking has determined our present status, and our
present thinking will determine our future status; for man is
what man thinks. In the words of the opening verse of the
Dhammapa'da, 'All that we are is the result of what we have
thought : it is founded on our thougllts, it is made up of our
thoughts.'
Likewise did tllc Hebrew Sages teach, as in Proverbs sxiii, 7,
As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he
I.

1'REFAC'E 7 ' 0 T H E FIRST EDITION
I N this book I am seeking-so far as possible-to suppn;ss
~ n yown views and to act silnply as tllc alout1ll)iccc of a Tibctiln
sage, of wllo~llI was a recognized disciple.
IIc was quitc willing that I shoi~ldmake I ~ I ~ O W I his
I intcrprctation of tllc hiphcr L i t ~ ~ t teachings
ic
and of the subtlc
csotericism undcrlying the l'at-do ThCild, following the privatc
and orally transmitted instructions \rhicll lic as a Y O U I I ~man
had rcceivcd when living the life of an ascclic with his late
I~ernlit-gumin Bhutan. Ihing himself a man who posscsscd
a considerable amount of Wcstcrn learning, he took great
troublc to enable me to reproduce Oriental ideas in a for111
which would bc intelligible to thc Europcan mind. If, in
amplification, I havc frequently referred to Occidental parallels
of various mystic or occult doctrines current in the Orient,
I have done so largely becausc in my wanderings therc,
chiefly in thc high Himalayas and on thc Tibetan frontiers
of Kashmir, Garhwal, and Sikkitn, I had come across learncd
philosophers and holy men who havc found or thought they
had found beliefs and religious practices-some recorded in
only
books, somc preservcd by oral tradition alone-not
analogous to their own, but so closcly akin to those of thc
Occident as to imply some historical connexion thcrcwith.
Whether thc supposed influence passed from East to Wcst
or from West to East, was not so clcar to their minds.
A ccrtain similarity does, howcver, seem to attach to the
culture of these geographically divided provinces.
I have spent more than five years in such resealrh, wandering
fl-om the palm-wreathed shores of Ceylon, and thence through
the wonder-land of the Hindus, to the glacier-clad lleights of
the Himalayan Ranges, sceking out the Wise Men of the
East. Sometimes I lived among city dwcllers, sometimes
in jungle and mountain solitudes alllong pgi~.,
sometimes in

ss
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monasteries with monks; sometimcs I went on pilgrimages,
as one of tlre salvation-seeking multitude. The Introduction
-which in its unusual lengthiness is intended to serve as
a very necessary commentary to the translation-and the
annotations to the text record the more important results
of this research, more especially in relation to Northern or
Mahsyina Buddhism.
Nevertheless, I have been really little more than a compiler
and editor of ' The Tibetan Book of the Dead '. To tllc
deceased translator-who
combined in himself a greatcr
knowledge of the Occult Scienccs of Tibet and of Westcrn
Science than any Tibetan scllolar of this epoch-the chiel
credit for its production very naturally belongs.
In addition to that greatest of all debts which the student
ever owcs to his preceptor, I acknowledge tny indebtedncsr
to each of my many good friends and helpers who havc
personally aided me herewith. Some of then1 are .of one
Faith, somc of another; some are far away in Japan and in
China, some in thc land of my birth, America ; many are in
Ceylon and in India; a few arc in Tibet.
Here in England I think first of all of Dr. R. 12. Marett,
Reader in Social Anthropology in the University of Oxford,
and Fellow of Exeter College, who ever since I first came up
to Oxford, io the year I 907, has hitllfully guided my aathropological research. Sir John Woodroffe, late a Judge of thc
High Court, Calcutta, now Reader in Indian Law in the
University of Oxford, and the fol.emost authority in the West
on the Tmrtvns, has read through our translation, chiefly in
relation to the character of the work as a ritual more or
less Tantric, and offered important advice. I am also very
grateful to him for the Foreword.
To Sj. Atal Bihari Ghosh, of Calcutta, Joint Honorary
Secretary with Sir John Woodroffe of the AP~,~z~~asntlJhZrra
Sarniti, as to Sir E. Denison Ross, Director of the School of
Oriental Studies, Lolldoll Institution, and to Dr. F. W. Thomas,
Librarian of the India Office, London, I am under a special
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obligation for important const~.uctivccriticism on thc book
as a whole. T o Major W. L. Campbell, British Political
Representative in Tibet, Dhutan, and Sikkim during my
sojourn in Gangtok, I am indebted for much encouragement
and scholarly aid, and for the gift of two valuable paintings
prepared by his orders in thc chief monastery of Gyantsc.
Tibet, to illustrate the symbolism of the Bnvdo Thiitlul text,
and herein rcproducccl. T o his predecessor and successor
in the same post, Sir Charles Bell, I am also a debtor for
important advice at tlie outset of ~ i i yTihctan research, wlleli
in Darjeeling. T o Mr. 1.. S. Houchicr, M.A. (Oxon.), P. R.
Hist. S., author of .!Syria ns n Rorrm~~
/'ro~)irrce, A Short
History of Arrtioch, &c., my lieartiest thanks arc due for
the assistance which he has so ki~icllyrendered in reading
the whole of this book \vhcn in proof. Sardar Bah;ldur S.W. Laden La, Chicf of I'olicc, Darjceling,
who sent me to Gangtok with a lctt'er of introdi~ction to
the latc LZma ICazi Dawa-San~dup,tlie translator of the
Bnrdo T/riidol; Dr. Johan Van Manen, Secretary of tlie
Asiatic Socicty, Calcutta, who lent mc Tibetan books which
proved very helpful while thc translation was taking shape,
and who afterwards contributcd advicc concerning t~.rrnslations ; and 1)r. Cassius A. Pcreira, of Colombo, Ceylon, who
criticized parts of thc Introduction in the light of Theraviida
Iluddhism, arc among many othcrs to whom my thanks
arc due.
Thus, undcr thc best of auspices, this book is sent forth to
the world, in thc hope that it may contribute somcthing to the
sum total of Right Knowledge, and scrve as one lnorc spirit~c;il
strand in an ilnbreakablc bond of good will and univer-sal pcacc.
binding East and West togcther in mutual rcspcct and understanding, and in love such as overleaps every barrier of creed
and caste and race.
W. Y.E-W.

I.

RENUNCIATION

' Gct t l ~ c eaway

from lifc-lust, from conceit,
From ignorance, and from distraction's crazc ;
S ~ ~ n t l tclr~ cbcj~~ds
; so only sl~alttl~ouconlc
1'0 ~ ~ t t c ~r i do l I l l . T l ~ r o wofT tllc C l ~ r i ~ l
O l l ~ i r t hant1 dcntll-thou k ~ ~ o w c what
st
t l ~ c ymcan.
So, TI-cc fl-om craving, in tl~islifc on cnrll~,
~ ' I I O I I sl~alt~n on thy way calm and sercnc.'-Thc
Buddha.
l'scllrrrs of the Enr-!)~ Bttddltisls, I. Ivi
(Mrs. R l ~ y sIlnvids' Translation).
11.

VICTORY

h
upon mc, cvcn me,
'But a n g ~ ~ i scrcpt
Wl~cnnsI ponde~.cd in my liltlc ccll :
A h mc! how I~nvc I comc into this cvil ronrl.
Into tllc powcr of Craving have I strayed!
13ricC is thc span of lifc yct lcft to me ;
Old agc, tliserse, hang i a ~ n ~ i n c ntot crush.
Now crc this body perish natl dissolve,
Swift let me be ; no timc have I for slotll.
And contemplating, as thcy I-cally are,
T l ~ cAggrcgatcs of 1-ifc that comc and go,
1 rosc and stood with mint1 emancipate!
For mc thc l311dtll1a'swol-cls had come to pass'.Mittakali, a Briih~ninBlrikfilrrtr~i.
Psnlrns of tltc Early Rrtd~lrists,I. xliii
(Mrs. Rhys Davids' Translation).
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.

p/,ecedrng Pfah I /
Fro111n photograp11 uf thc Translator and t l ~ cEditor ill 'l'ibetar~dress,
tnkcli in Gangtok, Sikkil~i,during t hc ycar 1919.

A pl~otograpliicrcprotluction (about two-thirds of the origilial s i x ) .
I11 tllc original thc 'illumil~atio~is
are in colour (now niuch fadcd)
painted on thc folios (cf. p. 68).
The paintilig on thc upper folio illustl.ates, with tlie coluurs,
cmblenis, alid oriciitatiori in strict accord wit11 tlic 11-aditions ol
Tibetan monastic art, thc description in the text of thc united rrrcl!rt.hrkrs,
or divine conclaves, of the Peacefill Deities of the First to tllc Sixth
Day ot the Uar-(/o t l ~ a tdawn thus in one co~ilplctcconclavc on tllc
Sixth Day (ct: py. 118-26). In the ccntral circle (Ccntrc) is ttlc
Dhyini Buddha Vairochana, clilbraced by his slrcrkli, or divine spouse,
the Mother of Infinitc Spacc. In ttie ncxt circle, cach likc~visc
enibraced by his sliakfi, a r e the lour Dl~yiiniBuddhas, who, with
Vairochana, co~lstitutethc rncl<r(fclltr of thc Five Dhyiini Buddl~as. 111
the outernlost circle are typical Bodl~isattvas311d otllcr deities wlio
acconipany the Five Dllyiini Buddlias (cf. pp. 118-zo); and in the
four small outer circles thc four fe11ialc Door-Keepers of the co~llplctc
coriclave (cf. p. 120).
The painting on tIic lower folio similarly illustrates, in colours,
emblems, and orientation, the u~iitcd r/rtr?r~nltrsof tlie Wrathful
Deities of thc Eight11 to the Fourteenth Day that dawn thus in one
complete conclave on the Fourteenth Day (cf. yp. 143-6). 1" the
cruciform design at the centre are the thrce-headed Iicrukas of
the Buddha, Vajra, Katna, Padnla, atid Karma Order, cacll wit11 his
shilf;, that dawn, rrrc7rrtitr/cr by mn&ln, from thc Eighth to tllc
Twelfth Day (cf. pp. ;j6-4~).The outer circle contailis representations of' the various aninlal-headed deities that dawn on the
Thirteenth and the Fourteenth Day (cf. pp. 141-6). In thc four
small outcr cil-cles are the Four Yoginis of the Door (cf. pp. 145-6)The translation of the text on the two folios is iudicnted by special
markings on pages rzo and 14J.

111. EFFIGY O F T H E D E A D PERSON
.
. p. nl
A reproduction (slightly reduced) of a copy of a Tibetan printed
Qor~g-hn paper.
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IV. T H E G R E A T MANDALA OF TI-IE P E A C E F U L DEITIES
fflci11,q p. I 18
This and the companion illustration, number V, following, are
photographic reproductions (about one-fourth of the original size) of
two paintings in colour, on heavy cotton cloth, rnade in the chief
monastery of Gyantse, Tibet, on the instructions of Major W.L,
Campbell, to illustr-te our Bardo Thiidof translation (see Preface,
p. xi). T h e colours, eniblems, and orientations, a s in the two
lnanuscript illumi~lationsdescribed above, are in accord with the
strict conventions of the religious art of Tibet. T h e correlations, too,
between the text and the deities depicted, a s brought out in the
description of the two manuscript illuminations, also apply to these
two more elaborate paintings.
Innermost circle (representing the Centre of the orientation): at
the centre, Vairochana (white) and shnbti, on lion throne (cf. pp. 1056); at the top, Sarnanta-Bhadra (blue) and shnkti; in subordinate
circle on the left, Chenrazee (above), Mafijushri (below, on left),
Vajra-Pani (below, on right) ; in subordinate circle on the right,
Tson Khapa, a famous Tibetan guru (above), and his two ch~ef
shi,r/~yas(or disciples), Gendundub (below, on left), and Gyalshabje
(below, on right).
Lower circle (East) : at the centre, Vajra-Sattva (blue), the reflex
of Akshobhya, and s/iclkfi, on elephant throne ; PushpP (above) ; LPsyH
(below) ; and Bodhisattvas (on left and right). Cf. pp. I-.
Left circle (South): at the centre, Ratna-Salnbhava (yellow) and
s/rnkfi, on horse throne ; Dhiipa (above) ; Ma15 (below) ; and Bodhisattvas (on left and right). Cf. pp. 110-11.
Upper circle (West) : at the centre, AmitPbha (red) and shnkli, on
peacock throne ; Aloka (above) ; Glta (below) ; and Bodhisattvas
(on left and right). Cf: p. 113.
Right circle (North): at the centre, Amogha-Siddhi (green) and
sltakfi, on harpy throne; Naivedya (above) ; Gandha (below); and
Bodhisattvas (on left and right). Cf. yp. 115-6.
Occupying the four corners of the great circle are the four chief
Door-Keepers (cf. p. 120) of the Man&ln, each pair on a fireenhaloed lotus throne : upper left, Yamantaka (yellow) and shnbli, the
Door-Keepers of the South ; upper right, Hayagriva (red) and sltakli,
the Door-Keepers of' the W e s t ; lower right, Arnlita-Dhiira (white)
and sllflkli, the Door-Keepers of the North ; lower leit, Vijaya (green)
and sliabfi, the Door-Keepers of the East. At the bottom, in the
centre, Padma Sambhava, the Great Human Guru of the Bardo Tltudol
Doctrine, in royal robes and pandit head-dress, holding a skull filled
with blood, symbolical of renunciation of life, in his left hand, and
a dorje, synlbolical of mastery over life, in his right. At his feet lie
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offerings: ( I ) the Tri-Kalrra or Three Jewels of the Buddhist Faith,
(2) a pair of elephant tusks, and (3) a branch of red coral. T o the
right of thc L'rrrlr stands the Buddha of the Human Loka (yellow),
Shakya Muni, holding a blrtkklrrr-staff and a begging-bowl; to tile
right, the Buddha of the Brute Lokn (blue) holding a book, synlbolizing
language and expression, or divine wisdom, which brute creatures
lack.
In the four corners arc the four othcr Buddhas of thc Six Lokcls
(cf. p. 121): upper left, the Buddha of' the Drva L o h (white),
holding a guitar, symbolizing excellence in arts and sciences and thc
harmony of existencc in the world of the clt~vas; upper right, the
Buddha of the Asurn Lokti (green), holding a sword symbolizing
the warlike nature of asums; lower. left, tllc Buddha of thc Prtfa Loba
(red), holding a box filled with all desirable objects to satisfy thc
cravings of thc prutrrs; lower right, the Buddha of Hell (s~nokecoloured), holding fire for consuming and water for purifying.
Among other embellishn~entsadded by the artist are a sacred
mirror (symbolizing form or body, which it reflects) near the trees on
the left, and a sacred conch-shell trumpet of victory ovcr the Sarrgsirtt
(symbolizing sound) near the tree on the right ; and, bctwcen the two
Buddhas at the bottoni, in two caves, yogis, or holy men, in thc
Tibetan wilderness.
At the top, in the centre, presiding over the whole ma!rdlrln, Buddha
Amit5bha (red), on an cnhaloed lotus and lunar throne holding
a begging-bowl, with lotuses and the moon (white) on thc left and
lotuses and the sun (gold) on the right.

V- T H E G R E A T MANDALA O F T H E KNOWLEDGE-HOLDINGAND WRATHFULDEITIES

. .

. .

. fac.in~p.136

Innermost circle : upper centre, Sanlanta-Bhadra (blue) and shokli,
in wrathful aspect ; lower centre (Centre), the Buddha Heruka (dark
brown) and slrnkfi (cf. p. 137); lower left (East), the Vajra Heruka
(dark blue) and slrahfi (cf. p. 138); upper left (South), the Ratna
Heruka (yellow) and slrabft (cf. pp. 138-9) ; upper right (West), the
Padma Heruka (reddish-brown) and slrakli (cf. pp. r3+40); lower
right (North), the Karma Heruka (dark green) and slrakfr' (cf. pp. 1401).
Each pair of these deities arc on a lotus and solar throne,
enhaloed by flames of wisdom, and treading under foot rrtcira beings
(is e. human beings, whose existence, being purely phenomenal, or
kflnjric, is illusion, or rniyu),symbolizing the treading under foot of
sangsiiric ( i . e. worldly) existence. At the bottom are offerings of the
five ~angsriricsenses, synlbolized by ( r ) two eycs, (2) two ears,
(3) a tongue, (4) a heart (in the centre), and ( 5 ) a nose (above
heart); also of three blood-filled human skull-cups, held in posilion

by snlall human skulls, all of which syliibolize renunciation of tht
world.
I
Second circle : the Eight Kerimas (cf. pp. 142-3).
Third circle: the Eight Htamenrllas (cf. p. 143) and the Four
Female Door-Keepers (cf. pp. 143-4).
Outcrmost circle: the Twcnty-Eight Various-Ileadcd Might)'
Goddcsscs (cf. pp. 144-s), four of whom are the Four Yoginis 01
tlrc Door (cf. pp. 145-6).
At the bottoni, in the centre (Centrc) the suprcmc Knowlcdgc.,
IIolding Dcity, the Lotus Lord of Dancc (rcd, for the fivc coloursol
test) and slrtrkfi. In the four corncrs, his four companion dcitics:
lower left (East), the Earth-Abiding Knowledge-Holdcr (white) and
.s/,nW; upper lcft (Sooth), the Knowledge-Holder Ilaving I'owcr Over
Duration of Life (ycllow) and slrnbfi; upper right (Wcst),the Know.
Icdge-Holding Lleity of the Great Symbol (red) and slrtrkfi; lower
right (North), thc Self-Evolved Knowledge-Holder (grccn) and sltak11.,
Each pair of dcities of this r n a ~ r ~ n f athat
,
dawns intc~.rncdiately
(i. c. between the l~rn!r+lkns of' the Pcaceful Deities and thc nin!r!inlas
of the Wrathful Deities) on the Seventh Day (cf. pp. 126-81,arc i n ,
peaceful aspcct, on all cnhaloed lotus and lunar throne, performing
a mystic dance which is Tantric.
At the top, in the ccntre, presiding ovcr the whole greater r n t l ! ~ + r l d ,
is Sa~nanta-Bhadra(dark blue), the Adi-Buddha, and slrtrr(.ti (white],
in pcaccful aspcct, on a lotus and lunar thronc, enhaloed in rainbow
cololirs, with lotuses and the moon (white) on his right and lotuscs
and the sun (gold) on his Icft.

'

VI. THE T I B E T A I NJ U D G E M E N T

.

. fncing p. 166

A photograpl~icreproduction (about onc-fourth of thc original sizcl
of a monastic painting in colour, on heavy cotton clotl~,niade on thc
instructions of the cditor, in Cangtok, Sikkirn, by a Tibctan artisl,
namcd Lllaripa-Pc~npa-Tcndup-La,
to illustrate tllc Judgement (set
I-'. 37).
Occupying tllc ccntral position is Dharnia-Rsja, the King of Truth,
or Administrator of Truth and J~lstice,otherwise callcd Yania-Rija,
thc King and Judge of thc Dead. I i e is the wrathful aspect 01
Cllenrazce, thc National Divinc Protector of Tibet. T h e third eye 01
spiritual insight is in his forehead. H e stands enhalocd in flanlcs,
of wisdom, or1 a solar t l ~ r o n csupportcd by a lotus thronc, trcadillg
undcr foot a tr~ti)-trform, symbolic of the t,rn~lG (i. c. illusionary) naturc
of human cxistcncc. 11is hcad-drcss is adorncd with Ilunian sklllls,
and a serpent forms his necklacc. I-{is nccklct is a llu~nan'hide,tllc
head of which protrudes from behind his right side, and a hand nlld
root hang down ovcr the centre of his breast. A girdle of human
hcads su~.rc~ulicls
Itis waist. His pavilion and the walls of his Courl'
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are
with the skull-~ymbolsof death. His sword is the
sword of spiritual power. The mirror in his left hand is the Mirror
ofKorrrrcl,in which are reflected every good and evil act (cf. p. 166)
of each of the dead who are being judgcd, one by one. Therc is
written on the mirror, in Tibetan, ' Hrr',' the brj'a,or chief, nmnfra of
Chcnrazee.
Directly in front of Dharma-Raja is the Monkey-kicadcd One,
Sprehu-gochan (Tib. Spre-lru-~,rgo-clrnri), otlicrwisc called Shinje
(cl. pp. 367), holding the scales, on onc side of which arc lieapcd-up
black pebbles, the evil dceds, and, on the othcr, heaped-up white
pebbles, the good dceds. On tlic right of Shinje stands tlie
Little White God, emptying a sack of white pcbbles; on tlic othcr
side, tlic Little Black God, cmptying a sack of black pebbles
(cf. p. 166).
Guarding the wcighing arc the Bull-Headed One, Lang-gochan
(Tib. Clang-ingo-clrnrt), holding another mirror df knrrr~n, and thc
Serpent-Headed One, Dul-gochan (Tib. Slnrl-rngo-chatr), holding
a scourge and a noose.
A yellow deity, on the right of Dharma-RSja, holding a writingtablet and a stilus, and a brown deity, on thc lelt, holding a sword and
a noose, are the two Advocates. The ycllow advocatc is the defender,
thc brown advocate is the accuser. The six deities, fivc of wlio~liare
animal-headed, sitting in the Court of Judgcrncnt, three on either side,
like a jury of subordinatc judges, sclpcrvise thc proceedings in order
to ensure regularity of procedure and impartial justice (cf. pp. 35-7).
' h e first above on the right holds a mirror of Rnrma and a skull-cup
of blood, the second a battle-axe and a skull-cup of blood, the third
a noose. The first abovc on the left holds a battle-axe and skull-cup
of blood, the second a snlall vase of blossoms in his right hand, the
third a do* and a skull-cup of blood.
Ncar the gate on the left and the gate on thc right stands onc of tlic
avenging furies who act a s warders. Therc are tcn Tibetans in thc
foreground of the Court awaiting judgement. The one with a conical
head-dress (in red) is a red-cap kirnn; the one with a round hcaddress (in yellow) is a govcrnmcnt official. The others arc ordinary
people. The three gates, through which the conderlincd cnter thc
Hells below, arc guarded by threc animal-headed portcrs, cach
holding a noose.
Issuing from the Court, at eithcr side of tlie Judge, are tile Six
Kflrnric Pathways, leading to tlie Six Buddhas of the Six tohrs, in
whom the Patllways end, cacl~Patliway and 13uddIia in appropriate
colour (cf. p. 124 and Illustration IV). Traversing tlie I'atllwnys arc
twelve of thc dead who have recelltly becn judgcd. Thc highcst one,
IlPon the Icft, on the white light-path approaching the B~~ddlia
of the
f)cva Lofin, is a yellow-cap /ia,o ; next to him is a governincnt official
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on the yellow light-path approaching the Buddha of the Human t o k f l ;
the highest upon the right, on the grcen light-path approachiligthc
Buddha of the Asirra Loha, is a red-cap lanra.
In the Lawer World, at the bottom of the painting, typical punish.
lnents in various I-iells are depicted, none of which, however, are
everlasting. On the left, in the upper corner, wherc two silincrs arc
immersed in a glacial region, thc Eight Cold Hells are suggested.
Near the edge of the painting, on the opposite side, a sinner anlidst
flames suggests the Eight Hot Hells. The conilnission of any of tllc
ten impious acts, dclibcratcly and from selfish ~~iotives,
leads to pur.
gation in the Cold Hells ; any of the same acts done through anger
lead to purgation in the Hot I-Iells.
Just below the Cold 1-Iells is thc I-Iell of the ' Spiked Tree' or ' Mill
of Spikes'(Tib. Shal-lrtn-ri),in which an cvil-docr has been quartcrcd
and affixed to the spikes. Beside it, in charge of a hell-fury, is 'The
Doorlcss Iron )rouse ' (Tib. Lc/i(rgs-R/l(r~a,g-sp-~~ae~I).
Next to this
there arc four lariras held under thc mountainous weight of an
enormous Tibetan sacred book; they are being punished thus for
having in their earth-life hurried through and skipped passages when
reading religious texts. The triangle, in which an evil-doer is fixed,
symbolizes the terrible Avitchi Hell, wherein one guilty of a heinous
sin, such as using sorcery to dcstroy enemies or deliberate failure to
fulfil Tantric vows, endures punishment for ages which are almost
immeasurable. Close to the triangle, a hell-fury is pouring spoonfuls
of molten metal into a woman condemned for prostitution. T h e
person next to her, bowed under the weight of a heavy rock tied to
his back, is being punished in that manner for having killed small
living creatures like vermin or other insects. The sinner whom
a hell-fury is holding stretched out on a floor of spiked iron while
another hell-fury is preparing to hack hinl to pieces (cf. p. 166) has
been found guilty of another of the ten impious acts. So also has
been the woman who is about to be sawn in two lengthwise ; her sin
has been murder. As in Dante's Infirno, other evildoers, incapable,
as our text explains, of succumbing to the process (cf. p. 166))are
being caoked in the iron cauldron at the lower right-hand corner,
Three hell-furies (one brown, one yellow, one blue in the original)
are to be seen holding by the end of nooses and leading and dragging
along (cf. p. 166) to appropriate punishments three of the dead w h o
have just been cast into Hcll.
At the top of the picture, in the centre, on an enhaloed lotus and
lunar throne, with the moon (white) at his right and the sun (gold)at
his left, presiding over all, is Dorje Chang (blue), the Divine Gun1 01
the Red-Hat School ot Padlna Sambhava; for he is held to be the
Ever-living and Spiritual Source whence continue to emanate, as in
the days of the Buddha Shakya Muni, all the Esotcric Doctrines
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underlying the Burdo Y'lrodol, which are referred to on pages 133 to
134 of our translation.'

EMBLEMS
l.

TI1E I N D I A N W H E E L O F T H E LAW

(Dlrurma-Clrnhrcl)

orr back of look
From designs sculptlired on the Sanclli Topes, dating from about
500 B.C. f0

I 0 0 A. D.

a. THE LAMAIC C R O S S E D DORJE

. .

on fronl cotvr of b o d

Symbolical of equilibrium, immutability, and almighty power.
(Cf. pp. 63, 116l.)
3. THE TIBETAN W I-I E E L O F T H E L A W (Clr'os-'For-lskor)
/acing p. 119
The Eight-Spoked Wheel (cf. p. 106), on a lotus throne and
enhaloed by Flames of Wisdom, is representative of the ThousandSpoked Wheel of the Good Law of the Buddha, synlbol of the
symmetry and completeness of the Sacred Law of the Dhnrmn, or
Scriptures. The design at the centre, called in Tibetan rmarr-'h'yil,
composed of three whirling segments, syn~bolizes-as docs the
svczstika at the centre of the Indian Wheel of the Law-the Sangsarn,
or ceaseless change or ' becoming '.
4.

THE DORJE, T H E LAILIAIC SCEPTRE

. facing p. 137

A type of the Thunderbolt of Indra, the Indian Jupiter, used in
most limaic rituals (cf. pp. 10, r d 2 , 137-8, 142-51, ~ymbolicalof
donlinion over sangsan'c (or worldly) existence.
It should be noted that each of the dead possesses a body suited to the
paradise realm or hell-world in which barnto brings about birth ; and that wllcn
any of the after-human-death states of existence ends there is again a death
process and a casting ofl of a body (cf. pp. 155-8, and Book 11 p"s.'im). The
Bardo is the intermediate state whence one may be rcborn in this world.in
a human body, o r in the ghost-world in a ghost body, or in one of the prradlsc
realms, such as the deva-loka, i n a god body, or in the clsuru-lokn in an asvra
body, or in one of the hells in a body capable of enduring suffering and incapable
of dying there until the purgation is complete. Following death in a hell, or in
any other of the after-human-death states, the normal process is to be reborn on
earth as a human being. The True Goal, a s the Bardo Th6dol repeatedly
explains, is beyond all states of embodiment, beyolid all Iiells, worlds, and
heavens, beyond the Sangsira, beyond Nature ; it is called N ; ~ - ! f (Tibe
a
Myor~g-lrdas). See Addenda, V, pp. 104-31.
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5. T H E MANTRA OF CHENKAZEE (Avalokiteshvara)
fucittg p. 167

In Rnnjcr or L a n h Indian characters of about the seventh century
A. D. L C I I I ~
characters,
SU
slightly modified, are used in Tibetan 11lanu.
scripts, comnlonly on title-pagcs. In Tibetan characters the sacred

a&JFCJa
2,
0

Marrlrn is

the Lotus ! I

which means literally : ' 0 m ! The Jewel 1"

n ! ' (Cf. py. 134=,14g', 206.)

THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD

PSYCHOLOGICAL, C O M M E N T A R Y
By Dr. C. G. Jung'')
Translated by R. F. C. Hull from Das Tibetanische Totenbwh

Before embarking upon the psychological commentary, I should
like to say a few words about the text itself. The Tibetan Book of
the Dead, or the Bardo Thodol, is a book of instructions for the
dead and dying. Like The Egyptian Book of the Dead, it is meant to
be a guide for the dead man during the period of his Bardo
existence, symbolically described as an intermediate st ate of
forty-nine days' duration between death and rebirth. The text
To one of Dr. Jung's most successful disciples, Dr. James Kirsch,
Analytical Psychologist, of Los Angeles, California, who has discussed
this Psychological Commentary with Dr. Jung in Ziirich and aided in
its English translation, t h e Editor is indebted for the important prefatory
admonition which follows, addressed t o the Oriental reader:' This book addresses itself, primarily, t o t h e Occidental reader, and
attempts t o describe important Oriental experiences and conceptions in
Occidental terms. Dr. Jung seeks t o facilitate this difficult undertaking by
his Psychological Commentary. It is, therefore, unavoidable that, in so
doing, he employs terms which are familiar t o the Occidental mind but
which are, in some instances, objectionable t o the Oriental mind.
'One such objectionable term is " soul ". According t o Buddhistic
belief, the " soul " is ephemeral, is a n illusion, and, therefore, has no real
existence. The Germanic word " Seele ", a s employed in the original German
version of this Psychological Commentary, is not synonymous with,!he
1s
English word " Soul ", although commonly so translated. " Seele
an ancient word, sanctioned b y Germanic tradition and used, by outstanding German mystics like Eckhart and great German poets like Goethe, t o
signify the Ultimate Reality, symbolized in feminine, or shakti, aspect.
Herein, Dr. Jung uses i t poetically with reference t o the " Psyche ", as
the Collective Psyche. I n psychological language it represents the Collective Unconscious, a s being t h e matrix of everything. I t is the womb of
everything, even of t h e Dhayma-Kaya; i t is the Dhavma-h'uya itself.
' Accordingly, Oriental readers are invited to put aside, for the time
being, their understanding of " soul " and t o accept Dr. Jung's use of the
word, in order t o be able t o follow him with an open mind into the depths
where he seeks t o build a bridge from the Shore of the Orient t o the Shore
of the Occident, a n d t o tell of the various paths leading t o the Great
1-iberation, the lJna Salus.'
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falls into thtee parts. The first part, called Chikhai Bardol
describes the psychic happenings at the moment of death. The
second part, or Chonyid Bardo, deals with the dream-state which
supervenes immediately after death, and with what are call4
' karmic illusions '. The third part, or Sidpa Bardo, concerns the
onset of the birth-instinct and of prenatal events. It is characteristic
that supreme insight and illumination, and hence the greatest
possibility of attaining liberation, are vouchsafed during the
actual process of dying. Soon afterward, the ' illusions ' begin
which lead eventually to reincarnation, the illuminative lights
growing ever fainter and more multifarious, and the visions more
and more terrifying. This descent illustrates the estrangement
of consciousness from the liberating truth as it approaches nearer
and nearer to physical rebirth. The purpose of the instruction is
to fix the attention of the dead man, a t each successive stage of
delusion and entanglement, on the ever-present possibility of
liberation, and to explain to him the nature of his visions. The
text of the Bardo Thodol is recited by the la'ma in the presence of
the corpse.
I do not think I could better discharge my debt of thanks to the
two previous translators of the Bnrdo Thodol, the late Lima
Kazi Dawa-Samdup and Dr. Evans-Wentz, than by attempting,
with the aid of a psychological commentary, to make the magnificent world of ideas and the problems contained in this treatise
a little more intelligible to the Western mind. I am sure that all
who read this book with open eyes, and who allow it to impress
itself upon them without prejudice, will reap a rich reward.
The Bardo Thodol, fitly named by its editor, Dr. W. Y. EvansWentz, ' The Tibetan Book of the Dead ', caused a considerable
stir in English-speaking countries at the time of its first appearance
in 1927. I t belongs to that class of writings which are not only of
interest to specialists in MahZySna Buddhism, but which also.
because of their deep humanity and their still deeper insight into
the secrets of the hum'an psyche, make an especial appeal to the
layman who is seeking to broaden his knowledge of life. For years,
ever since it was first published, the Bardo Thodol has been my
constant companion, and to it I owe not only many stimulating
ideas and discoveries, but also many fundamental insights
Unlike The Egyptian Book of the Dead, which always prompts one
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to say too much or too little, the Bardo Thodol offers one an intelligible philosophy addressed t o human beings rather than t o gods
or primitive savages. I t s philosophy contains the quintessence
of Buddhist psychological criticism; and, as such, one can truly
say that it is of an unexampled superiority. Not only the ' wrathful ' but also the ' peaceful ' deities are conceived as sangsdric
projections of the human psyche, an idea that seems all too obvious
to the enlightened European, because it reminds him of his own
banal simplifications. But though the European can easily
explain away these deities as projections, he would be quite incapable of positing them a t the same time as real. The Bardo Thodol can
do that, because, in certain of its most essential metaphysical
premises, it has the enlightened as well as the unenlightened
European a t a disadvantage. The ever-present , unspoken
assumption of the Bardo Thodol is the antinominal character of all
metaphysical assertions, and also the idea of the qualitative difference of the various levels of consciousness and of the metaphysical realities conditioned by them. The background of this
unusual book is not the niggardly European ' either-or ', but a
magnificently affirmative ' both-and '. This statement may
appear objectionable t o the Western philosopher, for the West
loves clarity and unambiguity; consequently, one philosopher
clings to the position, ' God is ', while another clings equally
fervently to the negation. ' God is not '. What would these
hostile brethren make of a n assertion like the following :
' Recognizing the voidness of thine own intellect to be Buddhahood, and knowing it at the same time t o be thine own consciousness, thou shalt abide in the state of the divine mind of
the Buddha.'
Such an assertion is, I fear, as unwelcome to our Western philosophy as it is t o our theology. The Bardo Thodol is in the highest
degree psychological in its outlook; but, with us, philosophy and
theology are still in the mediaeval, pre-psychological stage where
only the assertions are listened to, explained, defended, criticized
and disputed, while the authority that makes them has, by
general consent, been deposed as outside the scope of discussion.
Metaphysical assertions, however, are statemenis of the psych,
and are therefore psychological. To the Western mind, which
compensates its well-known feelings of resentment by a slavish
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regard for ' rational ' explanations, this obvious truth seems all
too obvious, or else it is seen as an inadmissible negation of metaphysical ' truth '. Whenever the Westerner hears the word
psychological ', it always sounds to him like ' only psychological'.
For him the ' soul ' is something
small, unworthy, personal, subjective, and a lot more besides. He therefore prefers
to use the word ' mind ' instead, though he likes to pretend at the
same time that a statement which may in fact be very subjective
indeed is made by the ' mind ', naturally by the ' Universal
Mind ', or even-at a pinch-by the ' Absolute ' itself. This
rather ridiculous presumption is probably a compensation for the
regrettable smallness of the soul. I t almost seems as if Anatole
France had uttered a truth which were valid for the whole
Western world when, in his Penguin Island, Cath6rine dlAlexandrie
offers this advice to God: ' Donnez leur une ame, mais une
petite ! [' Give them a soul, but a little one!']
I t is the soul which, by the divine creative power inherent in it,
makes the metaphysical assertion ; it posits the distinctions
between metaphysical entities. Not only is it the condition of all
metaphysical reality, it is that reality.
With this great psychological truth the Bardo Thodol opens.
The book is not a ceremonial of burial, but a set of instructions
for the dead, a guide through the changing phenomena of the
Bardo realm, that state of existence which continues for 49 days
after death until the next incarnation. If we disregard for the
moment the supra-tkmporality of the soul-which the East
accepts as a self-evident fact-we, as readers of the Bardo ThUol,
shall be able to put ourselves without difficulty in the position of
the dead man, and shall consider attentively the teaching set
forth in the opening section, which is outlined in the quotation
above. At this point, the following words are spoken, not presumptuously, but in a courteous manner :' 0 nobly-born (so and so), listen. Now thou art experiencing
the Radiance of the Clear Light of Pure Reality. Recognize it.
0 nobly-born, thy present intellect, in real nature void, not
'This paragraph makes apparent the interpretative importance of the
annotation set forth above, page xxxv, concerning the difference in
meaning of the term 'soul ' of the English rendering and of the term
' Seele ' of the original German; and, at this point, readers would benefit
by re-reading the annotation.
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formed into anything as regards characteristics or colour,
naturally void, is the very Reality, the All-Good.
' Thine own intellect, which is now voidness, yet not to be

regarded as of the voidness of nothingness, but as being the
intellect itself, unobstruced, shining, thrilling, and blissful, is
the very consciousness, the All-good Buddha.'
This realization is the Dharma-Kaya state of perfect enlightenment; or, as we should express it in our own language, the
creative ground of all metaphysical assertion is consciousness, as
the invisible, intangible manifestation of the soul. The ' Voidness ' is the state transcendent over all assertion and all predication. The fulness of its discriminative manifestations still lies
latent in the soul.
The text continues :' Thine own consciousness, shining, void, and inseparable
from the Great Body of Radiance, hath no birth, nor death,
and is the Immutable Light-Buddha Amitgbha.'
The soul [or, as here, one's own consciousness] is assuredly not
small, but the radiant Godhead itself. The West finds this statement
either very dangerous, if not downright blasphemous, or else
accepts it unthinkingly and then suffers from a theosophical
inflation. Somehow we always have a wrong attitude to these
things. But if we can master surselves far enough to refrain
from our chief error of always wanting to do something with
things and put them to practical use, we may perhaps succeed
in learning an important lesson from these teachings, or at
least in appreciating the greatness of the Bardo Th6d0l, which
vouchsafes to the dead man the ultimate and highest truth, that
even the gods are the radiance and reflection of OUI own souls.
No sun is thereby eclipsed for the Oriental as it would be for
the Christian, who would feel robbed of his God; on the contrary,
his soul is the light of the Godhead, and the Godhead is the soul.
The East can sustain this paradox better than the unfortunate
Angelus Silesius, who even today would be psychologically far in
advance of his time.
It is highly sensible of the Bardo Th6dol to make clear to the
dead man the primacy of the sou], for that is the one thing which
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life does not make clear to us. We are so hemmed in by things
which jostle and oppress that we never get a chance, in the
midst of all these ' given ' things, to wonder by whom they
are ' given '. I t is from this world of ' given ' things that the
dead man liberates himself; and the purpose of the instruction
is to help him towards this liberation. We, if we put ourselves
in his place, shall derive no lesser reward from it, since we learn
from the very first paragraphs that the ' giver ' of all ' given '
things dwells within us. This is a truth which in the face of all
evidence, in the greatest things as in the smallest, is never known,
although it is often so very necessary, indeed vital, for us to know it.
Such knowledge, to be sure, is suitable only for contemplatives who
are minded to understand the purpose of existence, for those who
are Gnostics by temperament and therefore believe in a saviour
who, like the saviour of the Mandaeans, calls himself ' gnosis
of life ' (manda d'hajze). Perhaps it is not granted to many of us
to see the world as something ' given '. A great reversal of standpoint, calling for much sacrifice, is needed before we can see the
world as ' given' by the very nature of the soul. I t is so much
more straight-forward, more dramatic, impressive, and therefore
more convincing, to see that all the things happen to me than to
observe how I make them happen. Indeed, the animal nature of
man makes him resist seeing himself as the maker of his circumstances. That is why attempts of this kind were always the object
of secret initiations, culminating as a rule in a figurative death
which symbolized the total character of this reversal. And, in
point of fact, the instruction given in the Bardo Thodol serves to
recall to the dead man the experiences of his initiation and the
teachings of his g ~ r u for
, the instruction is, a t bottom, nothing
less than an initiation of the dead into the Bardo life, just as the
initiation of the living was a preparation for the Beyond. Such
was the case, at least, with all the mystery cults in ancient civilizations from the time of the Egyptian and Eleusinian mysteries.
In the initiation of the living, however, this ' Beyond ' is
not a world beyond death, but a reversal of the mind's intentions
and outlook, a psychological ' Beyond ' or, in Christian terns,
a ' redemption ' from the trammels of the world and of sinRedemption is a separation and deliverance from an earlier condition of darkness and unconsciousness, and leads t o a conditio~l
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illumination and releasedness, to victory and transcendence
over everything ' given '.
Thus far the Bardo Thodol is, as Dr. Evans-Wentz also feels, an
o
initiation process whose purpose it is to =to-d_the
d i v i n i t y d x at --birth. Now it is a charactertistic of Oriental
religious literature that the teaching invariably begins with the
most important item, with the ultimate and highest principles
which, with us, would come last-as for instance in Apuleius,
where Lucius is worshipped as Helios only right a t the end.
Accordingly, in the Bardo Thodol, the initiation is a series of
diminishing climaxes ending with rebirth in the womb. The only
' initiation process ' that is still alive and practised todav in the
West is the analysis of the unconscious as used by doctors for
therapeutic purposes. This penetration into the ground-layers
of consciousness is a kind of rational maieutics in the Socratic
sense, a bringing forth of psychic contents that are still
germinal, subliminal, and as yet unborn. Originally, this therapy
took the fornl of Freudian psychoanalysis and was mainly
concerned with sexual fantasies. This is the realm that corresponds to the last and lowest region of the Bardo, known as the
Szdpa Bardo, where the dead man, unable to profit by the teachings of the Chikhai and Chonyid Bardo, begins to fall a prev to
sexual fantasies and is attracted by the vision of mating couples.
Eventually he is caught by a womb and born into the earthly
world again. Meanwhile, as one might expect, the Oedipus complex
starts functioning. If his karma destines him to be reborn as a
man, he will fall in love with his mother-to-be and will find his
father hateful and digusting. Conversely, the future daughter will
be highly attracted by her father-to-be and repelled by her
mot her. The European passes through this specifically Freudian
domain when his unconscious contents are brought to light under
analysis, but he goes in the reverse direction. He journeys back
through the world of infantile-sexual fantasy to the womb. It has
even been suggested in psychoanalytical circles that the trauma
par excellence is the birth-experience it self-nay more, psychoanalysts even claim to have probed back to memories of intrauterine origin. Here Western reason reaches its limit, unfortunately. I say ' unfortunately ', because one rather wishes that
Freudian psychoanalysis could have happily pursued these so*-
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called intra-uterine experiences still further back; had it sueceeded in this bold undertaking, it would surely have come out
beyond the Sidpa Bardo and penetrated from behind into the
lower reaches of the Chonyid Bardo. It is true that with the
equipment of our existing biological ideas such a venture would
not have been crowned with success; it would have needed a
wholly different kind of philosophical preparation from that based
on current scientific assumptions. But, had the journey back been
consistently pursued, it would undoubtedly have led to the
postulate of a pre-uterine existence, a true Bardo life, if only it
had been possible to find at least some trace of an experiencing
subject. As it was, the psychoanalysts never got beyond purely
conjectural traces of int ra-uterine experiences, and even the
famous ' birth trauma ' has remained such an obvious truism
that it can no longer explain anything, any more than can the
hypothesis that life is a disease with a bad prognosis because its
outcome is always fatal.
Freudian psychoanalysis, in all essential aspects, never went
beyond the experiences of the Sidpa Bardo; that is, it was unable
to extricate itself from sexual fantasies and similar ' incompatible ' tendencies which cause anxiety and other affective states.
Nevertheless, Freud's theory is the first attempt made by the
West to investigate, as if from below, from the animal sphere of
instinct, the psychic territory that corresponds in Tantric
Lamaism to the Sidpa Bardo. A very justifiable fear of
metaphysics prevented Freud from penetrating into the sphere of
the ' occult '. In addition to this, the Sidpa state, if we are to
accept the psychology of the Sidpa Bardo, is characterized by
the fierce wind of karma, which whirls the dead man along until
he comes to the ' womb-door '. In other words, the Sidpa
state permits of no going back, because it is sealed off against
the Chonyid st ate by an intense striving downwards, towards
the animal sphere of instinct and physical rebirth. That is to
say, anyone who penetrates into the unconscious with purely
biological assumptions will become stuck in the instinctual sphere
and be unable to advance beyond it, for he will be pulled back
again and again into physical existence. It is therefore not
possible for Freudian theory to reach anything except an
essentially negative valuation of the unconscious. It is a ' nothing
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but I. At the same time, it must be admitted that this view of
the psyche is typically Western, only it is expressed more blatantly,
more plainly, and more ruthlessly than others would have dared
to express it, though a t bottom they think no differently. As t o
what ' mind means in this connection, we can only cherish the
hope that it will carry conviction. But, as even Max Scheler noted
with regret, the power of this ' mind ' is, t o say the least of it,
doubtful.
I think, then, we can state it as a fact that with the aid of
psychoanalysis the rationalizing mind of the West has pushed
forward into what one might call the neuroticism of the Sidpa
state, and has there been brought t o an inevitable standstill
by the uncritical assumption that everything psychological is
subjective and personal. Even so, this advance has been a great
gain, inasmuch as it has enabled us t o take one more step behind
our conscious lives. This know,ledge also gives us a hint of how
we ought to read the Bardo Thodol-that is, backwards. If, with
the help of our Western science, we have to some extent succeeded
in understanding the psychological character of the SidPa Bardo,
our next task is t o see if we can make anything of the preceding
Chonyid Bardo.
The Chonyid state is one of karmic illusion-that is to say,
illusions which result from the psychic residua of previous
existences. According t o the Eastern view, karma implies a sort
of psychic theory of heredity based on the hypothesis of reincarnation, which in the last resort is an hypothesis of the supratemporality of the soul. Neither our scientific knowledge nor
our reason can keep in step with this idea. There are too
many if's and but's. Above all, we know desperately little about
the possibilities of continued existence of the individual soul after
death, so little that we cannot even conceive how anyone could
prove anything at all in this respect. Moreover, we know only
too well, on epistemological grounds, that such a proof would be
lust as impossible as the proof of God. Hence we may cautiously
accept the idea of karma only if we understand it as psychic
heredity in the very widest sense of the word. Psychic heredity
does exist-that is t o say, there is inheritance of psychic characteristics such as predisposition t o disease, traits of character.
special gifts, and so forth. I t does no violence to the psychic
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nature of these complex facts if natural science reduces them to
what appear to be physical aspects (nuclear structures in cells,
and so on). They are essential phenomena of life which express
themselves, in the main, psychically, just as there are other
inherited characteristics which express themselves, in the main,
physiologically, on the physical level. Among these inherited
psychic factors there is a special class which is not confined either
to family or to race. These are the universal dispositions of the
mind, and they are to be understood as analogous to Plato's
forms (eidola), in accordance with which the mind organizes its
contents. One could also describe these forms as categories
analogous to the logical categories which are always and
everywhere present as the basic postulates of reason. Only,
in the case of our ' forms ', we are not dealing with categories
of reason but with categories of the imagination. As the products
of imagination are always in essence visual, their forms must,
from the outset, have the character of images and moreover
of typical images, which is why, following St. Augustine, I call
them ' archetypes ' Comparative religion and mythology are
rich mines of archetypes, and so is the psychology of dreams and
psychoses. The astonishing parallelism between these images
and the ideas they serve to express has frequently given
rise to the wildest migration theories, although it would have
been far more natural to think of the remarkable similarity of the
human psyche at all times and in all places. Archetypal fantasyforms are, in fact, reproduced spontaneously anytime and anywhere, without there being any conceivable trace of direct transmission. The original structural components of the psyche are of no
less surprising a uniformity than are those of the visible body.
The archetypes are, so to speak, organs of the pre-rational psyche.
They are eternally inherited forms and ideas which have at first
no specific content. Their specific content only appears in the
course of the individual's life, when personal experience is taken
up in precisely these forms. If the archetypes were not pre-existent
in identical form everywhere, how could one explain the fact, pastulated at almost every turn by the Bardo Thiidol, that the dead do
not know that they are dead, and that this assertion is to be met
with just as often in the dreary, half-baked literature of European and American Spiritualism? Although we find the same
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asserrtionin Swedenborg, knowledge of his writings can hardly
be
widespread for this little bit of information to have
been picked up by every small-town ' medium '. And a connection
between Swendenborg and the Bardo Thodol is completely
unthinkable. It is a primordial, universal idea that the dead
continue their earthly existence and do not know that
they are disembodied spirit s-an
archetypal idea which
enters into immediate, visible manifestation whenever anyone
sees a ghost. It is significant, too, that ghosts all over the world
have certain features in common. I am naturally aware of the
unverifiable spiritualistic hypothesis, though I have no wish to
make it my own. I must content myself with the hypothesis
of an omnipresent, but differentiated, psychic structure which is
inherited and which necessarily gives a certain form and direction
to all experience. For, just as the organs of the body are not mere
lumps of indifferent, passive matter, but are dynamic, functional
complexes which assert themselves with imperious urgency, so
also the archetypes, as organs of the psyche, are dynamic, instinctual complexes which determine psychic life to an extraordinary
d e g ~ e .That is why I also call them domi?zants of the unconscious.
The layer of unconscious psyche which is made up of these
universal dynamic forms I have termed the collective unconscious.
So far as I know, there is no inheritance of individual
prenatal, or pre-uterine, memories, but there are undoubtedly
inherited archetypes which are, however, devoid of content,
because, to begin with, they contain no personal experiences. They
only emerge into consciousness when personal experiences have
rendered them visible. As we have seen, Sidpa psychology consists in wanting to live and to be born. (The Sidpa Bardo is the
' Bardo of Seeking Rebirth
Such a state, therefore, precludes
any experience of transubjective psychic realities, unless the
individual refuses categorically to be born back again into the
world of consciousness. According to the teachings of the Bardo
Th~do;dol,
it is still possible for him, in each of the Bardo states, to
reach the Dharma-Kzya by transcending the four-faced Mount
Meru. provided that he does not yield to his desire to follow the
'dim lights '. This is as much as to say that the dead man must
desperately resist the dictates of reason, as we understand it.
I.)
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and give up the supremacy of egohood, regarded by reason as
sacrosanct. What this means in practice is complete capitulation
to the objective powers of the psyche, with all that this entails; a
kind of symbolical death, corresponding to the Judgement of the
Dead in theSidpa Bardo. I t means the end of all conscious, rational,
morally responsible conduct of life, and a voluntary surrender to
what the Bardo Thodol calls ' karmic illusion '. Karmic illusion
springs from belief in a visionary world of an extremely irrational
nature, which neither accords with nor derives from our
rational judgements but is the exclusive product of uninhibited
imagination. It is sheer dream or ' fantasy ', and every wellmeaning person will instantly caution us against it ; nor indeed
can one see at first sight what is the difference between fantasies
of this kind and the phantasmagoria of a lunatic. Very often only
a slight abaissement du niveau mental is needed to unleash
this world of illusion. The terror and darkness of this moment
has its equivalent in the experiences described in the opening
sections of the Sidpa Bardo. But the contents of this Bardo
also reveal the archetypes, the karmic images which appear
first in their terrifying form. The Chonyid state is equivalent
to a deliberately induced psychosis.
One often hears and reads about the dangers of yoga, particuyoga. The deliberately induced
larly of the ill-reput ed Kundalini
psychotic state, which in certain unstable individuals might
easily lead to a real psychosis, is a danger that needs to be taken
very seriously indeed. These things really are dangerous and
ought not to be meddled with in our typically Western way. It
is a meddling with fate, which strikes at the very roots of
human existence and can let loose a flood of sufferings of which
no sane person ever dreamed. These sufferings correspond to
the hellish torments of the Chonyid state, described in the text
as follows :' Then the Lord of Death will place round thy neck a rope and
drag thee along ; he will cut off thy head, tear out thy heart,
pull out thy intestines, lick up thy brain, drink thy blood.
eat thy flesh, and gnaw thy bones ; but thou wilt be incapable
of dying. Even when thy body is hacked to pieces, it will
revive again. The repeated hacking will cause intense pain and
torture.'

-
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These tortures aptly describe the real nature of the danger:
it is a disintegration of the wholeness of the Bardo body, which
is a kind of ' subtle body ' constituting the visible envelope
of the psychic self in the after-death state. The psychological
equivalent of this dismemberment is psychic dissociation. In its
deleterious form it would be schizophrenia (split mind). This
most common of all mental illnesses consists .essentially in a
marked abazssement du nzveau mental which abolishes the
normal checks imposed by the conscious mind and thus gives
~
' dominants
scope to the play of t I I u.nconscious
The transition, then, from the Sidpa state to the Ckonyid state
is a dangerous reversal of the aims and intentions of the conscious
mind. It is a sacrifice of the ego's stability and a surrender to the
extreme uncertainty of what must seem like a chaotic riot of
phantasmal forms. When Freud coined the phrase that the ego
was ' the true seat of anxiety ', he was giving voice to a very true
and profound intuition. Fear of self-sacrifice lurks deep in
every ego, and this fear is often only the precariously
controlled demand of the unconscious forces to burst out in full
strength. No one who strives for selfhood (individuation) is spared
this dangerous passage, for that which is feared also belongs to the
wholeness of the self-the sub-human, or supra-human, world of
psychic ' dominants ' from which the ego originally emancipated
itself with enormous effort, and then only partially, for the sake
of a more or less illusory freedom. This liberation is certainly a
very necessary and very heroic undertaking, but it represents
nothing final : it is merely the creation of a subject, who, in order to
find fulfilment, has still to be confronted by an object. This, at first
sight, would appear to be t h e world, which is swelled out with
projections for that very purpose. Here we seek and find our
difficulties, here we seek and find our enemy, here we seek and
find what is dear and precious to us ; and it is comforting $0 know
that all evil and all good is to be found out there, in the visible
object, where it can be conquered, ~unished, destroyed or
enjoyed. But nature herself does not allow this paradisal state of
innocence to continue for ever. There are, and always have been,
those who cannot help but see that the world and its experiences
are in the nature of a symbol, and that it really reflects something
that lies hidden in the subject himself, in his own transubjective
I.
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reality. It is from this profound intuition, according to ldnroid
doctrine, that the Chonyid state derives its true meaning. which is
why the Chonyid Bardo is entitled 'The Bardo of the Experiencing
of Reality '.
The reality experienced in the Chonyid state is, as the
last section of the corresponding Bardo teaches, the reality of
thought. The ' thought-forms ' appear as realities, fantasy takes
on real form, and the terrifying dream evoked by karma and played
out by the unconscious ' dominants ' begins. The first to appear
(if we read the text backwards) is the all-destroying God of Death,
the epitome of all terrors ; he is followed by the 28 ' power-holding'
and sinister goddesses and the 58 ' blood-drinking ' goddesses.
In spite of their daemonic aspect, which appears as a confusing
chaos of terrifying attributes and monstrosities, a certain order is
already discernible. We find that there are companies of gods and
goddesses who are arranged according to the four directions and
are distinguished by typical mystic colours. It gradually becomes
..
or
clearer that all these deities are organized into mandalas,
circles, containing a cross of the four colours. The colours are
co-ordinated with the four aspects of wisdom :
(I) White =the light-path of the mirror-like wisdom ;
( 2 ) Yellow=the light-path of the wisdom of equality;
(3) Red =the light-pat h of the discriminative wisdom ;
(4) Green =the light-path of the all-performing wisdom.
On a higher level of insight, the dead man knows that the real
thought-forms all emanate from himself, and that the four lightpaths of wisdom which appear before him are the radiations of
his own psychic faculties. This takes us straight to the psychology of the ldmaistic mandala, which I have already discussed in the
book I brought out with the late Richard Wilhelm, The Secret
of the Golden Flower.
Continuing our ascent backwards througtl the region of the
Chonyid Bardo, we come finally to the vision of the Four Great
Ones : the green Amogha-Siddhi, the red Amitabha, the yellow
Ratna-Sambhava, and the white Vajra-Sattva. The ascent ends
with the effulgent blue light of the Dharma-Dhdtu, the Buddha..
from the heart of
body, which glows in the midst of the mandala
Vairochana.
Urith this final vision the karmic illusions cease ; consciousness,
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weaned away from all form and from all attachment to objects,
returns to the timeless, inchoate state of the Dharmu-Kdp.
~ h u s(reading backwards) the Chikkai st at el which appeared. at
the moment if death, is reached.
I think these few hints will suffice to give the attentive reader
some idea of the psychology of the Bardo Thodol. The book describes a way of initiation in reverse, which, unlike the eschatological expectations of Christianity, prepares the soul for a descent
into physical being. The t horonghly intellectualistic and rationalistic worldly-mindedness of the European makes it advisable
for us to reverse the sequence of the Bardo Thodol and to regard
it as an account of Eastern initiation experiences, though one is
perfectly free, if one chooses, to substitute Christian symbols for
the gods of the Chonyid Bardo. At any rate, the sequence of
events as I have described it offers a close parallel to the phenomenology of the European unconscious when it is undergoing an
' initiation process ', that is to say, when it is being analyzed.
The transformation of the unconscious that occurs under analysis
makes it the natural analogue of the religious initiation ceremonies, which do, however, differ in principle from the natural
process in that they forestall the natural course of development
and substitute for the spontaneous production of symbols a deliberately selected set of symbols prescribed by tradition. We can
see this in the Exercitia of Ignatius Loyola, or in the yoga meditations of the Buddhists and Tantrists.
The reversal of the order of the chapters, which I have suggested here as an aid to understanding, in no way accords with
the original intention of the Bardo Thcdol. Nor is the psychological use we make of it anything but a secondary intention,
though one that is possibly sanctioned by lcimuist custom. The
real purpose of this singular book is the attempt, which must
seem very strange to the educated European of the twentieth
century, to enlighten the dead on their journey through the
regions of the Bardo. The Catholic .Chwch
-.
is the only place in the
world of the white man where any provision is made for the souls
of the departed. Inside the Protestant camp, with its worldaffirming optimism, we only find a few mediumistic ' rescue
circles ', whose main concern is to make the dead aware of
the fact that they are dead. But, generally speaking. we
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have nothing in the West that is in any way comparable to the
Bardo Thodol, except for certain secret writings which are inaccessible to the wider public and to the ordinary scientist. According
to tradition, the Bardo Thodol, too, seems to have been included
among the ' hidden ' books, as Dr. Evans-Wentz makes clear in
his Introduction. As such, it forms a special chapter in the
magical ' cure of the soul ' which extends even beyond death.
This cult of the dead is rationally based on the belief in the supratemporality of the soul, but its irrational basis is to be found in
the psychological need of the living t o do something for the
departed. This is an elementary need which forces itself upon
even the most ' enlightened ' individuals when faced by the
death of relatives and friends. That is why, enlightenment or no
enlightenment, we still have all manner of ceremonies for the
dead. If Lenin had to submit to being embalmed and put on
show in a sumptuous mausoleum like an Egyptian pharaoh, we
may be quite sure it was not because his followers believed in the
resurrection of the body. Apart, however, from the Masses said
for the soul in the Catholic Church, the provisions we make for the
dead are rudimentary and on the lowest level, not because we
cannot convince ourselves of the soul's immortality, but because
we have rationalized the above-mentioned psychological need out
of existence. We behave as if we did not have this need, and
because we cannot believe in a life after death we prefer to do
nothing about it. Simpler-minded people follow their own feelings,
and, as in 'ltaly , build themselves funeral monuments of gruesome
beauty. The Catholic Masses for the soul are on a level considerably above this, because they are expressly intended for the
psychic welfare of the deceased and are not a mere gratification
of lachrymose sentiments. But the highest application of spiritual
effort on behalf of the departed is surely to be found in the instructions of the Bardo Thodol. They are so detailed and thoroughly
adapted to the apparent changes in the dead man's condition that
every serious-minded reader must ask himself whether these wise
old limas might not, after all, have caught a glimpse of the fourth
dimension and twitched the veil from. the greatest of life's
secrets.
If the truth is always doomed to be a disappointment, one
almost feels tempted to concede at least that much reality to the
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"ision of life in the Bardo. At any rate, it is unexpectedly original,
if nothing else, to find the after-death state, of which our r e w o u s
imagination has formed the most grandiose concept ions, painted
in lurid colours as a terrifying dream-state of a progressively
degenerative character. The supreme vision comes not at the
end of the Bardo, but right a t the beginning, in the moment of
death; what happens afterward is an ever-deepening descent
into illusion and obscuration, down to the ultimate degradation
of new physical birth. The spiritual climax is reached at the
moment when life ends. Human life, therefore, is the vehicle
of the highest perfection it is possible to attain ; it alone generates the karma that makes it possible for the dead man to abide
in the perpetual light of the Voidness without clinging to any
object, and thus to rest on the hub of the wheel of rebirth, freed
from all illusion of genesis and decay. Life in the Bardo brings no
eternal rewards or punishments, but merely a descent into a new
life which shall bear the individual nearer to his final goal. But
this eschatological goal is what he himself brings to birth as the
last and highest fruit of the labours and aspirations of earthly
existence. This view is not only lofty, it is manly and heroic.
The degenerative character of Bardo life is corroborated by the
spiritualistic literature of the West, which again and again gives
one a sickening impressiop of the utter inanity and banality of
communications from the ' spirit world '. The scientific mind
does not hesitate to explain these reports as emanations from the
unconscious of the ' mediums ' and of those taking part in the
seance, and even to extend this explanation to the description of
the Hereafter given in The Tibetan Book of the Dead. And it is
an undeniable fact that the whole book is created out of the
archetypal contents of the unconscious. Behind these there lieand in this our Western reason is quite right-no physical or
metaphysical realities, but ' merely ' the reality of psychic facts.
the data of psychic experience. Now whether a thing is ' given '
subjectively or objectively, the fact remains that it is. The Bardo
Thodo1 says no more than this, for its five DhyHni Buddhas are
themselves no more than psychic data. That is just what the
dead man has to recognize, if it has not already become clear to
him during life that his own psychic self and the giver of all data
are one and the same. The world of gods and spirits is truly
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' nothing but ' the collective unconscious inside me. To turn
this sentence round so that it reads: The collective unconscious
is the world of gods and spirits outside me, no intellectual acrobatics are needed, but a whole human lifetime, perhaps even
many lifetimes of increasing completeness. Notice that I do not
say ' of increasing perfection ', because those who are ' perfect '
make another kind of discovery altogether.

*

*

*

The Bardo Thodol began by being a ' closed ' book, and so it
has remained, no matter what kind of commentaries may be
written upon it. For it is a book that will only open itself to
spiritual understanding, and this is a capacity which no man is
born with, but which he can only acquire through special training
and special experience. I t is good that such to all intents and
purposes ' useless ' books exist. They are meant for those ' queer
folk ' who no longer set much store by the uses, aims, and meaning of present-day ' civilisation '.

INTRODUCTORY FOREWORD
By Lima Anagarika Govinda
~t may be argued that nobody can talk about death with
authority who has not died; and since nobody, apparently, has
ever returned from death, how can anybody know what death is,
or what happens after it?
The Tibetan will answer: ' There is not one person, indeed,
not one living being, that has not returned from death. In fact,
we all have died many deaths, before we came into-this incarnation. And what we call birth is merely the reverse side of death,
like one of the two sides of a coin, or like a door which
we call " entrance " from outside and " exit " from inside a
room.'
It is much more astonishing that not everybody remembers his
or her previous death ; and, because of this lack of remembering,
most persons do not believe there was a previous death. But,
likewise, they do not remember their recent birt h-and yet they
do not doubt that they were recently born. They forget that
active memory is only a small part of our normal consciousness,
and that our subconscious memory registers and preserves every
past impression and experience which our waking mind fails to
recall.
There are those who, in virtue of concentration and other yogic
practices, are able to bring the subconscious into the realm of
discriminative consciousness and, thereby, to draw upon the
unrestricted treasury of subconscious memory, wherein are
stored the records not only of our past lives but the records of the
past of our race, the past of humanity, and of all pre-human
forms of life, if not of the very consciousness that makes life
possible in this universe.
If, through some trick of nature, the gates of an individual's
subconsciousness were suddenly to spring open, the unprepared
mind would be overwhelmed and ~rushed.Therefore, the gates of
the subconscious are guarded, by all initiates, and hidden behind
the veil of mysteries and symbols.
For this reason, the Baydo Th*dol, the Tibetan book \.ouch-
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safing liberation from the intermediate state between life and
re-birt h,-which
state men call death,-has been couched in
symbolical language. I t is a book which is sealed with the seven
seals of silence,-not because its knowledge should be withheld
from the uninitiated, but because its knowledge would be misunderstood, and, therefore, would tend to mislead and harm those
who are unfitted to receive it. But the time has come to break the
seals of silence ; for the human race has come to the juncture
where it must decide whether to be content with the subjugation of the material world, or to strive after the conquest
of the spiritual world, by subjugating selfish desires and
transcending self-imposed limitations.
According to Tibetan tradition, the Bardo Thodol is one of
those works of Padma-Sambhava which were secretly hidden in
order to preserve them for later generations, and which were to be
revealed to the world when the time was ripe. However this may
be, it is a fact that during the persecution of Buddhism by
Langdarma, at the beginning of the ninth century, A.D., innumerable books of the earliest period of Tibetan Buddhism were
concealed under rocks, in caves, and other places, to prevent their
destruction. Since all members of the Buddhist Order and their
supporters were either killed or driven out of Tibet, most of these
buried scriptures remained where they had been hidden. Many
of them were recovered during the succeeding centuries and
designated Termas, a term derived from the Tibetan word Gter,
pronounced Ter, meaning ' Treasure '. Those who discovered
these spiritual treasures and propagated their teachings were
called Tertons, from Tibetan Gter-bston, pronounced Terton,
meaning ' Revealer of Treasure '.
This seems to me a far more reasonable explanation for the
tradition of the Tertons, which, significantly, is held in the oldest
Schools of Tibetan Buddhism, like the Nyingmapa and Kargyiitpa,
than the theory advanced by certain Western critics, that these
scriptures had been ' faked ' by people who wanted to pass off
their own ideas under the guise of ancient revelations. Such
critics underestimate the religious sincerity and the deep ~ s p e c t
for the sanctity of spiritual tradition which is engrained in every
Tibetan, layman and Z h a alike. To add to or omit from the
Sacred Scriptures a single word or letter has ever been looked
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upon by Tibetans as a heinous sin, which even the most impious
would fear to commit.
Furthermore, these same critics underestimate the difficulties
of forging and issuing such scriptures, for the forging would
require a technical and critical knowledge of history and linguistics
such as was not only unknown in Tibet, but such as would have
required a master-mind for its execution. Had a genius of.that
sort existed in Tibet, he would have had no need to resort to
the subterfuge of forgery, for he could have stood on his own feet,
as did many scholarly geniuses who wrote and taught in their own
name. Nor is it likely that men who could create and propagate
such profound thoughts and lofty ideals as the Termas contain
would stoop so low as to deceive their fellow-men. And when we
consider that the literature in question is not a matter of a few
isolated treatises but of about a hundred big volumes (according
to tradition 108 volumes), running into tens of thousands of
folios, then the theory of wilful deception becomes not only
improbable, but absurd.
In considering the influences on the Bardo Thodol of the preBuddhistic religion of Tibet, namely that of the Bon-pos, there
must be taken into account the fact that all of those Termas
attributed to Padma-Sambhava declare, in no uncertain terms,
their adherence to him, the very personage who opposed and
defeated the Bon-pos. These recovered scriptures cannot, therefore, be regarded as propagating Bon ideas.
Even though Padma-Sambhava did adopt into the Buddhist
system some of the local Tibetan deities, to serve as guardians of
the Faith, in doing so he did not give up one inch of Buddhist
ground to the Bijn-pos, but acted in perfect conformity with the
principles of orthodox Buddhism, wherein, in all Buddhist countries, the deities of the Earth and of space have always been
honoured and propitiated, as being protectors of the Dhama.
Thus, the following PZli verses are still recited, in the course of the
regular piijii (or ceremony of worship), by the foll~wersof
Theraviida Buddhism, in Ceylon, Burma, Siam, Cambodia, and
elsewhere :..
devii nigii mahzddhikd,
' k a t t .h. d ca bhummatthii,
Pufiliantam anumoditvd, ciram rakkhantu sdsamm.'
These verses may be rendered into English as follows :-
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' May the beings of the sky [or of space] and of the Earthl

Devas and Ndgas [i.e., gods and serpent-spirits] of great
power,
After having shared in the merit [of this piija,
Long protect the Sacred Doctrine.'
Any cultural influence, as between Buddhism and Bijnism, was
more in the nature of a one-way traffic than a mutual exchange
of ideas; for the Bon-pos, who had no literature of their own,
took over Buddhist concepts and symbols on a vast scale, and
thereby created a literature and an iconography which so greatly
resemble those of the Buddhists as to be almost indistinguishable
to the casual observer.
There is also current the wholly arbitrary assertion that it was
the Bon influence which encouraged laxity in the observance of
Buddhist monastic rules in Tibet and led to a general decline in
the standard of Tibetan learning and morality. Whoever has had
the opportunity to stay for even a short time in one of the still
existing Bon monasteries of Tibet, will have noticed, with surprise, that the rules of celibacy and monastic discipline are
stricter there than in most Buddhist monasteries, and that for
many of the major scriptures of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon a
parallel can be found in the scriptures of the Bon-pos. They
have their ' Prajiidpdramitd Sutras,' their ' Pratiyasamutfdda '
(represented in a wheel of Life of thirteen divisions), their Tantras
and Mantras; and their deities more or less correspond to the
various Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Devatas, and DharmapZlas of
Buddhism.
I t may seem paradoxical, but it is a fact, that whereas the
older Schools of Tibetan Buddhism, despite their tolerance of
local deities, succeeded in breaking the power of Bonism, it was
the Gelugpas, the youngest and most vigorously reformed School,
which re-introduced one of the most influential institutions of the
Bon-pos, namely, State Oracles in Oracle-Temples, in all important
monasteries of the Yellow Sect. The deities who are invoked in
these Oracle-Temples are exclusively of Bon origin. Among the
older Buddhist sects, and especially among the Kargyiitpas, no
such Oracle-Temples exist. This shows that the Old Schools,
contrary to common belief, are less under the influence of Banism
than the Gelugpas, in spite of the Gelugpas' reforms and stricter
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monastic discipline. This stricter monastic discipline of the
Gelugpas really brings them nearer to the above-mentioned
puritanism of the Bon-pos.
We must, therefore, beware of asweeping statements, as to
what can be attributed to the influence of Bonism and what not.
Especially is this so because we do not know of what the teachings
of Biin consisted before the advent of Buddhism, although we can
safely assume that they were animistic, the spiritualised forces of
man and nature being worshipped, chiefly in their awe-inspiring
and terrifying aspects; and certain rituals were performed for
the benefit and the guidance of the dead. Such religious practices
as these are commonly found in almost all early civilizations;
and they prevailed in India as much as they did in Tibet. This
' animism ' permeates all Buddhistic texts, wherein every tree
and grove, and every locality, is held to have its own peculiar
deities ; and the Buddha is represented as discoursing with gods
and other spiritual beings, inhabiting the Earth and the realms
beyond, as if that were a most natural procedure. Only a completely intellectualized and Westernized Buddhism, which attempts to separate the rational thought-content of Buddhism
from its equally profound mythological elements, can deny this
animistic background and with it the metaphysical foundations
of Buddhism.
The Buddhist universe is alive through and through; it h u
no room for inert matter and mere mechanism. And what is
more, the Buddhist is alert to all possibilities of existence and to
all aspects of reality. If we have read of the fearful apparitions
which surrounded the Buddha during the night preceding His
Enlightenment, we need not search for Bon influences in relation
to the animal-headed monsters that appear from the abyss of the
subconscious mind in the hour of death, or in the visions of meditation. Wrathful deities, demons in animal form, and gods in
demonical guise are as much at home in Indian as in Tibetan
tradition. Despite the popular usages to which the Bardo
ThodoZ has been put in connection with the death rituals-and
herein, probably, is discernible the only trace of B6n influence
worth considering-the central idea and the profound symbolism
of the Bardo Thodol are genuinely Buddhistic.
The Tibetans themselves have put forth cbnsiderable effort
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to free their Scriptures from errors and non-Buddhistic accretionn,
and to ensure the correctness and reliability of their traditions,
After the rules for the translation of Sanskrit texts and the
necessary corresponding Tibetan terminology had been established by the early Tibetan translators and pioneers of the Dhavma,
' translators were explicitly forbidden to coin new terms. When
this was unavoidable, they were directed to report the matter to a
special Tribunal, called " the Tribunal of the Doctrine of the
Blessed One," attached to the royal palace. The translation of
Tantric works could be undertaken with the king's permission
only. These rules were promulgated by King Ti-de Song-tsen
(Ral-pa-can, 817-36 A.D.) and have been followed by all Tibetan
translators ever since.''
With the advent of wooden block-prints, similar precautions
were taken, not only with regard to translations, but with regard
to all religious literature. Thus it became a rule that no religious
book could be published without the sanction of the highest
spiritual authorities, who appointed qualified proof -readers and
scholars to prevent faulty renderings or unwarranted interpolations. This, however, did not interfere with the diversity of
interpret at ions by the various acknowledged Schools and their
Teachers. The chief purpose was to prevent the degeneration of
established traditions either through carelessness or ignorance
of unqualified copyists and interpreters.
I t is for this reason that the authorized block-prints contain
the most reliable versions of the generally accepted traditional
sacred texts. But hand-written books, although sometimes
suffering from mistakes in spelling and from.other errors of the
copyist, who often shows lack of understanding of the archaic or
classical language of the text, are, nevertheless, valuable, especially if they go back to originals of greater antiquity than those
of the current block-prints, or if they represent some lesser known
tradition handed down from guru to chela through many generations.
If, therefore, I direct the reader's attention to certain differences
between the officially accepted version o f the block-print and that
of the manuscript, which formed the basis of LLma Kazi Dawa
'Cf. Dr. George Roerich, Intvoduction of Buddhism into Tibet, in Stepping
Stones (Kalimpong, 1 9 5 1 ) Vol.
~
II., No. 5, p. 135.
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samduplstranslation, I do not wish t o question the value of the
manuscript, but merely to throw light upon some important
points of Buddhist tradition, which may lead to a deeper understanding, not only from the historical, but, likewise, from a
spiritual point of view.
Indeed, it is the spiritual point of view that makes this book so
important for the majority of its readers. If the Bardo Thodol
were to be regarded as being based merely upon folklore, or as
consisting of religious speculation about death and a hypothetical
after-death state, it would be of interest only to anthropologists
and students of religion. But the Bardo Thodol is far more. It is a
key to the innermost recesses of the human mind, and a guide
for initiates, and for those who are seeking the spiritual path of
liberation.
Although the Bardo Thodol is at the present time widely used in
Tibet as a breviary, and read or recited on the occasion of death,
-for which reason it has been aptly called ' The Tibetan Book
of the D e a d ' 4 n e should not forget that it was originally conceived to serve as a guide not only for the dying and the dead,
but for the living as well. And herein lies the justification for
having made The Tibetan Book of the Dead accessible to a wider
public.
Notwithstanding the popular customs and beliefs which, under
the influence of age-old traditions of pre-Buddhist origin, have
grown around the profound revelations of the Bardo Thodoll it
has value only for those who practise and realize its teaching
during their life-time.
There are two things which have caused misunderst anding.
One is that the teachings seem to be addressed to the dead or the
dying ; the other, that the title contains the expression " Liberation through Hearing " (in Tibetan, Thos-grol). As a result,
there has arisen the belief that it is sufficient to read or to recite
the Bardo Thodol in the presence of a dying person, or even of a
Person who has just died, in order to effect his or her liberation.
Such misunderst anding could on1y have arisen among those
who do not know that it is one of the oldest and most universal
Pactices for the initiate to go through the experience of death
before he can be spiritually reborn. Symbolically he must die
his past, and to his old ego, before he can take his
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place in the new spiritual life into which he has been initiated,
The dead or the dying person is addressed in the Bardo Thddol
mainly for three reasons: ( I ) the earnest practitioner of these
teachings should regard every moment of his or her life as if it
were the last; (2) when a follower of these teachings is actually
dying, he or she should be reminded of the experiences at the time
of initiation, or of the words (or mantra) of the guru, especially
if the dying one's mind lacks alertness during the critical moments ; and (3) one who is still incarnate should try to surround
the person dying, or just dead, with loving and helpful thoughts
during the first stages of the new, or after-death, state of existence, without allowing emotional attachment to interfere or to
give rise to a state of morbid mental depression. Accordingly,
one function of the Bardo Thodol appears to be more to help those
who have been left behind to adopt the right attitude towards
the dead and towards the fact of death than to assist the dead,
who, according to Buddhist belief, will not deviate from their
own karmic path.
In applying the Bardo Thodol teachings, it is ever a matter of
remembering the right thing a t the right moment. But in order
so to remember, one must prepare oneself mentally during one's
life-time ; one must create, build up, and cultivate those faculties
which one desires to be of deciding influence at death and in the
after-death state,-in order never t o be taken unawares, and to
be able to react, spontaneously, in the right way, when the
critical moment of death has come.
This is clearly expressed in the Root Verses of the Bardo
Thodol as rendered in The Tibetan Book of the Dead:[' 0 ] procrastinating one, who thinketh not of the coming of death,
Devoting thyself to the useless doings of this life,
Improvident art thou in dissipating thy great opportunity ;
Mistaken, indeed, will thy purpose be now if thou returned
empty-handed [from this life].
Since the Holy Dharma is known to be thy true need,
Wilt thou not devote [thyself] to the Holy Dharma even now?'
I t is recognized by all who are acquainted with Buddhist philosophy that birth and death are not phenomena which happen
only once in any given human life; they occur uninterruptedly*
At every moment something within us dies and something 1s
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reborn. The different bardos, therefore, represent different s t a t e
of consciousness of our life : the state of waking consciousnm,
the normal consciousness of a being born into our human world,
known in Tibetan as the skyes-nus bardo; the state of dreamconsciousness (rmi-lam bw-do) ; the state of dhydrut, or tranceconsciousness, in profound meditation (bsam-gtan bar-do); the
state of the experiencing of death (hchhi-klra bar-do) ; the state of
experiencing of Reality (chhos-nyid bar-do) ; the state of rebirthconsciousness (srid-pa bar-do).
All this is clearly described in The Root-Verses of the Six
Bardos, which, together with The Paths of Good Wisks, form the
authentic and original nucleus of the Bardo Thodol, around which
the prose parts crystallized as commentaries. This proves that
we have to do here with life itself and not merely with a mass
for the dead, to which the Bardo Thodol was reduced in later
times.
The Bardo Thodol is addressed not only to those who see the
end of their life approaching, or who are very near death, but to
those who still have years of incarnate life before them, and who,
for the first time, realize the full meaning of their existence as
human beings. To be born as a human being is a privilege, according to the Buddha's teaching, because it offers the rare opportunity of liberation through one's own decisive effort, through
a ' turning-about in the deepest seat of consciousness,' as the
Lankbatcira SILra puts it.
Accordingly, The Root Verses of the Six Bardos open with the
words :
' 0 that now, when the Bardo of Life1 is dawning upon me,
-After having given up indolence, since there is no time to
waste in lifeMay 1 undistractedly enter the path of listening, reflecting,
and meditating,
So that, . . . once having- attained human embodiment,
No time may be squandered
through
useless distractions.'
' L h a Kazi Dawa-Samdup has here ' Birthplace Hardo '. Apparently
his manuscript has ' skyes-gnas ' instead of ' skyes-nas ', which is found in
the block-print. The latter means, literally, ' having been born ', that is.
having been born into the state men call life. ' Skyes-gnus ' refers to the
the ' place ' (gnas) of birth; and this is the subject of the sixth
verse, dealing with the bardo of rebirth, which, therefore, cannot be meant
here, for otherwise there would be only five bardos instead of six.
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Listening, reflecting, and meditating are the three stages
discipleship. The Tibetan word for ' listening ', or ' hearing I,
thos in this connection, as well as in the expression ' Th6dol
(thos-grol), cannot be confused with the mere physical senseawareness of hearing, as may be seen from the Tibetan term
' nyan-thos,' the equivalent of the Sanskrit word ' sravakaI1
referring to a ' disciple,' and, more particularly, to a personal
disciple of the Buddha, and not merely to one who by chance
happened to hear the Buddha's teaching. I t refers to one who
has accepted this teaching in his heart and has made it his own.
Thus the word ' listening,' in this connection, implies ' hearing
with one's heart,' that is, with sincere faith (sraddha). This
represents the first stage of discipleship. In the second stage, this
intuitive attitude is transformed into understanding through
reason ; while, in the third stage, the disciple's intuitive feeling,
as well as intellectual understanding, are transformed into living
reality through direct experience. Thus intellectual conviction
grows into spiritual certainty, into a knowing in which the
knower is one with the known.
This is the high spiritual state vouchsafed by the teachings set
forth in the Bardo Th6dol. Thereby the initiated disciple attains
dominion over the realm of death, and, being able to perceive
,death1s illusory nature, is freed from fear. This illusoriness of
death comes from the identification of the individual with his
temporal, transitory form, whether physical, emotional, or mental,
whence arise the mistaken notion that there exists a personal,
separate egohood of one's own, and the fear of losing it. If,
however, the disciple has learned, as the Bardo Thodol directs,
to identify himself with the Eternal, the Dharma, the ~mperishable
Light of Buddahood within, then the fears of death are dissipated
like a cloud before the rising sun. Then he knows that whatever
he may see, hear, or feel, in the hour of his departure from this
life, is but a reflection of his own conscious and subconscious
mental content ; and no mind-created illusion can then have
power over him if he knows its origin and is able to recognize
The illusory Bardo visions vary, in keeping with the religious or
cultural tradition in which the percipient has grown up, but their
underlying motive-power is the same in all human beings. ~ h u s i t
is that the profound psychology set forth by the Bardo ~ h o d o l
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constitutes an important contribution to our knowledge of the
human mind and of the path that leads beyond it. Under the
guise of a science of death, the Bardo Thodol reveals the secret
of life; and therein lies its spiritual value and its universal
appeal.
The Bardo Thodol is a treatise which needs more than
philological knowledge for its translation and interpretation,
namely, a thorough knowledge of its traditional background and
of the religious experience of one who either has grown up in the
tradition or who has imbibed its tradition from a competent
living guru. In times of old ' it was not considered that the
mere knowledge of language sufficed to make a man a " translator"
in any serious sense of the word ; no one would have undertaken
to translate a text who had not studied it for long years at the
feet of a traditional and authoritative exponent of its teaching,
and much less would anyone have thought himself qualified to
translate a book in the teachings of which he did not believe."
Our modern attitude, unfortunately, is a complete reversal of
this: a scholar is regarded as being all the more competent
(' scholarly ') the less he believes in the teachings which he has
undertaken to interpret. The sorry results are only too apparent,
especially in the realm of Tibetology, which such scholars have
approached with an air of their own superiority, thus defeating
the very purpose of their endeavours.
Lgma Kazi Dawa-Samdup and Dr. Evans-Wenrz were the first
to re-establish the ancient method of Lotsavas (as the translators
of sacred texts are called in Tibet). They approached their work
in the spirit of true devotion and humility, as a sacred tmst
that had come into their hands through generations of initiates,
a trust which had to be handled with the utmost respect for even
the smallest detail. At the same time, they did not regard their
translation as final, or infallible, but rather like the pioneer translations of the Bible, that is, as being a starting-point for ever
deeper and more perfect renderings in accordance with our
growing acquaintance with the sources of Tibet an tradition.
lCf. Ananda K. Coornaraswami, Hinduism and Buddhism (Philosophical

New York, n.d.), p. 49; and Marco Pallis, Peaks and Lamas
(Cwll
& CO.,London, rg46), pp. 79-81. The latter is roba ably the
and most readable introduction to Tibetan Buddhism which so far has
been written.
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Such an attitude is not only the hall-mark of spiritual understanding and true scholarship, but it makes even the reader feel
that he is treading on sacred ground. This explains the d e p
impression which The Tibetan Book of the Dead, as well as the
other complementary volumes of the Oxford Tibetan Series,
have made upon thoughtful readers all over the world. The
outstanding success of these works was due to their convincing
sincerity and seriousness of purpose. Indeed, the world owes a
great debt of gratitude to these two devoted scholars.
' Sabbaddnam dhammaddnam jandtz ': ' The best of all gifts is
the gift of Truth.'
T H E BUDDA'S REMEMBERING
' In recollection all former births passed before His

eyes. Born in such a place, of such a name, and
downwards to His present birth, so through
hundreds, thousands, myriads, all His births and
deaths He knew.'
Ashvaghosha's Life of the Buddha
(Samuel Beal's Translation).
'Cf. Dhammapada, xxiv,
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FOREWORD
T H E SCIENCII: OF D E A T H 1
lStrivc after thc Good bcfore thou art i n dangcr, before pain rnastcrs thce
kccnncss.'-Kuldrrrnva Tarrfra, I. 17.

and thy mind loses its

THE thought of, death suggests two questions. The first
is: ' How may one avoid death, except when dcath is dcsired
as in " Death-at-will " (Zchchh~v~i~ityrr)
?
The avoidance of

death is the aim when Hnthrlyogrz is uscd to prolong present
life in the flesh. This is not, in the Wcstern sense, a 'yeasaying' to ' life', but, for the time being, to a particular form
of lifc. Dr. Evans-!Vent2 tells us that according to popular
Tibetan belief no death is natural. This is the notion of
most, if not of all, primitive peoples. Moreover, physiology
also questions whether there is any ' natural death ', in the
rinse of death through mere agc without lesion or malady.
This Tcxt, however, in the language of the renouncer of flcshly
life the world over, tells the nobly-born that Death comes to
all, that human kind are not to cling to life on carth with
its ceaseless wandering in the Worlds of birth and death
(Sfi1gsdrn). Rather should they implore the aid of the Divine
Mother for a safe passing through the fearful state following
the body's dissolution, and that they may at length attain all['erfect Buddhah00d.i
The second question then is : How to accept Death and
die? ' It is with this that we are now concerned. Here the
tecllnique of dying makes Death the entrance to good future
lives, at first out of, and then again in, the flesh, unless and
until liberation (Nirvcinn) from the wandering (Sfltlg~firfl)
is
attained,

' As to the title of this Foreword,

The Science of Death ', sec T/tflnafolo~y~
A~jrrirarc Af~clirplAs~~+l;om
Dr. koswell Parks, in T / joufiIol
~ ~
o/
271 19x2.
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This nook, which is of ext raorditlary intcl-est, both as
regards T e x t a ~ Introduction,
~ d
deals with the pcriod (longcr
or shorter according to the circumstances) which, commenting immediately alter death, cnds with ' rebirth'. 111 tljc
13~1(ldhists'vicw, Life consists of a series of successive states
of consciousness. Tlre first state is the Birth-Conscious~lcss;the
last is the consciousness cxisting a t thc momcnt of dcatll, or
the Death-Consciousness. T h e interval between the two states
of Consciousness, during which the transformation from the 'old'
to a ' new ' being is effected, is called the Bnjdo or intermediate
state (AlltnrZbhZvn), dividcd into thrcc stages, called the
ChiMni, Chu/r~lin,and S i Q n 6nvdo respcctively.
This Manual, common in various versions throughout Tibet,
is one of a class amongst wlrich Dr. ]':vans-Wentz illcludrs
the Egyptian 13ook of tlre Dead, a guide for the ube of the
K n or so-callcd ' Double', the De Artc ~ Z o r i c ~ rand
~ l z other
similar medieval treatises on thc craft of dying, to which may
be added the Orphic kIanual callcd 7x6 D~scrrrtirrto lhdes
(cf. ' 1 Ie descended into I Iell ') and other likc guide-books for
the use of t l ~ cdead, the I'j~~tnkhtrlrcic2of thc Hindu Ca),trda
Pz4ud1tn, Swedenborg's Dc COEIO
~t ( 1 ~I~.$CYNO,
1; IISCP'S I)c
I~lfrrrto,and several otlrcr eschatological works both ancient
and nlodern. Thus, tlre Cl(rrrlc/(z P l t l n r r t t deals lvitlr the rites
used over the dying, thc death-irromcnt, the funeral ccrcmonics, tllc buildiilg up, by means of the I-'rc*tnshrcidfi(t rile,
of a new body for the Yrrtn or dcccascd ia lieu of that
destroyed by firc, the Judgcmciit, and thcreaftcr (ch. V) tllc
v a ious
~
stiltcs tlrrough whicll tllc dcccased passcs until he i b
reborn again on earth.
Both the original text and Dr. Evans-Wentz's Introduction
form a very valuable contribution to the Scicnce of Death
from the standpoint of the Tibetan Mal~ayPnaBuddhism of
thc so-called ' Tantrik ' type. T h c book is ~velcomc not
merely in virtuc of its particular subjcct-matter, but because
the ritual works of any religion enable us more fi~llyto cornprellend the philosophy and psychology of the system to
which they belong.
The Text has thrce characteristics. I t is, firstly, a work O n
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the Art of Dying ; for Death, as \tvcll as Life, is an Art, though

both are often enough muddled through. There is a Bengali
'Of what use are Japa and 7irpas (two forms of
devotion) if one knowetli not how to d i e ? ' Secondly, it is
a manual of religious therapcutic for the last moments, and a
p~ychurgy exorcising, instructing, consoling, and fortifying by
thc ritcs of the dying, him who is about t o pass on t o another
lifc. Thirdly, it describes the experiences of the deceased
during the intermediate pcriod, and instructs him in regard
thereto. It is thus also a Travcllcl.'~Guide to Other Worlds.
The doctrine of ' Kcincarnation ' on the one hand and of
' Resurrcction ' on the other is the chief difference between
thc four leading Religions-Ijrahmanism,
Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam. Christianity, in its orthodox form, rcjccts
the moot ancient and widespread belief of the KzSklos gerzesei~,
Or S I Z ~ ~or~ ' Reincarnation',
Y ~ ,
and admits one universe
only- this, the first and last-and two lives, one here in thc
natural body and one hcrcaftcr in tlie body of Resurrection.
It has been s~~ccinctly
said that as Metempsychosis makes
same soul, so Rcsurrectioo makes the same body serve
for morc than onc Life. But the latter doctrine limits man's
livfs to two in numbcr, of which thc first or prcscnt dcterrnincs
for cver the character of thc second or future.
lhhmanism and Rudd hism would accept the doctrine that
as a trce falls so shall it lic ', but tllcy deny that it so lics for
ever. To thc adhcrcnts of tllcse two kindred beliefs this
present universe is not the first and last. I t is but one of an
infinite scrics, without ;tbsolllte beginning or end, though each
universe of the scrics appears and disappears. They also
teach a scrics of s~lccessiveexistcllces therein until morality,
devotion, and knowlcdSc produce that high for111 of detachlnent which is tllc cause of Liberation from the cycle of birth
and death called ' T h e Wandering ' (or Sa~arrgs~rn).Freedom
is tllc attainment of the Suprelnc Statc called the Void,
flir7)Gn,z, and by ot}lcr names. They deny that there is ollly
One univcr~c,with one ]ife fol- cacll of its hulnan units, and
then a division of men for all eternity into tlrosc who a r e
Saved in Hcavell or are in Limbo and those who are lost in
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Hell. Whilst they agrec in holding that there is a suitable
body for enjoyment or suffering io Henvca and Hell, it is not
a resurrected body, for the fleshly body on death is dissolved
for ever.
The need of sollle body always exists, except for the nondualist who believes in a bodiless ( Videkn) Liberation (Ilf~ihti)
;
and each of the four religions affirms that there is a subtle
and death-surviving elemcnt-vital
and psychical-in the
physical body of flesh and blood, whether it be a permanent
entity or Self, such as the Brahmanic Jtaza, the Moslem
Rub, and the Christian ' Soul or whether it be only a complex
of activities (or Sknlrdhn), psychical and physical, with lifc as
their function-a complex in continual change, and, therefore,
a series of physical and psychical momentary states, successively generated the one from the other, a continuous transformation, as the Buddhists arc said to hold. Thus to none
of these Faiths is death an absolute ending, but to all it is
only the separation of the Psyche from the gross body. The
former then enters on a new life, whilst the latter, having lost
its principle of animation, decays. A s Dr. Evans-Wentz so
concisely says, Death disincarnatcs the ' soul-complex ', as
Rirth incarnates it. In other words, Death is itself only an
initiation into another form of life than that of which it is the
ending.
0 1 1 the subject of the physical aspect of Death, the attention
of the reader is drawn to the remarkable analysis here given of
symptoms which precede it. These are stated because it is
necessary for the dying Illan and his helpers to be prepared for
the final and decisive nlo~ncntwhen it comes.' Noteworthy,
too, is the description of soullds heard as (to use Dr. EvansWcntz's language) ' the psychic resultants of the disintegrating
process called death '. Thcy call to mind the humming, rolling,
and crackling noises heard before and up to fifteen hours after
death, which, recognized by Greunwnldi in 1611) and referred
to by later writers, were in I 862 made the subject of special
study by Dr. Collinguss.
I,

'

Cf. Tnrr/~-(rr~(Tjn,
ch. xxvtr, v v . 03-100,dcaling with signs of approaching
death, fir~rtrik 7'uxts, editcd b i Arthur Avalon, vol. xii.
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But it is said that the chain of conscious statcs is not always
broken by death, aincc thcre is Phozua, or powcr t o project
and enter the body of another.' Indian occultism speaks of the same power of leaving one's body (Svech&otkrrirrti), which, according to the TnrrtrarZj~z(ch. X X V I I ,
vv. 45-7, 72-80), is accomplished through the operation
(Viyudhdmtm) of tllc vital activity (or Z72''m) in thirty-eight
points, or junctions (Morma), of the body. How, it may be
aslicd, does this practice work in with the gcneral doctrine or
'reincarnation'? We should have been glad if Dr. EvansWcntz had elucidated this point. On principle, it woi~ldscem
that in the case of entry into an unborn body such entry may
be made into the M a t r i x in thc same way as if it had occurred
alter a break of conscioilsness in death. But in thc case of
entry into bcings already born the operation of the power or
Siddhi would appear to be by the way of possession ( ~ v c s h a )
by one consciousncss of the consciousncss and body of another,
differing from the more ordinary case by the fact that the
possessing consciousncss docs not return to its body, which
b o t h c s i is about t o die when the consciousness leavcs it.
If transference of consciousness is effcctcd, there is, of coursc,
no Bardo, which i~lvolvesthe break of consciousness by death.
Otherwise, the T e x t is read.
Then, as the brcathing is about t o cease, instruction is given
and the arteries arc pressed. This is done to keep the dying
Person conscious with a consciousness rightly directed. Ifor \
the nature of the Dcath-consciousness dctcrmines the future
state of the 'soul-complex ', existence being the continuous '
transformation of one conscious state into another. Both in
Catholic and Hindu ritual for the dying there is constant
Prayer and repctition of the sacrcd names.
The pressing of thc artcries rcgulatcs the path to be taken
by the outgoing vital current (I'rina). The proper pat11 is
that which ~ ~ S S Cthrough
S
the ~ r ~ / r , ~ ~ ~ m m n or
d / rForanen
rn,
Mollro. This notion appears to have bcen widely held (to
quote an instance) even ill so rcmotc and primitive a spot as
Sari Cristoval in the Solonlon Isla1lds (see Th/rrcshohf o/ lhc
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Pacific, by C. E. Fox).

T h e function of a holcd-stone in
a Dolmen found there (reminiscent of the Dolmen a d n N c p c ~
common in the Marne district of Western Europc, in South
Russia, and in Southern India) is ' to allow the free passage
t o its natural seat, the head, of the dead man's adaro, or
" double " '.
According t o Hindu belief (see Prctnkhrrda of Gnvlr&
Pttyiirrn) there are nine apertures of thc body which are the
mcans of espericncc, and which, in tllc divine aspect, are thc
Lords (Niithn) or G'ttrt~s.~A good exit is onc which is abovc
the navel. Of such cxits the best is through the fissure on the
top of the cranium callcd Bvrf/imn)-nnri/rvn. This is above
the physical C ~ Y E ~ Y U and
~ I Z the Yogo ccntrc called 'Lotus of the
Thousand Petals ' (Sahasrd),n Pndf~za),wherein Spirit is ir~ost
manifest, since it is the seat of Consciousness. ~ C C ~ U SofC
this, the orthodox Hindu wears a crest-lock (Shikhi) at this
spot ; not, as somc have absurdly supposed, so that he may
thereby be gripped and takcn to Heavcn or Hell, but because
the Shikhn is, as it wcrc, a flag and its staff, raised bcforc and
in honour of the abode of the Suprcme Lord, LVho is Purc
C o ~ ~ s c i o u s ~ i~tscl
c s sf. (Thc fancy-pict urc in a recent work by
C. Lancclin, La 1% postjr~~rrrr,
p. 96, does not show the
apcrturc of csit, which is given in Platc 8 of the second
edition of Arthur Avalon's Sr~lsttltPo;eje?*, p. 93.)
Whatever be thc gl.o~llld for the bclicf and practice of
primitive peoplcs, according to Yoga doctrine, the head is the
chief centre of consciousness, rczulating other subordinate
centres in thc spinal colun~n. Ily \vithdmwal of the vital
current through the central or S t ~ s h r t ~ ~ '~ncrvc
t z l i ' (tzddi),the
lower pa1.t~of the body are devitalized, and tlicrc is vivid
concentl-atcd functioning a t thc cerebral centre.
Exotcricism spcaks of the ' Rook of J udgcmcnt '. This is
an objcctivc synlbol of the ' l h o k ' of hlcmory. The ' rcading'
of that ' Rook ' is thc recalling to mind by the dying man of
the wholc of his past lifc 011 earth before he passcs froom it.'

' Cf. A . Avalon's

Tanfj-rfi Tr.rls, vol. viii, p. 2.
That s u c h a r c v i e w of carlh-life is cxpcricnceal b y thc dying has been
frcqucnlly nltcstcd by pcrsorls w h o had bcg~rn to clic, as, lor cxamplc, in
drowning, and then bee11 resuscitatccl.-W. Y. E - W .
?
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vital current a t lcngtb escapes from thc place where it
last functioned. In Yogir, thought and breathing being interdependent, exit through the Brtihnl(rmrm/rm connotes previous
;divity at the lligllest centre. Hefore such exit, and whilst
lasts, the mental contents arc supplied by
the ritual, which is so designed as to secure a good dcath, and,
tlierefore (later on), bir th-consciousness.
At the monlcnt of dcath the empiric conscioi~sness,or consciousness of objects, is lost. There is what is popularly called
3 'swoon ', which is, howcver, tlie corollary of super-consciousncss itself, or thc Clcar Light of tlic Void ; for tllc swoon is
in, and of, tlie Co~lsciousncssas knower of objccts ( Vtji?cTrrn
Skntlnlrn). This ctnpiric conscio~~sness
disilppcars, unveiling
l'urc Consciousness, which is cvcr rcady to bc ' discovered ' by
those who have the will t o seek and the powcr to find It.
That clcar, colourlcss Light is a scnsc-symbol of the formless Void, ' beyond tlie Light of Sun, Rloon, and Fire ', to usc
tllc words of tlic Indian Giiii. It is clcar and colourlcss, but
m(iyih (or ' form ') bodies are colourcd in various ways. For
colour implics and dc~lotcsfornl. l'he 1;ormless is coloul-lcss.
l'he use of psycho-pl~ysicalclll o ~ n a t i s ~isn colnlnon to the
Hindu and Ih~ddhist Tcrntv(rs, and may be found in some
Islamic mystical systems also.
\Vhat then is this Void ? It is not absolutely ' nothingl~ess'.
It is thc Alogic;ll, to which no c;ltcgories dr;twn from the
world of nnlnc and form nl~ply. Uut ~vliatever may have
been hcld by tllc MSdliyn~niLallau(ldha, a Vcd31ltist would
sq that ' Ijeing ', or Is-liess ', is npplicable cvcn in the case
of the Void, \\rhich is expericnccd as ' is' (nsti). Thc Void is
thus, in this vicw, the negation of all deter~niliations,but not
of ' Is-ncss' as such, as has beell
in accou~itsgive11 of
Buddhist 'Niliilism ' ; but it is nothing known to finite CXpericnce in form, and, thel.cfore, for those wlio have had no
other expericncc, it is no-thing.
description of 13uddhist Jln/rliyri~tateaching which is at
Once more succinct and clear th;~n,to my knoivlcdge, any
other, is given in the Tibetan work, The P(zf/1of COO^ IYifhfs
of S ( ~ ~ B
~ ~ I~I I~w
I~hO
Ii ~I l,lI llave
in the scvcllth
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volun~eof Tn~zfrik7cxts (p. X X e~ l s q . ) and herc sun1marize
and explain.
All is either SngtgsGra or ~Vir~vtfun.The first is finite
cxpericnce in the 'Six Worlds' or Lokn-a word which means
' that which is expericnced ' (Lokynlrle). The sccond, or
Nirvana, is, negatively speaking, release from such experience,
that is from the worlds of 13irth and 1)cath and their pains.
The Void cannot even be strictly called Nivvdnn, for this is
a term relative to the world, and the Void is beyond all
relations. Positively, and concomitantly with such release, it
is the Perfcct Expcrience which is Buddhahood, which, again,
from the cognitive aspcct, is Consciousness unobscured by the
darkness of Unconsciousness, that is to say, Consciousness
freed of all limitation. From the emotional aspcct, it is pure
Bliss unaffcctcd by sorrow ; and from the volitional aspect, it
is freedom of action and almighty powcr (AlrrogJrtz-Sindlri).
I'ellcct Expericnce is an eternal or, more strictly speaking,
a timeless state. Imperfect Experience is ilso eternal in the
sense that the series of universes in which it is undergone is
infinite. The religious, that is practical, problem is then how
from the lesser experience to pass into that which is complctc,
called by the Upnnishnds 'the Whole' or Pfivnn. This is
done by the removal of obscuration. A t base, the two are
one- t he Void, untreated, independent, uncompounded, and
beyond mind and speech. If this were not so, Liberation
would not be possible. Man is in fact liberated, but does not
know it. When hc realizes it, he is freed. The great saying
of the Buddhist work the Pmjn'd-Pdrnr~ziliiruns thus : ' Form
(Rlipn)is the Void and the Void is Form.'
Realization of
the Void is to be a Buddha, or ' Knower ', and not to realize
it is to be an 'ignorant being' in the Sangsdm. The two
paths, then, are Knowledge and Ignorance. The first
path leads to-and, as actual realization, is - - N i r z l Z p ~ . The
second means continuance of fleshly life as man or brute,
or as a denizen of the other four Lokas. Ignorance in the
individual is in its cosmic aspect Mcyd, which in Tibetan
(sGytoma) means a magical show. In its most generic form,
See Tantrik Texts, vol. vii, p. 33.
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the former is that which produces the pragmatic, but, in
a transcendental sense, the ' unreal ' notion of self and otherness. This is the root cause of error (whether in knowing,
reling, or action) which becomes manifest as the Six Poisons'
(which Hindus call the ' Six Enemies ') of the Six Lvkas of
Sa~gsrZra(of which the Text gives five only)-pride, jealousy,
110th (or ignorance), anger, greed, and lust. The Text constantly urges upon the dying or # dead ' man to recognize in
the apparitions, which he is about to see or sees, the creatures
of his ow11 tlrrf;lld-governed mind, veiling from him the Clear
Light of the Void. If.he docs so, he is liberated at any stage.
This philosophical scheme has so obvious a resemblance to
the Indian Mdyiivtida Vcdi~ztnthat the Vaishnava Padmn
Pt~rdtradubs that system ' a bad scripture and covert Buddhism ' ( m d y d v i i h m asncirckiistrarrs p~achckhantrambarrddhattr ).
Nevertheless, its great scholastic, ' the incomparable Shangkarichsryya ', as Sir William Jones calls him. combated the
Buddhists in their denial of a permanent Self (Atma),as also
their subjectivism, at the same ti111e holding that the notion of
an individual self and that of a world of objects were pragmatic
truths only, superseded by and on the attainment of a state
of Liberation which has little, if anything, to distinguish it
from the Buddhist Void. The difference between the two
systems, though real, is less than is generally supposed. This
is a matter, however, which it would be out of place to discuss
further here.
However this may be, the after-death apparitions are ' real '
enough for the deceased who does not, as and when they
appear, recognize their unsubstantiality and cleave his tray
through them to the Void. The Clear Light is spoken of in
the Bardo Thodo1 as such a Dazzlement as is produced by an
infinitely vibrant landscape in the springtide. This joyous
picture is not, of course, a statement of what It
in itself.
for It is not an object, but is a translation i l l terms of
objective vision of a great, but, in itself, indescribable joyful
inner experience. My attention was drawn, in this con"xion, to a passage in
paper on the Avatamsaka SuWa
( ~ h xv),
by Mr. Hsu, a Chinese scholar, which mYsj 'The

.
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Eodhisattva emits the light called " Seeing the Buddha " in
order to make the dying think about the T a t h ~ g a t aand
so enable them to go t o the pure realms of the latter after
death '.
T h e dying or deceased man is adjured to recognize the
Clear Light and thus liberate himself. If he docs so. it
is because he is himself ripe for the liberated state which
is thus presented to him. If he does not (as is commonlv
the case), it is because the pull of worldly tendency (Sangskira)
draws him away. He is then presented with the secondary
Clear Light, which is the first, somewhat dimmed to him by
the general Mgjd. If the mind does not find its restingplace here, the first or Chzkhai Baydo, which may last for
several days, or ' for the time that it takes to snap a finger '
(according t o the state of the deceased), comes to an end.
In the next stage (Chuizyid Bnrdo) there is a recovery
of the Death-Consciousness of objects. In one sense, that
is compared with a swoon, it is a rewakening. Rut it is
not a waking-state such as existed before death. The 'soulcomplex ' emerges from its experience of the Void into a state
like that of dream. This continues until it attains a new
fleshly body and thus really awakes t o earth-life again.
For this \vorld-experience is life in such a body.
When I first read the account of the fifteen days follo\ving
recovery from the 'swoon ', I thought it was meant to be
a scheme of gradual arising of limited consciousness, analogous t o that described in the thirty-six Tattvas by the
Northern Shni-Jggnnm and its Tn11t1-as,
a process which is given
in its ritual form in the Tantrik Bhzitash~tda'hirite and in Lnyn
or Ktqz@nIi?~i
Yogo. But on closer examination I found that
this was not so. After the ending of the first Bardo the
scheme commences with the complete recovery, without intermediate stages, of the Death-Consciousness. The psychic
life is talien up and continued from that point, that is from
the stage immediately prior to the 'swoon'.l
Life immediately after death is, according to this view, as Spiritists
assert, similar to, and a continuation of, the lib preceding it.
Cf. Yogavishijh!hn, CLX, v. 41.
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As in Swedenborg's account, and in the recent play Ollt7unt.d
Bour~d,the deceased does not at first know that he is ' dead '.
Swedenborg, who also speaks of an intermediate state, says
that, except for those immediately translated to Heaven or
Hell, the first state of man after death is like his state in the
world, so that he knows no other, believing that he is still in
the world notwithstanding his death.'
Two illustrations may be given of the doctrine of the
continuity and the similarity of experience before and immediately after death. In India, on the onc ]land, thcrc
are reports of hauntings by unhappy ghosts or Prrtns, which
hauntings are said to be allayed by the performance of the
Prctn SkvlIJdha rite a t the sacred town of Gaya. On the
other hand, I have heard of a case in England where it was.
alleged that a haunting ceased on the saying of a ~ \ ) E Q I ~ ~ E IMass.
I/
In this case, it was supposed that a Catholic soul in l'urgatory
felt in need of a rite which in its earth-life it had bcen taught
to regard as bringing peace to the dead. Tlle Hindu ghost
craves for the Hindu rite which gives to it a new body in
lieu of that destroyed on the funeral pyre. These souls do
not (in an Indian view) cease to be Hindu or Catholic, or lose
their respective beliefs because of their death. Nor (in this
vier) do those who have passcd on necessarily and at once
lose any habit, even though it bc drinking and smolcing. R ~ l t
in the after-death state the whisky and cigars ' of which wc
have heard arc not gross, material things. Just as a dream reproduces waking experiences, so in the after-death st:tte a man
who was wont to drink and srnoke imagines that he still docs
so. We have llcre t o deal with dream-whisky ' and ' dreamcigars' which, though imaginary, arc, for thc dreamer, as
real as the substances he dranlc and smoked in his waking
state.2

' De Cotlo, cd. 1868, 493-7.
' Tile editor has heard

a European planter who, having died in the

jungds of tile Malabar country of South-west India, was ha~.icdthere by
peoplc. Solllc years afterwards, a friend of thc planter found t h e grave cartr u l l ~fenced in and covered willl emply whisky and beer bottles. At a loss to
understand such an untlsllpl siglrt, asked for an explanation, alld was told that
lhc dead snhil,'~ ghost had caused mucll trollblc and that no way had
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Subscqucntly, thc deccascd becomes aware that he is ' dead '.
n u t as hc carries over wit11 him thc recollcction of his past
lifc, hc, at first, still thinks that he has such a physical body
as he had before. I t is, in fact, a dream-body, such as that
of persons seen in dreams. It is an imagined body, which,
as tllc Text says, is neither reflected in a mirror nor casts
a shadow, and which can do such wonders as passing through
mountains and the like, sincc Imagination is thc grcatest
of magicians. Evcn in life on earth a man may imagine
that he has a limb where he has none. Long after a man's
Icg has bcen an~putatcdabove the knee he can ' feel his toes I,
or is convincccl that the solcs of his feet (buried days before)
arc tickling. In the after-death state the deceased inlagines
that hc has a physical body, though he has been severed
thcrcfro~n by the high surgery of death. In such a body
thc deceased gocs through the cxperienccs ncxt describcd.
In the First E n d o the deceased glimpses the Clear Light,
as the illmrmz-Kijvz, called by Professor Sylvain Levy the
' Essential Dody '. This, which is bcyond form (Artipn), is
thc l)/rnr7trn-D/r~ittr,or Afatrix of Dhavura-substance, whcncc
all the lllcssed Ones, or Tnthcigntns, issue. This is the body
of n Buddha in N i r v ~ u a .T h e second body, or Snnrbhoga-Kciya,
has such subtle form (Rfijavrirr)as is visible to the BodhisnNvns,
and is an intermediate manifestatiot~of thc Dhnntrn-Dhittr. In
the third body,or A7irrt~i!m-Kt.ijn,the Void, or State of nuddhahood, is exteriorized into multiple individual appearances
more matcrinl, and,. therefore, visible to the gross scnscs of
mcrj, such as thc forms in which the manifested Buddhas
(for tllcrc arc many and not, as somc think, only onc, or
Gautama) havc nppcarcd on earth. If thc dcccascd rccngnizcs
tllc Clcar Light of thc First R(zmdo, he is libcratcd in the
(liscovcrcd to lay Ll~eghost until an old witch-doctor dcclarcd that lllc gllog
cravcd wllisky a n d bccr, to which it had long bcen habituated whcn in thc flcsll
wl~icllwcrc Lhc rcrrl cause o f its scparntion from tllc flcsllly body. Tllc
pcoplc, altl~oi~gli
religiously opposcd to intoxicants, bcgan p t ~ r c h a s i ~botflcd
l~:
\vllisky and bccr of the same brantls which thc solrib was wcll known to h ~ v c
llsefl. and, \vitlr a rcguI,?r ritual for the dead, began sacrificing them to thc host
~~"llrillgll~clliout upon tllc grave. Finding tllat tlris kcpt thc ghost quiet
tllcy Iccpt rlp tllc ~)raclicc:in scli-dcfcncc.-W. 1'. E-W.
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~ h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ In
- Kthc
( i Sccond
y n . fizt-do Libcratio~iis into thc
~~,~~,,hh~go-Kii~*
(the passage touching tllc 1';lradisc Reallns is
not, I tlrilrk, mcant to collflict with this) ; and in thc Third
hr,lo Liberation is expcrienccd in the Nit-~~~,rBma-Ktiyn.
During the Second and Third B o r h tlir dcceascd is in the
jfli$-wo~.ld (or ~ o r l df forms), and if Libcration is then
attained it is wit11 form (A'fijttvlrrr). T h e deccascd bcing thus
in the \ ~ o r l Jof du;llity, we find tliict from this point otlwards
there is a doublc pnrallcl presentation to his consciousness.
Thcre is firstly a Nirvti!ric line, conlprising the Five Dhyiini
Iluddhas of thc Sn~~~bhnga-K~yn.sytnbolizcd
by various dazzling
coloul.s,with certain Divinities, peaceful and wrathful, emanating
from them ; and, secondly, a SnltgstTric line, consisting of the
Six Lokns. Tlicsc lattcr, with onc esccption (if it bc one and
not Juc to corruption of text, viz. the association of tlie smoky
or black light of Hcll with the bluc Vnjm-Snttzla), hnvc thc
same colour as their Nivvti?zc counterparts, but of a dull
hue. With the Lokcls arc given tlicir ' Poisons or the
sinfill characteristics of their inhabitants. Thc ' soul-con~plex
is tlrcn adjured, on the one hand, to seek Libcration through
the compassionate gracc of the Nirvci~iclinc of B ~ d d h n sand
Dezlatrfs (Divinities), and, on the other hand, to shun the
particular Lokn (World) which is concomitantly presented
to his mental vision. With these BtmMns, Drvnf~s, and
(.ofies are associntcd certain Nidznns (Causal Connexions),
Sklrrrdhas (Constitucnt Factors), material elements, and the
colours of the latter. This account appears to have suffered
from corruption of the Text. Thus the Nida'/zns and Skntmdhns
arc not complete. Logically, VQZrirm Skattdha should go
first with Vnirochnjtn, and N&tra-rriptr with l7trjra-.%ftzv.
Only four out of the five elclnents are mentioned. Ether,
\ilhich is omitted, should be associated with Vainirochr~nand
I
.
T h e colours of the elements accord with those
given in thc Hindu firrtmns except as rcgards 'air', to
which is assigned a green colour, appropriate for Astrrjc
jealousy, thoogll it is not that of the Hindu colouration, which
is smoky grey. Again, the order of the Six Loknr is not
usual one, viz. first the better Lokns, of Dlvfls, A~ldrfls~
I,
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and hlcn, and then the / - O ~ Sof Ghosts (/'rrtns), 13rutes, and
Ilcll. lrach Loktz is characterized by its ' poison ' or besetting
sin, but, of these, fivc only arc ~llentioncd. T h c editor ,llas,
howcve~.,scfcrred t o corruption in the T c s t in sorne of thcsc
matters, and othcrs I have noted on a carefill analysis of tile
tl-anslatcd Tcst.
l'lic pcaccful i)cz~atcis follow on thc sixth and seventh day,
and the wrathful Devnttis on the eighth and subseqi~c~lt
days.
l'he lattcr arc of thc tcrrific type, cllaractcristic both of tile
I3uddhist and Hindu Shrfkta T[llrtrns, wit11 their l'hrlirrlz,ns,
Bhniravls, [))dkittis, l'ogirrls, and so on. Iiinduism also malccs
this distinction in thc nature of 1)ivinitics and interprets thc
wrath fill orders as reprcscntat ivc of the so-callcd ' clcst ructive '
power of thc Suprcme Lord and of his lesser miinifcstations;
though, in truth, ' God nevcr destroys' (rrn ciczvo ~rrfs/mk(~h
kvtrchit), but withdrawsthe Univcrsc to Himself,
Ilut l'ower, which thus dissolves tllc world, is ever terriblc
to thosc who are attached to the world. All bad action
(A~ihnr~rln),
too, is dissolvcnt ; and, according to thc Text,
is reflected in tllc
the dcceascd's evil Knrnln in the Sn~~gscfr-(r
Nirsui?zic line in its forms as Divinities of thc Lower h ~ l l o ,
who so terrify the dcccased that hc Aces from thcm and sinks
thereforc more and more into such a statc as will eventually
bring him birth in one or other of the Lokns.
Tl;e l'eaceCi11 Dcvntcis are said to issuc f r o n ~thc hcart, ilnd
thc Wrathful from thc head. I d o not, howcvcr, think that
this stntcment ncccssarily lets in the Yoga d o c t r i ~ ~ofe the
' Scrpcnt l'ower' and the Six Centrcs, which thc editor has
shortly sct out in Part I1 of thc Addenda, assuming (a mattcr
of which I have no personal knowledge) that the Tibetans both
practise this I'ogn and tcach it in its Indian form. I myself
think that thc mention of thc lleart and head does not scfer
to these placcs as Yogo-centscs, but
to thc fact that
tllc I'cacef~lDcitics reflect, as statcd in the Text, tlle love of
thc dcceascd which springs froin his heart.
I make a rcservntion also as regards the subject of fifafllyfls,
dealt with in Part 111 of the Addenda. No doubt the Tibetans
employ Sanskrit dl'nrrtms, but bi~cllAZ~rr~tmas
are ofien found in
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corrupt form in their books-a fact which suggests
tllat the Tibetans feel little appreciation of the supposed sound~ l u of
c dfottfros. Hut cvhether their theory on this subject
is the same in all rcspects as that of the FIiadus 1 cannot say.'
Thc 1-Iindu theory, which I have elscwhcre endeavoured to
elucidate (cf. Gavlntrd of Letters), is still on several points
obscure; the subject bcing perhaps the most difficult of any
in Hinduism. Evcn though Tibetan 13uddhis1n nlay havc
hhntrn-Sanlmlrd,the presentment of it is likely to differ as
niuch as does the gcneral substance of thcsc two Faiths.
About the fifteenth day, passage is made into the Third
Unnlo, in which thc deceased, if not previously liberated,
sccks ' Rebirth '. His past life has now become dim. That
of thc futu~.cis indicated by certain prrmonitory signs which
rcprcscnt thc first movemcllts of desire towal-ds fulfilment.
The ' soul-complex ' takes on the colour of the Lokn in which
it is destined to be born. If the deceased's Knvurrz lcads
llini to Hell, thither he gocs after thc Judgement, in a subtlc
body which cannot be injured or destroyed, but in which
1 1 ~may suffcr atrocious pain.
Or he may go to the
[leaven-world or other Loka, to return at length and in
all cases (for neither punishment nor reward are eternal)
to earth, whereon only can new Knrriza h e made. Such
return takes place after expiation of his sins in Hell, or the
expiration of thc term of enjoyment in Heaven which
K f l ? * fhas
~ ~ ~gained for him. If, however, the lot of the
dcceascd is immediate rebirth on earth, he secs visions of
lnating lncn and women. Hc, at this final stage towards the
a\\';~kclli11~
to earth-life, now knows that hc has not a gross
a wdly

'

Just as the Tibetans took over Tnntrininr
from India, SO, a s the well-known
'l'ibctan Biofimphy o / j o l j i i r r Mifar+ (Tibet's most famous Yo@ and Saint),
cxamplc, makcs clear, tllcy appear also to have dcrived various systems of
from India, including Layno r Kwi,,!afi#ri Yoga. Whilc it is undoubtcdly
true that lnany Ma,rtras likewise derived from India llavc grown hopelessly
c0"uPt in the Tibetan language itself, the practice of Layo or Kufi(!afi)s Yoga
Tibetans seems to have beell kept fairly pure, largely tlrrough oral trans'ision from gun4 to gum rather than through written records, except br
I'ibcta"ired teminologics and
of application. Certain Tibetan treatises
On Yoga \vhich the editor possesses, both in the original and in English transla'Ion, SuSgeSt this. - W. Y. E-W.
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body of flesh
blood. H e urgently desires to have Olle,
in ordcr that he may again enjoy physici~llifc on the earth.
world.
The Freudian psycho-anal p t will find herein a rernark;,ble
passage supporting his doctrine of the aversion of the son
for thc father. The passage says that, if the dcccascd is
to be born as a loale, the feclinp of its bcing a male
conlcs upon the knower, and a feeling of intcnsc aversion
for the father and attraction for thc mother is begotten,
and vice versa as regards birth as a female. This is,
however, a11 old Buddhist doctrinc found elsewl~erc. Professor De la Vnllde Poussin cites the following passage:
' L'esprit trouble par d6sir d'amour, il va au licu dc sn
destindc. M&ne tr$s Cloign6, il voit, par l'ceil n i dc la forcc
de I'acte, le lieu de sa naissance ; voyant la son pkre ct sa
mhre unis, il con~oitdCsir pour la mCre quand il est mile,
&sir pour le pbre quand il est femelle, et, inversenlent, haiue'
(Boriin/risme: Etudes et Matdrinrrx, Abhidhmrmnkosllrr, iii. I 5.
p. 25). The work cited also contains other interesting details
concerning the embryo. (Sce, too, the same autlior's Ln
Thkovie dc dorr.:e cnrises.)
A t length the deceased passes out of the Bardo dreamworld into a womb of flesh and blood, issuing thcnce once
more into the waking state of earth-experience. This is
what in English is called Re-incarnation, or Re-birth in the
flesh. The Sanskrit term is Sntgsrlra, that is, 'rising and
rising again ' (P~trtarttpntti)in the worlds of birth and death.
Nothing is permanent, but all i; transitory. In lik, the
isou~-complex' is never for two consecutive rnomellts
same, but is, like the body, in constant change. 'I'here is
h ~ a s series (Sntrt~nn)ol successive, and, in one sellset
different states, which are in themselves but momcntaryl
There is still a unifying bond in that each momentary state is
a present transfornlation representative of all those which are
Past, as it will be the generator of all future transformatiolls
potentially involved in it.
This process is not interrupted by death. Change continues
in the Skaadhns (or constituents of the organism) other than
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the gross body which has been cast off and which undergoes
of its ow~l. But there is this differ.ence: the after-dcath
is merely the result of the action of accumulated past
Karmlz and does not, as i n earthly life, create new Knrma,
for which a physical body is necessary. (Buddhism, Hinduism,
and Christianity are in agrcement in holding that man's destiny
is decided on Earth, though the last differs from thc first two,
as explained above, on the question whether there is morc
than one life on Earth.) Therc is no breach (Uchchhedn)
of consciousness, but a continuity of transformation. Thc
Dcath-Consciousness is the starting-point, followed by thc
other states of consciousness already describcd. Knrmn at
length generates a fully-formed desire or mental action. This
last is followed by the consciousness taking up its abode
in a suitable .matrix, whence it is born again as a RirthConsciousness. What is so born is not altogether different
from what has gone before, because it is the present transformation of it ; and has no other indepcndent existence.
There are thus successive births of (to use Professor de
h Vallee Poussin's term) a ' fluid soul-complex ', because the
series of psychic states continues at intervals of time to
enter the physical womb of living beings. It has been said
by the authority cited ( Way to Nirv@ta, p. 85) that the
birth-~onsciousnessof a new celestial or infernal being makes
for itself and by itself, out of unorganized matter, the body
it is to inhabit. Therefore the birth of such beings will
follow imn~cdiatel~
after the derth of the being which is
to be reborn as an infernal or celestial being. Uut tllc
cast is said to bc different, as a rule, where therc is to bc
' in the flesh. Conception
' reincarnation ', that is '
and birth then presuppose ,physical circumstanccs that may
not be realized at the moment of the death of the being to
be ' re-incarnated '. I n these cases and others it is alleged
that the dying consciousness cannot be continued at once
into the birth-consciousness of a new belng. The Professor
"Ys that this difficulty is solved by those Schools which.
maintaining ille intermediary existence (Antnr~lhdvn),hold
that the dying consciousness is continued into a short-lived
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body of flcsh and blood. f I c urgcntly dcsires to havc o~lc,
in order that hc may again enjoy physical life on the earthworld.
T h e Fre~tdianpsycho-analyst will find herein a remarkable
passage supporting his doctrinc of thc avcrsion of the son
for thc father. T h e passage says that, if the dcceasccl is
t o be born as a ~ilale, thc fecling of its bcing a male
comcs upon the I<nowcr, and a feeling of intcnsc aversion
for the father and attraction for thc mothcr is begotten,
and vice versa as regards birth as a female. This is,
however, an old Buddhist doctrinc found elsewl~erc. Professor De la VnllPe Poussin cites the following passage:
'L'esprit trouble par desir d'amour, il va au licu dc sa
clestindc. Meme tr2s kloignd, it voit, par l'ceil nC de la iorcc
de l'acte, le lieu de sa naissance ; voyant 1i son p h e et sa
m&re unis, il consoit dCsir pour la mCre quand il cst mile,
dCsir pour le phre quand il est femelle, et, inversement, haioe'
(Bozrddhisnre : htudcs et Matr'rinrtx, A b/,id/mrrrmkosha, iii. I 5.
p. 25). T h e work cited also contains othcr interesting details
concerning the embryo. (Sce, too, the same autl~or'sLa
Thko~iede dorr.ze cnttses.)
A t lcngth the deceased passes out of the B a r b dreamworld into a womb of flesh and blood, issuing thence once
more into the waking state of earth-experience. This is
what in English is called Re-incarnation, or Re-birth in tlie
flesh. T h e Sanskrit term is Snrrgscirn, that is, 'rising and
rising again ' (Pr~,mrrr(pntti)in the worlds of birth and death.
Nothing is permanent, but all is transitory. In lifc, the
ksoul-complex' is never for two consecutive moments t h ~
same, but is, like the body, in constant change. Thcre is
h u s a series (Snnt~rtn)of succcssive, and, in one sease,
different states, which are in thcrnselves but momentary.
There is still a unifying bond in that each momentary state is
n present transformation representative of all those which are
past, as it will be the generator of all f ~ ~ t utransformations
re
potentially involved in it.
This proccss is not interrupted by death. Change continues
in the Skmtdhns (or constituents of thc organism) other than

the gross body which has bccn cast off and which undergoes
&anger of its own. But there is this difference : the after-dcath
change is merely the result of the action of accumulated past
Karm~zand does not, as i n earthly life, create new Karma,
for which a physical body is necessary. (Buddhism, Hinduism,
and Christianity are in agrcement in holding that man's destiny
is decided on Earth, though the last differs from thc first two,
as explained above, on the question whether there is morc
than one life on Earth.) There is no breach (Uchckheh)
of consciousness, but a continuity of transformation. Thc
Dcath-Consciousness is the starting-point, followed by thc
other states of consciousness already describcd. Knrttm at
length generates a fully-formed desire or mental action. This
last is followed by the consciousness taking up its abode
in a suitable wzatrzx, whence it is born again as a RirthConsciousness. What is so born is not altogether different
from what has gone before, bccause it is the present transformation of it ; and has no other indepcndent existence.
There are thus srlccessivc births of (to use Professor de
la Vallde Poussin's term) a ' fluid soul-complex ', because the
series of psychic states continues at intervals of time to
enter the physical womb of living beings. It has been said
by the authority cited (Way to Nirviida, p. 85) that the
birth-~onsciousnessof a new celestial or infer~~al
being makes
for itself and by itself, out of unorganized mnttcr, the body
it is to inhabit. Therefore the birth of such beings will
follow immediately after the derth of the being which is
to bc reborn as an infernal or celestial being. Uut the
Cast is said to bc different, as a rule, where therc is to bc
' reincarnation ', that is ' rebirth in the flesh. Conception
and birth then presuppose ,physical circumstances that may
not be realized at the moment of the death of the being to
be ' re-incarnated '. 1" these cases and others it is alleged
that the dying consciousness cannot be continued at once
into the birth-consciousness of a new being- The Professor
S V s that this difficulty is solved by those Schools which,
"laintaining the intermediary exisience (AtttamZbh~vn),hold
that the dying consciousness is continued into a short-lived
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being called Gaudharva, which lasts for seven days, or seven
times seven days (cf. the forty-nine days of the Bardo). This
Garrdharva creates, with the help of the conceptional elements,
an embryo as soon as it can find opportunity. This doctrine,
if it has been rightly understood, is apparently another and
cruder version of the Bardo doctrine. There cannot, in any
philosophic view of the doctrine of K a r m a , be any ' hold up'
of what is a continuous life-process. Such proccss does
not consist of independent sections waiting upon one another.
And so a 'soul-complex' cannot be ready to reincarnate
before the circumstances are fit for it. T h e law which determines that c? being shall incarnate is the same as that which
provides the means and conditions by, and under, which the
incarnation is to take place. Nor is the body of the infernal
or celestial being gross matter. This is clear from thc present
Text.
Dr. Evans-Wentz raises again the debated question of
the transmigration of human ' souls' into sub-human bodies,
a process which this Text, cxotcrically viewed, seems to
assume, and which is, as he points out, the general Hindu
and I3uddhist belief. I t seems to bc an irrational, though
it may bc a popular, bclicf that a human 'soul' can permancntly inhabit a sub-human body as its own. For tllc
body cannot exist in such disagsccincnt with its occupant.
T h c right doctrinc appears to be that, as man has evolved
through the lowest forms of being (Hinduism spcaks of
~,4oo,ooograded kinds of births culminating in tllcln),' so by
~nisconductand neglect to use the opportunity of mailhood
there can, equally, he a dcsccnt along the ' downward path'
to the same low forms of being from which humanity has, wit11
difficulty, emcrgcd. The Sanskrit tcrm DurLzbhrrr, menning
' difficult to get', rcfers to this difficulty of securing human
birth. But such desccnt involves (as Dr. I-vnns-\Vcntz says)
the loss of the human nature and the cilormous lengths of
t imc of a creation cpoch.
I f the scrics (Snntliwn) of conscious states are dctcrrnined

'

AS plants, aquatic animals, rcptilcs, birds, quadrupeds, simian forms:
a n d man. S c c Brr'ltotf Vis/~trirPto-,i,tn.
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by the past Kartazn, it may be asked how that liberty of

choice exists which the whole T e x t assumes by its injunctions
to the deceased to do this or t o avoid that. No doubt even
in one individual there are diverse tendencies (Snngskdra).
But the question st-ill remains. If the K a r m a ready to ripen
determines the acticn, then advice to the accused is useless.
If the 'soul' is free to choose, there is no determination by
Karma. Hindi~is~il
holds that, notwithstanding the influence
of Knrwa, the A t m i is essentially free. Here the answer
appears to be twofold. Apart from what is next stated,
the instructions given may, by their suggestions, call up
that one of several latent tendencies which tends towards
the action counselled. Further, this system allows that one
'soul' can help another. And so there are prayers for, and
application of merits to, the deceased, just as we find in
Hinduism the Pvetashrriddha, in Catholicism the Requiem
Mass, and in Islam the Moslem's Fatiha. In this and other
matters one mind can, it is alleged, influence another otherwise
than through the ordinary sense channels whether before or
after death. There is also a tendency to overlook collective
Knyrrra and its effects. A n individual is not only affected
by his own Karma, but by that of the community to which
he belongs. A wider question arises as to the meaning of
the Re-incarnation Doctrine itself, but this is not the place to
discuss it.
There are many other points of interest in this remarkable
Book, but I must now stop and let the reader discover them
for himself. I would like, however, to add a word as to the
manner of its making. The Text has been fortunate in findin::
as its editor Dr. Evans-iVcntz, whose knowledge of, and
sympathy with, his subject has enabled him to give US a very
comprehensible account of it. He, in his turn, was fortunate in
his teacher, the translator, the late LBma Kazi Dawa-Samdup
(Tib. Zla-vn-bsn~~z-h~~ub),
~ h o when
,
I first met him, was
Chief Interpeter on the
of His Excellency Lonchen Satra,
the Tibetan Plenipotentiary to the Government of India. He
"as also attached t o the Political Staff of His Holinebs the
Dalai LIma on the latter's visit to India. At the time of
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his premature and greatly regretted death L i m a Kazi DawaSamdup was Lecturer in Tibetan t o the University of Calcutta,
These, and the pther appointments which the translator held,
and to which Dr. Evans-Wentz has referred, sufficiently
establish his high competency both in Tibetan and English.
He had also, I may add, some knowledge of Sanskrit, which
I found of much use in discussing with him the meaning of
terms used in Tibetan-Buddhist doctrine and ritual. I can,
then, speak personally of his attainments, for I saw a good
deal of him when he was preparing for me a translation of
the Tibetan S/rrickakrasamb/z~ra Tatrtra, which I haire
published as the seventh volume of the series of Tantrik
Texts (Luzac & Co.). I can, likewise, from my own
knowledge, associate myself with what Dr. Evans-Wentz
has said a s to this remarkable man. May their joint wo~k
have the success it deserves, and so encourage Dr. EvansIVentz to publish some at least of the other Texts which
he tells me he has in store.
JOHN
OXFORD,
OC~O
3, ~1915.
Y

WOODROFFT:.

'The phenomena of life may be likened unto a dream, a phantasm, a bubble,
ashadow, the glistening dew, o r lightning flash ; and thus they ought to be
contemplated.'-The Buddha, in Thr I m m wtablr Swtm.
I. THE IMPORTANCE O F THE B A R D 0 THdDOL

AS a contribution to the science of death and of the existence
after death, and of rebirth, Tile Tibetan Book of fhv Dead,
This Introduction is-for the most part-based
upon and suggested by
explanatory notes which the late Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup, the translator of
the Berdo Thodol, dictated to the editor while the translation was taking shape,
in Gangtok, Sikkim. The LPma was of opinion that his English rendering of
the Bardo Thodol ought not to be published without his exegetical comments on
the more abstruse and figurative parts of the text. This, he thought, would not
only help to justify his translation, but, moreover, would accord with the wishes
of his late guru (see p. 80) with respect to all translations into a European
tongue of works expository of the esoteric lore of the Great Perfectionist
School into which that gum had initiated him. To this end, the translator's
exegesis, based upon that of the transIatorls gurui was transmitted to the editor
and recorded by the editor herein.
The editor's task is to correlate and systematize and sometimes to expand the
notes thus dictated, by incorporating such congenial matter, from widely
separated sources, as in his judgement tends to make the exegesis more
intelligible to the Occidental, for whom this part of the book is chiefly intended.
The translator felt, too, that, without such safeguarding as this Introduction is
intended to afford, the Bardo Thiidol translation would be peculiarly liable to
misinterpretation and consequent misuse, more especially by those who are
inclined to be, for one reason or another, inimical to Buddhistic doctrines, Or to
the doctrines of his particular Sect of Northern Buddhism. H e also realized
how such an Introduction as is here presented might itself be subject to adverse
criticism, perhaps on the ground that it appears to be the outcome of a philosophical eclecticism. However this may be, the editor can do no more than State
here, as he has stated in other words in the Preface, that his aim, both herein
and in the closely related ann0tati~l1.qto the text itself, has been to present the
~s~chology
and the teachings peculiar to and related to the Bardo Thohl as he
has been taught them by qualified initiated exponents of them, who alone have
the unquestioned right to explain them.
If it should be said by critics that the editor has expounded the Bardo Thsdol
doctrines from the standpoint of the Northern Buddhist who believes in them
'ather than from the standpoint of the Christian who perhaps would disbelieve
at leut some of them, the editor has no apology to offer; for he holds that
here is no sound reason adducible why he should expound them in any
manner. Anthropology is concerned with things as they are ; and the hope of
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called, in its own language, Bardo Thodot (' Liberation by
Hearing on the After-Death Plane'),' is, among the sacred
books of the world, unique. As an epitomized exposition of
the cardinal doctrine's of the MahQdna School of Buddhism,
it is of very great importance, religiously, philosophically, and
historically. As a treatise based essentially upon the Occult
Sciences of the Yoga Philosophy, which were fundamental in
the curriculum of the great Buddhist University of Nslanda,
the Oxford of ancient India, it is, perhaps, one of the most
remarkable works the West has ever received from the East.
As a mystic manual for guidance through the Otherworld of
many illusions and realms, whose frontiers are death and
birth, it resembles The Egyptian Book of the Dead sufficiently
to suggest some ultimate cultural relationship between the
two; although we only know with certainty that the germ of
the teachings, as herein made accessible to English readers,
has been preserved for us by a long succession of saints and
seers of the God-protected Land of the Snowy Ranges, Tibet.
11. THE SYMBOLISM

The Rardo TCliidol is unique in that it purports to treat
rationally of the whole cycle of sangsriric (i. e. phenomenal)
existence intervening between death and birth ;-the ancient
doctrine of karma, or consequences (taught by Emerson as
compensation), and of rebirth being accepted as the most
essential laws of nature affecting human life. Often, however,
its teaching appears to be quite the antithesis of rational,
because much of it is recorded in an occult cipher. Dr. L. A.
Waddell has declared, after careful research, that ' the llinzas
all sincere researchers into comparative religion devoid of any religious bias
ought always to be to acc~lmulatesuch scientific data as will some day enable
future generations of inankind to discover Truth itself-that Universal Truth in
which all religions and all sects of all religions may ultimately recognize the
Essence of Religion and the Catholicity of Faith.
Mr. Talbot Mundy, in his interesting Tibetan romance Om, in lnaking
reference to this title, The Tibetan Book of the Dead, has taken it to be a very
free translation of Bardo ThGdol. It should not, however, so be taken ; it has
been adopted because it seems to be the most appropriate short title for conveying to the English reader the true character of the book as a whole.
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have the keys to unlock the meaning of much of Buddha's
doctrinewhich has been almost inaccessible to Europeans.'
Some of the more learned himas, including the late Lama
Kazi Dawa-Samdup, have believed that since very early times
tllet-e has been a secret international symbol-code in common
use among the initiates, which affords a key to the meaning
of such occult doctrines as are still jealously guarded by
religioi~s fraternities in India, as in Tibet, and in China,
Mongolia, and Japan.
In like manner, Occidental occultists have contended that
the hieroglyphical writings of ancient Egypt and of hlexico
seem to have been, in some degree, a popularized or exoteric
outgrowth of a secret language. They argue, too, that a
symbol-cock was sometimes used by Plato and other Greek
philosophers, in relation to Pythagorean and Orphic lore ;
that tliroughout the Celtic world the Druids conveyed all
their esoteric teachings symbolically ; that the use of parables,
as in the sermons of Jesus and of the Buddha, and of other
Great Teachers, illustrates the same tendency; and that
through works like Aesop's Fables, and the miracle and mystery
plays of medieval Europe, many of the old Oriental symbols
have been introduced into the modern literatures of the West.'

' L. A. Waddell, The Buddhism of

Tibet or Ldrnarsm (London, 1895), p. 17.
There is some sound evidence for supposing that one source of the moral
~hilosophyunderlying certain of the Aesop's'Fables (and, also, by way of cornparison, of the 111dianPanchatantra and Hitopadesha) may yet be shown to have
been such primitive Oriental folk-tales about animals and animal symbols as
scholars now think helped to shape the JGtaka Tales concerning the various
births of the Buddha (cf. The j l t a k a , ed. by E. B. Cowell, Cambridge, 1895Ig07). Similarly, the Christian mystery plays contain symbolism so much akin
to that found in mystery plays still flourishing under ecclesiastical patronage
throughout Tibet and the aeighbouring territories of Northern Buddhism as to
point to another stream of Orientalism havillg come into Europe (cf. Three Tibetan
M~stencs,ed. by H. I. Woolf, London, n.d.). T h e apparent Romanist canonit.lion of the Buddha, under the medieval character of St. Jehoshaphat, is an
additional instance of how things Eastern seem to have become things Western
(cf. Baraldm and Y&dsP/, ed. by E. A. W.Budge, Cambridge, 1923)- Furtherwork Dr Arlr Moncndi (cL The
more, the once very popular
O/U# Cra/t cf Dying, ed, by F. M. M. Camper, London, 19x71, of which there
are many vcrsions and variants in Latin, English, French, and other European
languageq seems to suggest a still further ifillration of Orielltal ideas,
ingdeath and existence after death, such a s underlie both tile Tibetan
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Be this as it may, it is certain that none of the great systems
of ancient thought, nor even vernacular literatures, have
always found the ordinary work-a-day language of the world
adequate to express transcendental doctrines or even t o bring
out the full significance of moral maxims.
The lamb, the dragon (or serpent), the dove above the altar,
the triangle enclosirlg the all-seeing eye (common to Freemasonry as well), the sacred fish-symbol, the ever-burniq
fire, or the image of the risen sun upon the receptacle for the
consecrated wafer in the Roman Mass, the architectural symbols and the orientation of church and cathedral, the cross
itself, and even the colours and designs of the robes of priest
and bishop and pope, are a few of the silent witnesses of the
survival in the modern Christian churches of the symbolism of
paganism. But the key to the interpretation of the inner
significance of almost all such Cllristianized symbols was
unconsciously thrown away : uninitiated ecclesiastics, gathered
together in heresy-seeking councils, having regarded that
primitive Christianity, so deeply involved in symbolism, called
Gnosticism, as ' Oriental imagery gone mad ', repudiated it as
being ' heretical ', whereas from its own point of view it was
merely esoteric.
Similarly, Northern Buddhism, to which symbolisnl is so
vital, has been condemned by Buddhists of the Southern
School for claiming to be the custodian of an esoteric doctrine,
for the most part orally transmitted by recognized initiates,
generation by generation, direct from the Buddha-as well as
for teaching (as, for example, in the Saddharma-Pandarika)
recorded doctrines not in agreement-with doctrines contained
Thodol and the Egyptian Book ofthe Dead; and, in order to show this, a few of
the most striking passages, found in the Dr Arte Modendi cycle, which pal-allel
textually certain parts of the Bardo Thodol, have been added in foot-notes to the
Bardo Thodol translation from Mr. Cornper's exocllent edition in Thr Book of
the Crayt o j Dying.
Buddhist nnd Chnsfian Gospels (Philadelphia, 1908),a pioneer study of the
remarkable parallelism which exists between the texts of the New Testamcnl
and the texts of the Buddhist Canon, by Mr. A. J. Edmunds, suggests, likewise,
that one of the most promising fields of research, as yet almost virgin, lies in
a study of just such correspondences between Eastern and Western thought and
literature as is suggested in this note.
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in the Ti-Pifakn (Skt. Tri-Pitaka), the Pali Canon. And
yet, though the Southern Buddhist commonly assumes that
there cannot be any but a literal interpretation of the Buddha's
teachings, the Pali Scriptures contain many parables and
metaphoricalexpressions, some of which the iirnas regard as
symbolical and confirmatory of their own esoteric tradition,
and to which they thus claim to hold-perhaps not without
good reason-the ioi tiate's key.
The hmas grant that the Ti-Pitaka (' Three Pitakas, or
Baskets' [of the Law]) are, as the Southern Buddhist holds,
the recorded Word (or Doctrine) of the Ancients, the Themwida ; but they claim that the Pitakas do not contain all the
Word, that the Pitakas lack much of the Buddha's yogk
teachings, and that it is chiefly these teachings which, in many
instances, have been handed down esoterically to the present
day. ' Esoteric Buddhism ', as it has come to be calledrightly or wrongly-seems to depend in large measure upon
'ear-whispered ' doctrines of this character, conveyed according to long-established and inviolable rule, from gurt4 to
di@ya, by word of mouth alone.
The Pali Canon records that the Buddha held no doctrine
secretly 'in a closed fist ' (cf. Mahd Pari~cibbdcaStittanfa,
D@a N i k ~ y aII), that is to say, withheld no essential
doctrine from the members of the Sa+a (Priesthood),just as
no guru nowadays withholds a doctrine necessary for the
spiritual enlightenment of his initiated or accepted disciples.
This, however, is far from implying that all such teachings
were intended to be set down in writing for the uninitiated
and worldly multitude, or that they ever were SO recorded in
any of the Canons. The Buddha Himself wrote down nothing
of His teachings, and His disciples who after His death
compiled the Buddhist Scriptures may not have recorded
therein all that their Master taught them. If they did not,
and there are, therefore, as the Zdtrras contend, certain unwritten teachings of the Buddha which have never been taught
to those who were not of the Sangha, then there is, undoubtedly, an extra-canonical, or esoteric, Buddhism. An
esoteric Buddhism thus conceived is not, however, to be
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regarded as in any wise in disagreement with canonical, or
exoteric, Buddhism, but as being related to it as higher
mathematics are to lower mathematics, or as being the apex
of the pyramid of the whole of Buddhism.
I n short, the evidence adducible gives much substantial
suppoi-t to the claim of the lZmns, to whom we refer, that
there is-as
the Bnvdo Thodol appears to suggest-an unrecorded body of orally transmitted Buddhistic teachings
complementary to canonical Buddhism.'
111. T H E ESOTERIC SIGNIFICANCE O F 'THE FORTY-NINE DAYS
O F T H E BARD0

Turning now to our text itself, we find that structurally it
is founded upon the symbolical number Forty-nine, the square
of the sacred number Seven ; for, according to occult teachiugs
common to Northern Buddhism and to that Higher Hinduism
which the Hindu-born Bodhisattva Who became the Buddha
Gautama, the Reformer of the Lower Hinduism and the
Codifier of the Secret Lore, never repudiated, there are seven
worlds or seven degrees of M Z y d within the Sangsrira; constituted as seven globes of a planetary chain. On each globe
there are seven rounds of evolution, making the fol-ty-nine
(seven times seven) stations of active existence: As in the

'

It is probably unnecessary for the editor to remind his friends who profess
the T h e r a v ~ d aBuddhism of the Southern School that, in preparing this Introduction, his aim has necessarily been to present Buddhism chiefly from the
standpoint o f the Northern Buddhis~iiof the Kargyutpa Sect (see page 79), by
which the Bardo Thodol is accepted a s a sacred book and to which the translator
belonged. Although the Southern Buddhist may not agree with the Baydo
Thodol teachings in their entirety, he will, nevertheless, be very apt to find
them, in most essentials, based upon doctrines cornlnon to all Schools and Sects
of Buddhism ; and he may even find those of them with which he disagrees
interesting and possibly provocative of a reconsideration of certain of his own
antagonistic beliefs.
a Mciyci, the Sanskrit equivalent of the Tibetan GyEma (Sgycma), means
a magical or illusory show, with direct reference to the phenomena of Nature.
I n a higher sense, in BrPhmanism, it refers to the Shakli of BrHhmarl (the
Supreme Spirit, the Ain Soph of Judaism).
The Sanskrit term Sarrgscira (or Satitsa'ra\, Tibetan Khorva (Hkhown!,
refers to the phenomenal universe itself, its antithesis 'being Nirvd)!n (Tib.
Myang-hdas), which is beyond phenomena (cf. pp. 67-8).

'
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embryonicstate in the human species the foetus passes through
every form of organic structure from the amoeba to man, the
highest mammal, so in the after-death state, the embryonic
state of the psychic world, the Knower or principle of consciousness, anterior to its re-emergence in gross matter, analogously experiences purely psychic conditions. In other
words, in both these interdependent embryonic processesthe one physical, the other psychical-the evolutionary and
the involutionary attainments, corresponding to the forty-nine
stations of existence, are passed through.
Similarly, the forty-nine days of the Baydo may also be
symbolical of the Forty and Nine Powers of the Mystery of
the Seven Vowels. In Hindu mythology, whence much of
the Bardo symbolism originated, these Vowels were the
Mystery of the Seven Fires and their forty-nine subdivisional
fires or aspects. They are also represented by the Svastika
signs upon the crowns of the seven heads of the Serpent
of Eternity of the Northern Buddhist Mysteries, originating
in ancient India. In Hermetic writings they are the seven
zones of after-death, or Bardo, experiences, each symbolizing
the eruption in the Intermediate State of a particular sevenfold element of the complex principle of consciousness, thus
giving the consciousness-principle forty-nine aspects, or fires,
or fields of manifestation l.
The number seven has long been a sacred number among
Aryan and other races. I t s use in the Revelation of John
illustrates this, as does the conception of the seventh day
being regarded as holy. I n Nature, the number seven governs
the periodicity and phenomena of life, as, for example, in the
series of chemical elements, in the physics of sound and colour,
and it is upon the number forty-nine, or seven times Seven,
that the Bardo ThodoZ is thus scientifically based.

' As regards

the esoteric meaning o f the Forty-nine Days o f the Bardo,
..
'Ompare H.P. Blavatsky, The SewelDoctrine (London, 18% i. 938, 4 1 1 ; 11.
6r7,627-8. The late LPma Kazi Dawa-Samdup was of opinion that, despite
Ihe adverse criticisms directed against H. P. Blavatsky7sworks, there is adequate
internalevidence in them of their author's intimate acquaintance with the higher
to have been initiatedlimaist;c teachings, into which she

IV. THE ESOTERIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FIVE ELEMENTS

Likewise, in a very striking manner, the esoteric teachings
coilcerning the Five Elements, as symbolically expounded
in the Bavdo Thodaf,parallel, for the most part, certain of
the teachings of Western Science, as the following interpretation, based upon that made by the translator himself,
indicates :
In the First Round of our Planet, one element aloneFire-was evolved. In the fire-mist, which, in accordance
with the knv~fzic law governing the Snn-gsn'va, or cosmos,
assumed a rotary motion and became a blazing globular body
of undiffercntiated primeval forces, all the other elements lay
in embryo. Life first manifested itself clothed in robes of
fire ; and man, if we conceive him as then existing, was incarnate-as the Salamanders of medieval occultism were believed
t o be-in
a body of fire. In the Second Round, as the
Element Fire assumed definite form, the Element Air separated from it and enwrapped the embryonic Planet as a shell
covers an egg. T h e body of.;aan, and of all organic creatures,
thereupon became a compound of fire and air. In the Third
Round, as the Planet, bathed in the Element Air and fanned
by it, abated its fiery nature, the Element Water came forth
from the vaporous air. In the Fourth Round, in which the
Planet still is, air and water neutralized the activities of their
Parent Fire ; and the Fire, bringing forth the Element Earth,
became encrusted with it. Esoterically, the same teachings
are said to be conveyed by the old Hindu myth of the
churning of the Sea of Milk, which was the Fire-Mist, whence
came, like butter, the solid earth. Upon the earth, so formed,
the gods are credited with having fed; or, in other words,
they, hankering after existence in gross physical bodies,
became incarnated on this Planet and so became the Divine
Progenitors of the human race.
In the Bardo, on the first four days these Foar Elements
manifest themselves, or dawn upon the deceased, in their
primordial form, although not in their true occult order.'
It is held, too, that whereas from the Five Dhyiini Buddhas, as in our

text,
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The Fifth Element, Ether, in its primal form, symbolized as
#the green light-path of the Wisdom of Perfected Actions',
does not dawn, for, as the text explains, the Wisdom (or
Bodhic) Faculty of the consciousness of the deceased has not
been perfectly developed.
The Ether Element, like the aggregate of matter (symbolical of the fire-mist), is personified in Vairochana, He
Who in Shapes makes visible all things. The psychical attribute of the Ether Element is-to render the hmaic conception
in the language of the psychology of the West-that of the
subconsciousness; and the subconsciousness, as a transcendental consciousness higher than the normal consciousness in
mankind, and as yet normally undeveloped, is-as the vellicle
for the manifestation of the Bodhic Faculty- believed to be
destined to become the active consciousness of the humanity
of the Fifth Round. The memory-records of all past experiences throughout the many states of sa~tgsdvicexistence
being latent in the subconsciousness, as the Buddha's own
teachings imply (see pp. 4 0 4 , the Fifth Round races in
whom it becomes active will t h s be able to recall all their
past existences. I n place of faith or mere belief, Man will
then possess Knowledge, will come to know himself in the
sense implied by the Mysteries of ancient Greece ; he will
realize the unreality of sarrgsciric existence, attaining Enlightenment and Emancipation from the Sanpdra, from all the
Elements ; and this will come as a normal process of human
evolution. It is, however, the aim in all schools of Indian
and Tibetan Yoga alike-as in the Bardo Thodol-to outstrip
this tedious process of normal evolution and win Freedom
even now.
In the body of man as he is-in our present Fourth
emanate the five elements-ether, or aggregate of matter (Vairochana), air, or
aggregate of volition (Amogha-Siddhi), fire, or aggregate of feelings ( A m i ~ ~ b h a ) ,
water, or aggregate of consciousness (Vajra-Sattva, esoterically as a reflex of
Ak!?obhya), and earth, or aggregate of touch (~atna-~arnbhava)-from the i d i Buddha (from whom, according to the A d i - ~ u d d h aScllool, the Five DhJ'gn1
Buddhas themselves emanate) emanates the sixth element, which is mind
!"anas).
Vajra-Sattva, a s an esoteric deity, sometimes occupies (as
Vair~chana)-according to the School and ritual-the place of the Adi-Buddha.
and is then synonymous with him.
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Round-there arc four kingdoms of living creatures : ( I ) those
of the Element Fire, (2) those of the Element Air, (3) those of
the Element Water, and (4) those of the Element Earth.
Over this collective life of innumerable myriads of lives man
is king. If he be a Great King, filled with the transcendent
consciousness of the triumphant Yogl (or Saint), to him the
countless multitude of his elemental subjects severally reveal
themselves in their true nature and place in his hand the
Sceptre (symbolized by the Tibetan a'ovje, or thunderbolt) of
Universal Dominion over Matter. Then, indeed, is he Lord
of Nature, becoming in his turn Ruler by Divine Right,
a Chakvnvnvtilt, or Universal Emperor, God and Creator.'
V. THE WISDOM TEACHINGS

Also involved in symbolical language there are, as fundamental occult doctrines of the Bardo Thoiial, what the translator called T h e Wisdom Teachings ; and these-which are
essential Mnhiyana doctrines-may be outlined as follows :
The Voidness.-In
all Tibetan systems of yoga, realization
of the Voidness (Tib. Sfong-ja-id-pron.
Tong-pn-Gid: Skt.
Shzhyaz'i) is the one great aim ; for to realize it is to attain
the unconditioned Dhavmn-Kiyn, or ' Divine Body of Truth '
(Tib. Chos-sklr-pron.
Chu-Ku), the primordial state of uncreatedness, of the supramundane Bodhic All-ConsciousnessBuddhahood. Realization of the Voidness (Pali, SutiEafa) is
the aim of Theravsdists too.
The Three Bodies.-The Dhorwa-Kiya is the highest of the
Three Bodies (Tib. Sku-gsaln-pron, Kli-sz~m: Skt. Tvi-K*)
of the Buddha and of all Buddhas and beings who have Perfect
Enlightenment. T h e other two bodies are the Sambhoga-Kip
or ' Divine Hody of Perfect Endowment ' (Tib. Longs-vyodrzogs-sku-pron. L ong-clr5d-zo-Rz/) and the Nirvlcinn-ICiiya or

'

Manu, in The Laws (xii. 10-1 I), says : ' H e , whose firm understanding
obtains a command over his words, a command dver his thoughts, and a command
over his whole body, may justly be called a Triple-Commander,
' T h e man w h o exerts this triple self-command with respect t o all animated
creatures, wholly subduing both lust and wrath, shall by those means attain
Beatitude.'-(Cf. trans. by Sir William Jones.)
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Divine Body of Incarnation ' (Tib. S p ~ r ~ l - ~ a h i - r k u -Tfil--~r~~.
pai- ku).
The Dhavma-Kiyn is symbolized-for all human wordconcepts arc inadequate to describe t h e . Qualityless-as an
infinite ocean, calm and without a wave, whence arise mistclouds and rainbow, which symbolize the Sanzbhoga-Kdya;
and the clouds, enhaloed in the glory of the rainbow, condensing and falling as rain, symbolize the Nivmdya-Kiya.'
The Dhavn-rn-KGya is the primordial, formless Bohdi, which
is true experience freed from all error or inherent or accidental obscuration. In it lies the essence of the Universe,
including both SmzgsSm and NivvSna, which, as states or
conditions of the two poles of consciousness, are, in the last
analysis, in the realm of the pure intellect, identicala2
In other words, the Dhavma-Kgya (lit. ' Law Body ') being
Essential Wisdom (Bodhz) unmodified, the Sarrzbhoga-Krlya
(lit. ' Compensation Body ', or ' Adorned Body ') embodies,
as in the Five DhyZni Buddhas, Reflected or Modified
Wisdom, and the Nirwdnn-Kiyn (lit. ' Changeable Body ',
or ' Transformed Body') embodies, as in the Human Buddhas,
Practical or Incarnate

'

Sj. Atal Bihari Ghosh (see our pieface, p. x) has added here the
following comment : ' T h e word D h a r m a i s derived from the verb-root Dllri,
meaning 'to Support' o r ' t o Uphold '. D h a r m a is that which upholds or
supports the Universe, a s also the individual. Dharnla is in mankind Right
Conduct, the result of T r u e Knowledge. Truth according to Br~hrnanismis
the Br~hman, is Liberation-Mokshn,
Nirvci!ra.
Sambhoga is the Life of
Elljoyment. Nir.nti!zn is the Process of Building. In the Brahmanic scheme,
Dhnnna is the first thing needed.
T h e n comes Artlra (i.e. Wealth, o r
Possessions), which corresponds with N;rmi!ra.
After this comes Sambhoga ;
and the last is Moksha, o r Liberation.,
'Wllatever is visible and invisible, whether Sa#rgstira or Nirvcina, is a t
base one [that is, S/~r?nyaf$, w i t h t w o Paths [Avidyd, Ignorance, and V i 4 ' 4
Knowledge] and t w o ends [ S n q s i r a and Nirvi!ra].' . . ' T h e Foundation
of all is untreated and independent, uncompounded and beyond mind and
Of It neither the word Nirvd!ra nor S a n g s i r a may'be said '-The Good
Wishes ofthe A&-Buddha, 1-2 ( ~ fthe
. late LPma Kazi ~ a w a - S a n l d u p ' stranslalion, rant& Texts, vol. vii, Londoll, 1919). T h e Shfinyati, the Void1 SYnonYmous with the Dharma-Kriya, is thus beyond all mental concepts, beyond the
finite mind with all its imaginings and use of such ultimate terms of the dualistic
as Nirv(i!za and Sangsira.
Cf. Waddell, op. cit., pp. 127, 347.
Ashvaghosha, the great philosopher of MahPyHna Buddhism (see PP. 215-6)'

.

'
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The Uncreated, the Unshaped, the Unmodified is
Dhav~zn-Kriya. The Offspring, the Modification of the Unmodified, the manifestation of all perfect attributes in one
body, is the SambAoga-KLiyn : ' The embodiment of all
that is wise, merciful and loving in the Dharma-Kga-as clouds on the surface of the heavens or a rainbow 01,
the surface of the clouds-is said to be S a r n b h ~ g a - K i ~ ~ ~ . l
The condensation and differentiation of the One Body as
many is the Nirrncfya-Kgya, or the Divine Incarnations
among sentient beings, that is t~ say, among beings immersed in the Illusion called Sangsdra, in phenomena, in
worldly existence. All enlightened beings who are reborn
in this or in any other world with full consciousness, as workers
for the betterment of their fellow creatures, are said to be
iVirm6~a-Kzyaincarnates.
With the Dkarma-K&ya Tantric Buddhism associates the
Primordial Buddha Samanta-Bhadra (Tib. K i i t r - f u - b z a n g - t o pron. Kiin-tu-zang-po), Who is without Beginning or End, the
has explained tlie Tri-Kiya Doc~rinein The Awakening of Faith, translation by
T. Suzuki (Chicago, goo, pp. gg-IO~), as follows :
'Because All Tathagatas are the Dlrarmakrl~laitself, are the highest truth
(ParamZrfhasatya) itself, and have nothing t o do with conditionality (samvriftisalya) and compulsory actions ; whereas the seeing, hearing, &c. time.the
particularizing senses], of the sentient being diversify [on its own account] the
activity of the TathHgatas.
' NOW this activity [in another word, the Dlzarmakrlya] has a twofold aspect.
T h e first one depends on the phenomena-particularizing consciousness, by
means of which the activity is conceived by the minds of common peoplc
(prifhagiana), CrHvakas, and Pratyekabuddhas. This aspect is called the Body
of Transformation (Nirmrl!rakiya).
' But as the beings of this class do not know tllat the Body of Transformation
is merely the shadow [or reflection] of their own evolving-consciousness
(P~avritti-vijZina),they imagine that it comes from some external sources, and
SO they give it a corporeal limitation.
But the Body of Transformation [or
what amounts to the same thing, the Dharmnkiya] has nothing to do will1
limitation and measurement.
' The second aspect [of the Dhnrmakiya] depends on the activity-consciousness
(hama-vrj'itdna) by means of which the activity is conceived by the minds of
Bodhisattvas while passing from their first aspiration (cittotpdda) stage up to the
height of Bodhisattvahood. This is called the Body of Bliss (Sambhogakrlya).
' T h e Dllarmakiya can manifest itself in various corporeal forms just because
it is the real essence of them ' (cf. p. 2282).
Cf. A. Avalon, Tnntrik Texts, vii (London and Calcbtta, ~ g r g )pp.
, 36 n., 4In

..

'
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Source of all Truth, the All-Good Father of the LPmaistic
Faith. In this same highest Buddha realm LHmaism places
Vajn-Dhzra (Tib. Rdorjc- Chang-pron. Dorjr-Chang), ' The
Holderof the Do+ (or Thunderbolt) ',' the Divine Expounder of
the Mystic Doctrine called Vajra Yina (Tib. Rdorje Tltg-papron. Dorje Theg-pa) or Mantra Yina ' ; and also the Buddha
AmitHbha (Tib. Hod-dpag-med-pron. Wod@g-wed ; or, as in
the text, page I 13l), the Buddha of Boundless Light, Who is
the Source of Lire Eternal. In the Sambhoga-Kiya are placed
the Five Dhyani Buddhas (or Buddhas of Meditation), the
Lotus Herukas, and the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities, all
of whom will appear in the Bardo visions. With the
Nirnrina-Kiyn is associated Padma Sambhava, who, being
the first teacher in Tibet t o expound the Bardo Thodol, is
the Great Guru for all devotees who follow the Bardo
teachings.
The opinion commonly held by men not initiated into the
higher limaic teachings, that Northern Buddhism recognizes
ifi the Primordial or ~ d i - ~ u d d h
a aSupreme Deity, is apparently erroneous. The translator held that the Adi-Buddha,
and all deities associated with the Dharnta-Ktiya, are not to
be regarded as personal deities, but as Personifications of
primordial and universal forces, laws, or spiritual influences,
which sustain-as the sun sustains the earth's physical lifethe divine nature of all sentient creatures in all worlds,
and make man's emallcipation from all sangstivic existences
possible :
'In the boundless panorama of the existing and visible
universe, whatever shapes appear, whatever sounds vibrate,
whatever radiances illuminate, or whatever consciousnesses
cognize, all are the play or manifestation of the Tri-Kzyoyn,
the Three-fold Principle of the Cause of All Causes, the
Primordial Trinity. Impenetrating all, is the All-Pervading
Essence of Spirit,
is Mind. It is untreated, impersollal,
self-existing, immaterial, and indestructible#'
(Lama Kazi ~awa-Sanldllp.)
Thus, the Z - K Q I symbolizes
~
the Esoteric Trinity of
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the higher Buddhism of the Northern School ; the Exoteric
Trinity being, as in the Southern School, the Btdddha, the
Dharnra (or Scriptures), the Sa~gha(or Priesthood). Regarded
in this way-the one trinitarian doctrine as esoteric, the other
as exoteric-there are direct correspondences between the two
Trinities. Detailed and comprehensive understanding of the
Tri-K@a Doctrine, so the h ~ n a tteach, is the privilege 01
initiates, who, alone, are fitted t o grasp and t o realize it.
T h e translator himself regarded the Tri-KLiyn Doctrine as
having been transmitted by a long and unbroken line of initiates,
some Indian, some Tibetan, direct from the days of the Buddha.
H e considered that the Buddha, having re-discovered it,
was merely its Transmitter from preceding Buddhas ; that
t o guru, and not comit was handed on orally, from gz~rz~
mitted t o writing until comparatively recent times, when
Buddhism began t o decay, and there were not always
sufficient living gzwus t o transmit it in the old way. The
theory of Western scholars, that simply because a doctrine
is not found recorded before a certain time it consequently
did not exist previously, he-as
an initiate- laughed at ;
and the rather strenuous efforts of Christian apologists to
claim for the Tri-KLiya Doctrine a Christian origin he held,
likewise, to be wholly untenable. H e had been a close and
sympathetic stude~ltof Christianity ; and, as a young man,
he had been much sought after by Christian missionaries,
who looked upon him, with his remarkable leaimi~lg and
superior social standing, as an unusually desirable subject
for conversion. H e carefully examined their claims, and then
rejected them, on the ground that, in his opinion, Christianity,
as presented by them, is but an imperfect Buddhism,
that the A ~ o k a nBuddhist missionaries to Asia Minor and
Syria, as to Alexandria,' must have profoundly influenced
Christianity through some such probable connecting link as
the Essenes, that, if Jesus were an historical character, He,
being-as
the Lama interpreted the Jesus of the New
Testammt clearly td be-a
Bodhisattva (i. e. a Candidate
for Buddhahood), was, undoubtedly, well acquainted with
' Cf. V. A. Smith, Early History oflndia (Oxford, ~grq),p. 184.
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Buddhist ethics, and taught them, as in the Sermon on
the Mount.
T ~ CDoctrine of the Three Bodies conveys the esoteric
teacllings concerning the Path of the Teachers, their descent
from the Higher to the Lower, from the threshold of f i v d ~ a
to the Smgsivn ; and progression from the Lower to the
Higher, from the Snngsdrn to Nirvirm, is symbolized by
the Five Dhyiini Buddhas, each personifying a universal
divine attribute. Contained in the Five Dhyini Buddhas
lies the Sacred Way leading to At-one-mcnt in the DhnrnraKiyn, to Ruddhahood, to Perfect Enlightenment, to Nirvrina which is spiritual emancipation through Desirelessness.
Thc Fizu Wisdoms.-As the All-Pervading Voidness, the
Dhnrfrzn-KZyn is thc shape (which is shapelessness) of the Body
of Truth ; the Thatness constituting it is the Dhavmn-DAritrr
(Tib. Chus-kjli-hyi71gs-pron. Cho-kyi-ilrg),the Seed or Potentiality of Truth ; and this dawns on the First Day of the h r d o
:is the glorious blue light of the DhyZni Buddha Vairochana,
the Manifester, ' He Who in Shapes Makes Visible' [the
ulliverse of matter]. Thc Dh~rtna-Dhitrris symbolized as
the Aggregate of Matter. From the Aggregate of Matter
arise the creatures of this world, as of all worlds, in which
animal stupidity is the dominant characteristic ; and the mdra
(or illusion of shape) constitutes in all realms of the Sarzgsdra
-as in the human kingdom where nznnas (or mind) begins to
operate-the Bondage, emancipation from which is NirvZna.
When in man, made as perfect as human life can make him,
the stupidity of his animal nature and the illusion of shape, or
personality, are transmuted into Right Knowledge, into Divine
Wisdom, there shines forth in his conscio~~sness
the All-Pervading Wisdom of the D h a ~ 7 ~ n - D h g tor
~ r the
, Wisdom born
the Voidness, which is all-pervading.
As the Aggregate of Matter, dawning in the Bardo of the
First Day, produces physical bodies, so the Water-Element,
dawning on the Second Day, produces the life-stream, the
Anger is the obscuring passion, consciousness is the
aggregate, and these, when transmuted, become the MirrorlikeWisdom, personified in Vajra-Sattva (the Sa?~&hoga-K@a
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reflex of the Dhyiini Buddha Akshobhya), the 'Triumphant
One of Divine Heroic Mind '.
T h e Earth-Element of the Third Day, producing the chief
solid constituents of the human form, and of all physical
forms, gives rise to the passion of Egoism, and the aggregate
is Touch; and these, when divinely transmuted, become the
Wisdom of Equality, personified in Katna-Sambhava, the
' Gem-born One ', the Beautifier.
The Fire-Element of the Fourth Day, producing the animalheat of embodied human and animal beings, gives rise to the
passion of Attachment, or Lust, and the Aggregate of Feelings.
Herein the tl-ansmutation gives birth to the All-Discriminating
Wisdom, which enables the devotee to know each thing
separately, yet all things as one ; personified in the DhyZni
Buddha Amitzbha, ' H e of Boundless Light ', the Illuminator,
or Enlightcner.
The Element Air, of the Fifth Day, pl-oduces the breath of
life. Its quality, or passions, in man is Envy, or Jealousy.
Its aggregate is Volition. T h e transmutation is into the
All-Performing Wisdom, which gives perseverance and unerring action in things spiritual, personified in Amogha-Siddhi,
the ' Almighty Conqueror ', the Giver of Divine Power.
As explained above, in Section IV, the last Element, Ether,
which produces the mind, or Knower, and the desire-body of
the dwellers in the Intermediate State, does not dawn for the
deceased, because-as the text tells us-the Wisdom Faculty
of the Consciousness, that is to say, the supramundane
Ijuddha (or Bodhic) consciousness, has not been developed
in the ordinary humanity. T o it is related-as in our textVnjra-Sattva and the Mirror-like Wisdom and the Aggregate
of Bodhic Wisdom, Vajra-Sattva being then synonymous, esoterically, with Samanta-Bhadra (who, in turn, is often personified in Vairochana, the Chief of the Five Dhyani Buddhas),
the ~ d i - ~ u d d hthe
a , Primordial, the Unborn, Unshaped, Unmodified Dhavma-K~ya.
When the perfection of the Divine Body-Aggregate is
attained by man, it becomes the unchanging, immutable
Vajra-Sattva. When the perfection of the Divine Speech-
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principle is attained, with it comes the power of divine
speech, symbolized by AmitHbha. T h e perfection of the
Divine Thought-Principle brings divine infallibility, symbolized by Vairochana. T h e perfection of the Divine Qualities
ofGoodness and Beauty is the realization of Ratna-Sambhava,
their producer. With the perfection of Divine Actions comes
the realization of Amogha-Siddhi, the Omnipotent Conqueror.
To one after another of these divine attributes, or principles,
innate in every human being, the deceased is introduced, as
though in a symbolic drama of initiation, t o test him and
discover whether or not any part of his divine (or bodhic)
nature has been developed. Full developme~lt in all the
bodhic powers of the Five DhyHni Buddhas, who are the
personifications of them, leads t o Liberation, to Buddhahood.
Partial dcvelop~nent leads to birth in one of the happier
states: devn-lokn, the world of the devns or gods ; nsz4rn-loka,
the world of the nszwus or titans ; nara-loka, the world of
mankind.
After the Fifth Day the Bnrdo visions become less and
less divine; the deceased sinks deeper and deeper into the
morass of sa~zgsZric hallucinations; the radiances of the
higher nature fade into the lights of the lower nature.
Then-the after-death dream ending as the Intermediate
State exhausts itself for the percipient, the thought-forms of
his mental-content all having shown themselves to him like
ghostly spectres in a flightmare-he
passes 011 from the
Intermediate State into the equally illusionary state called
waking, or living, either in the human world or in one of
the many mansions of existence, by being born there. And
thus revolves the Wheel of Life, until the one who is bound
on it breaks his own bonds through Enlightenment, and there
comes, as the Buddha proclaims, the Ending of SorrowIn Sections I t o V, above, the more prominent occult
teachings underlying the Baydo ThCdoi2'ol have been briefly
expounded. In Sections V I t o X I I , which are to follow^
the chief Bardo rites alld ceremonies, the Baydo psycho log^^
and other of the Buydo doctrines will be explained and
interpreted. T h e last Sectiolls, XI11 to XV, \$'ill be devoted
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to a consideration of our manuscript, its history, the origin of
the Bardo ThodoI texts, and our translating and editing.
In addition to these fifteen sections, there are, as Addenda
(see pp. 21 1-41), six complementary sections, addressed chiefly
to the student, who, more than the ordinary reader, will be
interested in certain of the more abstruse doctrines and problems
which arise from a careful study of the translation and its
annotations.
VI. THE DEATH CEREMONIES

When the death-symptoms, as described in the first sections
of our text, are completed, a white cloth is thrown over the
face of the corpse ; and no person then touches the corpse, in
order that the culminating process of death, which ends only
upon the complete separation of the Bardo body from its
earth-plane counterpart, shall not be interfered with. It is
commonly held that normally the process takes from three
and one-half to four days, unless assisted by a priest called
t h e hjlio-bo (pron. pho-o) or ' extractor of the consciousnessprinciple' ; and that, even if the priest be successful in the
extracting, the deceased ordinarily does not wake up to the
fact of being separated from the human body until the said
period of time has expired.
The &ho-bo, upon his arrival, takes a seat on a mat or
chair at the head of the corpse ; he dismisses all lamentmaking relatives from the death-chamber and orders its doors
and windows to be closed, so as t o secure the silence necessary
for the right performance of the lpho-o-boservice. This consists
of a mystic chant containing directions for the spirit of the
deceased to find its way to the Western Paradise of AmitZbha,
and thus escape-if karma permits-the undesirable Intermediate State. After commanding the spirit to quit the body
and its attachment to living relatives and goods, the hima
examines the crown of the head of the corpse at the line of
the sagittal suture, where the two parietal bones articulate,
called the ' Aperture of Brahma ' (Skt. Brghma-randhra), to
determine if the spirit has departed thence, as it should have
done ; and, if the scalp be not bald, he pulls out a few of the
hairs directly over the aperture. If through accident or
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otherwise there be no corpse, the h m a mentally concentrates
upon the deceased, and, visualizing the body of the deceased,
imagines it to be present ; and, calling the spirit of the
deceased, performs the ceremony, which usually lasts about
one hour.
Meanwhile, the tsi-pa, or astrologer-hima, has been engaged
to cast a death-horoscope, based upon the moment of death
of the deceased, to determine what persons may approacla and
touch the corpse, the proper method of disposing of the
corpse, the time and manner of the funeral, and the sort of
rites to be performed for the benefit of the departed. Then
the corpse is tied up in a sitting posture, much the same as
that in which mummies and skeletons have been found ill
ancient graves or tombs in various parts of the world, and
sometimes called the embryonic posture, symbolical of being
born out of this life into the life beyond death. T h e corpse,
so postured, is then placed in one of the corners of the deathchamber which has not been assigned to the household daemon.
Relatives and friends, having been notified of the death,
gather together at the house of the deceased ; and there they
are fed and lodged until the corpse is disposed of. If doubt
exists concerning the complete separation of the consciousness-principle (or spirit) of the deceased from the body, there is
not likely to be any disposal of the corpse until three and
one-half to four days after the time of the death. So long as
the entertaining of the mourners continues-usually for not
less than two, but more often for three days-the spirit of the
deceased is offered a part of all food, both solid and liquid, of
each meal. This food is placed in a bowl in front of the
corpse ; and then, after the spirit of the deceased has extracted
from the food thus offered the subtle invisible essences, the
food is thrown away. After the corpse has been removed
from the house for final dispos?), an effigy of the deceased is
put in the corner of the room which the corpse had occupied ;
and before this effigy food continues thus to be offered until
the forty-nine days of the Bardo have expired.
Whilst the funeral t-ites-including the reading of the h'ado
Thodol-are being performed, in the house of the deceased or
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at the place of death, other frinzas chant by relays, all day and
night, the service for assisting the spirit of the deceased to
reach the Western Paradise of Amitibha. In Tibetan, this
service (which the hjho-bo also chants) is called De-wa-chankyi-uzon-fanr. If the family be well-to-do, another servicc of
like nature may be performed at the temple wherein the
deceased used to worship, by all of the monks of the temple
assembled.
After the funeral, the In'nias who read the Baydo Thodol
return to the house of death orrce a week until the forty-ninth
day of the Intermediate State has ended. It is not uncommon, however, for them to intermit one day of the first
week and of each of the succceding periods in order to shorten
the service, so that they return after six, five, four, three, two,
and one day respectively, thereby concluding the reading in
about three weeks.
From the First to the Fourteenth Day, as the arrangement
of Rook One of our text suggests, the Cjriitzyid Baydo is to be
read and re-read, and from the Fifteenth Day on\vards the
Sidpa Ga40. In poorer families the rites may cease after
the Fourteenth Day ; for families in better circumstances it is
usual in Sikkim to continue the rites at least until the expiration of the twenty-one-day period and sometimes during the
whole period of the Forty-nine Days of the Bardo. On the
first day of the funeral rites, if the deceased were a man
of wealth or position, as many as one hundred iiftzas may
assist ; at the funeral of a poor man only o n e or two limns
are likely to be present. After the ourt tee nth Day, as a
rule for all alike, only one Zrirna is retained to complete the
reading.
The effigy of the body of the deceased is made by dressing
a stool, block of wood, or other suitable object in the clothes
of the deceased ; and where the face should be there is
inserted a printed paper called the mtslmtz-spyatzgor spynt2cPU
(pronounced charg-R*), of which the following reproduction
of a specimen is typical :

' Our rcproduction, made by special permission

given to the editor by Dr.
L. A. Waddell, is from pl. xxi, Cnorttror of Sjkhitn, edited by H. H. R i s l e ~
(Calcutta, rsgqj, section on Lamaisw in Siklrrin by L. A. Waddell.

THE EFFIGY OF THE DEAD PERSON
(1

0

2.

Conch.

3. Lyre.

q.

Vase with flowers.

5. Holy Cake.)
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I n this Jpya~g-ptc,the central figure represents the deceaseo
with legs bound and in an attitude of adoration, surrounded
by symbols of ' the five excellent sensuous things ' : ( I ) a mirror
(the first of the three objects on the left and numbered I),
symbolical of the body, which reflects all phenomena or
sensaiions, and of sight as well ; (a) a conch (numbered 2)
and a lyre (numbered 3), symbolical of sound ; (3) a vase of
flowers (numbered 4)) symbolical of smell ; (4) holy cakes in a
receptacle like that employed at the Roman Catholic Eucharist
(numbered 5 ) , symbolical of essence or nutriment, and of
taste ; (5) the silk clothes of the central figure and the overhanging royal canopy, symbolical of dress and ornamental
art, and of the sense of touch. It is before such a paper
figure, inserted in the effigy as a head and face, that the food
offerings to the spirit of the deceased continue to be made,
and to which, when visualized by the kima as the deceased in
person, the Bardo Thiidol is read.
Having begun my Tibetan researches fresh from three
years of research in the ancient funeral lore of the Nile Valley,
I realized as soon as I gained knowledge of the Tibetan
funeral rites-which are very largely pre-Buddhistic-that the
effigy of the dead, as now used in Tibet and Sikkim, is so
definitely akin to the effigy of the deceased called 'the statue
of the Osiris (or deceased one)', as used in the funeral rites of
ancient Egypt, as to suggest a common origin. Furthermore,
the s - 9 t g - j t l takcn by itself alone, as the head-piece for the
effigy, has its Egyptian parallel in the ilnages made for the
K a or spirit. These sometimes were merely heads, complete
in themselves, to replace or duplicate the head of the mummy
and to furnish additional assistance to the K a when seekingas the Knower in the Bardo seeks-a body to rest in, or that
which our text calls a prop for the body (see p. 182). And
even as to 'the statue of the Osiris' the ancient priests of
Egypt read their Book of the Dead, so to the Tibetan effigy
the la'mns now read the Bardo Thodol-both treatises alike
being nothing more than guide-books for the traveller in the
realm beyond death.
Again, the preliminary rituals of the Egyptian funeral were
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designed to confer upon the deceased the magic power of
rising up in the ghost-body or Ka possessed of all anse
faculties, the service having consisted of ' the opening of the
mouth and eyes' and the restoration of the use of all other
parts of the body. Likewise, the fGmas' aim, at the outset, is
to restore complete consciousness to the deceased after the
swoon-state immediately following death, and to accustonl
him to the unfamiliar environment of the Otherworld, assuming that he be, like the multitude, one of the unenlightened,
and thus incapable of immediate emancipation.
In conformity with our own view, that that part of the
Tibetan funeral rites directly concerned with the effigy and the
spyang-plr has come down to our day as a survival from
pre-Buddhist, probably very ancient, times, Dr. L. A. Waddell
writes of it as follows: ' This is essentially a Bon rite, and is
referred to as such in the histories of Gscrzc Padma Sambhava,
as being practised by the Bbn [i. e. the religion prevalent in
Tibet berore the advent of Buddhism, and, in its transcendentalism, much like Taoism], and as having incurred the
displeasure of the Gzirzl Padma Sambhava, the founder of
Lamaism.'
Of the spyang-pu itself, Dr. Waddell adds: ' Its inscription [as in our copy above] usually runs :

'I, the world-departing One, . . . (and here is inserted the
name of the deceased), adore and take refuge in my fiimaconfessor, and all the deities, both mild [translated by US as
" peaceful "1 and wrathful ; and [may] " the Great Pit ier "
forgive my accumulated sins and impurities of former lives.
and show me the way to another good world ! '
At the left shoulder of the central figure of the spyang-p,
as in our copy, and sometimes down the middle in other
'Of the hundred superior deities, iorty-two are supposed to be mild, and
%'-eight of an angry nature.'-L. A. Waddell.
' A n aboriginal or Chinese deity now identified with Avcrlokta, with whom
he has much in common.'-L. A. Waddell.
Our lranslation is based up011 that made by Dr. Waddell ; cf. Gnudtgtr *f
Sikhim, pp. 387-8.
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copies, are inscribed phonetic symbols referring to the six
worlds of sangsdvic existence, translated as follows :
S = szcva, or god, referring t o the &vn-world ;
A = aszivct, or titan, refcrring to the aszira-world ;
Na = ~rnrn,or man, referring to the human-world ;
Tri = irisan, or brute animal, referring to the brute-world;
Pre = pvetn, or unhappy ghost, referring to the pretn-world ;
and Hung (from hanu, meaning ' fallen ') = hell, referring to
the hcll-world.'
A t the termination of the funeral rites the spyang-ptl or
face-paper is ceretl-~oniouslyburned in the flame of a butterlamp, and the spirit of the deceased given a final farewell.
By the colour of the flame acd the way in which the flame
acts the after-death fate which the deceased has met with is
determined.
T h e ashes of the cremated s-ya~zg-prdare collected in a
plate, and then, upon being mixed with clay, are made
into miniature stupas called sa-tschha, usually in moulds
leaving impressions either of symbolical ornamentation or of
sacred letters. One is kept for the family altar in the home
of the deceased, and the rest are deposited in a sheltered place
a t a cross-roads or on a hill-top, usually under a projecting
ledge of rock, or in a cave if there happens to be a cave.
With the burning of the paper, the rest of the effigy of the
deceased is taken apart, the clothes going t o the lamas, who
carry them off and sell them t o the first purchaser, keeping
the proceeds as part of their fee. When one year has elapsed
after the death, a feast in honour of the deceased is usually
given and the service of the Medical Buddhas is performed.2
Thereafter, a widow of the deceased is free to r ~ m a r r y . ~
Connected with the Tibetan funeral itself there is much
interesting ritual. Thus, when the officiating Zdma is preparing to assist at the removal of the corpse from the house,
Cf. Waddell, G ~ ~ z ~ f toef eSikhim,
r
p. 388.

' In Ceylon, death-feasts are given, t o the B/*ikkhrrs, seven days, one month,
and one year after the death. These feasts are given in the name o f " the dead,
to whom also the merit is offered. This, under certain circumstances, helps the
dead to attain higher rebirth.'-Cassius A. Pereira.
Cf. Waddell, Gazetteer of Siklrim, pp. 391 and 383.
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he presents a ' scarf of honour ' t o the corpse and, addressing
tile corpse as the deceased, advises it t o partake freely of the
rood offered, warns it that it is dead and that its ghost must
not haunt the place or trouble living relatives, saying in
conclusion, ' Remember the name of thy spiritual l~zrrn-teacher,
which is . [so and so], and by his aid take the right paththe white one. Come this way ! ' '
Then, as the lama begins to lead the funeral procession,
he takes hold of one end of the long scarf, the other end
having been tied to the corpse, and begins to chant a
liturgy to the accompaniment of a miniature hand-durn
(having loose-hanging knotted cords attached, which, striking
the drum as it is twirled by the hand of the Ccima, cause it to
sound) and of a trumpet made of a human thigh-bone. When
there are a number of priests, the chief priest, going before the
rest, rings a handbell (as the Breton priest does in a Breton
peasant funeral procession), and the other priests assist with the
chanting and the music, one blowing a t intervals the sacred
conch-shell, another clashing brass cymbals, and perhaps
another twirling the small drum, or blowing the thigh-bone
trumpet. From time to time the chief liima looks b'ack to invitc
the spirit to accompany the body and to assure it that the route
is in the right direction. After the corpse-bearers come the
main body of mourners, some bearing refreshments (to be in
part cast on the funeral-pyre for the benefit of the deceased
and in part partaken of by the priests and mourners), and last
of all the weeping and wailing relatives. Such priestly guiding
of the deceased's spirit is for the laity alone, for the spirits of
deceased ZZnzas, having been trained in the doctrines of the
Bardo Thodol, know the right path and need no guidance.
111 Tibet itself all known religious methods of disposing
of a corpse are in vogue; but, owing to lack of fuel for
purposes of cremation, ordinarily the corpse, after having
been carried t o a hill-top or rocky eminence, is chopped
to pieces and, much after the Parsee custom in Persia and
Bombay, given to the birds and beasts of prey. If the
corpse be that of a nobleman, whose family can well afford

..

Cf. Waddell, Gaseftccr of Sikhim, pp. 391 and 383.
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a funeral pyre, it may be cremated. In some remote districts
earth burial is customary; and it is commonly employed
everywhere when death has been caused by a very contagious
and dangerous disease, like small-pox for example. Other\vise, Tibetans generally object to earth burial, for they
believe that when a corpse is intcrred the spirit of the
dcceased, upon seeing it, attempts to re-enter it, and that
if the attempt be successful a vampire results, whereas cremation, or other methods of quickly dissipating the elements
of the dead body, prevent vampirism. Sometimes, too, as
among the Hindus, corpses are cast into rivers or other
bodies of water. In the case of the Dalai LHma and the
Tashi LPma, and of some very great man or saint, embalming is practised ; and the corpse, in a way somewhat
resembling the ancient Egyptian embalming process, is packed
in a box of marsh salt, usually for about three months, or.
until the salt has absorbed all the watery parts of the corpse.
Then, alter the corpse is well cured, it is coated with a cementlilte substance made of clay, pulverized sandal-wood, spices,
and drugs. This adheres and hardens ; and all the sunken or
sllrivelled parts of the body, such as the eyes, cheeks, and
stomach, having been rounded out by it to their natural
propo~ions, a very Egyptian-like mummy is produced.
Finally, when thoroughly dried and then covered with
a paint made of dissolved gold, the mummy is set up like
an image in a sort of Tibetan Westminster Abbey.
At Shigatze, the seat of the Tashi Liima, there are five
such funereal temples. With their double roofs, resplendent
with gold, they resemble the palaces or royal shrines of China.
In size and embellishment they differ, in accordance with the
rank and wealth of the mummies occupying them, some being
inlaid with gold, some with silver.' Before these enshrined
mummies prayer is offered up, incense burnt, and elaborate
rituals are performed, as in the ancestral cults of the Chinese
and Japanese.
The four Northern Buddhist methods of disposing of a
corpse correspond to those mentioned in various of the sacred
Ct. Ekai Kawaguciii, Three Years in Tibet (Madras, 1909),p. 394.
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books of the Hindus : a human body is said to consist of four
elements,--earth, water, air, and fire,-and it should be returned
to these elements as quickly as possible. Cremation is considered the best method to adopt. Earth-burial, as among
Christians also, is the returning of the body t o the element
Earth ; water-burial is the returning of the body to the element
Water, air-burial, to thc element Air-the birds which devour
the corpse being the denizens of the air ; and fire-burial, or
cremation, the returning of the body to the element Fire.
When air-burial is adopted in Tibet, even the bones of the
corpse, after the birds have stripped them of flesh, are disposed
of by being hammered t o bits in small cavities in the rocks of
the funereal hill, then mixed with flour and formed into a dough
and given to the birds to devour.' T h e Tibetan air-burial
is thus more thorough than that of the Parsees, who allow
the bones of their dead to remain in the air and slowly
decompose.
In a Tibetan funeral of the ordinary sort, neither a coffin
nor any corpse-receptacle is used. T h e corpse after being
laid upon its back on a sheet or piece of cloth spread over
a framework, commonly made of a light material like wicker
affixedto two poles, is covered with a pure white cloth. Two
men, inserting their heads betwcen the projecting ends of the
two poles, act as pall-bearers. In Silckim, however, the corpse
is carried thus sitting, in the embryonic posture described
above.
Both in Sikkim and in Tibet every funeral is conducted
in strict accordance with the directions which have been
given by the astrologer who cast the death-horoscope, indicating who shall touch or handle the corpse, who shall
carry it, and the form of the burial. The astrologer also
declares what kind of evil spirit caused the death, for in
popular belief-as also among the Celtic peoples of Europeno death is natural, but is always owing to interference by one
ofthe innumerable death-demons. The astrologer announces,
too)what ceremonies are necessary to exorcize the death-demon

'

The men w h o perform this part o f the bud.. belong to a special caste, and,
beingregarded as unclean, are ordinarily shunned by other Tibetans.
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from the house of death, what special rituals need to be read
for the benefit of the spirit of the deceased, the precautions
necessary to secure for the deceased a good rebirth, and the
country and sort of family in which the rebirth will occur.
In Sikkim, on the space of ground levelled for the funeralpyre, a mystic diagram, symbolical of the Happy Realm of
Sukhavati, or the Red Western Realm of Happiness (see
text, p. I 13), is outlined with flour and divided into compartments, the central space (upon which the funeral-pyre
is built) being dedicated to the DhyHni Buddha Amitiibha.
At the beginning of the cremation ceremonies the chief limn
visualizes the funeral-pyre as being the m a ~ d a l aof Amitzbha,
and the fire as being Amitzbha, who, as in our text (see
p. I I ~ ) personifies
,
the element Fire. Then the corpse itself,
when laid upon the pyre, is visualized as the nra~dalaof
Amitzbha and its heart as the dwelling-place of Amitiibha.
As the fire begins to grow in volume, sweet-smelling oils
and spices and sandal-wood and incense-sticks are cast into
it in sacrifice, as in the Hindu ritual of Homa, or sacrifice
to fire. Finally, as the cremation ceremo~iiesend, the priests
and the mourners visualize the spirit of the departed as being
purged of all karmic obscurations by the fire which is Amitzbha,
the Incomprehensible Light.
Such, in brief, is the mysticism underlying the beautiful
rites performed for the dead at the place of cremation in
Sikkim.
In all other forms of burial, throughout Tibet or territories
tinder Tibetan influence, a parallel or corresponding funeral
service, based on the same symbolical rituals, is performed,
with variations according to sect and province.
VII. THE BARD01 OR AFTER-DEATH STATE

From the moment of death and for three and one-half
or sometimes four days afterwards, the Knower, or principle of

',

'
'

Bar-do literally means 'between (Bay) two (do) i. e. between two
[states) '-the
state between death and rebirth-and, therefore, Intermediate'
or 'Transitional [State]'. The translator, in certain instances, favoured ' u n certain [State]' as its English rendering. I t might also be rendered as
' Twilight [State] '.
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consciousness, in the case of the ordinary person deceased, is
believed to be thus in a sleep or trance-state, unaware, as a
rule, that it has been separated from the human-plane body.
This period is the First B~trdo,called the ChiRhai Bardo (Tib.
Hchi-khaki Bar-do), or ' Transitional State of the Moment of
Death', wherein dawns the Clear Light, first in primordial
purity, then the percipient, being unable to recognize it, that
is to say, to hold on to and remain in the transcendental state
of the unmodified mind concomitant with it, perceives it
knrmically obscured, which is its secondary aspect. When
the First Bardo ends, the Knower, awakening to the fact that
death has occurred, begins to experience the Second Bardo,
called the Chotzyid Bardo (Tib. Chos-ttyid Bar-do), or ' Transitional State of [the Experiencing or Glimpsing of] Reality ' ;
and this merges into the Third Bardo, called the Sidpa (or
Sidpai) Bardo (Tib. Srid-pahi Bar-do), or ' Transitional State
of [or while seeking] Rebirth ', which ends when the principle
of consciousness has taken rebirth in the human or some other
world, or in olle of the paradise realms.
As explained in Section 111, above, the passing from one
Bardo to another is analogous to the process of birth ; the
Knower wakes up out of one swoon or trance state and then
another, until the Third Bavdo ends. On his awakening in
the Second Bardo, there dawn upon him in symbolic visions,
one by one, the hallucinations created 'by the karmic reflexcs
of actions done by him in the earth-plane body. What he
has thought and what he has done become objective : thoughtforms, having been consciously visualized and allowed to take
root and grow and blossom and produce, now pass in
a solemn and mighty panorama, as the consciousness-content
of his personality.1
In the Second Bay&, the deceased is, unless otherwise
enlightened, more or less under the delusion that although

' Some of the more learned

la'mas-chiefly of the Gelugpa, or Yel~ow-Hat
of the one hundred and ten
Sect-believe that t h e highly symbolic
principal deities of the Che~yidBar& are seen only by devotees o f some
advancement w h o have studied Tantricism; and that the ordinary
person when deceased will have visions more like those described in the Sidpa
Bnrdo.
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he is deceased he still possesses a body like the body of
flesh and blood. When he comes to realize that really he has
no such body, he begins to develop an overmastering desire
to possess one ; and, seeking for one, the knrmic predilection
for sarzgsa'ric existence naturally becoming all-determining, he
enters into the Third Bardo of seeking Rebirth, and eventually, with his rebirth in this or some other world, the
after-death state comes to an end.
For the commonalty, this is the normal process ; but for
those very exccptional minds, possessed of great yogic knowledge and enlightenment, only the more spiritual stages
of the Bardo of the first few days will be experienced ; the
most enlightened of yogis may escape all of the Bardo, passing
into a paradise realm, or else reincarnating in this world as
soon as the human body has been discarded, maintaining all
the while unbroken continuity of cons~iousness.~As men
think, so are they, both here and hereafter, thoughts being
things, the parents of all actions, good and bad alike ; and, as
the sowing has been, so will the harvest be.
If escape from the Intermediate State is not achieved,
through rebirth into some other state-that of Hell being
possible for the very exceptional evil-doer, though not for the
ordinary person, who ex piat es normal moral delinquencies
upon being reborn as a human being-within the symbolic
period of Forty-nine Days, a period whose actual duration is
determined by Karma, the deceased remains subject to all
the karmic illusions of the Bardo, blissful or miserable
as the case may be, and progress is impossible. Apart from
liberation by gaining NirvGya after death-thus cutting
asunder for ever the karmic bonds of worldly or snngsGric
existence in an illusionary body of propensities-the only
hope for the ordinary person of reaching Buddhahood lies in
being reborn as a human being ; for birth in any other than
the human world causes delay for one desirous of reaching
the Final Goal.
30
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This is borne out in the Pali Ti-Pitaka, which records severa
high d a ~ arebirth immediately after death on the human plane.'
Pereira.
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VIII. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE B A R D 0 VISIONS

Definite psychological significance attaches to each of the
deities appearing in the Bardo Thiido!; but, in order to grasp
it, the student must bear in mind that-as suggested abovethe apparitional visions seen by the deceased in the Intermediate State are not visions of reality, but nothing more
than the hallucinatory embodiments of the thought-forms
born of the mental-content of the percipient; or, in other
words, they are the intellectual impulses which have assumed
personified form in the after-death dream-state.
Accordingly, the Peaceful Deities (Tib. Z'i-wn) are the
personified forms of the sublimest human sentiments, which
proceed from the psychic heart-centre. As such, they are
represented as the first to dawn, because, psychologically
speaking, the heart-born impulses precede the brain-born
impulses. They come in peaceful aspect to control and to
influence the deceased whose connexion with the human
world has just been severed ; the deceased has left relatives
and friends behind, works unaccomplished, desires unsatisfied,
and, in most cases, he possesses a strong yearning to recover
the lost opportunity afforded by human embodiment for
spiritual enlightenment. But, in all his impulses and yearnings, karma is all-masterful ; and, unless it be his karrnic lot
to gain liberation in the first stages, he wanders downwards
into the stages wherein the heart-impulses give way to brainimpulses.
Whereas the Peaceful Deities are the personifications of the
feelings, the Wrathful Deities (Tib. Torwo) are the personifications of the reasonings and proceed from the psychic
brain-centre. Yet, just as impulses arising in the heart-centre
may transform themselves into the reasonings of the braincentre, so the Wrathful Deities are the Peaceful Deities in a
changed aspect.
As the intellect comes into activity, after the sublime heartborn impulses subside, the deceased begins to realize more
and more the state in which he is; and wfih the supernormal
faculties of the Bardo-body which he begins to make use of-
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in much the same manner as an infant new-born in the hulnan
world begins to employ the human plane sense-faculties-he is
enabled to think how he may win this or that state of existence. K a r m a is, however, still his master, and defines his
limitations. A s on the human plane the sentimental impulses
are most active in youth and often lost in mature life, wherein
reason commonly takes the place of them, so on the after-death
plane, called the Bardo, the first experiences are happier than
the later experiences.
From another aspect, the chief deities themselves are the
embodiments of universal divine forces, with which the deceased
is inseparably related, for through him, as being the microcosm of
the macrocosm, penetrate all impulses and forces, good and bad
alike. Samanta-Bhadra, the All-Good, thus personifies Reality,
the Primordial Clear Light of the Unborn, Unshaped DkarmaKGya (cf. p. 95). Vairochana is the Originator of all phenomena, the Cause of all Causes. As the Universal Father,
Vairochana manifests or spreads forth as seed, or semen, all
things; his shakti, the Mother of Great Space, is the Universal
Womb into which the seed falls and evolves as the worldsysterns. Vajra- Sattva symbolizes Immutability. RatnaSambhava is the Beautifier, the Source of all Beauty in the
Universe. A m i t ~ b h ais Infinite Conlpassion and Love Divine,
the Ckristos. Amogha-Siddhi is the personification of Almighty Power or Omnipotence. And the minor deities,
heroes, &iki?~is (or ' fairies), goddesses, lords of death, r ~ k @asas, demons, spirits, and all others, correspond to definite
human thoughts, passions, and impulses, high and low, human
and sub-human and superhuman, in karmic form, as they
take shape from the seeds of thought forming the percipient's
consciousness-content (cf. p. 2 19).
A s the Bardo Thodot? text makes very clear by repeated
assertions, none of all these deities or spiritual beings has
any real individual existence any more than have human
beings : ' I t is quite sufficient for thee [i. e. the deceased
percipient] to know that these apparitions are [the reflections
of] thine own thought-forms ' (p. 104) They are merely the
conscionsness-content visualized, by karmic agency, as appari-
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nothings

tional appearances in the Intermediate State-airy
woven into dreams.
The complete recognition of this psychology by the deceased
sets him free into Reality. Therefore is it that the Bardo
Thiidol, as the name implies, is The Great Doctrine of Liberation by Hearing and by Seeing.
The deceased human being becomes the sole spectator of
a marvellous panorama of hallucinatory visions ; each seed
of thought in his consciousness-content karmically revives ;
and he, like a wonder-struck child watching moving pictures
cast upon a screen, looks on, unaware, unless previously an
adept in yoga, of the non-reality of what he sees dawn and set.
At first, the happy and glorious visions born of the seeds of
the impulses and aspirations of the higher or divine nature awe
the uninitiated ; then, as they merge into the visions born
of the corresponding mental elements of the lower or animal
nature, they terrify him, and he wishes to flee from them ; but,
alas, as the text explains, they are inseparable from himself, and
to whatsoever place he may wish to flee they will follow him.
It is not necessary to suppose that all the dead in the Intermediate State experience the same phenomena, any more
than all the living do in the human world, or in dreams. The
Bardo T h l o l is merely typical and suggestive of all afterdeath experiences. It merely describes in detail what is
assumed will be the Bardo visualizations of the consciousnesscontent of the ordinary devotee of the Red Hat School of
Padma Sambhava. AS a man is taught, so he believes.
Thoughts being things, they may be ~ l a n t e dlike seeds in the
mind of the child and completely dominate his mental content.
Given the favourable soil of the will to believe, whether the
seed-thoughts be so~lndor unsound, whether they be of pure
superstition or of realizable truth, they take root and flourish,
and make the man what he is mentally.
Accordingly, for a Buddhist of some other School, as for
a Hindu, or a Moslem, or a Christian, the Bardo experiences
would be appropriately different: the Buddhist's or the Hindu's
thought-forms, as in a dream state, would give rise to corresponding visions of the deities of the Buddhist or Hindu
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pantheon ; a Moslem's, t o visions of the Moslem Paradise;
a Christian's, to visions of the Christian Heaven, or an
American Indian's to visions of the Happy Hunting Ground,
And, similarly, the materialist will experience after-death
visions as negative and as empty and as deityless as any
he ever dreamt while in the human body. Rationally considered, each person's after-death experiences, as the Bardo
Thiidol teaching implies, are entirely dependent upon his or
her own mental content. In other words, as explained above,
the after-death state is very much like a dream state, and its
dreams are the children of the me~ltalityof the dreamer. This
psychology scientifically explains why devout Christians, for
example, have had-if
wc are to accept the testimony of
Christian saints and seers-visions (in a trance or dream state,
or in the after-dcath state) of God the Father seated on
a throne in the New Jerusalem, and of the Son at His side,
and of all the Biblical scenery and attributes of Heaven, or
of the Virgin and Saints and Archangels, or of Purgatory
and Hell.
In other words, the Bardo Tliiidol seems to be based upon
verifiable data of human physiological and psychological
experiences ; and it views the problem of the after-death
state as being purely a psycho-physical problem ; and is,
therefore, in the main, scientific. I t asserts repeatedly that
what the percipient on the Bnrdo plane sees is due entirely
t o his own mental-content ; that there are no visions of gods
or of demons, of heavens or of hells, other than those born of
the hallucinatory karmic thought-forms coristituting his personality, which is an impermanent product arising from the
thirst for existence and from the will to live and to believe.
From day to day the Bardo visions change, concomitant
with the eruption of the thought-forms of the ~ercipient,
until their karmic driving force exhausts itself; or, in other
words, the thought-forms, born of habitual propensities, being
mental I-ecords comparable as has already been suggested to
records on a cinema-film, their reel running to its end, the afterdeath state ends, and the Dreamer, emerging from the womb,
begins t o experience anew the phenomena of the human
world.
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The Bible of the Christians, like the Kovalr of the Moslems,
neirer seems to consider that the spiritual experiences in tile
form of hallucinatory visions by prophet or devotee, reported
therein, may, in the last analysis, not be real. But the Bardo
Tlliidol is so sweeping in its assertions that it leaves its reader
with the clear-cut impression that every vision, without any
exception whatsoever, in which spiritual beings, gods or demons,
or paradises or places of torment and purgation play a part,
in a Baydo or any Baydo-like dream or ecstasy, is purely
illusionary, being based upon sangsdric phenomena.
The whole aim of the Bardo-Thiidal teaching, as otherwise
stated elsewhere, is to cause the Dreamer to awaken into
Reality, freed from all the obscurations of karmic or sangsa'ric
illusions, in a supramundane or Nirvinic state, beyond all
phenomenal paradises, heavens, hells, purgatories, or worlds
of embodiment. In this way, then, it is purely Buddhistic
and unlike any non-Buddhist book in the world, secular or
religious.
IX. THE JUDGEMENT

The Judgement Scene as described in our text and that
described in the Egyptian Book of the Dead seem so much
alike in essentials as to suggest that common origin, at present
unknown, to which we have already made reference. I n the
Tibetan version, Dharma-R~ja(Tib. Shinjc-chb-gyal) King
of the Dead (commonly known to Theravadists as YamaRzja), the Buddhist and Hindu Pluto, as a Judge of the
Dead, corresponds to Osiris in the Egyptian version. In
both versions alike there is the symbolical weighing: before
Dharma-Raja there are placed on one side of the balance
black pebbles and on the other side white pebbles, symbolizing evil and good deeds ; and similarly, before Osiris,
the heart and the feather (or else in place of the feather an
image of the Goddess of Truth which it.symbolizes) are weighed
one against the other, the heart representing the conduct or
conscience of the deceased and the feather righteousness or
truth,
Dead, the deceased, addressing
In the Egyptian Book of
his heart, says: ' Raise not thyself in evidence against me*
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Be not mine adversary before the Divine Circle; let there
be no fall of the scale against me in the presence of the great
god, Lord of Amenta.' In the Egyptian Judgement Scene it
is the ape-headed (less commonly the ibis-headed) Thoth,
god of wisdom, who supervises the weighing; in the Tibetan
Judgement Scene it is the monkey-headed Shinje ; and in both
scenes there is the jury of deities looking on, some animalheaded, some human-headed.' In the Egyptian version there
is a monstrous creature waiting to devour the deceased should
the deceased be condemned, whilst in the Tibetan version
devils wait to conduct the evil-doer to the hell-world of
purgation ; and the record-board which Thoth is sometimes
depicted as holding correspo~ldsto the Mirror of Karma held
by Dharma-RZja or, as in some versions, by one of the divine
jury. Furthermore, in both Rooks of the Dead, the deceased
when first addressing the Judge pleads that he has done no
evil. Before Osiris, this plea seems to be accepted in all the
texts now known; before Dharma-R5ja it is subject to the
test of the Mirror of Karma, and this seems to be distinctly
an Indian and Buddhist addition to the hypothetical prehistoric version, whence arose the Egyptian and the Tibetan
versions, the Egyptian being the less affected.
Plato, too, in recording the other-world adventures of Er, in
the tenth book of the Republic, describes a similar Judgement,
in which there are judges and karmic record-boards (affixed
to the souls judged) and paths-one for the good, leading to
Heaven, one for the evil, leading to Hell-and demons waiting
to take the condemned souls to the place of punishment, quite
as in the Baydo 7'hodol (see p. 49).2
-

Such animal-headed deities as appear in the Bnrdo Thodol are, for the
most part, derived from the pre-Buddhistic religion of Tibet called Bon, and,
therefore, probably of very great antiquity. Like their Egyptian parallels, they
seem to be more or less totemistic ; and, through their impersonatibn by masked
priests, as in the Ancient Egyptian Mysteries and surviving Tibetan mystery
of definite attributes,
plays, may be-as our text also suggests-symbdic
or embodied, beings-human, sub-human,
passions, and propensities of sun--ric,
and superhuman. (See p. 1401.)
a The student is here referred to Section VII of our Addenda (pp. 138-41),
concerning the Christianized version of the Judgement contained in the curious
medieval treatise entitled The Lamentation of the Dying Creatnn.
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The purgatorial lore now Christianized and associated with
St. Patrick in the originally pagan St. Patrick's Purgatory in
Ireland, the whole cycle of Otherworld and Rebirth legends
of the Celtic peoples connected with their Fairy-Faith, and
similar Proserpine lore recorded in the Sacred Books of mankind the world ,over, as well as the Semitic doctrines of
heaven and hell and judgement, and of resurrection as the
Christianized corruption of a pre-Christian and Jewish rebirth doctrine, as also the passage in Plato, all testify to
beliefs universal among mankind, probably far older than the
oldest of ancient records from Babylon or from Egypt.'
The painting of the Tibetan Judgement Scene as reproduced
herein (see opposite p. 166) was made, in strict accord with
monastic tradition, in Gangtok, Sikkim, during the year ~ 9 1 9 ,
by Lharipa-Pempa-Tendup-La, a Tibetan artist then sojourning there. An early prototype of it was, until quite recently,
preserved as one of the old frescoes contained within the
pictorial Wheel of Life of the Tashiding temple-picture in
Sikkim, which Dl-. L. A. Waddell has described as follows:
' The judgement is in every case meted out by the impartial
Slri@-chho-g-dor " Religious King of the Dead " [DhavmaRija],a form of Yanza,the Hindu god of the dead, who holds
a mirror in which the naked soul is reflected, while his servant
Shinje weighs out in scales the good as opposed to the bad
deeds ; the former being represented by white pebbles, and
the latter by black.'2 And Dr. Waddell has traced back

'

111 my Fairy-Faith i r i Celtic Countries (Oxford, I ~ I I ) ,Chapter X, I have
suggested how very probable it is that the purgatorial lore which centred about
the cavern for mystic pagan initiations formerly existing on an island in Loch
Derg, Ireland, at what is now the famous place of Catholic pilgrimage called
St0 Patrick's Purgatory, gave rise to the doctrine of Purgatory in the Roman
Church. The original purgatorial cavern was demolished, by order of the
English Government in Ireland, to destroy, as was said, pagan superstition.
Furthermore, the subterranean places of worship and initiation, dedicated to
the Sun-God Mithras, still preserved as ancient remains throughout the Southern
countries, bear such close resemblance to the original Irish Purgatoryas to other underground places of initiation in Celtic countries like New Grange
in Ireland and Gavrinis in Brlttany-as to indicate a common prehistoric origin,
essentially religious and connected with a cult of the Baydo-world and its
inhabitants.
Cf. Thc Gaeetteev o/Sikhitn, ed. by H . H. Risley, p. 169.
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the origin of the picture to a similar Wheel of Life, commonly,
though incorrectly, known as ' the Zodiac ' in the verandah of
the AjantZ Cave No. XVII, India. (See I). j6.) This, then,
establishes the antiquity of the Judgement Scene, of which
our text contains one version.
Throughout the canonical and apocryphal literature of
Northern Buddhism other versions are numerous. In the
Pali canon of Southern I3uddhism there are parallel versions,
for example in the Dcz)crrifitrz Vrrgga of the Alg~rttav~z
Niki'n,
and in the Devnrifita Sfitta9n of the Mn~j.hivrnNzkdyn.
T h e latter version nlay be summarized as f o l l o ~ :~ sThe
Exalted One, the Buddha, while sojourning at the Jetavana
Monastery, addresses the mo~lksassembled therein corlcerning
the after-death state of existence. Like a man of clear vision,
sitting between two houses, each with six doors, i l e beholds
all who come and go ; the one house symbolizing the l'(r~do
or state of disembodied existence, the other the embodied
state of existence, and the twelve doors the six entrances
and the six exits of the six lokas. Then, after explaining
the manner in which k a r ~ t ~governs
n
all states of existence,
the Buddha describes how the evil-docr is brought before
the King of Death and qucstioncd about the Five Messengers
of Death.
T h e first messenger is symbolized by a new-born babe
lying on its back ; and the message is that even for it,
as for all living creatures, old age and death are inevitable.
T h e second messenger comes in the guisc of an agcd persoll,
eighty, ninety, or a hundred years of age, decrepit, crooked as
the curved rafter of a gabled roof, leaning on a staff, trembliag
as he walks, pathetically miserable, with youth entirely gone,
broken-toothed, grey-haired and nearly bald, and with wrinkled
brow ; and his message is that the babe but grows up and
matul.cs and decays to become a victim of Death. The third
messenger, a person confined by illness, rolling in his own
filth, unable t'o rise or to lie down without the aid of an
attendant, brings the message that disease, too, is inevitable,
cven as death. T h e fourth messenger, a thief undergoing
most terrible punishment, bears the message that the punish-
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merit for evil-doing in this world is as nothing compared t o
the pnishment which karma inflicts after death. T h e fifth
messenger, to emphasize the same message of death and the
con.uptibility of the body, is a corpse, swollen, discoloured,
and putrid.
In each instance, King Yama asks the deceased if he had
seen the messenger and receives the reply, ' No '. Then the
King explains to him who the messenger was and the meaning
of the messages ; and the deceased, thereby remembering, is
obliged to confess that, not having done good deeds, he had
not acted upon the messages, but had done evil instead, forgetting the inevitability of death. Thereupon, Y a ~ n apronounces the judgement, that since the deceased had failed to
do good he must suffer the karlnic consequences. Accordingly,
the hell-furies take the deceased and cause him to suffer five
sorts of purgatorial punishments ; and, though he suffers most
unbearable pains, he is, as the Bnrdo Thiinol makes clear,
incapable of dying
In the A~guttavnNikiya version, wherein there are but
three rnesscngers, the aged person, the man or woman overcome with disease, and the corpse, the Buddha concludes the
discourse thus :
' I f men who have been warned by heavenly messengers
have been indifferent as regards religion they suffer long,
being born in a low condition.
' If virtuous men have been warned by heavenly messengers
in this world, they d o not neglect to profess the holy doctrines.
Seeing the danger of attachment, which is the cause of birth
and death, they have in this life extinguished the miseries of
existence by arriving a t a condition free from fear, happy
and free from passions and sins.'

'

X. THE REBIRTH DOCTRINE

In examining the Rebirth Doctrine, more particularly as
it presents itself in our text, two interpretations must be
taken into account : the literal or exoteric interpretation,
Cf. translation by E. R. J. Gooneratne, A ~ g u f l a r aN i k ~ ~ Eka
a , Duka and
ma N$ita (Galle, Ceylon, I C J I ~ ) pp.
,
160-5.

which is the popular interpretation ; and the symbolical or
esoteric interpretation, which is held to be correct by the
initiated few, who claim not scriptural authority or belief,
but knowledge. With respect to Tibet, these few are chiefly
learned lzrnas who are said to have made successful application of methods like those which the Buddha expounded for
remembering past incarnations, and for acquiring the yogic
power of seeing what really takes place in the natural process
of death and rebirth. T o the devotee, seeking thus to know
rather than merely to believe on the authority of priests or
books, the Buddha has offered the following guidance :
' If he desireth to be able to call to mind his various
temporary states in days gone by, such as one birth, two
births, three, four, five, ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, a
hundred, a thousand, or a hundred thousand births, his births
in many an aeon of destructian, in many an aeon of renovation, in many an aeon of both destruction and renovation [so
as to be able t o say] : " In that place such was my name,
such my family, such m y caste, such my subsistence, such
m y experience of comfort or of pain, and such the limit of
my life; and when I passed from thence I took form again
in that other place, where my name was so and so, such
my family, such my caste, such my subsistence, such my
experience of comfort or of pain, and such my term of life ; and
from thence I was born here-thus I am able to call to mind
my various temporary states of existence in days gone by"
-in that state of self-concentration, if the mind be fixed on
the acquirement of any object, that object will be attained.
' If he desireth t o see with pure and heavenly vision, surpassing that of men, beings as they pass from one state of
existence and take form in others--beings base or noble,
good-looking or ill-favoured, happy or miserable, according
t o the karma they inherit-in that state of self-concentration,
if the mind be fixed on the acquirement of any object, that
object will be attained ' (lonaphala Vagga, Ang2,ttara N i R 2 ~ a ) Again in the Bvrihmana Vagga, A~nguttaraNikrya, where
the yogic method of recovering from the content of the subconsciousness (which-in confirmation of the Buddha's psycho-
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logy-the science of the West has now proven 'is the abode
of everything that is latent ") is likewise described, there is
this additional passage : ' Thus he calletl~to mind the various
appearallces and forms of his previous births. This is the first
stage of his knowledge ; his ignorance [as regards prior births]
bath vanished, and his ltnowledge [as regards prior births] hath
arisen: darkness hath departed, and light hath arrived, the
result due to one who liveth in meditation, subduing his passions
promptly.'
Nowhere, to our knowledge, are there nowadays-as there
are said to have been in Buddhaghosa's time-yogis among
Southern Buddhists who have carried this practice to a successful issue. I t is only among Northern Buddhists (as among
Hindus) that such yoga seems t o be, according to trustworthy
evidence from well-informed Tibetans and Indians, a practically
applied science even until now, producing modern saints, some
few of whom are believed worthy to be called perfected saints,
or Arhants.
As the question, What is and is not the right interpretation
of the Rebirth Doctrine? is b y no means settled among the
Oriental peoples who hold the Doctrine, it is necessary for us
frankly to recognize the problem as highly controversial.
Consequently in this Section we should try to weigh both
interpretations carefully ; and, if possible, arrive at a sound
conclusion, in order t o guide the studcnt aright in what is
the most fundamental doctrine underlying the Bardo Thododo(.
In doing so, it seems desirable to invoke the aid of such facts
of Western Science as appear to be directly applicable.
As to the esoteric interpretation, the editor has discovered
that the initiates who hold to it invariably follow the Buddha's
command as contained in the KnZamn Sfitfa,Angr~ttnraNikiyfl,

' William James, Varieties of Religious Expej-iences (New York, 1902), p. 483.
Cf. translation by E. R . J . Gooneratne, Angullova Niktvn, Eka DuRa and
T;ka N$ata (Galle, Ceylon, rgr3), pp. 188-9, 273-4. Fassages parallel to these
are contained in t h e Kandaraka Sfi/tanta and Potalrjla Sfitmnta of the Majhima
N i k i ~ a(see translations by Bhikkhus Narada and Mahinda in The Bltssing,
Colombo, Ceylon, Jan. and Feb., 19151 ~01.i, nos. r and 2). Buddhaghosa,
in his Yissudhi Mngga (iSe. [ Path of Purity V),
in more detail similar yogic
methods for recovering (from the subconsciousnes) memories of past births.
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or else the Hindu equivalent in works on Yoga, not to accept
any doctrine as true until it be tested, and proven true, even
though it be 'found written in the Scriptures'; and they
hold no Scriptures to be infallible, on this or any doctrine,
or free from corruptions, Pali, Sanskrit, Tibetan, or others.
The exoteric interpretation, namely that the human stream
of consciousness, that is to say, the human life-flux, not only
can, but very often does take re-embodiment in sub-human
creatures immediately after having been in human form, is
accepted universally by Buddhists, both of the Northern and
Southern Schools-as by Hindus-who, referring to Scriptures,
invariably regard it as being incontrovertible. Their belief,
being based on the authority of written records, and on
untested theories of grirlcs and priests who consider the
literally interpreted written records to be infallible and
who are not adept in yoga, is nowadays considered to be
the orthodox interpretation.
Over against the exoteric interpretation, which, without
any doubt, the Bardo Thiidol, if read literally, conveys, the
esoteric interpretations may be stated-on the authority of
the various philosophers, both Hindu and Buddhist, from
whom the editor has received instruction-as follows :
The human form (but not the divine nature in man) is
a direct inheritance from the sub-human kingdoms ; from
the lowest forms of life it has evolved, guided by an evergrowing and ever-changing life-flux, potentially consciousness, which figuratively may be called the seed of the lifeforce, connected with or overshadowing each sentient creature,
being in its essence psychical. As such, it is the evolving
principle, the principle of continuity, the principle capable
of acquiring knowledge and understanding of its own nature,
the principle whose normal goal is Enlightenment. And,
just as the physical seed of a vegetable or animal organismeven man's seed-is seen by the eyes to be capable of producing after its own kind only, so with that which figuratively
may be called the psychical seed of the life-flux which the
eyes cannot see-if of a human being it cannot incarnate
in, or overshadow, or be intimately bound up with a body
42
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foreign to its evolved characteristics, either in this world,
in Baydo, or in any realm or world of sargsa'ric existence.
This is held to be a natural law governing the manifestation
of life, as inviolable as the law of karma, which sets it into
operation.
For a human life-flux to flow into the physical form of
a dog, or fowl, or insect, or worm, is, therefore, held to
be as impossible as would be-let us say-the transferring
of the waters of Lake Michigan into the depression occupied
by the waters of Lake Killarney, or-as the Hindu would
say-as putting into the bed of the Ganges River the waters
of the Indian Ocean.
Degeneration, in a highly developed flowering plant, or
apple, or vegetable, or wheat, or animal, is, of course, concomitant with cultural neglect; but within this creation
period-at
least so far as the physical vision of science
has penetrated therein--the flowering plant does not degenerate into the apple, nor into the corn, nor one species
of animals into another, nor does man degenerate into anything but the savage man-never into a sub-human creature.
As to the processes a&cting the life-flux which the human
eye cannot see, the esoteric teaching coincides with that of
the ancient Greek and Egyptian mystics: ' As below, so
above ' ; which implies that there is one harmonious karmic
law governing with unwavering and impartial justice the
visible as well as the invisible operations of nature.
From this follows the corollary, which the Oriental advocates
of the esoteric interpretation give out: Progression or retrogression-never an unchanging neutral state of inactivityare the alternatives within the Sarrgsgra; and the one or
the other, within any of the mansions of existence, cannot
lead the life-flux to the threshold of that mansion-neitller
the sub-human to the human, nor the human to the subhuman-save step by step. And retrogression and progression alike are time-processes : ages pass ere the fire-mist
becomes the solidified planet; an Enlightened One is the
rare fruit of unknown myriads of embodimeats; and man,
the highest of the animal-beings, cannot-become the lowest
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of the animal-beings, 110 matter how heinous his sins, at olle
bound.
Given ages of continual retrogression, the life-flux which
is now human may cease to be human, the human constituents of it becoming atrophied or latent through lack
of exercise, in much the same way as atrophy overcomes
the. activity of a bodily organ or function which is not used.
Thereupon, being no longer kinetically, but merely potentially
human -just as a dog or horse or elephant are potentially, but
not kinetically, human-that life-flux can and ordinarily would
fall back into the sub-human kingdoms, whence it may begin
anew to rise upwards to the human state or continue to retrograde even below the brute world.
The late L ~ m aKazi Dawa-Samdup, the translator, has
left on record his own cornplernentary opinion, as follows:
' The forty-nine days of the Bnrdo symbolize ages either of
evolution or of degeneration. Intellects able to grasp Truth
do not fall into the lower conditions of existence.
' The doctrine of the transmigration of the human to the
sub-human may apply solely to the lower or purely brutish
constituents of the human principle of consciousness ; for the
Knower: itself neither incarnates nor re-incarnates-it is the
Spectator.
' I n the Bardo Tliiinol, the deceased is represented as retrograding, step by step, into lower and lower states of
consciousness. Each step downwards is preceded by a swooning into onconsciousness ; and possibly that which constitutes
his mentality on the lower levels of the Baydo is some mental
element or con~poundof mental elements formerly a part of
his earth-plane consciousness, separated, during the s\vooning,
from higher or more spiritually enlightened elements of that
consciousness. Such a mentality ought not to be regarded
as on a par with a human mentality; for it seems to be
a mere faded and incoherent reflex of the human mentality
of the deceased. And perhaps it is some such thing as this
which incarnates in sub-human animal bodies-if
anything
does in a literal sense.'
This theory, coming from the translator, is nnusually interest-
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ing, for he expressed it while quite unaware of its similarity
to the theory held esoterically by the Egyptian priests and
exoterically recorded by Herodotus, who, apparently, became their pupil in the monastic college at Heliopolis. Judging
from what Herodotus and others of the ancient Greeks, and
Romans as well, have written touching thereon, we arrive
at the following summary: T h e human soul was believed
to remain in the after-death state during a period of three
thousand years. Its human-plane body of the moment of'
death disintegrating, t h e constituents went to form the bodies
of animals and plants, transmigrating from one to another
during the three thousand years. A t the end of that period
the soul gathers together the identical particles of matter
which had thus been continually transmigrating and which
had constituted its former earth-plane body of the moment of
death, and from them rebuilds, through habit, as a bird its
nest, a new body and is reborn in it as a human being.'

' Cf.

Herodotus, ii. 123; Lucretius, Dc R n u m Nalura, iii. 843-61. In
cofnfnonwith ancient historians and philosophers, Herodotus (ii. I 7 I ) refuses to
divulge, in a literal manner, the higher or esoteric teachings of the Mysteries of
Antiquity :
'On this lake [within the sacred precinct of the temple at Sais] the Egyptia~is
perform by night the representation of his adventures [i.e. the symbolic
adventures touching the birth, life, death, and regeneration of Osiris-' whose
name', writes Herodotus, I consider it impious to divulge'], which they call
Mysteries. On these matters, however, though accurately acquainted with tile
Particulars cf them, I must [as an initiate] observe a discreet silence. So, too,
with regard to the Mysteries of Demeter [celebrated at Eleusis, in Greece],
which the Greeks term '&TheThesmophoria7', I know them [as an initiate], but
1 shall not mention them, except so far a s may be done without impiety [or
done lawfully].,
It has now been proven by archaeological and other research that the
Mysteries consisted of symbolic dramatic performances open only to initiates
and neophytes fit for initiation, illustrating the u~liversallydiffused esoteric
teachings concerning deatll and resurrection (i.e. rebirth) ; and that the
doctrine of transmigration of the human soul into animal bddies-if depicted at
all-was not intended to be taken (as it has bee11 taken by the uninitiated)
litenlly, but symbolically a s i n P l a t o ' ~Rrptrbiic, dctailed reference to which
follows herein. (Cf. Herodotus, ii. 12a.)
Herodotus in the last-rnenti0ned passage gives a symbolic account of the
descent into Hades and the return to the human world of King R h a m ~ s i n i t u s ~
In whose honour the priests of Egypt therefore instituted what was prohblywhen rationally interpreted-a
rebirth festival. The most. ancient recorded
Parallel now known exists in tile /<gVInn (Ma!,dnln X, Sfikfn ~ 3 5 h\vhemin,
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And this theory, when amended with certain necessary modifications, helps t o illustrate the symbolical or esoteric interpretation of the Bardo Rebirth Doctrine.
In further illustration, applicable t o the higher Hinduisnl as
to the higher Buddhism, advocates of this interpretation point
out that even before the final dissolution of the human body
of the moment of death there is incessant transmigration of
the bodily atoms. S o long as the body is the receptacle
of the consciousness-pyinciple, it is said to rencw itself completely every seven years. And even as the constituents of
the physical man thus transmigrate throughout all organic
and inorganic kingdoms and the mind remains unchangedly
human during the brief cycle of one life-time, so, normally, it
likewise remains human during the greater evolutionary
evolution,
cycle-i. e. until it reaches the end of all sa~rgsZ~zc
Enlightenment.
namely, ATi~v@tic
T h e esoteric teaching concerning this may be stated literally: That which is common t o the human and to thc
sub-human worlds alike, namely, matter in its varied aspects
as solids, liquids, and gases, eternally transmigrates. That
which is specifically human and specifically sub-human remains
so, in accordance with the law of nature that like attracts like
and produces like, that all forces ever follow the line of least
46

as Sayana in his Comrrrerrlnry in the A/!,ar,va Vrda (xix) seems to explain, the
boy mentioned is the same as the boy Nachiketas of the LTaittiriytr] Brcilrnrn!ra,
who went to the realm of Yama, thc Kicg of the Dead, in Ynma-Loka, and then
returned to the realm of men. That this primeval Hades legend was interpreted
esoterically as teaching a rebirth doctrine is colifirlned by the ancient h'at/~a
Upanislrati, the story of Nacl~iketasbeing used therein a s a literary vehicle to
convey the highest Vedlntic teachings concerning birth, life, and death. (Cf.
Kntlia Upatiislzad, ii. 5 ; iii. 8, 15 ; iv. 10-1 I ; vi. 18.)
Preserved in an Old Javanese M S . of the fourteenth century is a very similar
Hades legend ia which the Yaksha Kuiijarakama is commanded by the Lord
Vairochana ' to go to Yama's kingdom to see what is prepared for all evil-doers'.
Peculiar interest attaches to this version, because it records a doctrine-akin to
that referred to by Ll~eGreek and Roman writers-of thousand-year periods of
transmigration into plants, animals, and defective human beings, prior to rebirth
in a human body free from karmic blemishes. It mentions, too, that from
Yama's kingdom Pirnavijaya was recalled to human life. (Cf. The Lrgend of
Ktr2jar-abnr!in, translated from the Dutch of Prof. Kern by Miss L. A. Thomas,
in the Indintr Al~tiqunry,Bombay, 1gn3, vol. xxxii, pp. 111-a7.)
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nristance, that such highly evolved mental compounds as are
bound up with the complex human consciousness cannot be
disintegrated instantaneously, but require due allowance of
time for their degeneration and ultimate dissolution and
transmigrationf
Examination of Tlie Laws of Ma#ru, the authority of which is unquestioned
Hindus, seems to confirm the esoteric interpretation, following the
by
translationby Sir William Jones a s revised by C . C. Haughton (in Insh'lutcs o/
H;#drt Lou, or the Ordinarrcts of Menu, London, 18a5), and that by C. Biihler
(in The S~lcvedBooks of the East, vol. xxv, Oxford, I 686).
Manu at first sets forth the fundamental laws that 'Action, which springs
from the mind, from speech, and from t h e body, producer either good or evil
results ; by action are caused the [various] conditions of man, the highest, the
middling, and the lowest ' ; and that ' [A man] obtains [the results of] a good or
evil mental [act] in his mind, [that o q a verbal [act] in his speech, [that of]
a bodily [act] in his body'. (B~ihler'strans., xii. 3, 8.)
Manu then proceeds to expound how man is not a simple but a complex
being :
'That substance, which gives a power of motion to the body, the wise call
kdihajnn [i.e. ' thc knower of the field9-Biihler's trans.!, or jlvafman, the
vital spirit ; and that body, which thence derives active functions, they name
bhitilman, or composed ofelernents :
'Another internal spirit, called mahat, o r the g w a t soul, attends the birth of
a11 creatures embodied, and thence in all mortal forms is conveyed a perception
either pleasing o r painful.
'These two, the vital spirit and reasonable soul, are closely united with
elements, but connected with the supreme spirit, or divine essence, which
pervades all beings high and low.' (Jones's trans., xii. 12-14.)
From what follows, Manu apparently implies that it is this 'vital spirit ', or
animal soul, which alone is capable of transmigrating into sub-human forms, and
not ' the reasonable soul I, or super-animal principle :
'When the vital soul has gathered the fruit of sins, which arise from a love
of sensual [i. c, animal or brutish] pleasure, but must produce misery, and, when
its taint has thus been removed, it approaches again those two most eflulgent
essences, the intellectual soul a n d the divine spirit :
'They two, closely conjoined, examine without remission the virtues and vices
~ f t h asensitive
t
[or animal] soul, according to its union with which it acquires
pleasure or pain in the present and future worlds.
If the vital spirit had practised virtue for the most part, and vice in a slnall
degree, it enjoys delight in celestial abodes, clothed with 8 body formed of Pure
[L e. ethereal] particles ;
'But, if it had generally been addicted to vice, and seldom attended to virtue,
then shall it be deserted by those pure elements, and, having a C
O
~ d~
S'nsibltntmes, it feels the pains to which Yama shall doom it :
'Having endured those torments according to the selltence of Yaman and its
taint being almost removed, it again reaches those five pure elements in the
of their natural distribution.' (Jones's trans., xii. 18-2a.)
1
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Accordingly, the esotericists hold it to be unscientific to
believe that a human life-flux or consciousness-principle could
re-incarnate in the body of a sub-human creature within fortynine days after its extraction from the human form, as the
exotericist believes who accepts literally such a rebirth doctrine
After further exposition of the science of rebirth in its esoteric or rational
aspect, Manu arrives at the following summary :
'Thus, by indulging the sensual [i.e. animal or brutish] appetites, and by
neglecting the performance of duties, the basest of men, ignorant of sacred
expiations, assume [in their vital spirit form, but not in their reasonable soul
form] the basest forms.
' What particular bodies the vital spirit enters in this world, and in consequence
of what sins here committed, now hear at large and in order.' (Jones's trans.,
xii. 51-3.)
Manu evidently exerts himself apart from the main subject of his treatise,
as the whole of Thr Laws suggests, to invest with legal and divine sanction the
dogma that the person of a Brahmin is peculiarly sacred and inviolable, and so
gives pronlinence to the sin of slaying a BrPhrnin by merltioni~lgit first ; then
to the sin of a priest drinking spirituous liquor, and then to the sin of stealing
the gold of a priest. In all such instances, as in all which follow them, the implication is, as w e have above observed, that the ' vital spirit ', or animal soul,
separated from the two higher elements of man's complex constitution, which
are ' t h e reasonable soul' and ' the divine essence', sutTers the penalty of
migrating in sub-human creatures :
'The slayer of a Brfihmetr [i. e. the vital spirit, or the irrational animal soul,
of a Brtihntm-slayer] must enter, according to tlie cimmstances of the crime, the
body of a dog, a boar, a n ass, a camel, a bull, a goat, a sheep, a stag, a bird,
a Chandfiln, or a Pi4ccasaJ ; and so on for other crimes (Jones's trans., xii. 55-7).
In this connexion, it is interesting to observe a few of the corresponde~~ces
between cause and effect which other of The Laws suggest. Thus, if a man
steal precious things he 'shall be born in tlte tibe of goldsmiths [considered to
be of very low caste], or among birds called ~rimacivas,orgold-makers. If a man
steal grain in the husk, he shall be born a rat ; if a yellow mixed metal, a gander
If he steal flesh[which is of like mixed colour] ; if water, a plava, or diver.
if oil, a blatfa, or oil-drinking beetle ;
if exquisite permeat, a vulture ;
fumes, a musk-rat
(Jones's trans., xii. 61-5.)
Understanding Manu in the sense which this note aims to set forth, the
esotericists disallow such popular and literal interpretation of Ma~ru'sLaws as
the BrHhmins in their own Brlhmin interests promulgate-according to the
esotericists-among the common people concerning the doctrines of rebirth
and karma.
T h e student should observe that the italicized non-Sanskrit words in the
passages quoted in this note from the translation by S i r William Jones mark
his interpolations from commentaries on Manu, especially from the Gloss d
Cullnca, and that the bracketed words indicate our own interpolations. Because
the italicized interpolations tend to bring out the more obscure meanings of the
passages cited, preference has been given to the Jones translation, although
that by Biihler, which is more literal and therefore more technical, is, in all
essentials, substantially the same.
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the Bardo Tho'do;dol, when viewed exoterically, or literally,
presents.
The Bardo rebirth symbols themselves ought now to be
considered from the standpoint of the esoteric interpretation ;
and to elucidate them innumerable parallels could be chosen
from widely separated sources, but because of its recognized
authority no parallel seems more appropriate than that contained in the tenth book of Plato's Republic, describing certain
of the Greek Heroes in the S i e a Bardo choosing their bodies
for the next incarnations :
The Bardo legend as recorded in the Refibfic concerns Er
the son of Armenius, a Pamphylian by birth, who, as Plato
tells us, 'was slain in battle, and ten days afterwards, when
the bodies of the dead were talcen up already in a state of
corruption, his body was found unaffected by decay, and
carried home to be buried. And on the twelfth day, as he
was lying on the funeral pile, he returned to life and told
them what he had seen in the other world. He said that
when his soul left the body he went on a journey with a great
company, and they came to a mysterious place at which there
were two openings in the earth ; they were near toget her, and
over against them were two other openings in the heaven
above. In the intermediate space there were judges seated,
who commanded the just, after they had given judgement on
them and had bound their sentences in front of them, to ascend
by the heavenly way on the right hand ; and in like manner
the unjust were bidden by them to descend by the lower way
on the left hand ; these also bore the symbols of their deeds,
but fastened to their backs.'
Having thus described the otherworld Judgement-which
closely resembles the Judgement described in our text-Plat0
goes on to describe the souls of the Greek Heroes in their
Sidpa Bardo preparing for reincarnation: 'Most curious, he
said, was the spectacle-sad and laughable and strange; for
the choice of the souls was in most cases based on their own
experience of a previous life. There he saw the soul which
had once been Orphells choosing the life of a sgan out of
enmity to the race of women, hating to be born of a woman
as
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because they had been his murderers; he beheld also the soul
of Thamyras choosing the life of a nightingale ; birds, on the
other hand, like the swan and other musicians, wanting to be
men. The soul which obtained the twentieth lot chose the
life of a lion, and this was the soul of Ajax the son of Telamon,
who would not be a man, remembering the injustice which was
done him in the judgement about the arms. The next was
Agamemnon, who took the life of an eagle, because, like
Ajax, he hated human nature by reason of his sufferings.
About the middle came the lot of Atalanta ; she, seeing the
great fame of an athlete, was unable to resist the temptation :
and after her there followed the soul of Epeius the son of
Panopeus passing into the nature of a woman cunning in the
arts ; and far away among the last who chose, the soul of the
jester Thersites was putting on the form of a monkey. There
came also the soul of Odysseus having yet to make a choice,
and his lot happened to be the last of them all. N o w the
recollectio?c of former toils hnd disetzchnnted hint of a mbitio~r,
and he went abo~ctfor a considerable time in search of the fzye
of a private man who had no cares ; he h a d some a'zflcz~ltyin
j ~ d i n gthis, which w a s (yitzg about and had been neglecled by
everybody else; and when he saw it he said that he would
have done the same had his lot been first instead of last, and
that he was delighted to have it. And not only did men pass
into animals, but I must also mention that there were animals
tame and wild which changed into one another and into corresponding human natures-the good into the gentle and the evil
into the savage, in all sorts of combinations.'
If read superficially, this Platonic account of the rebirth
process may be understood literally-even as the Bardo TJIodol
nlay be ; and it is not impossible t o imagine that Plato, as an
initiate into the Greek Mysteries, who, like Herodotus, never
refers to their esoteric teachings openly, but only in figurative
and very often intentionally misleading phraseology, intended
that it should be understood so by the uninitiated. Nevertheless, when the passage is examined closely, the exoteric
doctrine of transmigration of the human into the sub-human,
or vice versa, is evidently not the meaning underlying it.
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The reference to the choice made by Odysseus, as italicized
by US, gives the clue to the real meaning intended. Odysseus'
choice was last ; each of the heroes preceding him in choosing
their lot had neglected the lot of ' the life of a private man
who had no cares ', and Odysseus chooses this lot as the best
ol' all.
If we consider the sort of life chosen by each of the Greeks
who preceded Odysseus, we find it to be definitely symbolical
of the character of the chooser:
Thus, Orpheus, the founder of the Orphic Mysteries, a divine
teacher sent to instruct mankind by the god of song and
music, Apollo, and held by the Greeks t o have been the
greatest of harp-players and the rnost enlightened of poets
and singers, very appropriately chooses ' the life of a swan ' ;
for since immemorial time the swan has symbolized-as it
still does-song and music ; and Plato's figurative language,
correctly interpreted, implies that Orpheus was t o reincarnate
as a great poet and musician, as was but natural. T o assumeas the exotericist may-that such a being as Orpheus could
be born as a swan in reality thus appears to the esotericist to
be untenable.
Likewise, Thamyras, an ancient Thracian bard, renowned
as a harp-player and singer, symbolically chooses the life of
the sweet-singing nightingale.
Ajax, the Homeric hero, who, next to Achilles, was the
bravest of the Greeks, most fittingly chooses the life of a lion ;
for the king of beasts is, and has been for unknown ages, the
sylnbol denoting braveiy or fearlessness, which almost all
nations and races of men have recognized.
Agamemnon, the next to choose, selects the life of an eagle;
for among Greek heroes he was the chief, as Zeus was among.
the gods of Olympus; and, he having been regarded as an
incarnation of Zeus and worshipped as one of the divinities,
there is assigned to him the symbol of Zeus, which is the
eagle.
Atalanta, the most swift-footed of mortals and famous for
her foot-races with her many suitors, very naturally is reborn
as a great athlete ; and, in her case, Plato uses no symbol*
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Nor is a symbol used in connexion with Epeius, who, noted
for his cunning in constructing the wooden horse at the siege
of Troy, and whose cowardice afterwards became proverbial,
is seen ' passing into the nature of a woman cunning in the
arts '.
A s to the jester Thersites, who puts on the form of a
monkey, comment is unnecessary.
Accordingly, the expressions concerning the heroes' hatred
of being born of woman seem to be purely metaphorical and
employed to carry out logically the literary use of the animalsymbols, just as the passages are concerning ' animals tame
and wild which changed into one another and into corresponding human natures-tkegood info the genlle a n d the evil into
the savage, itt all sorts of combinations ', and of ' birds, on the
other hand, like the swan and other musicians, wanting to
be men '.
Even the ordinary soul, the first seen b y E r to make
choice-although neither an incarnate divinity like Orpheus
or Agamemnon, nor a hero like Ajax-and though possessed
of a mind obscured b y animal propensities, is not assigned by
Plato, as he would be by a believer in the exoteric rebirth
doctrine, to birth in sub-human form. In his case, too, no
animal-symbol is made use of:
' H e who had the first choice came forward and in a moment
chose the greatest tyranny; his mind having been darkened
by folly and sensuality, he had not thought out the whole
matter before he chose, and did not a t first perceive that he
was fated, among other evils, to devour his own children. . .
Now he was one of those who came from heaven, and in
a former life had dwelt in a well-ordered State, but his virtue
was a matter of habit only and he had no philosophy.'
And, as the Bardo Tkodo:dolteaches, in other language, in its
insistence on the need of Right Knowledge to the devotee who
follows the Bodliic Path, so Plato teaches:
' For if a man had always on his arrival in this world dedicated himself from the first t o sound philosophy, and had
been moderately fortunate in the number of the lot, he might,
as the messenger reported, be happy here, and also his

.
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journey to another life and return to this, instead of being
rough and underground, would be smooth and heavenl~.'~
With the assistance of symbols and metaphors, Pindar,
Empedocles, Pythagoras, and Socrates, like Plato and the
Greek Mysteries, also taught the rebirth doctrine.
On a golden funereal tablet dug up near the site of Sybaris
there is the following line of an inscription : ' And thus
I escaped from the cycle, the painful, the misery-laden.12
This, like known Orphic teachings, is purely Buddhistic and
Hindu, and suggests that in ancient Greece the rebirth
doctrine was widespread, at least among Greeks of culture
who had been initiated into the Mysteries.
Symbolism similar to that used by Plato has been used by
the recorders of the Buddhist Scriptures as well, as, for
example, in the account of the Northern School of the birth
of the Buddha Himself. This latter from the Tibetan Vzrzaya
Pitaka or Dulva (the most trustworthy and probably oldest
part of the BRaR-hgyur), 111, folio 452. of the copy in the
East India Office, Calcutta, runs thus :
'Now the future Buddha was in the Tushita Heaven, and
knowing that his time had come, he made the five preliminary
examinations : first, of the proper family [in which to be
born] ; second, of the country ; third, of the time ; fourth, of
the race ; fifth, of the woman. And having decided that
Mahimiiya was the right mother, in the midnight watch he
entered her womb under the appearance of an elephant. Then
the queen had four dreams : first, she saw a six-tusked white
elephant enter her womb ; second, she moved in space above ;
third, she ascended a great rocky mountain ; fourth, a great
multitude bowed down to her.
'The soothsayers predicted that she would bring forth
a son with the thirty-two signs of the great man. " If he
stay at home, he will become a universal monarch ; but
if he shave his hair and beard, and, putting on an orangecoloured robe, leave his home for the homeless state and

' Cf. B. Jowctt,

Dialogues of Plat0 (Oxford, 1892), iii. 336-7 : Republic,

614-20.

a Inscr. gr. Sial. et

k l . 641 ;cf. Waddell; 7 k r Buddhism of zbd, PO109'.
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renounce the world, he will become a Tathagata, Arhant, a
perfectly enlightened Buddha." '
Again, the J&aka,-of
the Southern School,-a compihtion of folk-lore, follc-belief, and popular mythology touching the
Buddha and his many incarnations, which crystallized round
about His personality in much the same way as the matter
of the Arthurian Legend crystallized round about King Arthur,
during the third century after His death '--attributes to Him
many previous births in sub-human form ; and although the
esotericist would concede that in remote aeons of evolution
such incarnations could possibly hove been really sub-human,
he would give t o such of them as may have occurred in this
world-period a symbolical significance, whercas the orthodox
Theravidist interprets all of them literally.
In any case, a literal interpretation of the Jatakn-seeing
that it is, according to the esotericist, essentially an exoteric
treatise designcd for the people 2-appears to be more plausible
than that of the Dtrlva account of the Buddha's birth. Furthermoi-e, since there is a parallel account in the Pali Scriptures
wherein the same animal symbol, namely, the six-tusked white
elephant, is employed, we have here an example of the use of
symbolism, definite in purpose, common to both Northern and
Southern Buddhism, which even the exotericist' could not but
interpret symbolically.
Similarly, as the popular interpretation appears t o have
fundamentally shaped the Jgtaka, so it may have also affected
the compilation of the Bnrdo T/ziidol; for like all treatises
which have had at lcast a germ-origin in very ancient times
and then grown up by the ordinary process of amalgamating
congenial material, the Bardo Thiidol, as a Doctrine of Death
and Rebirth, seems to have existed a t first unrecorded, like
almost all sacred books now recorded in Pali, Sanskrit, or
Tibetan, and was a growth of unknown centuries. Then by
the time it had fully developed and been set down in writing
TheravHdists, on the contrary, believe that the JGfaka dates from the
Buddha's lifetime, and that its verses, but not its prose, are His very words.
Here, again, in opposition to this view, t h e Southern Buddhists maintain
that the Jfitaka, in its verses, is the most tra~iscendentalpart of t h e SAtta Pitiha,
and is designed for study by Bodhisattvas rather than for the common people.
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no doubt it had lost something of its primitive purity. Ry
its very nature and religious usage, the Bardo Thodo2 would

have been very susceptible to the influence of the popular or
exoteric view; and in our own opinion it did fall under it,
in such manner as to attempt the impossible, namely, the
harmonizing of the two interpretations. Nevertheless, its
original esotericism is still discernible and predominant. Let
us take, for example, the animal-thrones of the Five Dhyani
Buddhas as it describes them, in harmony with Northern
Buddhist symbolology: the Lion-throne is associated with
Vairochana, the Elephant-throne with Vajra-Sattva, the Horsethrone with Ratna-Sambhava, the Peacock-throne with Amitiibha, the Harpy-throne with Amogha-Siddhi. And, in interpreting the symbols, we find them to be poetically descriptive
of the peculiar attributes of each deity : the Lion symbolizes
courage or might, and sovereign power; the Elephant, immutability ; the Horse, sagacity and beauty of form; the
Peacock, beauty and power of transmutation, because in popular
belief it is credited with the power of eating poisons and transforming them into the beauty of its feathers ; the Harpy, mightiness and conquest over all the elements, The deities, too, in the
last analysis, are symbolical of particular Bodhie attributes of
the Dharma-K~yaand of supramundane forces of Enlightenment emanating thence, upon which the devotee may depend
for guidance along the Path to Buddhahood.
In attempting the esoteric interpretation of the animal
symbols used in the Si+a Bardo-and this interpretation
finds its parallel in the esoteric interpretation obviously intended by the Sidpa Baydo episode in Plato, as in the Dlclvn
account of the birth of the Buddha-we
have sufficient
Buddhist rebirth symbols whose esoteric interpretation is
clearly known and generally accepted to guide us.
Dr. L. A. Waddell, a well-known authority on L~maism,in
LGmais~rtirt Si&him,l refers to the symbolism of the famous,
but recently ruined, wall-painting of the Si9-i-khor-lo or
' Circle of Existence ' in the Tashiding monastery, Siklcim,
as follows : ' This picture is one of the purest Buddhist
See Gazetteer of Sikhirrr, ed. by

H.H. R i s l e ~ P.
, *66.
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emblems that the limos have preserved for us. And by
its means I have been able to restore the fragment of a
cycle in the verandah of Ajantz Cave No. XVII, hitherto
This
uninterpreted, and merely known as " the Zodiac
picture portrays in symbolic and concrete form the three
original sins and the recognized causes of rebirth (Nida'nas),
so as to ensure their being vividly perceived and avoided;
while the evils of existence in its various forms and the
tortures of the damned are intended to intimidate evil-doers.'
In it, the three original sins are depicted as a pig, a cock,
and a snake, and their esoteric significance is given by
Dr.',Waddell thus : ' The pig symbolizes the ignorance of
stupidity ; the cock, animal desire or lust ; and the snake,
anger.'
In the accompanying symbolic illustrations of the
Twelve Nidiinas, only the third is an animal syn~bol,the
others being human and figurative symbols ; and this is
a monkey eating fruit, symbolizing entire knowledge (Tib.
nam-she; Skt. VijZZna) of good and evil fruits, through
tasting every fruit or sensuous experience in the manner
of a roving non-philosophically guided libertine, thus engendering consci~usness.~
Accordingly, the animal forms and environments named
in the Second Book of the Baydo Thiidol (see pp. 178-9, 185)
as possible forms and environments to be entered by the
human consciousness-principle upon rebirth in this world may
be interpreted as follows :
(I) The dog-form (like that of the cock in ' The Wheel of
Life ') symbolizes excessive sexuality or ~ensuality.~I t also
symbolizes, in popular Tibetan lore, jealousy. And the dogkennel environment symbolizes abiding in, or living in, a state
of sensuality.
(2) The pig symbolizes (as in ' The Wheel of Life') the
ignorance of stupidity dominated by lust ; and selfishness

".

See Gaaetteer oJSikhim, ed. by H. H. Risley, p. 267.
Ibid., p. 268.
Compare the following passage from the Yoga Vishi!fi(hn (Nirud!ra Prrbara?ra, Sarga 28, verses 78-9) : ' Those wise Pandits, learned in the Shastras,
should be considered Jackals il they relinquish 1101 desire and anger.'
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and uncleanliness as well. T h e pigsty environment symbolizes worldly existence dominated by these characteristics.
(3) The ant symbolizes (as it docs amongst the nations of
the West) industry, and the lust for worldly possessions ; and
the ant-hill environment the dwelling under the corresponding
conditions of life.
(4) The insect or grub symbolizes an earthly or grovelling
disposition, and its hole the dwelling in an environment
dominated by such disposition (see text, p. 179).
(5) The calf, kid, lamb, horse, and fowl forms mentioned
(see text, pp. I 7 8 9 ) symbolize, in like manner, correspondil~g
characteristics common t o those animals and to the highest
of the animal beings, man, such as almost all civilized races
have associated therewith, and popularly illustrated in animal
mythology like that which Aesop made the basis of his Fables.
In the Old Testament the visions of the prophet Ezekiel and
in the New Testament the Revelatiott of John show how similar
animal symbolism affected even the Bible. And, in our view,
should the Buddhist and Hindu exotericists re-read their own
Scriptures in the light of the Science of Symbols their opposition to Esotericism would probably be given up.
Accordingly, the animal symbols in the Sidpa Bardodespite evident corruptions of the text and of the esoteric
rebirth doctrine denoted b y these symbols-should
rightly
be taken to imply that, in accordance with its karma, a human
principle of consciousness, unless winning Emancipation, will,
under the normal karmic conditions of gradual progression
which govern the majority of mankind, continue to be born
in a human form in this creation-period, with the mental
traits or characteristics symbolized by animals. Under exceptional or abnormal karmic conditions of retrogression, it
may, on the other hand, during the course of ages, gradually
lose its human nature and fall back into sub-human kingdoms.
As the translator explained, we need but look round us
in the human world t o find the bloodthirsty tiger-man, the
murderer ; the lustful swine-man ; the deceitful fox-man ;
the thieving and imitating monkey-ma,n ; the grovelling
worm-man; the industrious and oft-times miserly ant-man ;
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the ephemeral-sometimes professedly aesthetic-butterfly.
man ; the strong ox-man ; or the fearless lion-man. Human
life is far richer in possibilities for the workings out of
evil karmn-no
matter how animal-like the korttla may
be-than
any sub-human species could possibly be. The
illiterate folk-beliefs so common in Buddhist and Hindu
lands, that a human murderer must inevitably be reborn
as a ferocious beast of prey, or a sensualist as a pig or
dog, or a miser as an ant, are, therefore, like many other
popular beliefs, evidently based upon false analogies-some
of which have crept into Oriental Scriptures-and upon an
~uldulylinlitcd view of the innumerable conditions offered
by human embodiment, from the saint to the criminal, from
the King-Emperor to the slum-dweller, or from the man of
culture to the lowest savage.
In accordance with our findings, that higher and rational
teaching co~lcerningrebirth, which in the Baydo Thodol is,
perhaps, conri~sedbecause of corruptions of text, may now
be summarized. If, on the Plane of Uncertainty, the influence of innate or karmic propensities of desire for the
grosser sensations of sartgsdric existence, such as govern life
in a humail body, can be dominated through the exercise of
the more powerful influence of Right Knowledge, that part
of the co~~sciousness-principle
capable of realizing Ruddahood
triumphs, and the deceased, instead of being obsessed with
the frightful hallucinatory spectres of his lower or animal
nature, passes the interval between human death and rebirth
in one of the paradise realms instead of in the Bardo. If
s ~ c ha more enlightened one be very unusually developed
spiritually, that is to say if he be a great yogic saint, he
may gain even the highest of the paradises and be reborn
among mankind under the guiding power of the ' Lords of
Karma', who, though still sa?zg.rZric beings, are described
by the lzmos as being immeasurably higher in evolution
than man. When thus directed by the ' Guardians of the
Great Law', the earth-returning one is said to reincarnate
out of compassion, to assist human kind ; he comes as
a Teacher, as a Divine Missionary, as a Nirntdna-Kzya
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incarnate, Normally, however, rebirth is of the lower or
ordinary sort, unendowed-because of the lack of enlightenment of the one undergoing it-with
consciousness of
the process. Even as a child knowing not the higher
mathematics cannot measure the velocity of light, so the
animal-man cannot profit by the higher law governing the
rebirth of the divine-man; and, drinking of the River of
Forgetfulness, he enters the door of the womb and is reborn,
direct from the desire-world called the Bardo. This lower
rebirth, almost brutish in many instances, because controlled chiefly by animal propensities such as sub-human
and human creatures have in common, differs, however, from
that of brutes in virtue of the functional activity of the purely
human element of the consciousness, which in all sub-human
creatures is latent and not active ; and for this element, even
in the lowest of mankind, t o become latent instead of active
requires approximately as long a period of cyclic time as it
does for the sub-human conscious~lesssto evolve its latent
human element into full human activity. The popular misunderstanding of this aspect of the higher or esoteric Doctrine
of Rebirth thus appears to have assisted in no snlall measure
to give rise to the obviously irrational belief, found almost
everywhere throughout the Scriptures of both Ruddhism and
Hinduism, that the brute principle of consciousness in its
entirety and the human principle of consciousness in its entirety
are capable of alternately exchanging places with one another.
It was the late Dr. E. R. Tylor, father of the modern
science of Anthropology, who after a very careful examination
of the data pronounced the higher doctrine of rebirth to be
the more reasonable :
'So it may seem that the original idea of transmigration
was the straightforward and reasonable one of human souls
being reborn in new human bodies.
The beast is the very
incarnation of familiar qualities of man ; and such names as
lion, bear, fox, owl, parrot, viper, worm, when we apply them
as epithets to men, condense into a word some leading feature
of a human life.'

.. .

E. B. Tylor, Primitive Cul!urc (London, 18gr), ii. 17.
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That this is the true interpretation is confirmed-so far as
Europe is concerned-by
the teachings of the Druids, the
learned Brahmin-like priests of Europe's scientific pre-Christian
religion, held by the Celtic nations.'
In The Fniry-Faith i?t Celtic Cozc?~tries,in the year 191 I ,
I suggested that the rebirth doctrine, in its straightforward,
Druidic form, acco~.ds,in its essentials, with the psychological
science of the West-that the subconscious mind is the storehouse of all latent memories ; that these memories are not
limited to one lifetime ; that these memory-records, being
recoverable, prove the doctrine t o be based upon demonstrable
facts. Since the year 1911 the whole trend of Western
psychological research in the realm of the subconscious and in
psycho-analysis has tended t o confirm that view.
I was unaware when I wrote The Fairy-Faith that Huxley
held-as he did-the theory of human reincarnation to offer
the best explanation of even ordinary physiological and biological phenomena. And since the testimony of Huxley, as
one of the greatest biologists, coincides with that, as above
given, of the late Dr. Tylor, the foremost of modern anthropologists, and also confirms from the standpoint of our own
Western Science the higher or esoteric interpretation of the
Rebirth Doctrine as offered by the Occult Sciences of the
East, we here record it as a fitting conclusion to this
Section :
' Everyday experience familiarizes us with the facts which
are grouped under the name of heredity. Every one of us
bears upon him obvious marks of his parentage, perhaps of
remoter relationships. More particularly, the sum of tendencies
to act in a certain way, which we call '' character ", is often to
be traced through a long series of progenitors and collaterals.
S o we may justly sgy that this llcharacter"-this moral and
intellectual essence of a man--does veritably pass over from
one fleshly tabernacle to another, and does really transmigrate
Cf. Caesar, De B. G. vi. 1 4 . 5 ; 18. I ; Diodorus Siculus, v. 31. 4 ; Pornponius Mela, Dc Situ Orbis, iii, c. a ; Lucan, Pharsalia, i. 449-62; Barddas
(Llandovery, 1862), i. 177, 189-91 ; and W. Y. Evans-Wenlz, The Fairy-.Faith
i n Celtic Countries (Oxford rgr I), Chaps. VII, XI I.
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from generation to generation. In the new-born infant, the
of the stock lies latent, and the Ego is little more
than a bundle of potentialities. But, very early, these become
; from childhood to age they manifest themselves
in dullness or brightness,-weakness or strength, viciousness
or uprightness ; and with each feature modified by confluence
with another character, if by nothing else, the character passes
on to its incarnation in new bodies. The Indian philosophers
called character, as thus defined, " karma
'In the theory of evolution, the tendency of a germ to
develop according to a certain specific type, e.g. of the kidneybean seed to grow into a plant having all the characters of
Phaseolus vulgaris, is its '' Karma
It is the " last inheritor
and the last result " of all the conditions that have affected
a line of ancestry which goes back for many millions of years,
to the time when life first appeared on the earth.
' As Prof. Khys-Davids aptly says [in Hibbert Lectures,
p. 1141, the snowdrop " is a snowdrop and not an oak, and
just that kind of snowdrop, because it is the outcome of the
Karma of an endless series of past existences 8, P 1

". . . .

".

...

.

XI.

THE COSMOGRAPHY

Buddhist cosmography as understood by the limas, and
continually referred to throughout our text, more especially
in connexion with the Doctrine of Rebirth, is a very vast and
complex subject ; and to consider it here in any detail would
involve the esoteric as well as the exoteric interpretation of an
enormous mass of doctrines, more or less of Brahmanic origin,
concerning the many states of sentient existence within the
Sangscira, or cosmos-some planetary as in this world, some
T. H. Huxley, Evolution a n d Ethics (London, 1894)~pp. 61-11 95.
The' late William James, the well-known American psychologist, independ e n t l ~arrived at substantially the same conclusion as HuxleY; for, after

his ' o w n inability to accept either popular Christianity or scholastic
theism', he says, 6 1 am ignorant of Buddhism and speak under correction, and
in order the better to describe m y general point of view ; but, as I aPPrebend the Buddhist doctrine of Karma, I agree in principle with that '.-(Th#
varitt#sof RcI@ous Experiences, pp. 511-1.)
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in the many heavens and paradises, and others in the nume.
rous states of purgation called hells. Generalizing, it may be
said that when the Brahmanic and Buddhist teachings concerning cosmography are carefully examined from the standpoint of the initiated Oriental, and not from the too-oft
prejudiced standpoint of the Christian philologist, it seems to
suggest far-reaching knowledge, handed down from very
ancient timcs, of astronomy, of the shape and motion of
planetary bodies, and of the interpenetration of worlds and
systems of worlds, some solid and visible (such as are alone
known to Western Science) and some ethereal and invisible
existing in what we may perhaps call a fourth dimension of
space.
Esoterically explained, Mt. Meru (Tib. Ri-rob), the central
mountain of Hindu and Buddhist cosmography, round which our
cosmos is disposed in seven concentric circles of oceans separated
by sevcn intervening concentric circles of golden mountains,
is the universal hub, the support of all the wol-lds. We may
possibly regard it, like the Central Sun of Western astronomy,
as the gravitational ccntre of the known universe. Outside
the sevcn circles of oceans a ~ l dthe intervening seven circles of
golden mountains lies the circle of continents.
In illustration, an onion of fifteen layers may be taken to
represent roughly the Igmaic concept ion of our universe. The
core, to which the fifteen layers cohere, is Mt. Meru. Below,
are the various hells ; above, supported by Mt. Meru, arc the
heavens of the gods, the more sensuous, like the thirty-three
hcavens ruled by Indra, and those under the sway of Miira,
being ranged in their own regular gradation beneath the less
sensuous heavens of BI-Bhma. A s apex over all, is the final
heaven, called 'The Supreme' (Tib. 'Gg-rnin). Being the last
outpost of our universe, 'Og-?nirz, as the vestibule to N ~ Y vrinn, is the transitional state leading from the mundane to
the supramundane; and thus there presides over it the
divine influence of ' T h e Best of All ' (Tib. Ku?ztz~-zn9t-gPO : Skt. Satnantn-Bhan?y(z), the ZGmaic personification of
Nivvi?n.
On a level with Indra's realm dwell, io their own heaven-
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worlds,the eight Mother Goddesses (Tib. Hbmo), all of whom
appear in our text. They are the Mother Goddesses of the
Hindus, called in Sanskrit the M&ris.
Within Mt. Meru itself, upon which the Heavens rest, there
are four realms, one above another. Of these, the three lower
are inhabited by various orders of genii; and in the fourth,
ilnmediately beneath the Heavens, from which, like the fallen
angels of Christian belief, they were expelled on account of
their pride, dwell the ' Ungodly Spirits', the Aslrras (Tib.
Lkn-mn-yin), or Titans, who, as rebels, live and die waging
unending war with the gods above.
The innermost layer of the onion is the Ocean surrounding
Mt. Mesu. T h e next layer, outwardly expanding, is that of
the Golden Mountains ; the next beyond is another Ocean ;
and so on, a circle of Golden Mountains always coming after
a circle of Ocean until the fifteenth layer containing the
outermost Ocean, in which float the Continents and their
satcllites. The skin of the onion is a wall of iron enclosing
the one universe.
Beyond one such universe there lies another, and so on to
infinity.' Each universe, like a great cosmic egg, is enclosed
within the iron-wall shell, which shuts in the light of the sun
moon and stars, the iron-wall shell being symbolical of
the perpetual darkness separating one universe from another.
All universes alike are under the domination of natural law,
with which karma is commonly made synonymous ; for, in
the Buddhist view, there is no scientific necessity to affirm or
to deny the existence of a supreme God-Creator, the Karmic
Law furnishing a complete explanation of all phenomena and
being of itself demonstrable.
Each universe, like our own, rests upon ' a warp and woof'
of blue air (i. e. ether), symbolized by crossed do+$ (such as
are depicted by the emblem on the cover of our book). Upon

' Could we take the [imaic conception of a universe to be that of a worldand of a plurality of universes to be that of a plurality of worldforming a
w e should then be able better to correlate the
of Northern Buddhism (and of Brahmanism, from which it
to have originated) with the cosmography of Western Science.
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this rests ' the body of the waters' of the outer Ocean. Each
Ocean symbolizes a stratum of air (or ether), and each of the
intervening mountains a stratum of congealed air (or ether),
that is to say, material substance; or, from a more occult
view-point, the Oceans are the Subtle and the Mountains the
Gross, the one alternating with the other as Opposites.
Like the Seven Days of the Mosaic version of Creation, the
numerical dimensions which the himas assign to our universe
are more often to be taken as suggestive or symbolical than
literal. Mt. Meru, they say, towers 80,000 miles above the
Central Enchanted Ocean and extends below the surface of
the waters the same distance, the Central Ocean itself being
also 80,000 miles deep and 80,000 miles wide. The succeeding girdle of Golden Mountains is just half that number of
miles in height and width and depth, and the next Ocean,
correspondingly, 40,000 miles deep and qo,coo miles wide.
The consecutive circles of alternating pairs composed of Golden
Mountains and an Enchanted Ocean gradually diminish as
to width, depth, and height, being respectively 20,000, io,oco,
5,000, 2,500, 1,250, and 625 miles. This brings us to the Continents in the Outer Ocean of Space.
Of these Continents, the four chief ones-as described in
the Second Book of our Bardo Thiidol-are situated in the
Four Directions. On either side of each of these Four
Continents are smaller or satellite Continents, thus making
the total number of Continents twelve, which, again, is a symbolical number, like the number seven of the cosmographical
arrangement.
The Eastern Continent is called in Tibetan Lii-pah (Lushpags), or 'Vast Body' (Skt. Viy&dclta). Its symbolical
shape is like that of a crescent moon ; and, accordingly, the
c o l o ~ white
~r
is assigned to it, and crescentic faces are ascribed
to its inhabitants, who are said to be tranquil-minded and
virtuous. Its diameter is given as being 9,000 miles.
The Southern Continent is our Planet Earth, called Jambuling (Skt. Jaambrrdvipa), probably an onomatopoeic wordas the translator held-descriptive of the fruit of a jambu-tree
falling into water, Zing itself meaning ' place ', or ' region '*
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The name]anzbzrling would thus mean the region or continent
wherein jambu-fruit fall into the water. Its symbolic shape
is like that of the shoulder-blade of a sheep, that is subtriangular, or rather pear-shaped, to which the faces of its
inhabitants conform. Blue is the colour assigned to it. Riches
and plenty abound in it, along with both good and evil. It is
said to be the smallest of the Four Continents, being but
7,oco miles in diameter.
The Western Continent is called Balongchod (Ba-glangqyod), literally meaning cow +ox action (Skt. Godhana, or
'Wealth of Oxen '). I n shape it is like the sun, and red of
colour. Its inhabitants, whose faces are round like the sun,
are believed to be very powerful and to be addicted t o eating
cattle, as the literal meaning of its name itself may suggest.
Its diameter rlleasures 8,000 miles.
The Northern Continent is Daminyan, or Graminyan (Sgra~tti-snyan),equivalent to the Sanskrit Uttaru Kuru, meaning
'Northern Kuru [Race]'. I t is of square shape and green
colour. Its inhabitants have corresponding faces, square like
those of horses. Trees supply all their sustenance and wants,
and the Kuru, on dying, haunt the trees as tree-spirits. This
is the largest of the Continents, being ro,coo miles in diameter.
Each satellite Continent ~Sesemblesthe Continent to which
it is attached, and is one-half its size. The left Satellite of
our world (Jambuling), called Ng2yubli,tg, is, for example, the
world of the Rrik~basns,to which Padma Sambhava, the Great
Guru of Lamaism, is believed to have gone to teach the
Rik!/iasas goodness and salvation, and to be there now as
their king.'
Underlying this lrimaic cosmology there is, as research will
show, an elaborate symbolism. Take, for instance, the description of Mt. Meru as given by Dr. Waddell : ' Its eastern face
is of silver, the south of jasper, the west of ruby, and the north
of gold ' e w h i c h illustrates a use of ancient symbols very
similar to that in the Revelation of John. The complete
rational explanation of all the symbolism connected with

+

1

a

Cf. Gaacttecr o/ Siklrim, pp. 3ao-3.
Cf. ibid., p. 311.
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the mental-content of the percipient, happy and heavcn-lilce
if the karma be good, miserable and hell-like if the karma
be bad ;
9. That, unless Enlightenment be won, rebirth in the human
world, directly from the Bavdo-world or from any other world
or from any paradise or hell to which knrlna has led, is
inevitable ;
10.That Enlightenment results from realizing the unreality
of the sa~gsrfra,of existence ;
XI. That such realizing is possible in the human world, 01at the important moment of death in the human world, or
during the whole of the after-death or Bnvdo-state, or in
certain of the non-human realms ;
12. That training in yoga, i.e. in control of the thinking
processes so as to bc able to concentrate the mind in an effort
to reach Right Knowledge, is essential ;
13. That such training can best be had under a human
luvrr, or teacher ;
14. That the Greatest of Gurus known to mankind in this
cycle of time is Gautama the Buddha;
15. That His Doctrine is not unique, but is the same Doctrine
which has been proclaimed in the human world for the gaining
of Salvation, for the Deliverance from the Circle of Rebirth
and Death, for the Crossing of the Ocean of Satlg~Z~a,
for the
Realization of Niyvrixn, since immemorial time, by a long
and illustrious Dynasty of Buddhas, who were Gautama's
Predecessors ;
16. That lesser spiritually enlightened beings, Bodhisattvas
and gurus, in this world or in other worlds, though still not
freed from the Net of Illusion, can, nevertheless, bestow divine
grace and power upon the s/lyh3yz (i.e. the chda, or disciple)
who is less advanced upon the Path than themselves;
17. That the Goal is and can ~ n l y
be ~mancipationfrom
the S a ~ p ~ ;y a
18. That such Emancipation comes from the Realizatioll of
Nirvcinn ;
19. That Nivvinn is non-sartgsiric, being beyond all Paradises, heavens, hells, and worlds ;
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That it is the Ending of Sorrow;
21. That it is Reality.
He who realized Nzrzuinn, the Buddha Gautama Himself,
has spoken of it to His own disciples thus:
' Thcre is, disciples, a Realm devoid of earth and water,
fire and air. I t is not endless space, nor infinite thought, nor
nothingness, neither ideas nor non-ideas. Not this world nor
that is it. I call it neither a coming nor a departing, nor
a standing still, nor death, nor birth; it is without a basis,
progress, or a stay ; it is the ending of sorrow.
' F o r that which clingeth to another thing there is a fall; but
unto that which clingeth not no fall can come. Where no
fall cometh, there is rest, and where rest is, there is no keen
desire. Where keen desire is not, naught cometh or goeth ;
and where naught cometh or goeth t!~ere is no death, no birth.
Where there is neither death nor birth, there neither is this
world nor that, nor in between-it is the ending of sorrow.
' There is, disciples, an Unbecome, Unborn, Unmade, Unformed ; if there were not this Unbecome, Unborn, Unmade,
Unformed, there would be no way out for that which is
become, born, made, and formed ; but since there is an Unbecome, Unborn, Unmade, Unformed, there is escape for that
which is become, born, made, and formed."
20.

XIII. THE MANUSCRIPT

Our manuscript copy of tlie Bardo Thodol was procured
by the editor early in the year I 91 9 from a young la'ma
of the Icargyiitpa Sect of the Red H a t School attached to
the Bliutia Basti Monastery, Darjeeling, who said that it
had been handed down in his family for several generations.
T h e manuscript is unlike any other seen by the translator
or cditor, in that it is illustrated by paintings in colour
painted on the folios of the test. All other similarly illustrated Tibetan manuscripts seen by us have had the illustrations made on separate pieces of manuscript paper or else
of cotton cloth, pasted to the folios. When procured, the

'

Udina. viii. I , 4 , 3 ; based on a translation from the original Pali by
Francis J . Payne, London, England.
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was in a very ragged and worn condition, now
remediedby each folio being inserted in a protective frame
of Tibetan paper of the same sort as that upon which the
manuscript is written. Fortunately, all of the illuminated
folios, though faded, were in a fair state of prese~vation.
One of the ordinary folios, folio number 11I , was missing,
but this has now been replaced by a faithful copy of the
same passage found in a Block-Print version of the Bardo
TIriidol belonging to Dr. Johan Van Manen, Secretary
of the Asiatic Society, Calcutta, well known as a Tibetan
scholar. Reference to this Block-Print version is made
throughout our translation. In all essentials, and, generally,
word for word, lour manuscript and Dr. Van Manen's
Block-Print were found to be identical. In some spellings of
proper names of deities of Sanskrit origin there are variations
in the two versions, and in both books a number of clerical
errors. The manuscript is far older than the modern BlockPrint and seems to have been copied from an earlier manuscript.
The manuscript itself is undated, but the translator judged
it to be from 150 to 200 years old. I t has seen very much
service, having been read many times over the dead ; its
ragged and worn condition is, therefore, no criterion-as it
might seem to be-of its age. I t is written in an excellent
hand on the ordinary paper used for manuscripts among the
Tibetans and Himalayan peoples, made from the pulped
bark of the Ndal (pronounced D ~ l i ) otherwise
,
known as
Daphne, a kind of laurel of which one species bears a purplish
white blossom, another a yellowish white. It is usually by
Iimas in a monastery that the paper is manufactured. On
account of the bark of the Hdal being extremely tough, the
Sikkimese used it as ropes.
The total number of folios composing the manuscript is
137, each measuring about 94 by gf inches. Excepting the
first folio and the first half of the second, the space actually
occupied by the text on each measures on an average 8 f by
2 i inches. Most of the folios contain five lines of matter)
a few contain four lines. The title-page contains two lines
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in a space 7 by I inches; the second page of the first folio
along with the first page of the second folio, which give the
Obeisances, consist of three lines, occupying a spacc qf by
2) inches respectively, and these, like the title-page, are
written in gold (now much faded) on a black background,
The illustrations are on fourteen of the folios, each illustration being in the centre of the text, on one side of the folio
(see Frontispiece), as follows :
On folio I 8,Vairochana en)braced by his shakti, the Mother
of fhe Space of Heaven, seated upon a lion throne, the deities
of the First Day ;
On folio 20, Vajra-Sattva, embraced by his shnkti, the Mother
Mamaki, surrounded by their four accompanying deities of the
Second Day ;
On folio 23, Ratna-Sambhava, embraced by his shakti, the
Mother Sangyay Chanma ('She of the Buddha Eye'), surrounded by their four accompanying deities of the Third
Day ;
On folio 26, Amitsbha, embraced by his shakti, the Mother
Goltarmo (' She of White Raiment '), surrounded by their four
accompanying deities of the Fourth Day ;
On folio 31, Amogha-Siddlli, embraced by his shakti, the
Faithful Dolma (or Skt. Trfvrf), surrounded by their four
accompanying deities of the Fifth Day ;
On folio 35, the united rna~dalnsof the deities that dawn
on the Sixth D a y ;
On folio 44, the m a ~ Q a l aof the Ten Knowledge-Holding
Deities of the Seventh D a y ;
011 folio 55, the Buddha Heruka and shakti of the Eight11
Day ;
On folio 57, the Vajra Heruka and sknkfi of the Ninth
Day ;
On folio 58, the Ratna Heruka and shakti of the Tenth
Day ;
On folio 59, the Padma Heruka and shnkti of the Eleventh
Day ;
On folio 61, the Karma Heruka and shakti of the Twelfth
Day ;
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On folio 64, the Eight Kerima and the Eight Htamenma
of the Thirteenth Day ; and the Four Female Door-keepers
the Fourteenth Day ;
On folio 67, the fttn?&ln of the animal-headed deities of the
Fourteenth 1)ay.
Each deity is depicted in conformity with the description
given in the text as to colour, position, posture, r/zudr& and
synibols.
All of the illustrations in the manuscript thus belong to
the Chiilglir! Bnrdo of the First Book. In our translation,
copious annotations contain the textual name of each deity
and thc Sanskrit equivalent when, as in most cases, there
is one.
No attempt has been made to collate our manuscript with
other ~l~anuscripts
of the same text, none having been available.
Such manuscripts are, no doubt, numerous in Tibet, and the
production of a standard or uniform text would require years
of careful labour-a task remaining for scholars of the future.
The only compariso~lof texts attempted was with Dr. Van
Manen's Block-Print, which is probably not more than about
twenty to thirty years old. The translator said that, so far
as he was aware, Bloclc-Prints of the Baydo T/riin'ol have
appeared-at least in Sikkim and Darjceling-rather recently,
although probably known in Tibct itself much longer, blocktype printing having been carried on for unknown centuries in
China, and thence brought t o Tibet, long before printing was
done in Europe.'

'

These Block-Prints a r e usually composed of separate treatises belonging to
the Bardo Tliodol cycle. One of such Block-Prints-which was purchased in
G~antse,Tibet, during the year ,919, by Major W. L. Campbell, then
British Political Representative in Tibet, Bhutan, and Sikkim, and presented to
editor-contains
seventeen treatises, whose Tibetan titles have been
rendered, i n slightly abbreviated form, by the translator, as follows:
' ' h e Clear Directio~lson The Divine Bardo, called "The Great Liberation
by Hearing9,, from 'Ll'he Profound Doctrine of the Divine Peaceful and
[Wratllf~l]Self-Liberation ,! ;
2- 'The Exposition of the Wrathful [or Active] Aspect of the Bardo' ;
3. 'The Good Wishes [or Prayers] Invoking the Buddhas nnd Bodhisattvas
for Assistance 1 ;
4. 'The Root Verses of the Baydo' ; .
5. 'The Prayer to Rescue [One] from the Narrow Places of the Bardo' ;
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Each Buddhist Sect in Tibet, according to the opinion
of the translator, probably has its own version of the Bar&
T&?ol more or less changed in some details, but not ill
essentials, from our version, the version used by the reformed
Gelugpa, otherwise known as the Yellow-Hat School, being
the most altered, with all references to Padma Sambhava, the
Fouqder of the ~ i n ~ r n athe
~ aRed-Hat
,
School of L~rnaism,
as well as the names of deities peculiar to the Red-Hats,
expurgated.
Major W. L. Campbell, who was the British Political
Representative in Sikkim during my residence there, wrote
to me, from the Residency in Gangtok, under date of the
twelfth of July, 1919, concerning the various versions of
the Bardo Thiinol, as follows : ' The Yellow Sect have six,
the Red Sect seven, and the Knr-gyut-pas five.'
Our text being of the pritllitive or Red-Hat School and
attributed to the Great Gllrtl Padma Sambhava himself, who
introduced Tantric Buddhism into Tibet, has been deemed
by us to be substantially representative of the original version,
which, on the basis of internal evidence derived from our
6. ' The Setting-Face-to Face of the Sidpa-Bardo ' ;
7. ' T h e Salvation by Attaching [whereby] the Body Aggregate is SelfLiberatedp-a version of the Tadhol Doctrine-(see pp. 136', 15a', 194 of our
text) ;
8. ' T h e Prayer to Protect [One] from the Fears in the Bnrdo' ;
9. ' The Self-Liberating Diagnosis of the Symptoms of Death '-(cf.
pp. 86,
89-97 of our text) ;
10. 'The Setting-Face-to-Face called " T h e Naked Vision", and the SelfLiberation [by that] ' ;
11. ' T h e Special Teaching showing the Forms of Merit or Demerit, while
in the Sidpa Bardo, called " T h e Self-Liberating in the Sidpa-Bardo " ' ;
12. ' The Addenda [to the above, '' T h e Special Teaching "1 ' ;
13. ' Prayer to the Line [of G u m ] of the Divine Self-Liberating Doctrine';
14. ' The Ransoming of the Dying ' ;
15. ' Self-Liberation called " Absolution by Confession " ' ;
16. ' The Best Wish-Granting
Tadhol '-another
form of the Tadhol
Doctrine ;
17. ' The Ritual called " The Self-Liberation from Habitual Propensities " '.
Herein, the treatises numbered I , a , 3, q, 5, 6, 8 correspond-in
slightly
different versions-to the matter contained in our rna~iuscript. T h e manuscript,
moreover, contains much matter in the Appendix not contained in this BlockPrint. The Block-Print itself is quite new, but the blocks'from which it was
printed may be quite old-how old, w e have been unable to ascertain.
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manuscript text, was probably, at least in essentials, prenuddhist ic.
AS elsewhere noted, our manuscript is arranged as one
work in two parts or books, with thirteen folios of texts
of Bnrdo prayers as an appendix at thc end. The BlockPrint is arranged as two distinct books and lacks the appendix of prayers. But at the end of the first book of
the Block-Print there comes a very important account of
the origin of thc Bardo T/riidol, whicl~ is not contained
in 0111- manuscript, and this is given in translation in the
following Sect ion.
XlV.

THE ORIGIN OF THE BARDO THdDOL

Thus, from the Block-Print, and also from other Tibetan
sources, we learn that the Bnvdo Thiidol text originated, or,
what is perhaps nlorc correct, was first committed to writing
in the time of Padma Sambllava, in the eight11 century A. D. ;
was subsequently hidden away, and then, when thc time came
for it to be given to the world, was brought to light by
Rigzin Karma Ling-pa. The Block-Print account is as follows :
' This has been brought from the Hill of Gampodar (Tib.
Cnwpo-dar), on the bank of the Serdan (Tib. Gar-ldm ,
meaning ' Possessing Gold ' or ' Golden ') River, by Rigzin
Karma Ling-pa (Tib. R+s-/tdsitr Knr-t~zaGhg-pn).'
RigJb, as herein given, is a ~ersonaltitle, and Karma Li,rgthe name of a place in Tibet meaning ' Karma Land
The translator has pointed out that Rzks is an erroneous
spelling of R i g ; for, if Rigs were correct, the name Rzgzi~tc
would mean Class-Holder (Rigs+ AZirr). That Rig is intended-thus making the name mean Knowledge-Holder (R&+
Adzin), a caste or class designation '-was confirmed by a
small section of a Bardo T h d o l manuscript in the possession
of the translator, in which Rigzin Karma Ling-pa is otherwise
called Tert~rt(Tib. Gter-bsto,~),or Talter-Out of Treasures'.
The Bnrdo Tkiidol is, thel-=fore, one of the Tibetan Lost

'.

Rk-hdsin, a translation into Tibetan of the Sanskrit term fid9-Dllara, used,
class of supernatural beings like certain orders of fairies.

u herein, of a learned person, such as a pandit, also detlotes
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Books recovered by Rigzin of Karma Ling-pa, who is held to
be an emanation or incarnation of Padma Sambhava, the
Founder of LZmaism.
I t was in the eighth century A. D. that LZmaism, which we
may define as Tantric Buddhism, took firm root in Tibetm
A century earlier, under the first Icing to rule over a united
Tibet, King Srong-Tsan-Gampo (who died in A . D . 650))
Buddhism itself entered Tibct from two sources : from Nepal,
the land of the Buddha's ancestors, through the Tibetan
King's marriage with a daughter of the royal family of Nepal ;
and from China, through his marriage-in
the year 641with a princess of the Chinese Imperial Family. The King
had been nurtured in the old Bon faith of Tibet, which, with
its primitive doctrine of rebirth, was quite capable of serving
as an approach to Buddhism ; and under the influence of his
two Buddhist wives he accepted Buddhism, making it the
state religion ; but it made little headway in Tibet until
a century later, when his powerful successor, Thi-SrongDetsan, held the throne from A.D. 740 to 786. I t was ThiSrong-Detsan who invited Padma Sambhava (Tib. P ~ d w n
JingnZ, i.e. ' T h e Lotus-Born '), better known to the Tibetans
as Guru Rin-po-ch'e, ' T h e Precious Gzdrzl', to come to Tibet.
T h e fanlous Gzrru was a t that time a Professor of Yoga in the
great Buddhist University of Nalanda, India, and far-famed
for expert knowledge of the Occult Sciences. He was a native
of Udyana or Swat, in what is now a part of Afghanistan.
The Great GZWZJ
saw the wonderful opportunity which the
King's invitation offered, and promptly accepted the call,
passing through Nepal and arriving a t Sanlye (Sam-yas),
Tibet, in the year 747. I t was to Samye that the King had
invited him, in order to have exorcized the demons of the
locality ; for as soon as the walls of a monastery which the
King was having erected there were raised they were overthrown by local earthquakes, which the demons opposing
Buddhism were believed t o have caused. When the Great
Gtiru had driven out the demons, all the local earthquakes
ceased, much to the wonder of the people; and he himself supervised the completion of the royal monastery, and
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established therein the first community of Tibetan Buddhist
lrimns, in the year ,749.
During his sojourn in Tibet a t that time, and during subsequent visits, I'adma Sambhava had many Tantric books
translated into Tibetan out of Indian Sanskrit originalssome of which have been preserved in the monasteries of
Tibet -and hidden away with appropriate mystic ceremonies
in var.ious sccrct places. H e also endowed certain of his
disciples with the yogic power of reincarnating at the proper
time, as determined by astrology, in order to take them out,
along with the treasures hidden away with them and the
requisites needed for properly performing the rites described
in the texts. This is the generally accepted tradition ; but
according to another tradition the Tevtotzs are to be rcgarded
as various incarnations of the Great Gscrzk himself. According
to a rough estimate, the religious texts already taken out by
such Tevf&ls,from century to century, would form an eucyclopxdia of about sixty-five volumes of block-prints, each, on an
avcragc, consisting of about four hundred ordinary-sized folios.
Our text, the Baydo Tlrodol, being one of these recovcrcd
apocryphal books, should, therefore, be regarded as having
been compiled (for the internal evidence suggests that it was
a Tibetan compilation rather than a direct translation from
some unlinown Sanskrit original) during the first centuries of
L~maism,either-as it purports to have becn-in the time of
Padma Sambhava or soon afterwards. Its prescnt general use
all over Tibet as a funeral ritual and its accepta~rceby the
different sects, in varying versions, could not have been the
outcome of a few generations ; it testifies rather convincingly
to its antiquity, bears out the pre-Buddhistic and at least partially Bon origin which we attribute to it, and suggests some
validity in the claims made for the Tcvtoi~s.
We are well aware of the adverse criticisms passed by European
critics on the irertb'tt tradition. There is not lacking, nevertheless, sound reason for suspecting that the European critics
are not altogether right. Therefore, it seems to us that the
only sound attitude t o assume towards the Tertdn problem is
to keep an open mind until sufficient data accumulate to
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pronounce judgement. Though the Tertou claim be proven
false, the fact that the Bar-do Thodol is now accepted a
a sacred book in Tibet and has for some considerable time
been ~ s c dby the f i f ~ ~ for
a s reading over the dead would, of
course, not be affected ; only the theory concc~ning the
textual compilation of what, in its essentials, is apparently
a prehistoric ritual would be subject to revision.
As for Padma Sambhava's own sources, apart from such
congenial traditional tcachings as no doubt he incorporated in
some of his Tibetan treatises, we arc told, by oral tradition
now current among the himas, that he had eight grrr~lsin
India, each representing one of the eight chicf Tantric
doctrines.
In a Tibetan block-print, which belonged to the translator,
purporting to record the history, but much mixed with myth,
of t lle Great Guru, entitled Orgyau-Pndtnas-grrznd-pahi-bknkthartg-bsa'iid-pn(pronounced Ug-tanPndmajf-znoai-bn-that~gdli-pa), meaning ' The Abridged Testarncnt made by Ugyan
Padma ' (or ' by the Lotus-Born Ugyan '-Padma Sambhava),
consisting of but seventeen folios, there is recorded on thc
twelfth folio, sixteenth sect ion, the following passage, confirming the historical tradition touching the origin of the Bardo
Thiidol text :

' Behold ! the Sixteenth Section, showing the Eight Lingpas, the Leaders of Religion, is [thus] :
' The Eight Incarnations of the Great Bodhisattvas are :

' Ugyan-ling-pa, in the centre ;

' Dorje-ling-pa, in the east ;
' Rinchen-ling-pa, in the south ;
' Padma-ling-pa, in the west ;
' Karma-ling-pa, in the north ;
' Samten-!ing-pa and Nyinda-ling,

' [And]

Shig-po-ling (or Terdag-ling).
' These Eight Great Teviiirrs shall come ;
' Mine own incarnations alone are they.'
Padma Sambhnva himself is herein rcprescnted as declaring
that the Teutorrs, or ' Takers-out ' of the hidden books, arc to
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be his own incarnations. According t o this account, the
Tpft5jj of our own book, the Bnrdo Thonol,is the fifth, named
after the place called Karma Land, thus confirming ,the nlockPrint of the Bnrdo Thiinal; and Karma Land is in the
northern quarter of Tibet. We have been unable to ascertain
the exact time in which this Tertorr lived, although he is
a popular figure in tlle traditional history of Tibet. The
name Rigzin, given to him in the Block-Print first above
quoted, meaning ' Knowledge-Holder ', refers to his character
a religious devotee or him; Karr~lfllirtg-pa, as given in
both accounts, refers also to an ancient Tibetan mooastcry of
primitive Lamaism in the Kams Province, northern Tibet.
According to our view, the best attitude to take touching
the uncertain history and origin of the Bardo T/liir?olis that
of a critical truth-seeker who recognizes the anthropological
significance of the passing of time, and of the almost incvitable
reshaping of ancient teachings handed down at first orally and
then, after having crystallized, being recorded in writing. A s
in the case of the Egyptian Bardo T/rGdol,popularly ltnown
as 'The Egyptian Book of the Dead ', so in - T h e Tibetan
Hook of the Dead ', there is, no doubt, the record of the bclief
of innumerable generations in a state of existence after death.
NO one scribe could have been its author and no one generation its creator; its history as a book, if completely known,
could only be the history of its compilation and recording;
and the question, Whether this compilatioll and rccording
were done within comparatively recent timcs, or in the time
of Padma Sambhava or earlier? could not fundamentally
affect the ancient teachings upon wl~ichit i h bascd.
Although it is remarkably scientific in its csseatials, there is
no need to co~lsiderit as being accurate in all its details ; for,
undoobtedly, considerable corruption has crept into the text.
In its broad outlines, however, it seems to convcy a sublime
truth, heretofore veiled to many students of religion, a philosophy as subtle as that of Plato, and a.psychica1 science far
in advance of that, still in its infancy, which forms the study
of the Society for Psychical Research. And, as such, it
deserves the serious attention of the Westcrn World, now
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awakening to a New Age, freed, in large measure, from the
incrustationsof medievalism, and eager to garner wisdom from all
the Sacred Books of mankind, be they of one Faith or of another.
XV. THE TRANSLATING A N D THE EDITING

Although the translating of this manuscript was done
wholly in the presence of the editor in Gangtok, Sikkim, the
chief credit should be given to the late Liima Kazi DawaSamdup, the translator. The LHma himself aptly summarized
the editor's part in the work by saying that the editor was
his living English dictionary. Indeed the editor could have
been little more than this, for his knowledge of Tibetan was
almost as nothing.
The aim of both the translator and the editor has been to
keep as closely to the sense of the text as the idiomatic structures of the Tibetan and English tongues permit. Sometimes
the translator, preferring to render into English the real
meaning which a l&a would derive from certain more or less
technically-worded phrases, has departed from a strictly literal
translation.
The Tibetan of Tantric texts, such as ours, is especially
difficult to turn into good English ; and owing to the terseness
of many passages it has been necessary to interpolate words
and phrases, which are bracketed.
In years to come, it is quite probable that our renderingas has been the case with the pioneer tsanslations of the
Bible-may be subject to revision. A strictly literal rendering of a work so abstruse in its real meanings as this, and
written in symbolical language as well, if attempted by
Europeans-who, finding it difficult to get out of their Western
mentality, too often are Christians first and scholars second
when working with non-Christian sacred texts-would, perhaps,
be as misleading as some of their renderings of the ancient
Sanskrit Vedas. Even to a Tibetan, unless he be a l2ma and
well versed in Tantricism, as the translator was, the Bardo
Thiidol is almost a sealed book.
His profound lzmnic training, his fervent faith in the higher
yogic teachings of The Great Perfectiollist School of
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Padma Sambhava (he being an initiate of the semi-reformed
S K know11
~
as Kargyutpa, founded by the great yogis Marpa
and Milarepa), his practical knowledge of the Occult Sciences
as taught to him by his late Guru in Bhutan, and his marvellous command both of English and of Tibetan, lead me
to think that rarely, if ever again in this century, is there
likely to arise a scholar more competent to render the Bardo
Thidol than the late Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup, the actual
translator. T o him each reader of this book owes a debt
of gratitude ; for herein he has, in part, opened to the peoples
of the West the treasure-house, so long tightly locked, of
Tibetan Literature and Northern Buddhism.
As his close disciple for many months, I hereby formally
acknowledge that debt of gratitude and respect which is ever
due from the disciple to the teacher.
Though the translation was completed and revised by the
translator during the year 1919, whilst he was the Head
Master of the Maharaja's Bhutia Boarding School, chiefly for
Sikkimese boys of good Tibetan ancestry, near Gangtok,
Sikkim (formerly a part of Tibet), it is unfortunate for us that
he is not now in this world to read the printer's proofs of it as*
he had hoped to do.
As to the transliterations, it may rightly be objected by
philologists that they are in some instances 'less technically
exact than they might be. The editor, however, preferring to
preserve the simpler transliterations according to the oldfashioned style-to which ordinary readers are more accustomed- just as the translator dictated them to him, has left
them unchanged save for the correcting of a few obvious
errors which had crept in.
The editor himself cannot expect, in a book of this nature,
that his own interpretations of controversial problems will
meet with universal acceptance; nor can he hope to have
escaped all error. He trusts, however, that critics, in recognizing the pioneer character of the work, will be prepared to
concede to the editor, as to the translator, such measure of
indulgence as it may perhaps seem to deserve.
A brief account of the unusual career of the translator will,
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no doubt, be interesting to all who read this book. The late
LHma ICazi Dawa-Samdup-the honorific term Kazi indicating
his superior social standing as a member of a landholding
family of Tibetan origin settled in Sikkim-was born on the
seventeenth day of June, I 868.
From December of the year 1887 and until October, 1893,
as a young man whose learning the British authorities of India
had already recognized, he was stationed a t Buxaduar, in
Bhutan, as Interpreter to the British Government. (In later
years he also acted as Interpreter to the Government of Tibet.)
I t was at Buxaduar that he first met hisguru, commonly known
there as T h e Hermit Guru Norbu (Slob-@on-mtshamr-paNorbu-pronounced
Lob-on-tslranr-pa-NOY~ZL),
a man of vast
knowledge and of strict ascetical habits of life; and from him,
afterwards, received the mystic initiation.
The late Lsma Kazi Dawa-Samdup once confided to me
that at that time he had made all necessary preparations, as
a s/ri;bytz on probation, to renounce the world completely;
but his father, then an old man, called him home and requested him to perform the usual duties of an eldest son and
marry, t o perpetuate the family. T h e son had no option,
and he married ; two sons and one daughter being born
to him.
In the year 1906 the MaharHja of Sikkim appointed him
Head Master of the Gangtok School, where, in the early part
of the year 1919, I first met him, through a letter of introduction from Mr. S. W. Laden La, Sardar Bahadur, Chief of
Police, Darjeeling, who is a well-known Buddhist Scholar of
Tibetan ancestry. About a year later, in 1920, after
our work together was finished, the LHma was appointed
Lecturer in Tibetan to the University of Calcutta ; but, very
unfortunately, as is usual with peoples habituated t o the high
Himalayan regions, he lost his health completely in the
tropical climate of Calcutta, and departed from this world on
the twenty-second day of March, 1922.
As records of the Lama's ripe scholarship, there are his
English- Tibetan Dictionary, published by the University of
Calcutta in 1919, and his edition of the -~hrickakrasamDrira
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Tattiyo, with English translation and Tibetan text, published
by Sir John Woodroffe (pseudonym, Arthur Avalon) as
ii of Tantrik Texts, London, 1 9 1 9 . In addition to
these, and a few small works published by the Asiatic Society
of Calcutta, the Lgma left behind him many important translations out of the Tibetan, as yet unpublished, some with the
editor, others with Sir E. Denison Ross and with Major
W. L. Campbell.
May this book help further to perpetuate the memory of
him who revered the teachings of the Great Masters of
Tibetan Wisdom and bequeathed this translation of the Bardo
Thiidol to the English-speaking peoples of the world.

'The Dhavma-Kdya of thine o w n mind thou shalt s e e ; and seeing
That, thou shalt have seen the All-The Vision Infinite, the Round
of Death and Birth and the State of Freedom.'-Milarepa.
Jetsun Kahbum, xii (Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup's Translation.)

[BOOK I]

[THE CHIKHAI BARDO A N D THE
C m N Y t D BARDO]
HEREIN LIETH T H E SETTING-FACE-TO-FACE
TO THE REALITY IN THE INTERMEDIATE
STATE : THE GREAT DELIVERANCE BY HEARING W H I L E ON T H E AFTER-DEATH P L A N E ,
FROM 'THEPROFOUND DOCTRINE OF THE EMANCIPATING OF THE CONSCIOUSNESS BY MEDITATION UPON THE PEACEFUI, AND WRATHFUL
DEITIES '

ZAB-CHOS ZHI-KHRO DGONGS-PA RANG-GROL LAS
BAR-DOH1 THOS-GROL CHEN-MO CHOS-NYID BAR-DOHI NGOSPROD BZHUGS-SO (pronounced: ZAB-CHO SHI-HTO GONG-PA
RANG-D~)L LAY BAR-DO1 THO-DOL CHEN-MO CHO-NYID BARDo1 NGO-TOD ZHU-SO).
Text:

DEATH'S MESSENGERS
'ALL they who thoughtless are, nor heed,
What t i n ~ cDeath's messengers appear,
Must long the pangs of suffering feel
In some base body habiting.
But all those good and holy men,
What time they see Death's messengers,
Behave not thoughtless, but give heed
To what the Noble Doctrine says;
And in attachment frighted see
Of birth and death the fertile source,
And from attachment free themselves,
Thus birth and death extinguishing.
Secure and happy ones are they,
Released from all this fleeting show ;
Exempted from all sin and fear,
All misery have they overcome.'
Anguttara-Nikgya, iii. 358 (Warren's Translation).

BOOK I]

INTRODUCTORY SECTIONS

[THE OBEISANCES]
To the Divine Body of Truth,' the Incomprehensible, Boundless Light ;
To the Divine Body of Perfect EndowmentIPWho are the
Lot~~
and
s the Peaceful and the Wrathful Deities;
To the Lotus-born Incarnation, Padnla Sambhava: Who is
the Protector of all sentient beings ;
To the Gzrvzis, the Three Bodies: obeisance.

[THE INTRODUCTION]
This Great Doctrine of Liberation by Hearing, which conferreth spiritual freedom on devotees of ordinary wit while in
the Intermediate State, hath three divisions : the preliminaries,
the subject-matter, and the conclusion.
At first, the preliminaries, The G t r i d c Sencs,B lor emancipating beings, should be mastered by practice.
[THE TRANSFERENCE OF T H E CONSCIOUSNESS-PRINCIPLE 1'

By The Guide, the highest intellects ought most certainly
to be liberated ; but should they not be liberated, then while
'1

a See pp. 10-15.

'These Deities a r e in ourselves. They are not something apart from us.
We are one with all. that is, in every state of sentient existence, from the
lowest worlds of suffering to the highest states of bliss and Perfect Enlightenment. In this esoteric sense, the Lotus Order of Deities represent the deified
principles of the vocal functions in ourselves ; the Peaceful represent the deified
principles of the l ~ e a r to r functions of feeling; the Wrathful represent, in the
same way, the functions of our mentality-such
a s thinking or reasoning, and
in the brain.'-Lama
Kazi Dawr Samdup.
imagination or memory-centred
See p. 131'.
Padma Sambhava (Tib. PFdma jungne'), i. e. ' T h e Lotus-Born ', referring to
birth under pure, o r holy, conditions, commonly called by the Tibetans Cum
Rin-PO-ch'e( ( T h e Precious Guru P), or simply Gum (the Sanskrit for ' Teacher '),
is regarded by his followers a s an incarnation of the essence of the Buddha
Shakya Muni in its Tantric, o r deeply esoteric, aspect.
See pp. 1-15.
a ' The Guide Sm'ts7 refers to various treatises offering practical guidance to
devotees on the Bodhi Path through the human world and thence through
b a r ~ othe
, After-Death State, and onward to rebirth or else to Niwdna.
The 'I'ext contains merely the Tibetan word Hpho (pron. Pho), meaning

'

'
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in the Intermediate State of the Moments of Death they
should practise the Transference, which giveth automatic liberation by one's merely remeinbering it.
Devotees of ordinary wit ought most certainly to be freed
thereby; but should they not be freed, then, while in the
Intermediate State [during the experiencing] of Reality, they
should persevere in the listening to this Great Doctrine of
Liberation by Hearing.
Accordingly, the devotee should at first examine the
symptoms of death as they gradually appear [in his dying
body], following Self-L ibrration [by Observimg the] Charactcristirs [of the] Symptoms of Death.' Then, when all the
symptoms of death are complete [he should] apply the Transference, which conferreth liberation by merely remembering
[the process]."
'transference' (of the sum-total, or aggregate, of karmic propensities, composing, o r bound up with, personality and consciousness). The use of the term
' soul ' being objectionable, since Buddhism, as a whole, denies the existence of
a permanent, unchanging personal-consciousness entity such as the Semilic
Faiths and animistic creeds in general understand thereby, the translator has
avoided using it. But wherever any similar or equivalent term occurs herein
it should be taken to imply something akin to ' consciousness-principle ' or ' compound of consciousness ' as implied by the Tibetan Hplto, or else as synonymous
with the term ' life-flux' as used chiefly by Southern Buddhists.
A Tibetan work of the Bardo cycle, commonly used by ltimas as supplementary to the Bardo Thodol (see part g of Note r, p. 71). It treats of the
symptoms of death in particular, scientifically and in very great detail. The
late Lima Kazi Dawa-Samdup had planned its translation into English.
a Liberation in this context does not necessarily imply, especially in the case
of the average devotee, the Liberation of Nirvdna, but chiefly a liberation of the
' life-flux' from the dying body, in such manner as will afford the greatest
possible after-death consciousness and consequent happy rebirth. Yet for the
very exceptional and very highly efficient yogi, o r saint, the same esoteric
process of Transference can be, according to the ltima-gurus, so employed as to
prevent any break in the flow of the stream of consciousness, from the moment
of a conscious death to the moment of a conscious rebirth. Jlidging from
a translation, made by the late Liima Kazi Dawa-Samdup, of an old Tibetan
manuscript containing practical directions for performing the Trar~sference,
which the editor possesses, the process is essentially yogic, and could be employed only by a person trained in mental concentration, o r one-pointedness of
mind, to such a high degree of proficiency as to have gained control over all
the mental and bodily functions. Merely remembering the process at the allimportant moment of death-as the text implies -is, for a yogi, equivalent to
performing the Transference itself; for once t h e m t s trained mind is directed
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INTRODUCTORY SECTIONS
[THE READING OF THIS T ~ D o L ]

If the Transference hath been effectually employed, there is
no need to read this Thiidol; but if the Transference hath not
been effectually employed, then this Thiidol is to be read,
correctly and distinctly, near the dead body.
If there be no corpse, then the bed or the seat to which the
deceased had been accustomed should be occupied [by the
reader], who ought to expound the power of the Truth.
Then, summoning the spirit [of the deceased], imagine it to
be present there listening, and read.' During this time no
relative or fond mate should be allowed to weep or to wail,
as such is not good [for the deceased] ; so restrain them.'
If the body be present, just when the expiration hath
ceased, either a lgrvtn [who hath been as a guru to the
deceased], or a brother in the Faith whom the deceased
trusted, or a friend for whom the deceased had great affection,
putting the lips close to the ear [of the body] without actually
touching it,3 should read this Great Thodol.
to the process, instantaneously, or, as the text explains, automatically, the
desired result is achieved.
The &ma, or reader, stationed in the house of the deceased as directed,
whether the corpse be there or not, is to summon the departed one in the name
of Truth, saying, ' A s the Trinity is true, and as the Truth proclaimed by the
Trinity is true, by the power of that Truth I summon thee'. Although no
corpse be at hand (as there would not be when a person had met a violent o r
accidental death entailing loss or destruction of the human-plane body; or when,
to accord with astrological calculations, the body had been removed or disposed
of immediately after death, a not uncommon event in Tibet), the spirit of the
deceased, in the invisible Bardo-plane body, must, nevertheless, be present at
the reading, in order to be given the necessary guidance through the Otherworld-as the Egyptian Book of the Dead also directs (see p. 19).
a This prohibition is found in BrHhmanism too.
g
should
According to Tibetan and Iiinraic belief, the body of a d y i ~ ~penon
not be touched, that the normal departure of the consciousness-principle, which
should take place through the Brahmanic aperture on the crown of the head,
be not interfered with. Otherwise, the departure may be brougllt about through
some other bodily aperture and lead to birth in one of the non-human states.
For example, it is held that if the departure is through the aperture of the ear
the deceased will be obliged-ere he can return to human birth-to be born in
the world of the C a n d h a ~ a s(fairy-like celestial musicians), wherein sound, a s
in song and music, is the prevailing quality of existence.
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[THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION O F T H I S THODOL BY THE
OFFICIAN'r]

Now for the explaining of the ThodoZ itself:
If thou canst gather together a grand offering, offer it in
worship of the Trinity. If such cannot be done, then arrange
whatever can bc gathered together as objects 011 which thou
canst concentrate thy thoughts and mentally create as illimitable an offering as possible and worship.
Then the ' Path of Good Wishes Invoking the Aid of the
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas' ' should be recited seven times
or thrice.
After that, the ' Path of Good Wishes Giving Protection
from Fear in the Bardo',' and the ' Path of Good Wishes
for Safe Delivery from the Dangerous Pitfalls of the Bnvdo','
together with the ' Root Words of the Bardo ',I are to be read
distinctly and with the proper ii~tonation.~
Then this Great Thiidol is to be read either seven times or
thrice,=according to the occasion. [First cometh] the settingface-to-face [to the symptoms of death] as they occur during
the moments of death ; [second] the application of the great
vivid reminder, the setting-face-to-face t o Reality while in the
See the Appendix, pp. 197-208, where each of these chief Bardo prayers (or
I ) is translated.
Cf. the two following passages, the first from The Book d t h e Craft ofDying,
chap. V I , in Bodleian MS. qaj (circa fifteenth centuryj, Comper's ed. (p. 39),
the second from The Cra/t to Know IYdl to Die (fifteenth century), chap. IV,
Comper's ed. (p. 74) :
' Last of all, it is to be known that the prayers that follow may be conveniently
said upon a sick man that laboureth to his end. And if it is a religious person,
then when the covent [i. e. convent] is gathered together with smiting of the
table, as the manner is, then shall be said first the litany, with the psalms and
orisons that he used therewith. Afterward, if he live yet, let some man that is
about him say the orisons that follow hereafter, a s the time and opportunity
will suffer. And they may be often rehearsed again to excite the devotion of
the sick man-if he have reason and understanding with him.'
' And if the sick man or woman may, nor can not, say the orisons and prayers
beforesaid, some of the assistants [i. e. bystanders] ought to say them before him
with a loud voice, in changing the words there as they ought to be changed.'
Cf. the following from The Craft to Know Well to Die, chap. IV, Comper's
ed. (p. 73) : 'After all these things he [the person dying] ought to say three
times, if he may, these words that follow.'

' Paths of Good Wishes
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Intermediate State; and third, the methods of closing the
doors of the womb while in the Intermediate State when
seeking rebirth.'

[ P A R T I]

[THE BARDO OF T H E MOMENTS OF
DEATH]
[INSTRUCTIONS ON THE SYMPTOhlS O F DEATH,
OR THE FIRST STAGE O F THE C W K H A I
BARDO: THE PRIMARY CLEAR LIGHT SEEN
AT THE MOMENT O F DEATH]
The first, the setting-face-to-face with the Clear Light,
during the Intermediate State of the Moments of Death, is :
Here [some there may be] who have listened much [to
religious instructions] yet not recognized ; and [some] who,
though recognizing, are, nevertheless, weak in familiarity. But
all classes of individuals who have received the practical
teachings [called] Guides will, if this be applied to them,
be set face to face with the fundamental Clear Light ; and,
without any Intermediate State, they will obtain the Unborn
D h r m a - K ~ y nby
, the Great Perpendicular Path.3
The first Bnrdo is the Chikhai Bardo ; the second, the Chonyid Bardo; the
third, the Sidpa Bnrdo. (See p. 102'-6.)
"ee
p. 856.
Text : Yar-gy'-sang-thal-chcn-po
: the ' Great Straight Upward Path '. One
of the Doctrines peculiar to Northern Buddhism is that spiritual emancipation,
even Buddahood, may be won instantaneously, without entering upon the
Bardo Plane and without further suKering on the age-long pathway of normal
evolution which traverses the various worlds of sangscn'c existence. The
doctrine underlies the whole of the Bardo Thodol. Faith is the first step
on the Secret Pathway. Then comes Illumination; and, with it, Certainty;
and, when the Goal is won, Emancipation. But here again success implies
very unusual proficiency in yoga, as well a s much accumulated merit, or
good karma, on the part of the devotee. If the disciple can be made to see
and to grasp the Truth as soon as the gun' reveals it, that is to say, if he has
the power to die consciously, and at the supreme moment of quitting the body
can recognize the Clear Light which will dawn upon him then, and become one
with it, all sangsdn'c bonds of illusion are broken asunder immediately: the
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T h e manner of application is :
It is best if the gzcru from whom the deceased received
guiding instructions can be had ; but if the grrvu cannot be
obtained, then a brother of the Faith; or if the iatter is
also unobtainable, then a learned man of the same Faith;
or, should all these be unobtainable, then a person who
can read correctly and distinctly ought to read this many
times over. Thereby [the deceased] will be put in mind
of what he had [previously] heard of the setting-face-to-face
and will at once come to recognize that Fundamental Light
and undoubtedly obtain Liberation.
As regards the time for the application [of these instructions] :
When the expiration hath ceased, the vital-force will have
sunk into the nerve-centre of Wisdom and the Knower
will be experiencing the Clear Light of the natural cond i t i ~ n . ~Then, the vital-force,' being thrown bacltwards
and flying downwards through the right and left nerve^,^
the Intermediate State momentarily dawns.
The above [directions] should be applied before [the vitalforce hath] rushed into the left nerve [after first having
traversed the navel nerve-centre].
The time [ordinarily necessary for this motion of the vitalDreamer is awakened into Reality simultaneously with the mighty achievement
of recognition.
Here, as elsewhere in our text, 'nerve-centre' refers to a psychic nervecentre. T h e psychic nerve-centre of Wisdom is located in the heart. (Cf.
PP. 2x7 ff.)
a Text : Shespa (pron. Shepa): ' Mind', ' K n o w e r ' ; i. e. the mind in its
knowing, or cognizing, functions.
Text : Sproslral (pron. Todal) : ' devoid of formative activity' ; i. e. the mind
in its natural, o r primal, state. T h e mind in its unnatural state, that is to say,
when incarnate in a human body, is, because of the driving force of the five
senses, continuously in thought-formation activity. Its natural, or discarnate,
stale is a state of quiescence, comparable to its =ondition in the highest of
dhydna (or deep meditation) when still united to a human body. The conscious
recognition of the Clear Light induces an ecstatic condition of consciousness
such as saints and mystics of the West have called Illumination.
' Text : rlung (pron. lung) : ' vital-air ', o r 6 vital-force ', or ' psychic-force '.
Text : rfsa-gyas-gyon (pron. tsa-yay-yiin) : right and left [psychic] nerves' ;
Skt. Pinglla-nddi (right [ p s y ~ h i nerve)
~j
and Idi-ni& (left [psychic] nerve).
(Cf. p. axg.)
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force] is as long as the inspiration is still present, or about
the time required for eating a meal.'
Then the manner of the application [of the instructions] is :
When the breathing is about to cease, it is best if the Transference hath been applied efficiently ; if [the application1 hath
been inefficient, then [address the deceased] thus :
0 nobly-born (so and so by name), the time hath now
come for thee to seek the Path [in reality]. Thy breathing
is about to cease. Thy guru hath set thee face to face
before with the Clear Light; and now thou art about to
experience it in its Reality in the Baydo state, wherein all
things are like the void and cloudless sky, and the naked,
spotless intellect is like unto a transparent vacuum without
circumference or centre. A t this moment, know thou thyself ;
and abide in that state. I, too, at this time, am setting thee
face to face.
Having read this, repeat it many times in the ear of the
person dying, even before the expiration hath ceased, so as
to impress it on the mind [of the dying one].
If the expiration is about to cease, turn the dying one over
on the right side, which posture is called the 'Lying Posture
of a Lion '. The throbbing of the arteries [on the right and
left side of the throat] is to be pressed.
If the person dying be disposed to sleep, or if the sleeping
state advances, that should be arrested, and the arteries pressed
gently but
Thereby the vital-force will not be able
to return from the median-nerve and will be sure to pass out
When this text first took form the reckoning of time was, apparently, yet
primitive, mechanical time-keeping
being unknown. A similar condition still prevails in many parts of Tibet, where the period of a meal-time is
freqllently mentioned in old religious bookperiod of from twenty minutes 10
half an hour in duration.
The dying person should die fully awake and keenly conscious of the
Process of death ; hence the pressing of the arteries. (Cf. p. xxix.)
' Skt. of text : clhufih (pron. duff), meaning '1 median-nerve ", but lit. " trijunction ". V. S . Apte9s Sanscd-English Dkfionary (Poona, 1890) gives d~~~~
as the only similar word, defined as 11 shaking or ' 4 moving ", which, if applied
to our text, may refer to the vibratory motion of the psychic force traversing the
median-nerve as its channel.'-Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup.
' Duli may also mean 1' throwing away fl, or " throwing out ", with reference

'
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through the Brahmanic aperture.' Now the real setting-faceto-face is to be applied.
A t this moment, the first [glimpsing] of the Bardo of the
Clear Light of Reality, which is the Infallible Mind of the
Dhavma-Kclyn, is experienced by all sentient beings.
The interval between the cessation of the expiration and
the cessation of the inspiration is the time during which the
vital-force renlaineth in the median-nervema
The common people call this the state wherein the consciousness-principle3 hath fainted away. The duration' of
this state is uncertain. [It dependeth] upon the ronstitution, good or bad, and [the state of] the nerves and vitalforce. In those who have had even a little practical experience
of the firm, tranquil state of dlilyina, and in those who have
sound nerves, this state continueth for a long time.'
to the outgoing of the consciousness in the process of death.'-Sj.
Atrl Bihari
Ghosh.
See pp. 18, 873, 215. If non-distracted, and alertly conscious, at this
psychological moment, the dying person will realize, through the power conferred by the reading of the Thodol, the importance of holding the vital-force in
the median-nerve till it passes out thence through the Aperture of Brihma.
After the expiration has ceased, the vital-force (lit. ' inner-breath') is
thought to remain in the median-nerve so long a s the heart continues to throb.
Text : mum-shes (pron. nam-she) : Skt. vrji?tina or, preferably, chailanya :
' conscious-principle ' or-' object-knowing principle '.
Sometimes it may continue for seven days, but usually only for four or five
days. The consciousness-principle, however, save in certain conditions of trance,
such a s ayogi, for example, can induce, is not necessarily resident in the body
all the while ; normally it quits the body at the moment called death, holding
a subtle magnetic-like relationsliip with the body until the state referred to in
the text comes to a n end. Only for adepts in yoga would the departure of the
consciousness-principle be accomplished without break in the continuity of the
stream of consciousness, that is to say, without the swoon state referred to.
The death process is the reverse of the birth process, birth being the incarnating, death the discarnating of the consciousness-principle ; but, in both alike,
there is a passing from one state of consciousness into another. And, just as
a babe must wake up in this world and learn by experience the nature of this
world, so, likewise, a person at death must wake up in the Bardo world and
become familiar with its own peculiar conditions. T h e Bardo body, formed of
matter in an invisible o r ethereal-like state, is an exact duplicate of the human
body, from which it is separated in the process of death. Retained in the
Bardo body are the consciousness-principle and the psychic nerve-system (the
counterpart, for the psychic or Bardo body, of the physical nerve-system of the
human body). (Cf. p. 1613,)

'

'
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In the setting-face-to-face, the repetition [of the above
address to the deceased] is to be persisted in until a yellowish
liquid beginneth to appear from the various apertures of the
bodily organs [of the deceased].
In those who have led an evil life, and in those of unsound
nerves, the above state endureth only so long as would take
to snap a finger. Again, in some, it endureth as long as the
time taken for the eating of a meal.
In various Tatzfras it is said that this state of swoon
endureth for about three and one-hall days. Most other
[religious treatises] say for four days ; and that this settingface-to-face with the Clear Light ought to be persevered
in [during the whole time].
The manner of applying [these directions] is :
If [when dying] one be by one's own self capable [of
diagnosing the symptoms of death], use [of the knowledge]
should have been made ere this.' If [the dying person be]
unable to do so, then either the g u r u , or a shisbya, or
a brother in the Faith with whom the one [dying] was
very intimate, should be kept at hand, who will vividly
impress upon the one [dying] the symptoms [of death]
as they appear in due order [repeatedly saying, at first]
thus :*
Now the symptoms of earth sinking into water are

'

The full meaning implied is that not only should the person about to die
diagnose the symptoms of death as they come, one by one, but that he should
also, if able, recognize the Clear Light without being set face to face with it by
some second person.
Cf. the following instructions, from Ars Motitndi (firteenth century),
Cornper's ed, (p. 93) : When any of likelihood shall die [i.e. is likely to die],
then it is most necessary to have a special friend, the which will heartily help
and pray for him, and therewith counsel the sick for the weal [i. e. health] of
his soul.1
The three chief symptoms of death (which the text merely suggests by
naming the first of them, it being taken for granted that the reader officiating
will know the others and name them as they ~ c c u r )with
,
their symbolical counterPart, are as follows : (I) a bodily sensation of pressure, 'earth sinking into water';
(21 a bodily sensation of clammy coldness as though the body were hmersed in
water, which gradually merges into that of feverish heat, ' water sinking into
fire' ; (3) a feeling as though the body were being blown to atoms, ' fire sinking
into air'. Each symptom is accompanied by visible external changes in the
body, such as Iosa of control over facial muscIcs, loss of hearing, loss of sight,

'
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When all the symptoms [of death] are about to be cornpleted, then enjoin upon [the one dying] this resolution,
speaking in a low tone of voice in the ear:
0 nobly-born (or, if it be a priest, 0 Venerable Sir), let not
thy mind be distracted.
If it be a brother [in the Faith], or some other person, then
call him by name, and [say] thus :
0 nobly-born, that which is called death being come to
thee now, resolve thus: ' 0 this now is the hour of death.
By taking advantage of this death, I will so act, for the good
of all sentient beings, peopling the illimitable expanse of the
heavens, as to obtain the Perfect Buddhahood, by resolving
on love and compassion towards [them, and by directing my
entire effort to] the Sole Perfection.'
Shaping the thoughts thus, especially a t this time when
the Dharrmz-K2yu of Clear Light [in the state] after death
can be realized for the benefit of all sentient beings, know
that thou art in that state; [and resolve] that thou wilt
obtain the best boon of the State of the Great Symbol:
in which thou art, [as follows] :
' Even if I cannot realize it, yet will I know this Bardo,
and, mastering the Great Body of Union in Bardo, will appear
in whatever [shape] will benefit [all beings] whomsoever :
94

the breath coming in gasps just before the loss of consciousness, whereby lcimas
trained in the science of death detect, one by one, the interdependent psychic
phenomena culminating in the release of the Bardo body from its human-plane
envelope. The translator held that the science of death, as expounded in this
treatise, has been arrived at through the actual experiencing of death on the
part of learned lcimas, who, when dying, have explained to their pupils the very
process of death itself, in analytical and elaborate detail. (See p. 16aQ.)
In this state, realization of the Ultimate Truth is possible, providing sufficient
advance on the Path has been made by the deceased before death. Otherwise,
he cannot benefit now, and must wander on into lower and lower conditions of
the Bardo, as determined by karma, until rebirth. (See p. 13s2.)
The Tibetan of the text is here unusually concise. Literally rendered it is,
will appear in whatever will subdue [for beneficial ends] whomsoever'. To
subdue in this sense any sentient being of the hunian world, a form which will
appeal religiously to that being is assumed. Thus, to appeal to a Shaivite
devotee, the form of Shiva is assumed ; to a Buddhist, the form of the Buddha
Shakya Muni ; to a Christian, the form of Jesus ; to a Moslem, the form of the
Prophet ; and so on for other religious devotces ; and for all manners and conditions of mankind a form appropriate to the occasion-for example, for subduing
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will serve all sentient beings, infinite in number as are the
limits of the sky.'
Keeping thyself unseparated from this resolution, thou
s h ~ ~ ~ l dtry
s t to remember whatever devotional practices
thou west accustomed to perform during thy lifetime.'
In saying this, the reader shall put his lips close to the ear,
and shall repeat it distinctly, clearly impressing it upon the
dying person so as to prevent his mind from wandering even
for a moment.
Aftcr the expiration hath completely ceased, press the
nerve of sleep firmly ; and, a Z h a , or a person higher or more
learned than thyself, impress in these words, thus :
Reverend Sir, now that thou art experiencing the Fundamental Clear Light, try to abide in that state which now thou
art experiencing.
And also in the case of any other person the reader shall
set him face-to-face thus :
0 nobly-born (so-and-so), listen. Now thou art experiencing the Radiance of the Clear Light of Pure Reality. Recognize it. 0 nobly-born, thy present i~itellect,~
in real nature
void, not formed into anything as regards characteristics or
colour, naturally void, is the very Reality, the A l l - G ~ o d . ~
Thine own intellect, which is now voidness, yet not to be
J

children, parents, and vice versa; for shif&yas, g u m s , and vice versa ; for
common people, kings o r rulers ; and for kings, ministers of state.
Cf. the following, from The Book of the Craft of Dying, chap. V, in Bodfnan
MS. 423 (cir~cafifteenth century), Compcr's ed. (p. 35) : 'Also, if he that shall die
have long time and space to be-think himself, and be not taken with hasty death,
then may be read afore him, of them that be about him, devout histories and devout
prayers, ilr the which h e most delighted in when he was in heal [i. e. health].'
a Text: Shes-ng(pron. She-r&) is the intellect, the knowing orcognizingfaculty.
Text : Chiis-nyid Kiin-tu-baang-po (pron. Cho-rtyid Kiintu-eang-PO), Skt.
Dham3t-z-Dhau Samanta-Bhadra, t h e embodiment of the Dharmn-Kdyn, the
first state of Buddhahood. O u r Block-Print text, in error herc, gives for the AllGood (Kunfu-Zang-po, meaning ' A]l-Good Father ') K u n f u - Z U ~ , R - ~which
O,
means 'All-Good Mother'. According to the Great Perfectionist School, the
Father is that which appears, o r phenomena, the Mother is that which is conscious of t h e phenomena. Again, Bliss is the Father, and the Voidness
perceiving it, the Mother; t h e Radiance is the Father, and the Voidness perceiving it, the Mother; and, a s in our text here, the intellect is the Father,
the Voidness t h e Mother, T h e repetition of 'void' is to emphasize the importance of knowing the intellect to be in reality void (or of the nature of voidness), i. e. of the unborn, untreated, unshaped Primordial.

'
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regarded as of the voidness of nothingness, but as beillg the
intellect itself, unobstructed, shining, thrilling, and blissful, is
the very consci~usness,~
the All-good U ~ d d h a . ~
Thine own consciousness, not formed into anything, in
reality void, and the intellect, shining and b l i s s f ~ ~ l , - t h ~ ~ ~
two,-are inseparable. The union of them is the DhavjtlnKriyo state of Perfect E ~ ~ l i g h t e n r n e n t . ~
Thine own consciousness, shining, void, and inseparable
from the Great Body of Radiance, hath no birth, nor death,
and is the Immutable Light-Buddha A m i t , ? b h a B 4
Knowing this is sufficient. Recognizing the voidness of
thine own intellect to bc Ruddhahood, and looking upon it as
being thine own consciousness, is to keep thyself in the [state
of the] divine mind of the Buddham6
Text : R k - p a , meaning ' conscious~~ess
' as distinct from the knowing
faculty by which it cognizes or knows itself to be. Ordinarily, +-pa and shesrig are synonymous ; but in an abstruse philosophical treatise, as herein, *-pa
refers to the consciousness in its purest and most spiritual (i. e. supramundane)
aspect, and shes-rig to the consciousness in that grosser aspect, not purely
spiritual, whereby cognizance of phenomena is present.
In this part of the Bardo Thodol the psychological analysis of consciousncss
or mind is particularly abstruse. Wherever the text contains the word rig-pa
w e have rendered it as ' consciousness ', and the word shes-rig as ' intellect ' ;
or else, to suit the context, +-pa as ' consciousness ' and shes-* as ' consciousness of phenomena ', which is ' intellect '.
3 Text : Kurr-tw-bznjrg-po : Skt. Samnsita (' All ' or ' Universal' or ' Complete ') Bhadm (' Good ' or ' Beneficent '). In this state, the experiencer and
the thing experienced are inseparably one and the same, as, for example, the
yellowness of gold cannot be separated from gold, nor saltness from salt. For
the normal human intellect this transcendental state is beyond comprehension.
3 From the union of the two states of mind, or consciousness, implied by the
two terms r&-pa and shes-rig, and symbolized by the All-Good Father and the
All-Good Mother, is born the state of the Dlinvmn-KEya, the state of Perfect
Enlightenment, Buddahood. T h e Dhnrma-Kiyn (' Body of Truth ') symbolizes
the purest and the highest state of being, a state of supramundane consciousness,
devoid of all mental limitations or obscurations which arise from the contact of
the primordial consciousness with matter.
As the Buddha-Samanta-Bhadra state is the state of the All-Good, so the
Buddha-AmitHbha state is the state of the Boundless Light; and, as the text
implies, both are, in the last analysis, the same state, merely regarded from
two viewpoints. In the first, is emphasized the mind of the All-Good, in the
second, the enlightening Bodhi power, symbolized as Buddha AmitHbha (the
personification of the Wisdom faculty), Source of Life and Light.
Text : dgongs-pa (pron. gortg-pa) : ' thoughts' or ' mind ', and, being in the
honorific form, ' divine mind'.
Realization of the Non-Sangsivn, which is the Voidness, the Unbecome, the
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Repeat this distinctly and clearly three or [even] seven times.
That will recall t o the mind [of the dying one] the former
[i. e. when living] setting-face-to-face by the guru. Secondly,
it will cause the naked consciousness to be recognized as the
Clear Light ; and, thirdly, recognizing one's own self [thus],
one becometh permanently united with the Dhartnn-K~yn
and Libeiation will be certain.'
[INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING T H E SECOND
S T A G E O F T H E CHlKHAI BARDO : THE
SECONDARY C L E A R L I G H T S E E N I M M E D I A T E L Y A F T E R DEATH]

Thus the primary Clear Light is recognized and Liberation
attained. But if it be feared that the primary Clear Light
hath not been recognized, then [it can certainly be assumed]
there is dawning [upon the deceased] that called the secondary
Unborn, the Unmade, tlie Unformed, implies Buddhahood, Perfect Enlightenment-the state of the Divine Mind of the Buddha. Compare the following
passage, from The Diamond [or Immutable] SGtra, with its Chinese commentary
, 17-18) : ' Every form or quality of
(trans. by W. Gemmell, London, ~ g r app.
phenomena is transient and illusive. When the mind realizes that the phenomena of life are not real phenomena, the Lord Buddha may then be clearly
perceived.'-(Chinese Annotation : T h e spiritual Buddha must be realized within
the mind, otherwise there can be no true perception of the Lord Buddha.')
If, when dying, one be familiar with this state, in virtue of previous spiritual
( o r ~ o g ~ training
c)
in the human world, and have power to win Buddhahood at
this all-determining moment, the Wheel of Rebirth is stopped, and Liberation
instantaneously achieved. But ~ u c hspiritual efficiency is so very rare that the
normal mental condition of the person dying is unequal to the supreme feat of
holding on to the state in which the Clear Light shines ; and there follows
a progressive descent into lower and lower states of the Bardo existence, and
then rebirth. T h e simile of a needle balanced and set rolling on a thread is
used by the l i m a s to elucidate this condition. So long as the needle retains its
balance, it remains on the thread. Eventually, however, the law of gravitation
affects it, and it falls. In the realm of the Clear Light, similarly, the mentality
of a person dying momentarily enjoys a condition of balance, or perfect equilibrium, and of oneness. Owing to unfamiliarity with such a state, which is an
ecstatic state of non-ego, of subliminal consciousness, the consciousness-principle
of the average human being lacks the power to function in it ; karmic ~ r o ~ e n s i ties becloud the consciousness-principle with thoughts of personality, of
illdividualized being, of dualism, and, losing equilibrium, the consciousnessprinciple falls away from the Clear Light. I t is ideation of ego, of self, which
Prevents the realization of N i r v d y (which is the 'blowing out of the flame
selfish longingv) ; and so the Whcel of Life continues to turll*
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Clear Light, which dawneth in somewhat more than a mealtime period after that the expiration hath ceased.'
According to one's good or bad knv?mn, the vital-force
floweth down into either the right or left nerve and goeth out
through any of the apertures [of the body].2 Then cometh a
lucid condition of the mindB3
T o say that the state [of the primary Clear Light] endureth
for a menl-time period [would depend upon] the good or bad
condition of the nerves and also whether there hath been
previous practice or not [in the setting-face-to-face].
When the consciousness-principle getteth outside [the body,
it sayeth to itself], ' A m I dead, or am I not dead ? ' It cannot
determine. I t seeth its relatives and connexions as it had
been used to seeing them before. It even heareth the wailings.
The terrifying kav~~lic
illusions have not yet dawned. Nor
have the frightful apparitions or experiences caused by the
Lords of Death * yet come.
During this interval, the directions are t o be applied [by the
la'wra or reader] :
There are those [devotees] of the perfected stage and of the
Immediately after the passing of the vital-force into the mcdian-nerve, the
person dying experiences the Clear Light in its primitive purity, the DharmnK6yn unobscured; and, if unal~leto hold fast to that experience, next experiences the secondary Clear Light, having fallen to a lower state of the Bardo,
wherein the Dharma-Kciya is dimmed by karmic obscurations.
Cf. p. xxx.
T h e translator has added the
Text : shes-pa, rendered here as 'mind
following comment : ' The vital-force, passing from the navel psychic-nerve
centre, and the principle of consciousness, passing from the brain psychic-nerve
centre, unite in the heart psychic-nerve centre, and in departing thence from
the body, normally through the Aperture of Brfihma, produce in the dying
person a state of ecstasy of the greatest intensity. T h e succeeding stage is
less intense. In the first, o r primary, stage, is experienced the Primary Clear
Light, in the second stage, the Secondary Clear Light. A ball set bounding
reaches its greatest height at the first bound ; the second bound is lower, and
each succeeding bound is still lower until the ball comes to rest. Similarly is it
with the consciousness-principle at the death of a human body. Its first spiritual
bound, directly upon quitting the earth-plane body, is the highest; the next
is lower. Finally, the force of karma having spent itself in the after-death
state, the consciousness-principle comes to rest, a womb is entered, and then
comes rebirth in this world.'
Text : Gshin-rje (pron. Shindc) : Lord of Death' ; but the plural form is
allowable and preferable here.

'.
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visualizing stage. If it be one who was in the perfected stage,
then call him thrice by name and repeat over and over again
the above instructions of setting-face-to-face with the Clear
Light. If it be one who was in the visualizing stage, then
read out to him the introductory descriptions and the text of
the Meditation on his tutelary deity,' and then say,
0 thou of noble-birth, meditate upon thine own tutelary
deity.-[Here
the deity's name is to be mentioned by the
reader.%] D o not be distracted. Earnestly concentrate thy
mind upon thy tutelary deity. Meditate upon him as if he
were the reflection of the moon in water, apparent yet inexistent [in itself]. Meditate upon him as if he were a being
with a physical body.
So saying, [the reader will] impress it.
If [the deceased be] of the common folk, say,
Meditate upon the Great Compassionate Lord.'
By thus being set-face-to-face even those who would not
be expected to recognize the Bardo [unaided] are undoubtedly
certain to recognize it.
Persons who while living had been set face to face [with the
Reality] by a guru, yet who have not made themselves
familiar with it, will not be able to recognize the Bardo
clearly by themselves. Either a guru or a brother in the
Faith will have to impress vividly such persons.'

' Cf. the following, from

The

Crafl to Know Well to

Die, chap. IV, Cornper's

ed. (p. 73) : 'And after he [the person dying] ought to require the apostles, the
martyrs, the confessors and tile virgins, and in special all the saints that he
most loved ever.'
The favourite deity o f ' t h e deceased is the tutelary (Tib.yi-dam), usually
one of the Buddhas o r Bodhisattvas, of whom Chenrazee is the most popular.
h e n - Jo-zuo-thuyi-chm-Po)
po
: ' Great CompasText : ~ ~ - v o - t / r u ~ s - ~ ~ - ~(pron.
sionate Lord,, synonymous with Tib. Spyan-vas-,p&s (pron. Chm-ui-ai) : Skt.
Avalokiteshvara.
A persori may have heard a detailed description of the art of swimming and
4.d never have tried to swim. Suddenly thrown into water he finds himself
unable to swim. So with those who have been taught the theory of how to act
in the time of death and have not applied; through yogic practices, the theory :
they cannot maintain unbroken conlinuity of consciousness; they grow bewildered at the changed conditions ; and fail to progress or to take advantage
ofthe opportunity offered by death, unless upheld and directed by a living gum.
Even with all that a guru can do, they ordi~arily,because of bad karma, fail to
recognize the B n d o as such.

'

'
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There may be even those who have made themselves
familiar with the teachings, yet who, because of the violence
of the disease causing death, may be mentally unable to
withstand illusions. For such, also, this instruction is absolutely necessary.
Again [there are those] who, although previously familiar
with the teachings, have become liable to pass into the
miserable states of existence, owing to breach of vows or
failure to perform essential obligations honestly. To them,
this [instruction] is indispensable.
If the first stage of the Bardo hath been taken by the
forelock, that is best. But if not, by application of this
distinct recalling [to the deceased], while in the second stage
of the Bardo, his intellect is awakened and attaineth liberation.
While on the second stage of the Bardo, one's body is of
the nature of that called the shining illusory-body.'
Not knowing whether [he be] dead or not, [a state oT]
lucidity cometh [to the deceased1.l If the instructions be
successfully applied to the deceased while he is in that state,
then, by the meeting of the Mother-Reality and the OffspringReality,= Karma controlleth not.' Like the sun's rays, for
example, dispelling the darkness, the Clear Light on the Path
dispelleth the power of karma.
Text : dug-paki-sgyu-lus (pron. tag-pay-gyu-IR) : ' pure (or shining) illusory
body ' : Skt. m6y6-n2pn. This is the ethereal counterpart of the physical body
of the earth-plane, the ' astral-body ' of Theosophy.
With the departure of the consciousness-principle from the human body
there comes a psychic thrill which gives way to a state of lucidity.
Text : Chos-nyid-ma-bu : Skt. Dharma Mifn' Pufra : ' Mother and Offspring
Reality (or Truth).' The Offspring-Truth is that realized in this world through
practising deep meditation (Skt. dhyitra). The Mother-Truth is the Primal or
Fundamental Truth, experienced only after death whilst the Knower is in the
Bardo state of equilibrium, ere katmic propensities have erupted into activity.
What a photograph is compared to the object photographed, the OffspringReality is to the Mother-Reality.
Lit., 'karma is unable to turn the mouth o r head ', the figure implied being
that of a rider controlling a horse with a bridle and bit. In the Tanfra of the
Great Liberation, there is this similar passage : ' T h e man blinded by the darkness of ignorance, the fool caught in the meshes of his actions, and the illiterate
man, by listening to this Great Tantra, are released from the bonds of karma'
(cf. Tartfra of tire Great Liberation, line 105, as edited by Arthur Avalon, London,
'9'3, P. 359).

'
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That which is called the second stage of the Bnrdo dawneth
upon the thought-body.'
The Knower2 hovereth within
those places to which its activities had been limited. If at
this time this special teaching be applied efficiently, then the
purpose will be fulfilled ; for the karrnic illusions will not
have come yet, and, therefore, he [the deceased] cannot be
turned hither and thither [from his aim of achieving Enlightenment].

[ P A R T I I]
[THE BARDO O F THE EXPERIENCING O F
REALITY]
[INTRODUCTORY INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING
T H E E X P E R I E N C I N G O F R E A L I T Y DURING
T H E T H I R D STAGE O F T H E BARDO, CALLED
T H E C R O N Y I D BARDO, WHEN T H E KARMIC
APPARITIONS APPEAR]
But even though the Primary Clear Light be not recognized,
the Clear Light of the second Bardo being recognized, Liberation will be attained. If not liberated even by that, then that
called the third Bardo or the Chotzyid Bado dawneth.
In this third stage of the Bardo, the kartnic illusions come
to shine. It is very important that this Great Setting-face-toface of the Ch~n~nyid
Bardo be read : it hath much power and
can do much good.
About this time [the deceased] can see that the share of
food is being set aside, that the body is being stripped of its
garments, that the place of the sleeping-rug is being swept ;"

' Text : yid-kyi-liis

' thought-body 9.

(pron. yid-kyi-hi),

' mental-body ', ' desire-body ',

or

Cf. PP. 92', 9 9 , 96'.
The references are ( I ) to the share of food being set aside for the deceased
during the funeral rites ; (a) to his corpse bring prepared for the shroud ; (3)
to his bed or sleeping-place.
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can hear all the weeping and wailing of his friends and relatives, and, although he can see them and can hear them calling
upon him, they cannot hear him calling upon them, so he
goeth away displeased.
A t that time, sounds, lights, and rays-all
three-are
experienced. These awe, frighten, and terrify, and cause
much fatigue. A t this moment, this setting-face-to-face with
the B ~ r d o[during the experiencing] of Reality is to be
applied. Call the deceased by name, and correctly and distinctly explain to him, as follows :
0 nobly-born, listen with full attention, without being
distracted : There are six states of Bnrdo, namely: the
natural state of Baydo while in the womb; the Bardo
of the dream-state;2 the Bardo of ecstatic equilibrium,
while in deep meditation; the Bavdo of the moment of
death ; the Bavdo [during the experiencing] of Reality ;
the Bardo of the inverse process of sangsrivic existence.'
These are the six.
0 nobly-born, thou wilt experience three Bnvdos, the Bardo
of the moment of death, the Baydo [during the experiencing]
of Reality, and the Bardo while seeking rebirth. Of these
three, up t o yesterday, thou hadst experienced the Bardo of
the moment of death. Although the Clear Light of Reality
dawned upon thee, thou wert unable to hold on, and so thou
hast to wander here. Now henceforth thou art going to
experience the [other] two, the Clronyid Bardo and the Sin@
Bardo.
Text: .Tkye-gnas Barc/o (pron. Kye-nay Bardo) : 'Intermediate State', or
' State of Uncertainty, of the place of birth (or while in the womb) '.
Text: Rmi-larn Bardo (pron. Mi-lam Bardo) : 'Intermediate State', or
' State of Uncertainty, [during the experiencing] of t h e dream-state '.
Text : Ti~lg-nge-ltein
Bsam-glum Bardo (pron. Tin-ge-sinSam-lam Bardo) :
' Illter~nediateState ', or State of Uncertainty, [during the experiencing] of
Dyhirta (Meditation) in Santidhi (Ecstatic equilibrium) '.
' Text : Hchi-khahi Bardo (pron. Chi-khai Bardo) : ' Intermediate State', or
' State of Uncertainty, of t h e dying moment (or moment of death) '.
Text : Clr6s-nyid Bavdo ipton. Chii-nyid Bardo) : ' Intermediate State 9' or
' State of Uncertainty, [during the experiencing] of Reality'.
Text : Lugs-hlyurtg Srid-pahi Bardo (pron. Lu-jung Sid-pai Bardo : ' Intermediate State ', or ' State of Uncertainty, in the inverse process of sangsQric
(worldly) existence '-the state wherein the ~ n o w e is
r seeking rebirth.
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Thou wilt pay undistracted attention .to that with which I
am about to set thee face t o face, and hold on :
0 nobly-born, that which is called death hath now come.
Thou art departing from this world, but thou art not the only
one; [death] cometh t o all. Do not cling, in fondness and
weakness, to this life. Even though thou clingest out of
weakness, thou hast not the power to remain here. Thou
wilt gain nothing: more than wandering in this Sn/rgsara.l
Be not attached [to this world] ; be not weak. Remember
the Precious Trinityee
0 nobly-born, whatever fear and terror may come to thee
in the Chonyid Baydo, forget not these words; and, bearing
their meaning a t heart, go forwards : in them lieth the vital
secret of recognition :

' Alas !

when the Uncertain Experiencing of Reality is
dawning upon me here,3
With every thought of fear or terror or awe for all [apparitional appearances] set aside,
May I recognize whatever [visions] appear, as the reflections
of mine own consciousness;
May I know them to be of the nature of apparitions in the
Bardo :
When a t this all-important moment [of opportunity] of
achieving a great end,
May I not fear the bands of Peaceful and Wrathful [Deities],
mine own thought-forms.' '
Repeat thou these [verses] clearly, and remembering their
significance as thou repeatest them, go forwards, [0 noblyborn]. Thereby, whatever visions of awe or terror appear,

'

Text : HRhor-va (pron. Khor-wa) : l a thing whirling round ' ; ' whirligig :
Skt. Sarrgsd~a(or Satirsdra).
a That is, the Buddha, the Dharma, the Sangha.
Reality is experienced or glimpsed in a state of uncertainty, because the
Knower experiences it through the Bardo counterpart of the illusory perceptive
faculties of the earth-plane body and not through the unobscured supramundane
consciousness of the pure Dllavma-Ktiya state, wherein there can be no Bardo
(i. e ' Uncertain ', o r ' Intermediate State ').
Text : rang-snang (pron. rang-rlntrg) : ' one's o w n [mental] visions (or
tllought-formsj.'

'

'
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recognition is certain; and forget not this vital secret art
lying therein.
0 nobly-born, when thy body and mind were separating,
thou must have experienced a glimpse of the Pure Truth,
subtle, sparkling, bright, dazzling, glorious, and radiantly
awesome, in appearance like a mirage moving across a landscape in spring-time in one continuous stream of vibrations.
Be not daunted thereby, nor terrified, nor awed. That is the
radiance of thine own true nature. Recognize it.
From the midst of that radiance, the natural sound of
Reality, reverberating like a thousand thunders simultaneously
sounding, will come. That is the natural sound of thine own
real self. Be not daunted thereby, nor terrified, nor awed.
The body which thou hast now is called the thought-body
of pr~pensities.~Since thou hast not a material body of
flesh and blood, whatever may come,-sounds, lights, or rays,
-are, all three, unable to harm thee: thou art incapable of
dying. It is quite sufficient for thee to know that these
apparitions are thine own thought-forms. Recognize this
to be the Bnrdo.
0 nobly-born, if thou dost not now recognize thine own
thought-forms, whatever of meditation or of devotion thou
mayst have performed while in the human world-if thou hast
not met wi.th this present teaching-the
lights will daunt
thee, the sounds will awe thee, and the rays will terrify thee.
Shouldst thou not know this all-important key to the teachings,-not being able to recognize the sounds, lights, and
rays,-thou wilt have to wander in the ~nltgsdra.
[THE DAWNING O F T H E PEACEFUL DEITIES,
FROM T H E FIRST TO THE SEVENTH DAY]
[Assuming that the deceased is karmicdy bound-as the
average departed one is-to pass through the forty-nine days
of the Bardo existence, despite the very frequent settings-faceto-face, the daily trials and dangers which he must meet and
bag-chah yid-lii). yid-liis : ' mind-body ' or
' habit ', 4 propensities ' (born of sangsur;' or

' Text : bag-chugs yid-liis (pron.

' thought-body' ; bag-chugs :
worldly existence).

ART II]

DAWNING OF VAIROCHANA

attempt to triumph over, doring the first seven days, wherein
dawn the Peaceful Deities, are next explained -to him in
detail; the first day, judging from the text, being reckoned
from the time in which normally he would be expected to wake
up to the fact that he is dead and on the way back to rebirth,
or about three and one-half to four days alter death.]
[THE FIRST DAY]

0 nobly-born, thou hast been in a swoon during the last three
and one-half days. A s soon as thou art recovered from this
swoon, thou wilt have the thought, ' What hath happened ! '
Act so that thou wilt recognize the Bal-do. A t that time,
all tlie Sn~gsnt*awill be in revolutio~l; and the phenomenal
appearances that thou wilt see then will be the radiances and
deitiesSP T h e whole heavens will appear deep blue.
Then, from the Central Realm, called the Spreading Forth
of the Seed,3 the H h a g a v ~ nVail.ochanaJ4white in colour, and
That is to say, phenomena, or phenomenal experiences as experienced
when in the human world, will be experienced in quite another way in the
Bardo world, so that to one just dead tt.ey
- will seem to be in revolution or
confusion ; hence the warning to tlie deceased, who must accustom himsclf to
the after-death state as a babe must accustom itself after birth to our world.
At this point, where the marvellous Bardo visions begin to dawn, the
student in attempting to rationalize them should ever keep in mind that this
treatise is essentially esoteric, being in most parts, especially from here onwards,
allegorical and symbolical of psychic experiences in the after-death state.
Text : Tlrigglh-Bvdalva (pron. T/rt'glle-Dalwa) : ' Spreading forth the Seed [of
all Things].' Esoterically, this is the Dhnrma-Dkdlu.
Text : R n a m - p a r - S n a ~ r ~ - m(pron.
t ~ d Nanr-par-Narrg-sad) ; Skt . Vnimchnnn,
the DhyHni Buddha of the Centre (or Central Realm). Vairoc/iarrn literally
means, in shapes making visible ' ; hence he is the Manifester of Phenomena,
or the Noumena. The wheel he holds symbolizes sovereign power. His title
Bhagav~n(applied to many other of the deities to follow hereinafter), meaning
' One Possessed of Dominion ? (01- 6 of the Six Powers '), or ' The Victorious ',
qualifies him as being a Buddha, i. c. O n e who has conquered, o r has dominion
over, sa*rgsdric, or worlclly, existence.
As the Central Dhj.sni BuddIla, Vairochnna is the highest path to Enlightenl
surrounded by the four
ment of the Esoteric School. Like a C e ~ ~ t r aSun,
Dhygni Buddhas of the four cardinal directions, who dawn on the f o succeed~
by its four constituents or
ing days, he symbolizes the One Truth surrou~~ded
elements. As the source of a]] organic life, in him all tl~ingsvisible and invisible
have their consummation and absorption.
For general refcl.cnces to the deities of the Bnrdo TJl~dol,see L. A. Waddell)
The Budrihisrn of Ttbrt or Lamaistn (London, 1895) ; and A. Gclt)., Tile Gods
Norther11 Bt~ddlticlrz(Oxford, 1914).

'
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seated upon a lion-throne, bearing an eight-spoked whnl
in his hand, and embraced by the Mother of the Sl~aceof
Heaven,' will manifest himself to thee.
It is the aggregate of matter resolved into its primordial
state which is thc blue light.2
The \Visdorn of the Dhnuntn-Dhdtu, blue in colour, shining,
transparent, glol-ious, dazzling, from the heart of Vairochanj
as the Father-blother,:' will shoot forth and strilte against thcc
with a light so radiant that thou wilt scarcely be able to look
a t it.
Along with it, there will also shinc a dull white light from
the dfvns, which will strike against thee in thy front.
Thereupon, bccause of the power of bad knvmn, the glorious
bluc light of the Wisdom of the Dhnvrrrn-Dh~ttdwill produce
in thee fear and terror, and thou wilt [wish to] flee from it.
Thou wilt beget a fondness for the dull white light of the
devns.

A t this stage, thou must not be awed by the divine bluc
light which will appear shining, dazzling, and glorious; and
be not startled by it. That is the light of the Tathagata4
called the Light of the Wisdom of the L)/rn~?nn-D/ribr. Put
thy faith in it, believe in it firmly, and pray unto it, thinking
in thy mind that it is the light proceeding from the heart of
the Bhagavan Vairochana coming to receive thee while in the
Text : Nam-mbh-ah-dvyings-kYe-dvang-phyuS-mn
(pron. Nnnr-khn-ing-k~awntig-c11ug-*tin): ' Sovcreign Lady of the Spacc of Heaven ' : Skt. Ak6sa Dhittr
tslrvari. T h c Mother is t h e female principle of the universe ; the Father,
Vrrirochana, the seed of all that is.
Herc the Block-Print reads : ' It is the aggregate of consciousness (Rnnmpar Shrs-inhi-pro. A'nnr-#ar. Slit-lcry-Skt. Vij'iitirta Sfiarrdlin> resolved into its
primordial state which is t h e blue light.'
In our MS. the aggregate of
consciousness shincs as a white light in relationship with Vajra-Sattva, on the
St-cond Day (see p. ~ o g ) .
Here, as in parallcl passages following, the chief deity personifies in himself the femalc as well as the male principle of nature, and hence is called the
Fathcr-Mother-depictcd, as describcd by thc text, in appropriate symbolic
colours, on the corresponding illuminated fulio of our MS., a s the Divine Father
and the Divitlc Mother i l l union :i. e. i l l divine at-one-ment).
Text : D ~ - l ~ ~ l r l ' ~ r g - s l :pron.
i ~ ~ s - pDne - s / ~ i r ~ , g . ~ / r ~ ~
: Skt.
- f ) n )Tatluignln, meaning
' [He] who hath gonc that same w a y ', i.e. One w h o hath reachcd the Goal
(h'irvri!:n)-a
Iiuddlla.

'

'

'

dangerous ambuscade of the Baydo, That light is the light
of the grace of Vairochana.
Be not fond of the dull white light of the devar. Be not
attached [to it] ; be not weak. If thou be attached to it,
thou wilt wander into the abodes of the devds and be drawn
into the whirl of the Six Lokas. That is an interruption to
obstruct thee on the Path of Liberation. Look not at it.
Look at the bright blue light in deep faith. Put thy whole
thought earnestly upon Vairochana and repeat after me this
prayer :

' Alas ! when wandering in the Sarzgsrfua, because of intense
stupidity,
On the radiant light-path of the Dhnvma-Dhdtlr Wisdom
May [I] be led by the Bhagaviin Vairochana,
May the Divine Mother of Infinite Space be [my] rearguard ;
May [I] be led safely across the fearful ambush of the
Bardo ;
May [I] be placed in the statc of thc All-Perfect Buddhahood.'
Praying thus, in intense humble faith, [thou] wilt merge, in
halo of rainbow light, into the heart of Vairochana, and obtain
Buddhahood in the Sambhoga-h'a'yn, in the Central Realm of
the Densely-Pa~ked.~

'.

Text : hpltvnng (pron, htarrg) : ' narrow passage ', ' ambush
the l ~ l l o w i ninstructions
~
to the dying person and the prayer from
T/re Craft to Know Well to Die, chap. IV, Com per's ed. (p. 73) : ' H e ougllt afterwards, i f he may, to call on the holy angels, in saying : Ye spirits of Heavea,
Angels much glorious, I beseech you that ye will be assistant [i.e. present]
with me that now beginneth to depart, and that ye deliver me mightily from
the awaits and fallacies of mine adversaries; and that it please you to receive
my soul into your company. The principal, my leader and my good angel,
which by our Lord art deputed to be my warder and keeper, I pray and
require thee that thou now aid and help me.')'
Text : Slug-po-bkod-pnhi ahing-ktrarns (pron. Tug-po-Rod-pai shing-khan*):
'Thickly-formed ) or Densely-packed Realm I, i. e. the seed of all universal
forces and things a r e densely packed together therein ; also called in Tibetan
'Og-mi# : lit. ' No-dourn ', the realm whence there is no fall, the state leading
into Nirvinn ; it is pre-eminently the realm of the Buddhas.
"f.

"
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[THE SECOND DAY]

But if, notwithstanding this setting-face-to-face, through
power of anger or obscuring knrnra one should be startled at
the glorious light and flee, or be overcome by illusions, despite
the prayer, on the Second Day, Vajra-Sattva and his attendant
deities, as well as one's evil deeds [meriting] Hcll, will come
to receive one.
Thereupon the setting-face-to-face is, calling the deceased
by name, thus :
0 nobly-born, listen undistractedly. O r 1 the Second Day
the pure form of water will shine as a white light. At that
time, from the deep blue Eastern R e a l t n of Pre-eminent Happiness, the Rhagavan Akshobhya
..
[as] Vajra-Sattva,' blue in
colour, holding in his hand a five-pronged d ~ v j eseated
,~
upon
an elephant-throne, and embraced by the Mother MPmaki s,
will appear to thee, attended by the Bodhisattvas K!hitigarbha4 and M a i t r e ~ awith
, ~ the female Bodhisattvas, Lasema
and Pusl~pema.~These six Bonkic deities will appear to thee.
Text : Rdoqk-scms-rr'pnh Mi-bskyod-pn (pron. Dove-serns-pa Mi-kyod-pa) : Skt.
Vajm-Saflvn Akshobhyn. Akshobhya (the ' Unagitated' o r ' Immovable'), the
DhyHni Buddha of the Eastern Direction, here, as throughout the text, appears
as Vajra-Sattva ( ' T h e Divine I-Ieroic-Minded ', o r ' Indestructible-Minded'), his
Sambhogn-Ktiya, or adorned active reflex. Vajra-DhHra ('Tlie Indestructible
o r Steadfast Holder' [see p. 133) is, also, a reflex of Akshobhyn; and both
reflexes are very important deities of the Esoteric School.
T h e dorjt is the Itimaic sceptre, a type of the thunderbolt of Indra (Jupiter).
This is the Sanskrit form a s incorporated in our Tibetan text. Here the
Block-Print, evidently in error, contains, in Tibetan, Sangs-r-as-spyan-ma
(pron. Sang-yay Clran-ma), meaning 'She of the Buddha Eye', who, in our manuscript text, comes wit11 Ratna-Sambhava on the Third Day. MHmaki is also
one of the 108 names given to Ddlma (Skt. Tirc),the national goddess of Tibet.
(See p. 116~.)In the Dharma Samgraha it is said that there are four Devis,
namely, Rochanl, MHmaki, PPndurH, and TPrH.
Text: Snhi-snying-po (proil. Sayi-nying-PO): Skt. Kjhifkarbha: 'Womb
(or Matrix) of the Earth.'
Text : Bjlams-ha (pron. Cham-pa) :Skt. Maitre~n: ' Love ' ; the Buddha to
come, who will reform mankind through the power of divine love.
Lnsemn and Pushfimn a r e corrupt Sanskrit forms incorporated in our
manuscript. Their Tibetan equivalents are, respectively, Sgeg-mo-ma (Skt.
Lgsyci), meaning ' Belle' (or ' Dallying One1), and Me-tog-ma (Skt. PushPo'),
' S h e who offers (or holds) Blossoms'. Pushfid,,depicted holding a blossom
in 'her hand, is a personification of blossoms. Ldsyd, the Belle, depicted
holding a mirror in a coquettisl~attitude, personifies beauty.

PART 11]

DAWNING OF VAJRA-SATTVA
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The aggregate of thy principle of consciousnes~,~
being in its
pure form-which is the Mirror-like Wisdom-will shine as
1 bright, radiant white light, from the heart of Vajra-Sattva,
the Father-Mother,' with such dazzling brilliancy and transparency that thou wilt scarcely be able to look at it, [and]
will strike against thee. And a dull, smoke-coloured light
from Hell will shine alongside the light of the Mirror-like
Wisdom and will [also] strike against thee.
Thereupon, through the power of anger, thou wilt beget
fear and be startled at the dazzling white light and wilt [wish
to] flee from it ; thou wilt beget a feeling of fondness for the
dull smoke-coloured light from Hell. Act then so that thou
wilt not fear that bright, dazzlitlg, transparent white light.
Know it to be Wisdom. Put thy humble and earnest faith in
it. That is the light of the grace of the BhagavPn VajraSattva. Think, with faith, ' I will take refuge in it '; and prayo
That is the BhagavPn Vajra-Sattva coming to receive thee
and to save thee from the fear and terror of the Bardo.
Believe in it ; for it is the hook of the rays of grace of VajraSatt~a.~
Re not fond of the dull, smoke-coloured light from Hell.
That is the path which openetli out to receive thee because
of the power of accumulated evil karmn from violent anger.
If thou be attracted by it, thou wilt fall into the Hell-Worlds;
and, falling therein, thou wilt have to endure unbearable
misery, whence there is no certain time of getting out. That
being an interruption to obstruct thee on the Path of Liberation, look not at i t ; and avoid anger.'
Be not attracted by
Text : Rlramjn,--slres-pahi-plrrtrrg-po
(pron. Nurrtpnr-slre-pay-Plrrrng-F),
' aggregate of consciousness-pl-inciple ,, the Knower. The Block-Print c o n t a i ~ ~ s ,
in place of this, G~rrgs-k~i-p/rrr~~~-po
(pron. Zu-kyi-~lru~rg-po),
'aggregate of the
body ' o r ' Bodily-aggregate '.
See p. 1 0 6 ~ .
The rays of divine grace are a hook of salvation to catch hold of the
deceased and drag him away from the dangers of the Bardo. Sometimes each
ray is thought of as ending in a hook, just as each ray emanating from the sungod Ra, and descending as a grace ray upon a devotee, is depicted in anciellt
temples of Egypt a s ending in a hand. Similarly, the Christian thinks of the
saving grace of God.
?.he deceased is here thought of, perhaps, as being able to see his people

'

'
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it ; be not weak. Believe in the dazzling bright white light;
.
[and] putting thy whole heart earnestly upon the Bhagavan
Vajra-Sattva, pray thus :
'Alas ! when wandering in the SangsrIra because of the
power of violent anger,
On the radiant light-path of the Mirror-like Wisdom,
May [I] be led by the B h a g a v ~ nVajra-Sattva,
May the Divine Mother MZmaki be [my] rear-guard;
May [I] be led safely across the fearful ambush of the
Bardo ;
And may [I] be placed in the state of the All-perfect
Buddhahood.'
Praying thus, in intense humble faith, thou wilt merge, in
rainbow light, into the heart of the Bhagavzn Vajra-Sattva
and obtain Buddhahood in the Sambhoga-Kdya, in the Eastern
Realm called Pre-eminently Happy.
[THE THIRD DAY]

Yet, even when set face to face in this way, some persons,
because of obscurations from bad kanna, and from pride,
although the hook of the rays of grace [striketh against them],
flee from it. [If one be one of them], then, on the Third Day,
the Bhagavln Ratna-Sambhava * and his accompanying deities,
along with the light-path from the human world, will come to
receive one simultaneously.
Again, calling the deceased by name, the setting-face-to-face
is thus :
0 nobly-born, listen undistractedly. On the Third Day
the primal form of the element earth will shine forth as a yellow
light. At that time, from the Southern Realm Endowed with
on earth and as liable to anger should he see them disputing over the division
of his property, or if he perceives avarice on the part of the ltima conducting
the funeral rites. But the prohibition touching anger is essentially yogi~,~ogrs
of all religions recognizii~g that anger prevents spiritual progress; and it
parallels the moral teaching against giving way to anger contained in the ancient
Egyptian Precepts of Ptah-hotep.
Text : Rinchen-trbyung-ldan (pron. Rirrchen-jung-dnn) : Skt. Ratnu-Sambhava, i. e. ' Born of a Jewel'. He is the Beautifier, whence comes all that is
precious ; a personified attribute of the Buddha.
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Glory, tbc Bhagavln Ratna-Sambhava, yellow in colour,
bearing a jewel in his hand, seated upon a horsc-throne alld
embraccd by the Divine Mother Sangyay-Chanma,' \ \ r i l l shine
upon thee.
The two L)odhisattvas, Ak~sha- arbh ha and Sanlatlta]3hadra,ht tended by the two fcmalc Bodhiszlttvas, hlahlaima
and Dhupema,'-in
all, six Bodhic for~ns,-will come to shirlc
from amidst a rainbow halo of light. The aggregate of touch
in its primal form, as the yellow light of the IVisdonl of
Equality, dazzlingly yellow, glorified with orbs having satellite
orbs of radiance, so clcar and bright that thc eye call seal-ccly
look upon it, will strike against thec. Side by side with it,
the dull bluish-yellow light from the human [world] will also
strike against thy hcart, along with the IVisdom light.
Thereupon, through the power of egotism, thou wilt begct
a fear for the dazzling yellow light and wilt [wish to] flee
from it. Thou wilt be fondly attracted towards thc dull
bluish-yellow light from the human [world].
A t that time do not fear that bright, dazzling-yellow, transparent light, but know it to be Wisdom ; in that statc, kceping
thy mind rcsigncd, ti-ust in it earnestly and humbly. If thou
ktlowest it t o be the radiance of tllitic own intellect-although
thou excrtest not thy humility and faith and prayer to itthe Divine Body and Light will merge into thee inseparably,
and thou wilt obtain Ruddhahood.
If thou dost not recognize the radiance of thine own intellect, think, with faith, ' I t is the radiance of thc grace of thc

' Text :

Sn,rgs-r~ns-sfiait-~,:n (pron. Sarrg-yay Chopr-rrrn) : ' SIrc of thc
Buddha Eye (or Eycsj.'
Text : Nanr-rrrklralri-sn~r'ng-po(pron. Na1rr-kkai-nyrtrg-~o): Skt. AktislraGn~.bhn, ' Womb (or Matrix) of the Sky '.
Text : Kuirtrr-banng-po (pron. Kiinfrc-,-nr~-to)
: Skt. Snrirnrrtn-Blrndm,
All-Good'. 'This is not the Adi-Buddha Samanta-Blladra jcf. p. 95'), but
the spiritual son of the Dl1y211iBuddha Vairochana.
Tcxt : Mnlrlnirna, She Who Holds (or Bears) the Rosary ' ; and Dlrrrpct~ra,
'She Who Holds (or Bears) thc Incense'. These are corrupt lorms, hybrids
of Sanskrit and Tibetan, their Sanskrit equivalents being Milti and Dlr@n, atrcl
their Tibctan equivalents Hplrruty-6"-nrn (pron. Pl~rrwg-6n-nrn and Bdrc,"-~piisma (pron. D~tg-pii- HI^). The colour of these goddesses, correspotlding to that
of the eartli-light, is yellow.

'
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Bhagavan Ratna-Sambhava ; 1 will take refuge in it ' ; and
pray. It is the hook of the grace-rays of the Bhagavan
Ratna-Sambhava ; believe in it.
Be not fond of that dull bluish-yellow light from the human
[world]. That is the path of thine accumulated propensities
of violent egotism come to receive thee. If thou art attracted
by it, thou wilt be born in the human world and have to suffer
birth, age, sickness, and death ; and thou wilt have no chance
of getting out of the quagmire of worldly existence. That is
an-interruption to obstruct thy path of liberation. Therefore,
look not upon it, and abandon egotism, abandon propensities;
be not attracted towards i t ; be not wcak. Act so as to trust
in that bright dazzling light. Put thine earncst thought,
one-pointedly, upon the BhagavHn Ratna-Sambhava; and
pray thus :
' A l a s ! when wandering in the S n ~ g s 2 v nbecause of the
power of violent egotism,
On the radiant light-path of the Wisdom of Equality,
May [I] be led by the Bhagaviin Ratna-Sambhava;
May the Divine Mother, She-of-the-Buddha-Ey e, be [my]
rear-guard ;
May [I] be led safely across the fearful ambush of the
Bardo ;
And may [I] be placed in the state of the All-Perfect
Ruddhahood.'
By praying thus, with deep humility and faith, thou wilt
merge into the heart of the Bhagavan Ratna-Sambhava, the
Divine Father-Mother, in halo of rainbow light, and attain
Buddhahood in the Sambhogn-Kliyn, in the Southern Realm
Endowed with Glory.
[THE FOURTH DAY]

By thus being set face t o face, however weak the mental
faculties may be, there is no doubt of one's gaining Liberation.
Yet, though so often set face to face, there are classes of men
who, having created much bad karma, or having failed in observance of vows, or, their lot [for higher development] being altogether lacking, prove unable to recognize : their obscurations

DAWNING O F A ~ I I T A B H A
evil knrtrrn from covetousness and miserliness produce
of the sounds and radiances, and they flee. [If one be
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of these classes], then, on the Fourth Day, the Bllagavin
Amitabha and his attendant deities, together with the lightpath from the Preta-loka, proceeding from miserliness and
attachment, will come t o receive one simultaneously.
Again the setting-hce-to-face is, calling the deceased by
name, thus :
0 nobly-born, listcn undistractedly. On thc Fourth Day
the red light, which is the primal form of the element fire, will
shine. A t that time, horn the Red Western Realm of Happiness,' the Rhagavan Buddha Amitibha, red in colour, bearing
a lotus in his hand, scated upon a pcacock-throne and cmbraced by the Divine Mother G6karrn0,~will shine upon thee,
[together with] the Bodhisattvas Chenrazee "nd
Jampal,'
attended by the fcmale Bodhisattvas Ghirdhima and ~ l o k e . ~
The six bodies of Enlightenment will shine upon thee from
amidst a halo of rainbow light.

' Text : Strang-vn-mllralr-yas !proa.Nnrrg-wo-tlm-yoy) :Skt. Arrrittillm, 'Boundless (or Incomprchensible) Light '. As an embodiment of one of tile Buddhaattributes or Wisdoms, the All-discriminating Wisdom, AmitPbha pcrsoni fics
life eternal.
Text : Cos-ciknr-nro (pron. Gb-kar-mo), ' She-in-White-Raiment '.
Text : S p ~ ~ a t r - ~ - n s - p(pron.
(gs
Ctrm-r.ci'-er); Skt. Avnlokittslrvnrn, ' DownI.ooking One ', the embodiment of mercy or compassion. The Dalai Lamas arc
believed to be his incarnations; Amitablla, with wl~omhe here dawns, is his
spiritual father, whose incarnate representatives are thc Tashi LBmas. He is
often depicted with eleven heads and a thousand arms, each wit11 an eye in the
palm-as
' T h e Great Pitier'-his tl~ousand arms and eycs appropriately
representing him a s ever on the outlook to discover distress and to succour the
trouble~l. In China, Avalokiteshvara becomes the Great Coddess of AIcrcy
Kwanyin, reprcscntcd by a fcmale figure bearing a child in her arms.
Text : Hjam-dpal (pron. Jntn-pal) : Skt. AfatIj~istrri, ' Of Gen tlc Glory '.
A fuller Tibetan form is Hjam-dpol-dt.yangs (pron. Jnrrr-fil-ynrrs) : Skt. M I A jugltosha, ' Glorious Gentle-Voiced One '. He is ' Thc Cod of Mystic Wisdom ',
the Buddhist Apollo, commonly depicted with the flamir~gsword of ligl~theld
aloft in his light hand and the lotus-supported Book of Wisdom, the pl.nl'J6Piinmiti, held in his left.
Text : Ghir-dlri-nra and Alokt, corrupted from Skt. Gftti, ' Song ', ~ n Ljloba,
d
' Light' : Tib. GIu-trm ;pron. Ltr-nm) and Stmrrg-gsal-r~m(pron. A'nrrg-sal-rrra).
GitP, commonly represented holding a lyre, personifies (or symbolizes) music
and song, and Liloka, holding a lamp, personifies (or symbolizes, light. Related
to the element fire, as herein, their colour is rcd.

'

'
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T h e primal form of the aggregate of feelings as the red
light of the All-Discriminating Wisdom, glitteringly red, glorified with orbs and satellite orbs, bright, tl-ansparent, glorious
and dazzling, proceeding from the heart of the Divine FatherMother AmitZbha, will strike against thy heart [so radiantly]
that thou wilt scarcely be able to look upon it. Fear it not.
Along with it, a dull red light from the Preh-loka, coming
side by side with the Light of Wisdom, will also shine upon thee.
Act so that thou shalt not be fond of it. Abandon attachment [and] weakness [for it].
A t that time, through the influence of intense attachment,
thou wilt become terrified by the dazzling red light, and wilt
[wish to] flee from it. And thou wilt beget a fondness for
that dull red light of the Preirr-lokn.
A t that time, be not afraid of the glorious, dazzling, transparent, radiant red light. Recognizing it as Wisdom, keeping
thine intellect in the state of resignation, thou wilt merge
[into it] inseparably and attain Buddhahood.
If thou dost not recognize it, think, ' I t is the rays of thc
grace of the BhagavZll Amitabha, and I will take refuge in it ';
and, trusting humbly in it, pray unto it. That is the hookrays of the grace of the Bhagavin A m i t ~ b h a . Trust in it
humbly; flee not. Even if thou fleest, it will follow thee
inseparably [from thyself]. Fear it not. Be not attracted
towards the dull red light of the Preta-lofin. That is the lightpath proceeding from thc accumulations of thine intense
attachment [to snngsdric existence] which hath come to
receive thee. If thou be attached thereto, thou wilt fall into
the World of Unhappy Spirits and suffer unbearable misery
from hunger and thirst. Thou wilt have no chance of gaining
Liberation [therein].' That dull red light is an interruption
to obstruct thee on the Path of Liberation. Be not attached
to it, and abandon habitual propensities. Be not weak. Trust
in the bright dazzling red light. In the Bhagavin A m i t ~ b h a ,
Lit. 'Of Liberation there will be no time.' Once the deceased becomes
a preta, or unhappy ghost, the after-death attainment of Nirvci!la is, normally,
no longer possible; he must then wait for the opportunity aflorded by rebirth
in the human world, when his Preta-loka existence has ended.
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the Father-Mother, put thy trust one-pdintedly and pray
thus :

'Alas! when wandering in the Srttrgsim because of the
power of intense attachment,
On the radiant light-path of the Discriminating Wisdom
May [I] be led by the Hhagavin AmitPbha ;
May the Divine Mother, She-of-White-Raiment, be [my]
rear-guard ;
May [I] be safely led across the dangerous ambush of the
Bardo ;
And may [I] be placed in the state of the All-Perfect
Budd hahood.'
By praying thus, humbly and earnestly, thou wilt merge
into the heart of the Divine Father-Mother, the Bhagaviin
Amitibha, in halo of rainbow-light, and attain Buddhahood in
the Sambhoga-KGyn, in the Western Realm named Happy.
[THE FIFTH DAY]

It is impossible that one should not be liberated thercby.
Yet, though thus set face to face, sentient beings, unable
through long association with propensities to abandon propcnsilies, and, through bad karf~zaand jealousy, awe and terror
being produced by the sounds and radiances-the hook-rays
of grace failing t o catch hold of them-wander down also to
the Fifth Day. [If one be such a sentient being], thereupon
the Bhagav~nAmogha-Sicidhi,' with his attendant deities
and the light and rays of his grace, will come to rcceive one.
A light proceeding from the Astwa-Un, produced by the evil
passion of jealousy, will also come to receive one.
The setting-face-to-face at that time is, calling the deceased
by name, thus :
0 nobly-born, listen undistractedly. On the Fifth Day, thc
green light of the primal form of the element air will shine
upon thee. A t that time, from the Green Northern Realm of
Successful Performance of Rest Actions, the Bhagavzn Buddha
Amogha-~iddhi,green in colour, bearing a crossed-dude in
' Text : Don-yod-gyltb-pa(pron. Dol-Ybd-,ub-p.) : Skt. A~togha-Sldhi: ' Atmighty Co~~aueror.'

hand,' seated upon a sky-traversing Harpy-throne,' embraced
by the Divine Mother, the Faithful D ~ l m a will
, ~ shine upon
thee, with his attendants,-the two Bodhisattvas Chag-naDorje4 and Dibpanam~el,~
attended by two female Bodhisattvas, Gandhema and Nidhema.' These six Bodhic forms,
from amidst a halo of rainbow light, will come to shine.
The primal form of the aggregate of volition, shining as the
green light of the All-Performing Wisdom, dazzlingly green,
transparent and radiant, glorious and terrifying, beautified
with orbs surrounded by satellite orbs of radiance, issuing
from the heart of the Divine Father-Mother Amogha-Siddhi,
green in colour, will strike against thy heart [so wondrously
1 That is, a dorje with four heads, such a s is depicted on the front cover 01
this volume. It symbolizes equilibrium, immutability, and almighty power.
2 Text : shang-shang, refers to an order of creatures like the fabulous harpies
of classical mytl~ology,having human form from the waist upwards, and from
the waist downwards the form of a bird ; but whereas the Greek harpies
were female, these are of both sexes. That a race of such harpies exists in
the world somewhere is a popular belief among Tibetans.
Text : Sgrol-ma (pron. Dol-ma) : Dolma (Skt. TirtZ) = ' Saviouress '. She
is the divine consort of Avalokiteshvara. 'There are now two recognized forms
of this goddess : the Green Dolma, a s worshipped in Tibet, and the White Dolma,
as worshipped chiefly in China and Mongolia. T h e royal Nepalese princess
who became the wife of the first Buddhist king of Tibet is believed to have
been an incarnation of the Green Dolma, and his wife from the Imperial House
of China an incarnation of the White Dijlma. (Seep. 74.) The late LHma Kazi
Dawa-Samdup told me that, because Tibetans saw the likeness of Queen Victoria
on English coins and recognized it a s being that of Dolma, there developed
throughout Tibet during the Victorian Era a belief that Dolma had come back to
birth again to rule the world in the person of the Great Queen of England ; and
that, owing to this belief, the British representatives of the Queen then met with
an unusually friendly reception in their negotiations with Lhassa, although
probably unaware of the origin of the friendship.
Text : Phyag-nu-vdovjr (pron. Chug-nu-do*) : Bearing the Doye in hand ' :
S kt. Vajra-pcini.
Text : Sgrib-pa-rrranr-sol (pron. Dib-pa-nam-seI) : 'Clearer of Obscurations' :
Skt. Dipanl, also Dipikti.
Skt.-Tib. hybrid of text. Corresponding Tib., Dri-chha-ma (Skt. Gandha),
' S h e Spraying Perfume ', one of the eight mother goddesses (Mcitris) of the
Hindu pantheon. She is depicted holding a shell-vase of perfume (dri).
Skt.-Tib. hybrid of text. Corresponding Tib., Zhal-BUS-ma(pron. Shal-#ama), ' S h e Holding Sweetmeats Although a goddess like Gandhema, Nidhema
(Skt. Naivedya) cannot be included in the formal list of eight M i t ~ i s ,the eight
already having been named in our text. Both goddesses are green in colour,
like the light of the All-Performing Wisdom.

'.
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bright] that thou wilt scarcely be able to look a t it. Fear it
not. That is the natural power of the wisdom of thine own
intellect. Abide in the state of great resignation of impartiality.
Along with it [i. e. the green light of the All-Performing
Wisdom], a light of dull green colour from the Asrtra-Zoka,
produced from the cause of the feeling of jealousy, coming side
by side with the Wisdom Rays, will shine upon thee. Meditate upon it with impartiality,-with
neither repulsion nor
attraction. Be not fond of i t : if thou art of low mental
capacity, be not fond of it.
Thereupon, through the influence of intense jealousyJ1
thou wilt be terrified a t the dazzling radiance of the green
light and wilt [wish to] flee from i t ; and thou wilt beget
a fondness for that dull green light of the Asura-Zoka. A t
that time fear not the glorious and transparent, radiant and
dazzling green light, but know it t o be Wisdom ; and in that
state allow thine intellect to rest in resignation. Or else
[think], ' I t is the hook-rays of the light of grace of the
Bhagavzn Amogha-Siddhi, which is the All-Performing
Wisdom'. Believe [thus] on it. Flee not from it.
Even though thou shouldst flee from it, it will follow thee
inseparably [from thyself]. Fear it not. Be not fond of that
dull green light of the Asuua-(oka. That is the karmic path
of acquired intense jealousy, which hath come to receive thee.
If thou art attracted by it, thou wilt fall into the Asrrra-Zoka
and have t o engage in unbearable miseries of quarrelling and
~ a r f a r e . ~[That is an] interruption to obstruct thy path of
liberation. Be not attracted by it. Abandon thy propensities.
Be not weak. Trust in the dazzling green radiance, and
putting thy whole thought one-~ointedlyupon the Divine
Father-Mother, the Bhagavzn Amogha-Siddhi, pray thus :
Here, as in the previous and following paragraph, the jealousy referred to
is the h o m v propensities of jealousy existing as part of the content of the
c ~ n ~ c i o u s n e s(or
s sobconsciousness) of the deceased ; and, erupting on this
the Fifth Day of the Bunlo existence, they produce their correspnding ' utr.1'
hallucinations.
Quarrelling and warfare are the chief passions of a being born as an aswm
in the Asura-loha.
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'Alas! when wandering in the Satzgstira because of the
power of intense jealousy,
On the radiant light-path of the All-Performing Wisdom
May [I] be led by the Rhagavan Amogha-Siddhi;
May the Divine Mother, the Faithful THrH, be [my] rearguard ;
May [I] be led safely across the dangerous ambush of
the Bardo ;
And may [I] be placed in the state of the All-Perfect
Buddhahood.'
By praying thus with intense faith and humility, thou
wilt merge into the heart of the Divine Father-Mother, the
BhagavHn Amogha-Siddhi, in halo of rainbow light, and attain
Uuddhahood in the Snmbhoga-Kcfya, in the Northern Realm of
Heaped-up Good Deeds.'
-

[THE SIXTH DAY]

Being thus set face to face at various stages, however weak
one's karmic connexions may be, one should have recognized in
one or the other of them ; and where one has recognized in any
of them it is impossible not to be liberated. Yet, although set
face to face so very often in that manner, one long habituated
to strong propensities and lacking in familiarity with, and pure
affection for, Wisdom; may be led backwards by the power of
one's own evil inclinations despite these many introductions.
The hook-rays of the light of grace may not be able to catch
hold of one : one may still wander downwards because of one's
begetting the feeling of awe and terror of the lights and rays.
Thereupon all the Divine Fathers-Mothers of the Five
Orders [of DhyHni Buddhas] with their attendants will come
to shine upon one simultaneously. A t the same time, the
lights proceeding from the Six Lokas will likewise come to
shine upon one simultaneously.
The setting-face-to-face for that is, calling the deceased by
name, thus :
0 nobly-born, until yesterday each of the Five Orders of
The Block-Print has 'Realm of Perfected Good Deeds (or "Actions")' ;
and this is the more correct form.
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Deities had shone upon thee, one by one; and thou hoL.
been set face to face, but, owing to the influence of thine
propensities, thou wert awed and terrified by them and
hast remained here till now.
If thou hadst recognized the radiances of the Five Orders
of Wisdom to be the emanations from thine own thoughtforms, ere this thou wouldst have obtained Buddhahood ill
the Sn?tzb/roga-Ktiya,through having been absorbed into thc
halo of rainbow light in one or another of the Five Ordcrs of
Buddhas. Hut now look on undistractedly. Now the lights
of all Five Orders, called the Lights of the U~lionof Four
Wisdoms,' will come to receive thee. Act so as to know them.
0 nobly-born, on this thc Sixth Day, the four colours of
the primal states of the four elements [water, earth, fire, air]
will shine upon thee simultaneously. At that time, from the
Central Realm of the Spreading Forth of Seed, the Buddha2
Vairochana, the Divine Father-Mother, with the attendant
The philosophically descriptive Tibetan terms (which are not contained in
our text) for these Four Wisdoms are : ( I ) Sna~rg-Stong(pron. Nang- T o ~ g ) ,
' Phenomena and Voidness' ; (a) Gsal-Stong (pron. Sal-Tong), ' Radiance and
Voidness ' ; (3) Bde-Stong (pron. De- Tong), ' Bliss and Voidness ' ; (4) RigSt0tr.g (pron. R&-Tong), ' Consciousness and Voidness '.
They correspond to the four stages of dhydna which arise in the same order.
?'hey probably also correspond, but in a less exact manner, to the F O I I ~
Wisdoms : the Mirror-like Wisdom, the Wisdom of Equality, the All-Discrimin a t i n ~Wisdom, and the All-Performing Wisdom.
'Dhy6na consists of progressive mental states: analysis (Skt. vitarka),
reflection (Skt. vichdra), fondness (Skt. prfti), bliss (Skt. Inanda), and concentntion (Skt. erb6gwtI). In the first stage ofdhydna, the devotee asks himself, " What
is this body? Is it lasting ; is it the thing to be saved ? " and decides that to cling
to an impermanent, corruptible bodily form, such as he thereby realizes it to be,
is not desirable. Similarly, having gained knowledge of the nature of Form, he
analyses and reflects upon Touch, Feeling, Volition, Cognition, and Desire ;
and, finding that Mind is the apparent reality, arrives at ordinary concentration.
' In the second stage of dhyina, reflection only is employed ; in other words,
reflection transcends the lower mental process called analysis. In the third
stage, reflection gives way to a blissful state of consciousness ; and this bliss,
being a t first apparently a physical sensation, merges into pure ecshsy, in the
fourth stage. In the fifth stage, the sensatioll of ecstasy, although always
Present in a suppressed or secondary condition, gives way to complete concentration.'-L~ma Kazi Dawa-Samdup.
Heretofore each of the chief deities has been called Bhagavan ('The
Victorious '), but, herein, Buddha (IThe Enlightened ') is the designation. The
text contains Tib. Songs-rgyas (pron. Snug-py) = Skt. Buddl~a: Sane =

'
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' Alas ! when wandering in the Sangsdra because of the
power of intense jealousy,
On the radiant light-path of the All-Performing Wisdom
M;ly [I] be led by the Rhagavan Amogha-Siddhi ;
May the Divine Mother, the Faithful T P r 4 be [my] rearguard ;
May [I] be led safely across the dangerous ambush of
the Bardo ;
And may [I] be placed in the state of the All-Perfect
Buddhahood.'
Hy praying thus with intense faith and humility, thou
wilt merge into the heart of the Divine Father-Mother, the
Bhagaviin Amogha-Siddhi, in halo of rainbow light, and attain
Uuddhahood in the Snmbhoga-Kcfya, in the Northern Realm of
Heaped-up Good Deeds.'
[THE SIXTH DAY]

Being thus set face to face at various stages, however weak
one's knrrnic connexions may be, one should have recognized in
one or the other of them ; and where one has recognized in any
of them it is impossible not to be liberated. Yet, although set
face to face so very often in that manner, one long habituated
to strong propensities and lacking in familiarity with, and pure
affection for, Wisdom;may be led backwards by the power of
one's own evil inclinations despite these many introductioas.
The hook-rays of the light of grace may not be able to catch
hold of one : one may still wander downwards because of one's
begetting the feeling of awe and terror of the lights and rays.
Thereupon all the Divine Fathers-Mothers of the Five
Orders [of Dhyiini Buddhas] with their attendants will come
to shine upon one simultaneously. A t the same time, the
lights proceeding from the Six Lokas will likewise come to
shine upon one simultaneously.
The setting-face-to-face for that is, calling the deceased by
name, thus :
0 nobly-born, until yesterday each of the Five Orders of
The Block-Print has Realm of Perfected Good Deeds (or
and this is the more correct form.
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Deities had shone upon thee, one by one; and thou h;r, . .
been set face to face, but, owing to the influence of thine
evil propensities, thou wert awed and terrified by them and
hast remained here till now.
If thou hadst recognized the radiances of the Five Orders
of Wisdom to be the emanations from thine own thoughtforms, ere this thou wouldst have obtained ~uddhahoodi n
the Snwzbhoga-Kaya,through having been absorbed into thc
halo of rainbow light in one or another of the Five Ordcrs of
Buddhas. But now look on undistractedly. Now the lights
of all Five Orders, called the Lights of the Union of Four
Wisdoms,' will come to receive thee. Act so as to know them.
0 nobly-born, on this the Sixth Day, the four colours of
the primal states of the four elements [water, earth, fire, air]
will shine upon thee simultaneously. At that time, from the
Central Realm of the Spreading Forth of Seed, the Buddha
Vairochana, the Divine Father-Mother, with the attendant

The philosophically descriptive Tibetan terms (which are not contained in
our text) for these Four Wisdoms are : ( I ) Snnrrg-Stong (pron. Nong-Tong),
' Phenomena and Voidness ' ; ( a ) Gsal-Stong (pron. Sal-Tong), ' Radiance and
Voidness ' ; (3) Bdt-Slong (pron. Do- Tong), ' Bliss and Voidness ' ; (4) RigStotrg (pron. R+- Tong), ' Consciousness and Voidness '.
They correspond to the four stages of dhya'na which arise in the same order.
?'hey probably also correspond, but in a less exact manncr, to the F O I I ~
Wisdoms : the Mirror-like Wisdom, the Wisdom of Equality, the All-Discriminating Wisdom, and the All-Performing Wisdom.
' Dhydna consists of progressive mental states : analysis (Skt. vitntka),
reflection (Skt. vuhcira), fondness (Skt. prlti), bliss (Skt. dnnttda), and concentmtion (Skt. ekigratd). In the first stage ofdhydna, the devotee asks himself, " What
is this body? Is it lasting ; is it the thing to be saved ? " and decides that to cling
to an impermanent, corruptible bodily form, such as he thereby realizes it to be,
is not desirable. Similarly, having gained knowledge of the nature of Form, he
analyses and reflects upon Touch, Feeling, Volition, Cognition, and Desire ;
and, finding that Mind is the apparent reality, arrives at ordinary concentration.
' In the second stage of dhyiina, reflection only is employed ; in other words,
reflection transcends the lower mental process called analysis. In the third
stage, reflection gives way to a blissful state of consciousness ; and this bliss,
being at first apparently a physical sensation, merges into pure ecsbsy, in the
fourth stage. In the fifth stage, the sensatiorl of ecstasy, although always
present in a suppressed or secondary condition, gives way to complete concentration.'-L~ma Kazi Dawa-Samdup.
Heretofore each of the chief deities has been called Bhagav~n ('The
Victorious '), but, herein, Buddha (' The Enlightened ') is the designation. The
text contains Tib. Sangs-rgyas (pron. Sang-yay) = Skt. Buddha: S a n k
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[deities], will come to shine upon thee. From the Eastern
Realm of Pre-eminent Happiness, the Buddha Vajra-Sattva, the
Divine Father-Mother, with the attendant [deities] will come
to shine upon thee. From the Southern Realm endowed with
Glory, the Buddha Ratna-Sambhava, the Divine Father-Mother,
with the attendant [deities] will come to shine upon thee.
From the Happy Western Kealm 1 of Heaped-up Lotuses,
the Buddha Amitzbha, the Divine Father-Mother, along with
the attendant [deities] will come to shine upon thee. From
the Northern Realm of Perfected Good Deeds, the Buddha
Amogha-Siddhi, the Divine Father-Mother, along with the
attendants will come, amidst a halo of rainbow light, to shine
upon 1 thee a t this very moment.
0 nobly-born, on the outer circle of these five pair of
Dhyzni Buddhas, the [four] Door-Keepers, the Wrathful
[Ones] : the Victorious One,2 the Destroyer of the Lord
of Death,3 the Horse-necked King,' the Urn of Nectar;
with the four female Door-keepers: the Goad-Bearer,6 the
Noose-Bearer,' the Chain-Bearer,8 and the Bell-Bearer ;
'awakened [from sleep of stupidity] ' + ygyas = ' developed fully [in all

'

attributes of perrection (or moral virtues)] '.
Between this bar and the bar in the sentence following is contained the
translation of the Tibetan text on the upper folio (35a) of our Frontispiece.
a Text : Rltanr-par-rgyal-va ( pron. Nam-par-gyal-wa) : Slit. Yqaya : ' Victorious [One] ', the Door-keeper of the East.
3 Text : Gshin-rje-gslted-po (pron. Shtjz-~'e-shed-po):Skt. YanitintaRa : ' Destroyer
of Yama (Death)', the Door-keeper of the South, a form of Shiva, and tlie
wrathful aspect of Avalokiteshvara. H e , as a Wrathful Deity, personifies one
of the ten forms of Angcr (Tib. Pro-bo-pron. Po-wo : Skt. Krodha).
Text : Rta-mgnit-rgyal-po (pron. Tam din-gjaal-Po) : Skt. Hayngriva : ' Horsenecked King', the Door-keeper of the West.
Text : Bdud-vtsi-hkhyil-va (pron. Du-tsi-khyil-wa) : Skt. Amyifa-Dhdra : ' [He
who is the] Urn of Nectar ', whose divine function is to transmute all things into
nectar (in the esoteric sense of Tantric Yoga), amy!ta meaning ' nectar' exoterically, and, esoterically, ' voidness'. H e is the Door-keeper of the North.
Text : Chugs-kyu-ma (pron. Chak-yu-nta) : Skt. Ankuslii : ' She holding the
Goad ', the slrakti! or fcmale counterpart, of Vijaya.
Text : Zhags-pa-ma (pron. Z h q - p a - m a ) : Skt. Pcishadhan' : ' S h e holding
the Noose ', the shakti of Yarnsntaka.
Text : Lghags-sgrog-ma (pron. Cha-dog r+za): Skt. Vnjra-sh?*+gkhnli : ' She
holding the Chain ', the slrakti of Hayagriva.
Text : Dtil-bu-ma (pron. Ti/-bu-ma) : Skt. Kinkini-Dhar~: ' She holding the
Bell ', the slrakfi of Amllta-Dhsra.
All the Door-keepers and their skaktis possess occult significance in relation

'
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along with the Buddha of the Devas, named the One of
Supreme Power,' the Buddha of the Asurns, .named [He of]
Strong Texture,l the Buddha of Mankind, named the Lion
the Shskyas, the Buddha of the brute kingdom, named
the Unshakable Lion, the Buddha of the P r e t z , named the
One of Flaming Mouth, and the Buddha of the Lower World,
named the King of Truth :L[these], the Eight FatherMother Door-keepers and the Six Teachers, the Victorious
Ones-will come t o shine, too.
The All-Good Father, and the All-Good Mother,' the
Great Ancestors of all the Buddhas: Samanta-Blladra [and
Samanta-Bhadr~],the Divine Father and the Divine Motherthese two, also will come t o shine.
These forty-two perfectly endowed deities, issuing from
within thy heart, being the product of thine own pure love,
will come to shine. Know them.
0 nobly-born, these realms are not come from somewhere
outside [thyself]. They come from within the four divisions
of thy heart, which, including its centre, make the five directions. They issue from within there, and shine upon thee. The
to the four directions and to the ma?ldala (or conclave of deities) to which they
belong. As Tantric faith-guarding deities (Tib. Ch'os-shyoir : Skt. Dharnrapda)
they rank with Bodhisattvas. They symbolize, too, the four tranquil or peaceful methods employed by Divine Beings for the salvation of sentient creatures
(of whom mankind are the highest), which are : Compassion, Fondness, Love,
and Stern Justice.
Text : Dvang-po-vgya-byin (pron. Wang-po-gya-jin) : ' Powerful One of a
Hundred Sacrifices : Skt. Shnta-Kratu, a name of Indta (' [One of] Supreme
Power ').
a Text : Thug-bsang-nk (pron. Thug-sang-rrr) : ' [He of ] Strong Texture '
(Skt. virichdra) : a name referring either to the bodily strength of, or else to the
coat of mail worn by, this Lord of the Asum-loka, the world wherein warfare
is the predominant passion of existence.
Text : Ch6s-kyi-r-1-po
(pron. Chii-kyi-gpl-po) : Skt. Dharma-Riijn.
Text : Kiintu-bsang-mo (pron. Kdntu-bsang-mo) : ' All-Good Mother ' ; Skt.
Samnnta-Bhadra'. The Tantric School holds that every deity, even the Supreme,
has its shakti. A few deities are, however, commonly depicted shakti-less-for
example, Maiijushrl, o r Mafijughosha (see p. I 13') ; though there may be, as in
the instance of the Prajad-Piranliti (often called the Mother) which this deity
holds, some symbolic representatioll of a shakti. This is, apparently, a doctrine
of universal dualism. In the final analysis, however, all pairs of opposites being
viewed a s having a Single Source-in the Voidness of the Dhamla-KQa-the
apparent dualism becomes monism.

'

deities, too, are not come from somewhere else: they exist
from eternity within the faculties of thine own intellect.1
Know them to be of that nature.
0 nobly-born, the size of all these deities is not large, not
small, [but] proportionate. [They have] their ornamentq
their colours, their sitting postures, their thrones, and the
emblems that each Ilolds.
These deities are formed into groups of five pairs, each
group of five being surrounded by a fivefold circle of
radiances, the male Bodhisattvas partaking of the nature
of the Divine Fathers, and the female Bodhisattvas partaking of the nature of the Divine Mothers. All these
divine co~lclaveswill come to shine upon thee in one complete concla~e.~ They are thine own tutelary deities3
Know them to be such.
0 nobly-born, from the hearts of the Divine Fathers and
Mothers of the Five Orders, the rays of light of the Four
Wisdoms united, extremely clear and fine, like the rays
of the sun spun into threads, will come and shine upon
thee and strike against thy heart.
On that path of radiance there will come to shine glorious
orbs of light, blue in colour, emitting rays, the DAarmnDhritav Wisdom [itself], each appearing like an irlverted
turquoise cup, surrounded by similar orbs, smaller in size,
glorious and dazzling, radiant and transparent, each made
more glorious with five yet smaller [satellite] orbs dotted
round about with five starry spots of light of the same
nature, leaving neither the centre nor the borders [of the
blue light-path] unglorified by the orbs and the smaller
[satellite] orbs.
According to the esotericism of Northern Buddhism, man is, in the sense
implied by the mystical philosophies of ancient Egypt and Greece, the microcosm of the macrocosm.
Text : dkyil-hkhor (pron. kyil-khor) : Skt. maMala, i. e. conclavc of deities.
a T h e Tutelary Deities, too, in the last analysis, are the visualizations of the
person believing in them. The Demchok Tanfrasays that the ' D e v a t a are but
symbols representing the various things which occur on the Path, such as the
helpful impulses and the stages attained by their means' ; and that 'should
doubts arise as to the divinity of these D e v a t ~ s ,one should say " T h e DHkini is
only the recollection of the body " and remember that the deities constitute the
Path' (cf. A. Avalon, Tantrik Texts, London, 1919, vii. 41).
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From the heart of Vajra-Sattva, the white light-path of
tile Mirror-like Wisdom, white and transparent, glorious
and dazzling, glorious and terrifying, made more glorious
with orbs surrounded by smaller orbs of transparent and
radiant light upon it, each like an inverted mirror, will come
to shine,
From the heart of Ratna-Sambhava, the yellow light-path
of the Wisdom of Equality, [glorified] with yellow orbs
[of radiance], each like an inverted gold cup, surrounded
by smaller orbs, and these with yet smaller orbs, will come
to shine.
From the heart of Amitiibha, the transparent, bright red
light-path of the Discriminating Wisdom, upon which are
orbs, like inverted coral cups, emitting rays of Wisdom,
extremely bright and dazzling, each glorified with five
[satellite] orbs of the same nature,-leaving neither the
centre nor the borders [of the red light-path] unglorified
with orbs and smaller satellite orbs,-will come to shine.
These will come to shine against thy heart sim~ltaneously.~
0 nobly-born, all those are the radiances of thine own
intellectual faculties come to shine. They have not come from
any other place. Be not attracted towards them; be not
weak ; be not terrified ; but abide in the mood of non- thoughtf ~ r m a t i o n . ~In that state all the forms and radiances will
merge into thyself, and Buddhahood will be obtained.
The green light-path of the Wisdom of Perfected Actions
will not shine upon thee, because the Wisdom-faculty of thine
intellect hath pot been perfectly developed.
0 nobly-born, those are called the Lights of the Four
Each of these mystical radiances symbolizes tlie particular Bodhu, or
Wisdom, quality of the Buddha whence it shines. I n the Tibetan of our text
there is here such fervellcr in the poetical description of the !ight-paths that the
translator, in order to render something of the beauty of the original language,
essayed several renderings, of which the actual rendering is the outcome.
' The mood of non- thought-formation ' is attained in sam6dhiyoga. This
state, regarded a s the primordial state of Mind, is illustrated by the followillg
figure : S o long as a man afloat on a river passively submits to the current, he
is carri@ along smoothly; but if he attempts to grasp an object fixed in the
water &e tranquillity of his motion is broken. Similarly, thor~ght-krmation
arrests the natural flow of the mind.

'
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Wisdoms United, [whence proceeds that] which is called
the Inner Path through Vajra-Sat tva.'
A t that time, thou must remember the teachings of the
set ting-face-to-face which thou hast had from thy gur*.
If thou hast remembered the purport of the settings-faceto-face, thou wilt have recognized all these lights which
have shone upon thee, as being the reflection of thine own
inner light, and, having recognized them as intimate friends,
thou wilt have believed in them and have understood [them
at] the meeting, as a son understandeth his mother.
And believing in the unchanging nature of the pure and holy
Truth, thou wilt have had produced in thee the tranquil-flowing
Samtidii; and, having merged into the body of the perfectly
evolved intellect, thou wilt have obtained Buddhahood in the
Snmbhogn-Kriya, whence there is no return.
0 nobly-born, along with the radiances of Wisdom, the
impure illusory lights of the S i x Lokas will also come to
shine. If it be asked, ' What are they ? ' [they are] a dull
white light from the &vns, a dull green light from the asuras,
a dull yellow light from human beings, a dull blue light from
the brutes, a dull reddish light from the fretas, and a dull
smoke-coloured light from He1L2 These six thus will come
to shine, along with the six radiances of Wisdom ; whereupon,
be not afraid of nor be attracted towards any, but allow thyself to rest in the non-thought condition.
In the transcendental state of the Illumination of Buddhahood, on the Inner,
o r Secret, Path, into Vajra-Sattva merge, in at-one-ment, all the Peaceful and
Wrathful Deities of the greater rnatujula described by our text ; in all, onehundred and ten,-forty-two in the heart-centre, ten in the throat-centre, and
fifty-eight in the brain-centre. (Cf. pp. 217-8.)
There are irreconcilable differences between the colours assigned to these
light-paths in the Block-Print (asb) and in our M S . The Block-Print gives
them as follows: white, from the dcvas ; red, from the asuras; blue, from
human beings; green, from the brutes; yellow, from the prctas; smokecoloured from Hell. According to the translator, the colours should correspond
to the colour. of the Buddha of each loka, thus: dcva, white; asura, green;
human, yellow ; brute, blue ; preta, red ; Hell, smoke-coloured or black.
Therefore, the Block-Print is wrong in all save the first and last; and the
MS. is wrong in assigning dull blue to the human and black or smoke-coloured
to tile animal world. On folio a3, the MS. correctly assigns yellow to the
human world light-path. The necessary corrections have been made in the
translation herein and in the corresponding passages in folio 46 following.
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If thou art frightened by the pure radiances of Wisdom and
attracted by the impure lights of the Six Lokas, then thou
wilt assume a body in any of the Six Lokas and suffer rortg$dric miseries; and thou wilt never be emancipated from the
Ocean of Sarrgstfra, wherein thou wilt be whirled round and
round and made to taste of the sufferings thereof.
0 nobly-born, if thou art one who hath not obtained the
select words of the grlrv, thou wilt have fear of the pure
radiances of Wisdom and of the deities thereof. Being thus
frightened, thou wilt be attracted towards the impure sa?tgsGvic
objects. Act not so. Humbly trust in the dazzling pure
radiances of Wisdom. Frame thy mind to faith, and think,
' The compassionate radiances of Wisdom of the Five Orders
of Buddhas have come to take hold of me out of compassion ;
I take refuge in them.'
Not yielding to attraction towards the illusory lights of the
Six Lokas, but devoting thy whole mind one-pointedly towards
the Divine Fathers and Mothers, the Buddhas of the Five
Orders, pray thus :

' Alas ! when wandering in the SnngsLfrn through the power
of the five virulent poison^,^
On the bright radiance-path of the Four Wisdoms united,
May [I] be led by the Five Victorious Conquerors,
May the Five Orders of Divine Mothers be [my] rearguard ;
May [I] be rescued from the impure light-paths of the Six
Lokas ;
.
'
And, being saved from the ambuscades of the dread Bardo,
May [I] be placed within the five pure Divine Realms.'
By thus praying, one recognizeth one's own inner light;
Text: B d c - v ~ v - ~ s h e(pron.
~ - f i De-wapsheg-pa): Skt. Sugala : literally meaning 'Those w h o have passed into Happiness (or attained Nirvcina) '-i.e. Buddhas.
The five virulent poisons, whicl,, like drugs, enslave and bind mankind to
the sufferings o f existence within the collfines of the S i x Lokas, are : lust,
hatred, stupidity, pride or egoism, and jealou'sy.
Text : r a q (' self ') + sNang (' light ') : self-light ' or ' inner-light ', i. e .
thoughts or ideas appearing in the radiance o f the consciousne~~-prillciple.
The Bardo state is the after-death dream state following thc waking or livingOn-earth state, a s explained in our Introduction (pp. a8ff.) ; and the whole

'
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and, merging onc's self therein, in at-one-ment, Buddhahood
is attained : through humble faith, the ordinary devotee comcth
to know himself, and obtaineth Liberation ; even the most
lowly, by the power of thc pure prayer, can close the doors of
the Six Lokas, and, in understanding the real meaning of the
Four Wisdoms united, obtain Buddhahood by the hollow pathway through Vajra-Sattva.'
Thus by being set face to face in that detailed manner,
those who are destined to be liberated will come to recognize
[the Truth] ;a thereby many will attain Liberation.
The worst of the worst, [those] of heavy evil karma, having
not the least predilection for any religion-and some who have
failed in their vows-through the power of karmic illusions,
not recognizing, although set face to face [with Truth], will
stray downwards.
[THE SEVENTH DAY]

On the Seventh Day, the Knowledge-Holding Deities, from
the holy paradise realms, come to receive one. Simultaneously,
the pathway to the brute world, produced by the obscuring
passion, stupidity, also cometh to receive one.3 The settingface-to-face at that time is, calling the deceased by name, thus :
aim of the Bardo Thodol teaching is to awaketi the Dreamer to Reality-to
a supramundane state of consciousness, to an annihilation of all bonds of
sangsdnc existence, to Perfect Enlightenment, Buddhahood.
Vajra-Sattva, as a symbolic deity, the reflex of Akshobhya, is visualized, in
Tibetan occult rituals, as being internally vacuous. A s such, he represents the
Void, concerning which there are many treatises with elaborate commentaries,
essentially esoteric. Through Vajra-Sattva there lies a certain pathway to
Liberation, he being the embodiment of all the one-hundred and ten deities
a the Peaceful and Wrathful Ones (see p. laql). To
constituting the m a ~ a l of
tread this Path successfully, the Neophyte must be instructed by the Hierophant.
This Truth is that there is no reality behind any of the phenomena of the
Bardo plane, save the illusions stored up in one's own mind as accretions from
sangsciric experiences. Recognition of this automatically gives Liberation.
As the gross physical atoms of a life-deserted human-plane body gradually
separate and go to their appropriate places, some as gases, some as fluids, some
as solids, so on the after-death plane there comes about a gradual dispersion of
the psychic o r mental atoms of the Bardo thought-body, each propensitydirected by karmic affinity-inevitably going to that environment most congenial
to it. Hence, a s our text suggests, the brute-passion stupidity has a natural
tendency to gravitate to the brute kingdom and become embodied therein as
a disintegrated part of the mentality of the deceased. (See pp. 44 ff-)
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0 nobly-born, listen undistractedly. On the Seventh Day
the vari-coloured radiance of the purified propensities will come
to shine. Simultaneously, the Knowledge-Holding Deities,'
from the holy paradise realms, will come to receive one.
From the centre of the Circle [or Mandala], enhaloed in
radiance of rainbow light, the supreme Knowledge-Holding
[ ~ e i t y ] the
, Lotus Lord of Dance, the Supreme KnowledgeHolder Whc Ripens Karmic Fruits, radiant with all the five
colours, embraced by the [Divine] Mother, the Red Qciki~ri,~
[he] holding a crescent knife and a skull [filled] with bloodB3
dancing and making the rntkdra of fascination,' [with his right
hand held] aloft, will come to shine.
To the east of that Circle, the deity callcd the Earth-Abiding Knowledge-Holder, white of colour, with radiant smiling
countenance, embraced by the White Qcikbi, the [Divine]
Mother, [he] holding a crescent knife and a skull [filled] w i t h
blood, dancing and making the nzudrri of fascination, [with his
right hand held] aloft, will come to shine.
To the south of that Circle, the Knowledge-Holding Deity
called [He] Having Power Over Duration of Life, yellow in
colour, smiling and radiant, embraced by the Yellow Q~kitri,
the [Divine] Mother, [he] holding a crescent knife and a skull

' Text :

Rig-lrdsin (pron. Rk-sin): ' possessing (or holding) knowledge '.
These deities are purely Tantric. (See p. 73l.)
a The DPkinIs (Tib. Mkhah-hgro-ma [or ' Sky-goer'] : Skt. Ddkinl), fairy-like
goddesses possessing peculiar occult powers for good or for evil, are, also,
purely Tantric ; and, as such, they are invoked in most of the chief rituals of
Northern Buddhism. (See p. IS$.)
Esoterically, the skull (which is human), and the blood (also human) filling
it, signify, in one sense, renunciation of human life, the giving up of the
Sangsdra, self-immolation on the cross of the world ; and in the mass-ritual of
LHmaism there are resemblances between the blood (symbolized by a red fluid)
in the skull and the wine (as blood) in the chalice of the Christian Communion.
A mudrd is a mystic sign made by posturing the hand and fingers or the
body. Some mudrds are used as signs of recognition by members of occult
fraternities, after the manner of the Masonic hand-clasp. Others, chiefly
employed by yogis as bodily postures, short-circuit or otherwise change the
magnetic currents of the body. Placing the tip of one finger against the tip of
another in mudrG controls, likewise, the bodily forces, o r life-currents. The
mudrti of fascination is of this last sort, being made (with the right hand) by
the second finger touching the thumb, the index-finger and the little finger held
upright, and the third finger folded in the palm of the hand.

'
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[filled] with blood, dancing and making the rnnrirri of fascination, [with his right hand held] aloft, will come to shine.
T o the west of that Circle, the deity called the KnowledgeHolding Deity of the Great Symbol,' red of colour, smiling
and radiant, embraced by the Red D Z k i ~ i , the [Divine]
Mother, [he] holding a crescent-knife and a skull [filled] with
blood, dancing and making the m t d r d of fascination, [with his
right hand held] aloft, will come to shine.
T o the north of that Circle, the deity called the SelfEvolved Knowledge-Holder, green of colour, with a halfangry, half-smiling radiant countenance, embraced by thc
Green Qlikini, the [Divine] Mother, [he] holding a crescentknife and a skull [filled] with blood, dancing and making the
~ u r t d ~ofd fascination, [with his right hand held] aloft, will
come to slline.
In the Outer Circle, round about these Knowledge-Holders,
innumerable bands of & i k i ? z s , - i s of the eight places of
cremation, dZki?lL.s of the four classes, 4a'kitri.s of the three
abodes, @ki~ris of the thirty holy-places and of the twentyfour places of ~ilgrimage,~--heroes,
heroines, celestial warriors,
and faith-protecting deitics, male and female, each bedecked
with the six bone-ornaments, having drums and thigh-bone
trumpets, skull-timbrels, banners of gigantic human[-like]
hides,3 human-hide canopies, human-hide bannerettes, fumes
of human-fat incense, and innumerable [other] kinds of musical
instruments, filling [with music] the whole world-systems and
causing them to vibrate, to quake and tremble with sounds so
mighty'as to daze one's brain, and dancing various measures,
will come to receive the faithful and punish the unfaithful.'
See p, 1359.
Herein the &ikinis are represented like various orders of fairy-like beings,
some dwelling in one place, some in another. The eight places of cremation
are the eight known to Hindu mythology ; the three abodes are the heart-centre,
the throat-centre, and the brain-centre, over which, esoterically speaking,
certain &kinis (as the personification of t h e psychic forces resident in each
centre) preside, just as other dikinis preside over the holy-places and places of
pilgrimage.
That is, hides of rEks?rasas, an order of giant demoniacal beings having
human form and possessed of certain siddhis (i. e. supernormal powers).
Tibetan limas, in chanting their rituals, employ seven (or eight) sorts of

'
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0 nobly-born, five-coloured radiances, of the Wisdom of the
~imultaneously-Born,' which are the purified propensities,
vibrating and dazzling like coloured threads, flashing, radiant,
and transparent, glorious and awe-inspiring, will issue from
the hearts of the five chief Knowledge-Holding Deities and
strike against thy heart, so bright that the eye cannot bear to
loolc upon them.
At the same time, a dull blue light from the brute world
will come to shine along with the Radiances of Wisdom.
Then, through the influence of the illusions of thy propensities,
thou wilt feel afraid of the radiance of the five colours; and
[wishing to] flee from it, thou wilt feel attracted towards the
dull light from the brute-world. Thereupon, be not afraid of
that brilliant radiance of five colours, nor terrified ; but know
the Wisdom to be thine own.
Within those radiances, the natural sound of the Truth will
reverberate like a thousand thunders. The sound will come
with a rolling reverberation, [amidst which] will be heard,
' Slay ! Slay ! ' and awe-inspiring ~ n a n f r a s . ~Fear not. Flee
not. Be not terrified. Know them [i. e. these sounds] to be
[of] the intellectual faculties of thine own [inner] light.
musical instruments : big drums, cymbals (commonly of brass), conch-shells,
bells (like the handbells used in the Christian Mass Service), timbrels, small
~~~~~ionets (sounding like Highland bagpipes), big trumpets, and human thighbone trumpets. Although the combined sounds of these instruments are far
from being melodious, the Iiimas maintain that they psychically produce in the
devotee an attitude of deep veneration and faith, because they are the counterparts of the natural sounds which one's own body is heard producing when the
fingers are put in the ears to shut out external sounds. Stopping the ears thus,
there are heard a thudding sound, like that of a big drum being beaten;
a clashing sound, a s of cymbals ; a soughing sound, as of a wind moving thrcugh
a forest-as when a conch-shell is blown ; a ringing as of bells ; a sharp tapping
sound, a s when a timbrel is used ; a moaning sound, like that of a clarionet ;
a bass moaning sound, a s if made with a big trumpet ; and a shriller sound, as
of a thigh-bone trumpet.
Not only is this interesting a s a theory of Tibetan sacred music, but it gives
the clue to the esoteric interpretation of the symbolical natural sounds of Truth
(referred to in the second paragraph following, and elsewhere in our text),
which are said to be, or to proceed from, the intellectual faculties within the
human mentality.
That is, the Wisdom which is born simultmneously with the achievement
of Recognition : the Simultaneously-Born Wkdom.
See Arddenda, pp. aao-a.

*
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Be not attracted towards the dull blue light of the bruteworld ; be not weak. If thou art attracted, thou wilt fall into
the brute-world, wherein stupidity predominates, and suffer the
illimitable miseries of slavery and dumbness and stupidness ; l
and it will be a very long time ere thou canst get out. Be
not attracted towards it. Put thy faith in the bright, dazzling,
five-coloul-ed radiance. Direct thy mind one-pointedly towards
the deities, the Knowledge-Holding Conquerors. Think, onepointedly, thus : ' These Knowledge- H olding Deities, the
I-Ieroes, and the Qdkints have come from the holy paradise
realms to receive me ; I supplicate them all : up to this day,
although the Five Orders of the Buddhas of the Three Times
have all exerted the rays of their grace and compassion, yet
have I not been rescued by them. Alas, for a being like me!
May the Knowledge-Holding Deities not let me go downwards
further than this, but hold me with the hook of their compassion, and lead me to the holy paradises.'
Thinking in that manner, one-pointedly, pray thus :

' 0 ye Knowledge-Holding Deities, pray hearken unto me ;
Lead me on the Path, out of your great love.
because of intensiWhen [I am] wandering in the Sangsd~a,
fied propensities,
On the bright light-path of the Simultaneously-born
Wisdom
May the bands of Heroes, the Knowledge-Holders, lead me;
May the bands of the Mothers, the Qdkbis, be [my] rearguard ;
May they save me from the fearful ambuscades of the Bardo,
And place me in the pure Paradise Realms.'
Praying thus, in deep faith and humility, there is no doubt
that one will be born within the pure Paradise Realms," after
Cf. p. 1a63.
The deceased, having by now,faIIen to lower and lower stages of the Bardo,
looks to the heaven-worlds (which are worlds of embodiment within the
Sangsdra) rather than to N i r v ~ n a(which is non-Sangsdric) as a place of refuge.
Although, theoretically, IVirvci~!a is ever realizable from any stage of the Bardo,,
practically, for the ordiliary devotee, it i s not, meritorious karma being
inadequate ; hence the ldma or reader officiating aims at making the best of the
situation in which, it is assumed, the deceased inevitably finds himself.

'
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being merged, in rainbow-light, into the heart of the Knowledge-Holding Deities.
All the pandit classes, too, coming to recognize at this
stage, obtain liberation ; even those of evil propenrities being
sure to be liberated here.
Here endeth the part of the Great Thiidol concerned with
the setting-face-to-face of the Peaceful [Deities] of the Chonyinyid
Bardo and the setting-face-to-face of the Clear Light of the
ChiRkai Bardo.

[THE DAWNING O F THE WRATHFUL DEITIES,
FROM THE EIGHTH TO T H E FOURTEENTI1
DAY]
[INTRODUCTION]

Now the manner of the dawning of the Wrathful Deities is
to be shown.
In the above Bardo of the Peaceful [Deities] there were
seven stages of ambuscade. The setting-face-to-face at each
stage should have [caused the deceased] to recognize either
at one or another [stage] and to have been liberated.
Multitudes will be liberated by that recognition ; [and]
although multitudes obtain liberation in that manner, the
number of sentient beings being great, evil karma powerful, obscurations dense, propensities of too long standing,
the Wheel of Ignorance and Illusion becometh neither exhausted nor accelerated. Although [all he] set face-to-face
in such detail, there is a vast preponderance of those who
wander downwards unliberated.
Therefore, after the cessation [of the dawning] of the Peaceful and the Knowledge-Holding Deities, who come to welcome
one, the fifty-eight flame-enhaloed, wrathful, blood-drinking
deities come to dawn, who are only the former Peaceful
Deities in changed aspect-according to the place [or psychiccentre of the Baydo-body of the deceased whence they
proceed] ; nevertheless, they will not resemble themS1

'

Up to this time, the fifiy-two Peaceful and Knowledge-Holding Deitier,
emanations from the heart and throat psychic-centres of the Bodebody of the
deceased, have dawned. The Wrathful Deities now about to dawn issue from
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This is the Bardo of the Wrathful Deities ; and, they being
influenced by fear, terror, and awe,' recognition becometh
more difficult. The intellect, gaining not in independence,
passeth from one fainting state to a round of fainting states.
[Yet], if one but recognize a little, it is easier to be liberated
[at this stage]. If it be asked why ? [the answer is] : Because
of the dawning of the radiances-[which produce] fear, terror,
and awe-the intellect is undistractedly alert in one-pointedness;
that is why.=
If at this stage one do not meet with this kind of teaching,
one's hearing [of religious lore]-although
it be like an
ocean [in its vastness]-is of no avail. There are even discipline-holding abbots [or bhikkhus] and doctors in metap l l y s i c a l discourses who err at this stage, and, not recognizing,
wander into the Sangsa'va.
As for the common worldly folk, what need is there to
mention them ! By fleeing, through fear, terror, and awe, they
fall over the precipices into the unhappy worlds and suffer.
But the least of the least of the devotees of the mystic
manirnylfna doctrines, as soon as he sees these blood-drinking
deities, will recognize them to be his tutelary deities, and
the meeting will be like that of human acquaintances. He
will trust them ; and becoming merged into them, in at-onement, will obtain B u d d h a h o ~ d . ~
the brain psychic-centre ; they are the excited, or wrathful, reflex forms of the
Peaceful Deities (who, when contrasted with their wrathful aspects, include
the Knowledge-Holding Deities). (See p. 858 and Addenda, pp. a17-9.)
The fear, terror, and awe (or fascination)-on the part of the deceased on
beholding the deities-arise only in the case of the ordinary devotee, who, as
the text explains, has not had adequate yogic training, ere death, to enable him
to recognize the Bavdo as such, immediately upon dying, and pass beyond it.
For the adept in yoga, who can take the Bardo by the forelock as the text
puts it (p. roo), mastering Death, and who knows that all apparitional appearances ,are unreal and powerless, both in this world and in all other worlds,
there is no Bardo to experience ; his goal is either an immediate and conscious
rebirth among men or in one of the paradise realms, or, if he be really ripenedwhich would be an exceedingly rare circumstance-Niwina.
No sooner does one radiance cease than another dawns ; the deceased not
Ilaving a moment of distraction, his intellect becomes concentratedly (i.e. onepointedly) alert.
The blood symbolizes sangsdn'c existence ; the blood-drinking, the thirsting
for, the drinking of, and the quenching of the thirst for, sangsdric existence*

',
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By having meditated on the description of these blooddrinking deities, while in the human world, and by having
performed some worship or praise of them; or, at least,
by having seen their painted likenesses and their images, upon
witnessing the dawning of the deities a t this stage, recognition of them will result, and liberation. I n this lieth the art.
Again, a t the death of those discipline-holding abbots and
doctors in metaphysical discourses [who remain uninstructed
in these Bardo teachings], however assiduously they may
have devoted thenlselves to religious practices, and however
clever they may have been in expounding doctrines while
in the human world, there will not come any phenomenal
signs such as rainbow-halo [at the funeral-pyre] nor bonereliques [from the ashes]. This is because when they lived
the mystic [or esoteric] doctrines were never held within
their heart, and because they had spoken contemptuously
of them, and because they were never acquainted [through
initiation] with the deities of the mystic [or esoteric] doctrines ;
thus, when these dawn on the Bardo, they do not recognize
them. Suddenly [seeing] what they had never seen before,
they view it as inimical ; and, an antagonistic feeling being
engendered, they pass into the miserable states because of
that. Therefore, if the observers of the disciplines, and the
metaphysicians, have not in them the practices of the mystic
[or esoteric] doctrines, such signs as the rainbow-halo come
not, nor are bone-reliques and seed-like bones ever produced
[from the bones of their funeral-pyre] : these are the reasons
fol- it.
For the devotee who--even at this stage-can be made to realize that these
deities are thus but the karmicpersonifications of his own propensities, born from
having lived and drunken life, and wlio has, in addition, the supreme power to
face them unwaveringly (as in Bulwer Lyttonls Zanoni the Neophyte to succeed
must face the ' Dweller on the Threshold '), meeting them like old acquilintances,
and then losing his personality in them, enlightenment a s to the true nature of
sangs6n'c existence dawns, and, wit11 it, the All-Perfect Illumination called
Buddhahood.
The belief, prevalent among almost all peoples since immemorial time, that
unusual phenomena commonly mark the death (as the birth) and funeral of
a great hero o r saint, also prevails among the Tibetans; and the lcImas hold
that such phenomena have a purely rational explanation, such as our text
herein suggests. Furthermore, the lcimas maintain that, if a reputed saint be
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The least of the least of manhaydnic [devotees],-who may
seem to be of very unrefined manners, unindustrious, untactful,
and who may not live in accordance with his vows, and who in
every way may be inelegant in his habits, and even unable,
perhaps, to carry the practices of his teachings to a successful
issue,-let no one feel disrespect for nor doubt him, but pay
reverence to the esoteric [or mystic] doctrines [which he
holdeth]. By that, alone, one obtaineth liberation at this
stage.
Even though the deeds [of one paying such reverence] may
not have been very elegant while in the human world, at his
death there will come at least one kind of sign, such as rainbow-radiance, bone-images, and bone-reliques. This is because
the esoteric [or mystic] doctrines possess great gift-waves.'
[Those of, and] above, the mystic mantrnydnic devotees
of ordinary [psychic development], who have meditated upon
the visualization and perfection processes and practised the
essences [or essence mantrds],l need not wander down this
far on the Chowyid Bardo. As soon as they cease to breathe,
they will be led into the pure paradise realms by the Heroes
and Heroines and the Knowledge- holder^.^ As a sign of
really a saint, among the charred bones from his funeral pyre there will be
found some shaped into beautiful forms like images, and that small pearl-like
(or, as the text has it, seed-like) nodules will appear in the ashes of the bones
cremated.
That is to say, the esoteric doctrines being realizable-because
based
on Truth itself--one who follows o r even reverences them is, thereby, automatically brought into rapport with very definite psychic forces.
"hat
is to say, those devotees who have practised, in a thoroughly scientific
manner, under a competent p r w , the intonation of certain sacred manlras
called essence mnntms. Examples of such mantras a r e : Om Ma!ri Padm:
Hfinr (' Hail to the Jewel in the Lotus !' o r Hail to Him W h o is the Jewel in the
Lotus 1 ') ; o m Wagi S h o d Mfim (' Hail to the Lord of Speech I MAm ') ; om
Vajra P i n i HAtp ([ Hail to the Holder of the Dorje I ') : the three essence
mantras of ' T h e Three Protectors' of LImaism ; the first being the essence
mantra of the Bodhisattva Chenrazee (Skt. Avalokita), 'The Seer with keen
eyes', T h e Great Pitier ; the second, that of the Bodhisattva Jampalyang (SktMailjughosha), [ T h e God of Mystic Wisdom ' ; and the third, that of the
Bodhisattva Chakdor (Skt. Vajra-Ptini), T h e Wielder of the Thunderbolt'.
Cf. the following passage, from a prayer. on behalf of the dying person, in
The Book of the Cra/l of Dying, Chap. VI, Cornper's ed. (p. 45) : ' When thy
soul passeth out of thy body, [may] glorious companies of angels come against
thee : the victorious host, worthy judges, and senators of the holy apostles meet
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this, the sky will be cloudless ; they will merge into rainbow
radiance ; there will be sun-showers, sweet xent of incense
[in the air], music in the skies, radiances; bone-reliques and
images [from their funeral-pyre].
Therefore, to the abbots [or discipline-holdcra], to the
doctors, and to those mystics who have failed in their vows,
and to all thc common people, this TAodoI is indispensable.'
But those who have meditated upon the Great Perfection and
the Great Symbol2 will recognize the Clear Light at the
moment of death; and, obtaining the Dkaymn-Kiya, all
of them will be such as not to need the reading of this
Thodol. By recognizing the Clear Light at the moment
of death, they also will recognize the visions of the Peaceful
and the Wrathful during the Chotryid Bardo, and obtain the
Sambkoga-Kaya ; or, recognizing during the Sta'pa Baydo,
obtain the Nirrngpz-Kzya; and, taking birth on the higher
planes, will, in the next rebirth, meet with this Doctrine,
and then enjoy the continuity of karma.=
with thee: the fair, white, shining company of holy confessors, with the
victorious number of glorious martyrs, come about thee : the joyful company of
holy virgins receive thee : and the worthy fellowship of holy patriarchs open to
thee the place of rest and joy, and deem thee to be among them that they be
among, everlastingly.'
The &mas maintain that, while mere goodness and book knowledge are
desirable in devotees seeking Liberation, spiritual wisdom coupled with unshakable faith, and the setting aside of all intellectualisms, are indispensable.
One of the precepts of the great Tibetan yogis, taught to all neophytes, is :
' Difficult indeed is it to obtain Liberation through intellectual knowledge alone ;
through faith, Liberation is easily obtained.'
' T h e Great Perfection ' refers to the fundamental doctrine concerning the
gaining of Perfection or Buddhahood a s taught by the School of Gum Padma
Sambhava. ' T h e Great Symbol (Tib. Chhag-chhen : Skt Mahti Mmdm) ' refers
to an ancient Indian system of yoga, related to the same School, but more
especially practised nowadays by the followers of the semi-reformed Kargyutpa
sect, founded in the latter half of the eleventh century A. D. by the learned
Tibetan yogi Marpa, who, having sojourned in India as the disciple of the pondit
Atisha and of Naropa, Atisha's disciple, introduced the Great Symbol into Tibet.
Milarepa, the most beloved of all Tibetan yogrs, who was Marpa's successor,
developed the practice of the Great Symbol and made it the foundation teaching
of the Sect. (See pp. 78-9.)
If there be recognition of Reality when it first dawns, i. e. if the Dreamer in
sangsdvic existence be awakened into the divine state of the S a m b h o p - K l i , ~
during the ChZinyid Bardo, the normal cycle of rebirth is broken ; and the
Awakened One returns voluntarily and fully conscious to the human world as
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Therefore, this Thiidol is the doctrine by which Buddhahood
may be attained without meditation ; the doctrine liberating
by the hearing [of it] alone; the doctrine which leadeth
beings of great evil karma on the Secret Path; the doctrine
which produceth differentiation instantaneously [between
those who are initiated into it and those wh are not]:
being the profound doctrine which conferreth erfect Enlightenment instantaneously. Those sentient beings who have
been reached by it cannot go to the unhappy states.
This [doctrine] and the Tahdol [doctrine] l , when joined together being like unto a mabaala of gold inset with turquoise,
combine them.
Thus, the indispensable nature of the 2Xodol being shown,
there now cometh the setting-face-to-face with the dawning of
the Wrathful [Deities] in the Bardo.

b

[THE EIGHTH DAY]

Again, calling the deceased by name, [address him] thus:
0 nobly-born, listen undistractedly. Not having been able
to recognize when the Peaceful [Deities] shone upon thee in
the Bardo above, thou hast come wandering thus far. Now,
on the Eighth Day, the blood-drinking Wrathful Deities will
come to shine. Act so as to recognize them without being
distracted.
a Divine Incarnation, to work for the uplifting of mankind. If recognition be
delayed till the Sidpa Bardo, and the Nirmcina-Kciya be attained, that is but
a partial awakening, not an unclouded realization of Reality, the Sidpa Bardo
being a much lower plane than the Cho'nyid Bardo ; but even then there will be
won the great boon of spiritually enlightened birth on one of the higher planesdrva-loka, asura-loka, or the human-loka-and,
upon being born anew in the
human world, the devotee will take up, in virtue of acquired propensities gained
in the previous earth-life, the study of the mystic rnantraydna doctrines and
yoglc practices from the point where it was broken off by death-this being the
continuity of karma.
Text : Stags-gml (pron. Tah-dol), a small Tibetan work, consisting wholly
of mantras, used as an accompaniment to the Bardo Thiidol. If the deceased
dies knowing the Tahdol mantras, they, being powerful talismans, give him safe
passage through the Bardo and a happy rebirth. Very often a copy of the
Tahdol (or perhaps merely some of its mantras copied on small strips of paper
and wound together in a tiny roll) is tied to the corpse and burned or buried
with it-just as a copy of the Egyptian Book ofthe Doad was ordinarily interred
with a mummy.
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0 nobly-born, the Great Glorious Ruddha-Hwukal1 darkbrown of colour; with three heads, six hands, and foilr
feet firmly postured ; the right [face] being white, the left,
rcd, thc ccntral, dark-brown ; the body emitting flames of
radiance ; the nine eyes widely opened, in terrifying gaze ; the
eyebrows quivering like lightning ; the protruding tecth
#.listening and set over one another ; giving verrt to sotlorous
b
utterances of ' a-la-la ' and ' ha-ha ', and piercing whistling
sounds; the hair of a reddish-).ellow colour, standing on end,
and cmitting radiance ; the heads adordcd with dried [human]
skulls, and the [symbols of the] sun and moon ; black serpents
and ].airr[Ilaman] heads forming a garland for the body ; the
first of the right hands holding a whccl, the nliddlc one, a
s\vol.d, the last one, a battle-axe; the first of the left hands,
a bell, the middle one, a skull-bowl, the last one, a ploughshare ; his body embraced by the Mother, I3uddha-KrotishaurimaI2 her right hand clinging to his neck and her lcft
p ~ ~ t t i ntog his moutll a, red shell [filled with blood], [making]
R palatal sound like a crackling [and] a clashing sound, aocl
a rumbling sound as loud as thundcr ; [emanating from the two
deitics] radiant flames of wisdom, blazing from every hair-pore
[of the body] and each containing a flaming L~jt
; [the t w o
deities together thus], standing with [onc] leg bcnt and [the
other] straight and tense, on a dais supported by horned
c a g l e s , ~ i l come
l
forth from within thine own brain and shine
vividly upon thec. Fear that not. Be not awed. Know it
to be the embodiment of thine own intellect. As it is thine
own tutclary deity, be not terrified. l3e not afraid, for in
reality it is the DhagavHn Vairochana, the Father-Mother.
S i r n u l t a n e o u ~ lwith
~
the rccognition, liberation will be obtained: if they be recognized, merging [thyself], in at-one-

' Text : Il/:nl-chcn-l)o Brcd-d/rn HCI-rtkn (pron. Pnl-rlrcrr-f,o

' G~.ciltGlorious Buddha-Hcruka.'

Birrl-d/~nllcr.rrA.n? :

Text : Brrd-d/ra K I P - t i - s l r t ~ n - l i - ~ r(pron.
n
BrtriJlrn KI-oti-slrarr-ri-nra), i. C . t h e
[fen~nlc]Buddha, t h e Mighty Wrathful Mother.
Thcsc arc thc G n m d n s of Indian and Tibctan mylllology. Tl~ey are
depiclcd with eagle hcad, and Iluman-bird body, having two Iluman-like a r m ,
two cafilc wings, and two eagle feet. Syn~bolicallyrthey pcrsouil'y C I I C ! - ~nlld
~
aspiration. (Cf. p. 116?.)

merit, into thc tutclary deity, hddhahood in the S a ~ ~ l b h o ~ ~

Kiyn will be won.
[THE NINTH DAY]

nut if one flee from thcm, through awe and tcrror being
begotten, then, on the Nintli Day, the blood-drinlting [dcitics]
of the Vajra Ordcr will conlc to rcccive one. Thereupon, the
setting-face-to-f~ccis, calling thc dcccased by namc, thus :
0 nobly-born, listen undistractcdly. [I{e] of thc bl"ocldrinking Vajra Orcler narned thc Bhagavri~i Vajra-1-Ieruka,
dark-blue in colour ; with three faces, six hands, and four fect
firmly postured ; in the first right hand [holding] a do~jc,ill
the middle [one], a skull-bowl, in the last [one], a battleaxe ; in thc first of tile left, a bell, in thc middle [one],
a skull-bowl, in the last [one], a ploughshare : his bodv
embraced by the Mother Vajra-Krotishaurima, bet- right
[hand] clinging to his neck, her left offcring to his mouth a
red shell [filled with blood], will issue from thc enstcrn quarter
of thy brain and come to shinc upon thce. Fcar it not. l3c
not terrified. I3e not awed. Know it to bc thc cll~boclinlcnt
of thine own intellect. As it is thine own ti~tclnrydeity, be
not terrified. I n reality [they are] the Bhagavi~l ViljraSattva, the Father and Mother. Helievc in them. Itecognizing them, liberati011 \\rill bc obtained at oncc. By so proclaiming [the~n],knowing then1 to be tutelary deities, merging
[ill them] in at-one-ment, Ruddhal~oodwill be obtained.
[THE TENTH DAY]

Yet, if one do not recognize them, thc obscuratioils of cvil
deeds being too great, and flee from them through tcrror
and awe, then, on the Tenth Day, the blood-drinking [deities]
of the [Precious]-Gem Order will come to-receive one. Thereupon the setting-face-to-face is, calling the deceased by name,
thus :
0 nobly-born, listen. On the Tenth Day, the blood-drinking [dcity] of the [Prcciousl-Gem Order nan~edIiatna-H eruka,
yellow of colour ; [having] three faccs, six hands, four feet
firmly postured ; the right [face] white, the left, red, the
central, darkish yellow ; enhaloed in flames; in the f i r d of
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the six hands holding a gem, io the middle [one], a tridentstaff, in the last [one], a baton ; in the first of the left [hands],
a bell, in the middle lone], a skull-bowl, in the last [one],
a trident-staff; his body embraced by the Mother RatnaKrotishaorima, her right Lhand] clinging to his neck, her left
offering to his mouth a red shell [filled with blood], will issue
from the southern quarter of thy brain and come to shine
upon thce. Fear not. I3e not terrified. Hc not awed. Know
them t o bc the embodiment of thine own inrellect. [They]
being thine own tutelary deity, be not terrified. In reality
[they arc] the Father-Mother RhagavPn Ratna-Sambhava.
Believe in them. Recognition [of them] and the obtaining of
liberation will bc simultaneous.
n y so proclaiming [them], knowing them to be tutelary
deities, merging in them in at-one-ment, Buddhahood will he
obtained.
[THE ELEVENTH DAY]

Yet, though set face-to-face thus, if, through power of evil
propcnsitics, terror and awe being produced, not recognizing
them to be tutelary deities, one flee from them, then, on thc
Eleventh Day, thc blood-drinking Lotus Order will come to
reccivc one. Thereupon the setting-face-to-face is, calling
the deceased by name, thus :
0 nobly-born, on the Eleventh Day, the blood-drinking
[deity] of the Lotus Order, called the BhagavPn PadlnaHerulia, of reddish-black colour ; [having] three faces, six
hands, and four feet firmly postured ; the right [face] white,
the left, blue, the central, darkish red; in the first of the right
of the six hands holding a lotus, in the middle [one], a tridentstaff, in the last, a club ; in the first of thc left ihands], a bell,
in the middle [one], a skull-bowl filled with blood1, in the
last, n snlall drum ; his body cnlbraced by the Mother PadmaKrotishaurima, her right hand clinging to his neck, her left
offcring to his mouth a red shell [full of blood] ; the Father

'

Lit.,' filled with red substance ' ; and likewise for parallel passages following.
I n Iimar'c rituals a fluid red pigment is commonly used to represent blood
(symbolical of renunciation of life, or of sarrgsaric existence), as red wine is
by Christiarls io the Eucharist.

and Mother in union ; will issue from the western quastcr of
thy brain and come t o shine upon thee. Fear that not, Be
not terrified. Be not awed. Rejoice. Recognize [theni] to
be the product of thine own intellect ; as [they are] thine own
tutelary deity, be not arraid. In reality they are the FatllerMother Bhagaviin Amitzbha. Believe in them. Coqcomitantly
with recognition, liberation will come. Through such acknowledging, recognizing them to be tutelary deities, in at-oncment thou wilt merge [into them], and obtain Riiddliahood.
[THE T W E L F T H DAY]

Despite such- setting-face-to-face, being still led backwards
by evil propensities, terror and awe arising, it may be that
one recognize not and flee. Thereupon, on the Twelfth Day,
the blood-drinking deities of the Karmic Order, accompanied
by the Kerima, Htamenma, and Wang-chugma,' will come to
receive one. Not recognizing, terror may be produced.
Whereupon, the setting-face-to-face is, calling thc deceased by
name, thus :
0 nobly-born, on the Twclfth Day, the blood-drinking deity
of the Karmic Order, named Karma-Ileruka, dark grccn of
colour ; [having] three faces, six hands, [and] four feet firmly
postured ; the right [face] white, the left, red, the middle, dark
green ; majestic [of appearance] ; in the first of the right of
the six hands, holding a sword, in the middle [one], a tridentstaff, in the last, a club ; in the first of the left [hands], a bell,
in the middle [one], a skull-bowl, in the last, a ploughshare ; his body embraced by the Mother Karma-Kroti-

' Thcse

three orders of deities a r e goddesses, Indian and Tibetan in origin,
the Kerr'~nahaving human s l ~ a p c ,t h e Ht'lmcrrmn and the ? f i ~ r ~ g - c / ~ ~ r glike
rrr~~,
Egyptian deities (more o r less totemistic), having human-like bodies nnd animal
heads ; and each deity symbolizes sornc particular finvrrric impulsc or propcnsit~
appearil~ga s a hallucination in the Bnrdo consciousness of the deceased. Kfr~',rlfl
seems to bc a hybrid Sanskrit-Tibctan \vord (from Skt. Krytirr), w l ~ i c hhaving
,
become current in Tibct-like s o many similar words-was incorporated inlo
our text unchanged. lltcinre~rrrra(as pronounced from Tib. P l r r n - r ~ l ~ ~ l r - ~isr l f l )
probably the name of a n order of pre-Buddhistic deities bclo~igingto thc ancient
11Ln religion of Tibet. IVnng-cl~lrrrgma(as pronounced from Tib. Dvflll~-PJryr4frnn) is t h e Tibctan rendering o f the Sanskrit fshvnri, meaning ' h l i g l l t ~
Goddesses '.
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shaurima, her right [hand] clinging to his neck, the left
offering to his mouth a red shell ; the Father and Mother in
union, issuing from the northern quarter of thy brain, will
come to shine upon thee. Fear that not. Be not terrified.
Be not awed. Recognize them to be the embodiment of thine
own intellect. [They] being thine own tutelary deity, be not
afraid. In reality they are the Father-Mother Bhagavan
Amogha-Sidd hi. Believe ; and be humble ; and be fond [of
them]. Concomitantly with recognition, liberation will come.
Through such acknowledging, recognizing them to be tutelary
deities, in at-one-ment thou wilt merge [into them], and obtain
Buddhahood. Through theguru's select teaching, one cometh
to recognize them to be the thought-forms issuing from one's
own intellectual faculties. For instance, a person, upon recognizing a lion-skin [to be a lion-skin], is freed [from fear] ; for
though it be only a stuffed lion-skin, if one do not know it
to be so actually, fear ariseth, but, upon being told by some
person that it is a lion-skin only, one is freed from fear.
Similarly here, too, when the bands of blood-drinking deities,
huge of proportions, with very thick-set limbs, dawn as big as
the skies, awe and terror are naturally produced in one. [But]
as soon as the setting-face-to-face is heard [one] recognizeth
them to be one's own tutelary deities and one's own thoughtforms. Then, when upon the Mother Clear-Light-which one
had been acc~~stomed
to formerly-a secondary Clear-Light,
the Offspring Clear-Light, is produced, and the Mother and
Offspring Clear-Light, coming together like two intimate
acquaintances, blend inseparably, and [therefrom] a self-emancipating radiance dawneth upon one, through self-enlightenment and self-knowledge one is liberated.
[THE THIRTEENTH DAY]

If this setting-face-to-face be not obtained, good persons on
the Path,' too, fall back from here and wandcr into the Satg~ G v a . Then the Eight Wrathful Ones, the Kerimas, and the
IItamenmas, having various [animal] heads, issue from within
Or ' undergoing psychical development '.
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one's own brain and come to shine upon one's self. Thereupon the setting-face-to-face is, calling the deceased by name,
thus :
0 tiobly-born, listen undistractedly. On the Thirteenti1
Day, from the eastern quarter of thy brain, the Eight Kerimas
will emanate and c o ~ l l cto shine upon thee. Fear that not.
From the cast of thy brain, the White Kcrima,' holding a
human corpse, as a club, in the right [hano]; in the left,
holding a skull-bowl filled with blood, will come to shine upon
thee. Fear not.
From the south, the Yellow Tseurima,Qolding a bow and
arrow, ready to shoot ; from the west, the Red P r a m ~ h a , ~
holding a rnnknrn '-banner ; from the north, the Black Petali;
holding a dorje and a blood-filled skull-bowl ; from the southeast, the Red Pukkase: holding intestines in the right [hand]
and [with] the left putting them to her mouth ; from the
south-west, the Dark-Green G h a ~ m a r ithe
, ~ left [hand] holding
a blood-filled skull-bowl, [with] the right stirring it with a
~ O Y J ~and
,
[she then] drinking it with majestic relish ; from the
north-west, the Yellowish-Whitc T ~ a n d h a l i ~ q e a r i nasunder
g
a head from a corpse, the right [hand] holding a heart, the
left putting the corpse to the mouth and [she then] eating
[thereof] ; from the north-east, the Dark-Blue Smasha: tearing
asunder a head from a corpse and eating [thereofj: these,

'

Text : Ken'ma, corrupted from Skt. Keyfiri, name of an Indian cemetery
goddess.
The corrupted Skt. form in text, name of another Indian cemetery goddes.
Tib.-Skt.of text.
Text : clru-srin (pron. chiru-sin) : water-lion 9 , or ' leviathan ' (Skt. Makarr),
a myll~ologicalmonster.
4
Tib.-Skt. of text.
Textual form, from Skt. Chn!r&ili, referring, apparently, to the spirit of
a female of low caste (i.e. Chnnq'dli), who, like each of the goddesses of our
text herein, haunts cemeteries or cremation grounds. All such goddesses, here
appearing, seem intended as symbols--each in its own way-to impress upon
the deceased, as In an initiatory drama, the nature of sangsdnc existence-its
impermanence, its unsatisfactoriness-and the need to rise above it, conquering
it through world-renunciation : all the goddesses emanating, as the text
repeatedly teaches, from the mental content which the percipien't's sangsdru
existence has bequeathed to him.
In place of this Tib.-Skt. form uf our text, the Block-Print gives Smoshali,
which is a more correct form.

'

'

'
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the Eight Kerimas of the Abodes [or Eight Directions], also
come to shine upon thee, surrounding the Five Blood-drinkiag
Fathers. Yet be not afraid.
0 nobly-born, from the Circle outside of them, the Eight
Htamenmas of the [eight] regions [of the brain] will comc to
shine upon thce : from the east, the b a r k - ~ r o w nLion-Headed
Onc, the hands crossed on the breast, and in the mouth
holding a corpse, and shaking the mane; from the south, the
Red Tiger-Headed One, the hands crossed downwards, grinning
and showing the fangs and looking on with protruding eycs ;
from thc wcst, thc Black For-Hcaded One, the right [hand]
holding a shaving-knife, the left holding an intestine, and [she]
eating and licking the blood [therefrom] ; from the north, the
Dark-Blue Wolf-Headed One, the two hands tearing open
a corpse and looking on with protruding eyes; from the
south-cast, the Yellowish-White Vulture-Headed One, bearing
a gigantic [human-shaped] corpse on the shoulder and holding
a skeleton in the hand; from the south-west, the Dark-Red
Ccmetery-Bird-Headed One, carrying a gigantic corpse on the
shoulder; from the north-west, the Hlack Crow-Headcd One,
the left [hand] holding a skull-bowl, the right holding a sword,
and [she] eating heart and lungs ; from the north-east, the
Dark-Blue Owl-Headed One, holding a dorje in the right [handl,
and holding a skull-bowl in the left, and eating.
These Eight H tamenmas 01 the [eight] regions, likewise
surrounding t h e Blood-Drinking Fathers, and issuing from
within thy brain, come to shine upon thee. Fear that not.
Know them to be the thought-forms of thine own intellectual
facultics.
[THE FOURTEENTH DAY]

0 nobly-born on the Fourteenth Day, the Four Female
Door-Keepers, also issuing from within thine own brain, will
come to shine upon thee. Again recogoire. From the cast
[quarter] of thy brain will come to shine the White TigerHeaded Goad-Holding Goddess, bearing a blood-filled skullbowl in her left [hand]; from the south, the Yellow SowHeaded Noose-Holding Goddess; from the west, the Rcd
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Idion-Headed Iron-Chain-Holding Goddess; and from the
north, thc Green Scrpent-Headed ncll-Holding Goddess
Thus issue the Four Female Door-Keepers also froin within
thinc own brain and come to shine upon thee; as tutelary
dcitics, recognize thcnl.
0 nobly-born, on the outcr Circle of thesc thirty wrathful
deities, Merokas, tllc twenty-cight varioos-hciided mighty
goddcsscs, bearing various weapons, issuing from within
thine own brain, will come t o shine upon thce. Fear that
not. Recognize whatever shineth to be thc thougllt-forms
of thinc orvn intellcctual facultics. A t this vitally important
timc, rccollcct the selcct teachings of thc grrru.
0 nobly-born, [there will dawn] from the east the DarkI :ro\vn Yak- Headed Rgkshasa-Goddess,
.
holding a (iorje and
a sl;ull ; and tlle ICcddish-Ycllow Serpent-Headed HriihnlaGoddcss, holding a lotus in her hand ; and thc GrccnibhBlack Ixopard-Ilcadcd Great-Goddess, holding a tridcnt in
hcr ]land ; and thc IJluc RIonkey-Hcaded Goddess of Inq~~isitivcness,
holding a wheel ; and the Red Snow-Rear-Headed
Virgin-Goddess, bearing a short spear in the hand ; and the
White ]{ear-Headed Indra-Goddcss, holding an intestine-noose
in thc hand : [these], the Six Yoginis of the East, issuing fronl
within thc [eastern quarter of thine own] brain, will come to
shine upon thee ; I 'Tear that not.
0 nobly-born, from the south [\\.ill dawn] the Yellorv I h t I Icaded Delight-Goddess, holding a shaving-knifc in thc hand ;
and the Kcd Makara-Headed Peacefill-[(;oddcss], holding an
urn in thc hand ;and the Red Scorpion-Headed AmyjtB-Goddess,
holding a lotus in the hand ; and the White Kite-Headcd MoonGoddess, I holding a do*
in the hand ; and the Dark-Green
Fox-Headed Ilnton-Goddess, flourishing a club in the hand ;
and the Yellowish-Black Tigcr-Headed l<~l;sl.~asi,llolding
a blood-filled skull-bowl in the hand : [these] the Six

.
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This bracketed phrase here (and in the three corresponding passages
following in this section) is incorporated from the text of the Block-Print, our
MS. text omitting it.
a Between this bar and the bar aftcr ' Moon-goddess in the sentence followillg
is contained the tralislation 01 the Tibetan text of the lower folio (67') of our
Front ispiecc.
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Yoginis of the South, issuing from within the [southern
quarter of thine own] brain, will come to shine upon thee;
fear that not.
0 nobly-born, from the west [will dawn] the GreenishBlack Vulture-He~ded Eater-Goddess, holding a baton in
the hand ; and the Red Horse-Headed Delight-Goddess,
holding a huge trunk of a corpse; and the White EagleHeaded Mighty-Goddess, holding a club in the hand; and
the Yellow Dog-Headed RBk~hasi,holding a dorje in the
hand and a shaving-knife and cutting [with this] ; and the
Red Hoopoo-Headed Desire-Goddess, holding a bow and
arrow in the hand aimed ; and the Green Stag-Headed
Wealth-Guardian Goddess, holding an urn in the hand :
[these], the Six Yoginis of the West, issuing from within
the [western quarter of thine own] brain, will come to shine
upon thee ; fear that not.
0 nobly-born, from the north [will dawn] the Rlue WolfHeaded Wind-Goddess, wavir~ga pennant in the hand; and
the Red Ibex-Headed Woman-Goddess, holding a pointed
stake in the hand ; and the Blaclc Sow-Headed Sow-Goddess,
holding a noose of fangs in the hand ; and the Red CrowHeaded Thunderbolt-Goddess, holding an infant corpse in the
hand ; and the Greenish-Black Elephant-Headed Big-Nosed
Goddess,' holding in the hand a big corpse and drinking blood
from a skull ; and the Blue Serpent-Headed Water-Goddess,
holding in the hand a serpent noose : [these], the Six Yoginis
of the North, issuing from within [the northern quarter of]
thine own brain, will come to shine upon thee; fear that not.
0 nobly-born, the Four Yoginis of the Door, isstling from
within the brain, will come to shine upon thee : from the east,
the Black Cucltoo-Headed Mystic G o d d e ~ s holding
,~
an iron
hook in the hand ; from the south, the Yellow Goat-Headed
Mystic Goddess, holding a noose in the hand ; from the west,
the Red Lion-Headed Mystic Goddess, holding an iron chain
Here the Block-Print gives only ' the Big Elephant-Headed Goddess'.
Text : Rdovde-ma (pron. Dorye-ma) : ' S h e [called] the Dorje', or ' She
[called] the Mystic One' ; hence Mystic Goddessp. The Block-Print gives
' White Cuckoo-Headed Mystic Goddess '.
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in the hand ; and from the north, the Greenish-Black Serpent.
Headed Mystic Goddess : [these], the Four Door-Keeping
Yoginis, issuing from within the brain, will come to shine
upon thee.
Since these T wenty-eight Mighty Goddesses emanate from
the bodily powers of Katna-Sambhava, [He] of the Six Heruka
Deities, recognize them.'
0 nobly-born, the Peaceful Deities emanate from the Voidness of the Dharma-Kcfya ; recognize them. From the
Radiance of the Dknrma-Kaya3 emanate the Wrathful Deities;
recognize them.
A t this time when the Fifty-eight Blood-Drinking Deities'
emanating from thine own brain come to shine upon thee,
if thou knowest them t o be the radiances of thine own
intellect, thou wilt merge, in the state of at-one-ment, into
the body of the Blood-Drinking Ones there and then, and
obtain Buddhahood.
0 nobly-born, by not recognizing now, and by fleeing from
the deities out of fear, again sufferings will come to overpower
thee. If this be not known, fear being begotten of the BloodDrinking Deities, [one is] awed and terrified and fainteth away:
one's own thought-forms turn into illusory appearances, and
one wandereth into the Sangscfrn; if one be not awed and
terrified, one will not wander into the Snngscfm.
Furthermore, the bodies of the largest of the Peaceful and
Wrathful Deities are equal [in vastness] to the limits of the
heavens ; the intermediate, as big as Mt. Meru ; the smallest,
146

In place of this, the Block-Print gives the following synonymous sentence:
Since these Twenty-eight Mighty Goddesses also are emanations from the
power of the self-produced Wrathful Deities, recognize them.'
a They are the emanations from the void, or primordial, tranquil, unshaped
~ a viewing man a s the microcosm ofthe macrocosm.
aspect of t h e D h a r m a - K r ~ state,
T h e y a r e the emanations from the active radiant aspect of the DharmaKGya state,-the
Clear Light shining in the primordial Voidness,-man, as the
microcosm of the macrocosm, being inseparable therefrom.
The symbolism of the blood-drinking should here be kept in mind. (See
p. 132'.)
Mt. Meru (Tib. Ri-rob) is the central lnystical mountain of Buddhist
cosmography. (See pp. 6a ff.) T h e spinal column, the central support of the
human bodily structure, is, analogously, sjmbolized in the Tantrns and in
works on Yoga as the Mt. Meru of man the microcosm.
1
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equal to eighteen bodies such as thine own body, set one
upon another. Uc not terrified at that ; be not awcd. If
all existing phenomena shining forth as divine shapes and
radiances be recognized to be the emanation8 of one's own
intellect, Buddhahood will be obtained at that very instant
of recognition. The saying, ' Buddhahood will be obtained
in a mo9ment [of tirne] ' is that which applietk now. Hearing
this in mind, onc will obtain Buddhahood by merging, in
at-one-ment, into the Radiances and the Kcfjtas.
0 nobly-born, whatever fearful and terrifying visions thou
mayst see, recognize them to bc thine own thought-for~ns.
0 nobly-born, if thou recognize not, and be frightened,
then all the Peaceful Deities will shine forth in the shape
of Mahs-KZla ; I and all the Wrathful Deities will shine
[forth] in the form of Dharma-RSja, the Lord of Death ;'
and thine own thought-forms becoming Illusions [or Miras],
thou wilt wander into the S a n g s h .
0 nobly-born, if one recognize not one's own thoughtforms, however learned one may be in the Scripturcs-both
Sfitrns and Tatztmss-although practising religion for a ka/pn,
one obtaiileth not Buddhahood. If one recognize one's own
thought-forms, by one important art and by one word, Buddhahood is obtained.
If one's thought-forms be not recognized as soon as one
dieth, the shapes of Dharma-Rsja, the Lord of Death, will
shine forth on the Chonyid Bardo. The largest of the bodies
of Dharma-R~ja,the Lord of Death, equalling the heavens [in
vastness] ; the intermediate, Mt. Meru ; the smallest, eighteen
times one's own body, will come filling the world-systcms.
They will come having their upper teeth biting the nethcr
lip ; their eyes glassy ; their hairs tied up on the top of the
head ; big-bellied, narrow-waisted ; holding a [karr,ric] recordT e x t : Mgon-po-Nng-po(pron. Gon-po-Nag-po): Skt. Kda-Nciflr, commonly
known in India as Mahi%-KHla. At this stage, all 'the illusory forms of the
Peaceful Deities blend and nppcar a s this one deity.
(pron. Shirr-jri-clrii-kyi-sy~rl-fi)
: Skt.
Text : Gslrirr-ve-hi-chiis-kyi-rgyal-po
Dharnra-R~ja+ Yamn-Rcija. A s described hcre and in the Second Book o f the
Bardo T/riidol (see p. 167') this illusory deity com~nonlyassumes many and
varicd forms capable of merging into a single form.
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board in the hand ; giving utterance from their mouth to
sounds of Strike ! Slay ! ', licking [human] brain, drinkillg
blood, tearing heads from corpses, tearing out [the] hearts:
thus will [they] come, filling the worlds.
0 nobly-born, when such thought-forms emanate, be thou
not afraid, nor terrified ; the body which now thou possessest
being a mental-body of [kar?tiic] propensities, though slain
and chopped [to bits], cannot die. Because thy body is,
in reality, one of voidness, thou ncedest not fear. The
[bodies of the] Lord of Death, too, are emanations from
t h e radiances of thine own intellect ; they are not constituted
of matter ; voidness cannot injure voidness. Beyond the
enlanations of thine own intellectual faculties, externally,
the Peaceful and the Wrathful Ones, the Blood-Drinking
Ones, the Various-Headed Ones, the rainbow lights, the
terrifying forms of the Lord of Death, exist not in reality:
of this, there is no doubt. Thus, knowing this, all the fear
and terror is self-dissipated ; and, merging in the state of
at-one-ment, Buddhahood is obtained.
If thou recognizest in that manner, exerting thy faith
and affection towards the tutelary deities and believing that
they have come to receive thee amidst the ambuscades of
the Bnvdo, think, ' [I] take refuge [in them] ' ; and remember
t h e Precious Trinity, exerting towards them [the Trinity]
fondness and faith. Whosoever thine own tutelary deity may
be, recollect now ; [and] calling him b y name, pray thus :

' Text : khrnm-shin,a(pron. htam-shing), referring to a board-either a floggingboard such as that on which culprits are stretched and flogged in Tibet, or else,
a s here, a board written over with knvmic records of the deccased'slifc. Kl~yam
is the name given to a scroll of records o r an inventory like a rent-roll ; s h i n ,
alone means wood
Hence w e may render the two words as ' wood-register '
o r ' record-board
In the great Tibetan Arthurian-like saga called in Tibetan
Ge-sar-bsgrungs (pron. Ke-snr-doong), o r Kesar Saga (of unknown author, but
probably dating from the eighth or ninth century A. D.), which is so much the
popular saga of Tibet that many Tibetans know it by heart, a boy, thirteen
Years of age, who, when wishing to join in a battle, is held back by fond relatives,
brushes them aside, saying, ' The place of illness, the place of death, and the
place of cremation are in accordance with the [karmic] register of the Lords of
Death ' ; and here the Tibetan word for register is khvam.
T h e verification of our rendering of this passage is important because,'like
other passages in the Bnvdo Thodol, particularly the closely-related passage
describing the Judgement, coming in the Second Book (pp. 165-91, it llas
striking correspondence with parts of the Egyptian Book ofthu Dead.

'.
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[Alas !I, wandering am I in the Bardo ; run to my rescue ;
Uphold me by thy grace, 0 Precious Tutelary! '
Calling upon the name of thine own grtrr, pray thus :
'[Alas!] waildering am I in the Bardo; rescue me!
[0] let not thy grace forsake me!'
Have faith in the Blood-Drinking Deities, too, and offer up
this prayer :
'Alas ! when [I am] wandering in the Sn?tgsira, through
force of overpowering illusions,
On the light-path of the abandonment of fright, fear, and awe,
May the bands of the BhagavPns, the Peaceful and Wrathful
Ones, lead [me] ;
May the bands of the Wrathful Goddesses Rich in Space
be [my] rear-guard,
And save me from the fearful ambuscades of the Bnrdo,
And place me in the state of the Perfectly-Enlightened
Buddhas.
When wandering alone, scparated from dear friends,
When the void forms of onc's own thoughts are shining herc,
May the Buddhas, exerting the force of their grace,
Cause not to come the fear, awc, and terror in the Gcrrdo.
When the five bright Wisdom-Lights are shining here,
May recognition come without dread and without awe;
When the divine bodies of the Peacefill and the Wrathful
are shining here,
May the assurance of fearlessness be obtained and the
Bardo be recognized.
When, by the power of cvil Rarnm, misery is being tasted,
May the tutelary deities dissipate the misery;
When the natural sound of Reality is reverberating [like]
a thousand thunders,
May they be transmuted into the sounds of the Six
Sy1lablcs.l
These are of the essence mantra of Chenrazee (Avalokiteshvara), being OmMa-?ii-Pad-me-~t?,!r(pron. Otn-Mi-!ri-Pciy-nrt-H~ng).
(See p. 134'.) Chenrazee
being the patron-god, or national tutelary deity, of Tibet, and this bei~lghis
mantra, its repetition, both in the humall world and on the Bardo plane, is
credited with bringing to an end the cycle of rebirth and thereby giving entrance

so
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When unprotected, b a r ? ~ nhavirlg to be followed here,
I besecch the Gracious Compassio~latc[One] ' to protect me ;
When suffering miseries of kar~)ticpropensities here,
May the blissfulness of the Clear Light d;r\vn ;
hfay the Five Elcmcnts2 not risc up as cncmies;
n u t may I behold the realms of the Five Ordcrs of the
Enlightened Ones.'

Thus, in earnest faith and humility, offcr up the prayer;
whereby all fears will vanish and Buddhahood in the S n ~ ~ l b h o p K6ya will undoubtedly be won : important is this. Heing undistracted, repeat it in that manner, three or [cvcn] seven times.
into Nirvti!~a ; hence its irnportance in the Bar& prayer. In tlie Tibctan work
called Manr-bkah-hhrm (pron. Ma-ni-kalr-boom), i. c. History of the Mi!ti or
Mantra of Clienr.azee)' this nrmntra is said to be ' the cssencc of all I~appiness,
prospcrity, and knowledge, and the grcat mcans of liberation ' ; also it is said
that the i,nr closes the door of rcbirth among the gods, rrrn', among tlie asurns
amollg
(or titans). !ti, among mankind, PtSy, among sub-human creatures,
pvttas (or unhappy ghosts), and lrrirrg, among the inhabitants of Iicll. Accordingly, each of the six syllables is given the colour of the light-path corresponding
to the six states of existence, thus : dm, the white light-path of the dtva-fokn (or
world of the gods) ; mti, tlie green light-path of the nsrrrn-Ioba (or world of the
titans) ; !ti, the yellow light-path of the manaba-loka (or human wol.ld) ; pliy,
tlie blue light-path of the trryaka-lokn (or brute world); mi, the red light-path
of thc preta-fokn (or ghost world) ; and hfirrg, the smokc-coloured or black lightpath of the nnraka-lohn (or Hell world).
There is an old Tibctan folk-tale concerning a religious devotee who tried to
incline his irreligious mother to devotional observances and merely succeeded in
habituating her to the recitation of this mnrrh.a. H e r bad knnrrn predominating
over her good knrmnCa t death she passed into the Hell-world, whereupon her
son, being proficient in yoga, went to her rescue ; and she, upon seeing him,
was able, in virtue of having recited the nrantra on earth, to recitc it in Hell,
and instantaneously she and all who heard it were liberated from Hcll : for, u
thc tale at its end teaches, 'Such is the power of the mantra
T h e origin of this mantra is traceable through trrflrr works conccrning the
introduction (during the eighth century! of Tantric Buddl~isminto Tibet. Dr.
Waddell is inclined to doubt that these tevton works were hidden away then
(i. e. in the time of Padma Sambhava) and in later centuries recovered, as the
ktldrrs (i. e. ' takers-out ' of such lost books) claim, and suggests that their
compilation dates from the fourteentll to the sixteenth century-a
tcntativc and
possibly unsound theory (cf. L. A. Waddell, Lamaism in Sikhim, in the Gridt w o / Sikhint, ed. by H. H. Risley, Calcutta, 18gq, p. 289 ; also our Introduction,
PP. 73-7). In any case, the nrantra, at least by tradition (whicll ordinarily
is a s rcliablc as recorded history), secms to have come into, or been originated
in, Tibet contcmporaneoi~slywith the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet.
That is, Clienrarcc.
* Tliese are : Earth, Air, Water, Fire, and Ether.
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However heavy the evil karma may be and however weak
the remaining karma may be, it is not possible that liberation will not be obtained [if one but recognize]. If, nevertheless, despite everything done in these [stages of the Bardo],
recognition is still not brought about, then-there being danger
of one's wandering further, into the third Bardo, called the
Sidfa Gaydo-the setting-face-to-face for that will be shown
in detail hereinafter.

[THE CONCIAUSION, SHOWING T H E FUNDAMENTAL IMPORTANCE O F THE BARD0 TEACHINGS]
Whatever the religious practices of any one may have been,
-whether extensive or limited,-during the moments of death
various misleading illusions occur; and hence this ThiidoJ is
indispensable. To those who have meditated much, the reai
Truth dawneth as soon as the body and consciousness-principle
part. T h e acquiring of experience while living is important :
they who have [then] recognized [the true nature of] their own
being,' and thus have had some experience, obtain great power
during the Bardo of the Moments of Death, when the Clear
Light dawneth.
Again, the meditation on the deities of the Mystic Path of
the Mantra, [both in the] visualizing and the perfecting stages,
while living, will be of great influence when the peaceful and
wrathful visions dawn on the Chiitryid Bardo. Thus the
training in this Bardo being of particular importance even
while living,' hold to it, read it, commit it to memory, bear
it in mind properly, read it regularly thrice; let the words
and the meanings be very clear ; it should be so that the
words and the meanings will not be forgotten even though
a hundred executioners were pursuing [thee].
Lit., ' intellect ' or ' consciousness-principle '.
The Book o/ tire Cra/( o/ Dying, chap. V,
Cornper's ed. (p. 37): ' That what man that lusteth, and will ghdly die well
and surely and meritorily, without peril, he must take heed visibly, and study
and learn diligently this craft of dying, and the dispositions thereof abovesid,
while he is in heal [i, e , hcalth] ; and not abide till the death enlereth in him.'

' Cf. the following passage from

BARDO O F K A R M I C ILLUSIONS
I t is called the Great Liberation by Hearing, because even
those who have committed the five boundless sins1 are sure
to be liberated if they hear it by the path of the ear. Therefore read it in the midst of vast congregations. Disseminate
it. Through having heard it once, even though one do not
comprehend it, it will be remembered in the Intermediate
State without a word being omitted, for the intellect becomet11
ninefold more lucid [there]. Hence it should be proclaimed
in the ears of all living persons; it should be read over the
pillows of all persons who are ill ; it should be read at the
side of all corpses : it should be spread broadcast.
Those who meet with this [doctrine] are indeed fortunate.
Save for them who have accumulatcd much merit and absolved
many obscurations, difficult is it to meet with it. Even when
met with, difficult is it to comprehend it. Liberation will be
won through simply not disbelieving it upon hearing it. Therefore treat this [doctrine] very dearly : it is the essence of all
doctrine^.^
The Setting-Face-to-Face while experiencing Reality in the
Intermediate State, called ' T h e Teaching Which Liberateth
R y Merely Being Heard And That Which Liberateth By
Merely Being Attached ',3 is finisl~ed.~
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These a r e : patricide, matricide, setting t w o religious bodies a t war, killing
a saint, and causing blood to flow from t h e body of a Tathiigata (i. e. a Buddha).
H e r e the Block-Print has : ' T h i s is t h e Tarrtrn of all doctrines.'
This refers t o the Thadol. (See p. 1ga4,)
T h e Block-Print text, corresponding in all essentials, and in almost evcry
important detail, word for word with the text of our Manuscript, contains (011
folio 48 b), a s t h e parallel concluding sentence o f the Chonjid Bnrdo, the following,
which differs from our o w n : ' T h e Teaching for the Intermediate State, the
Setting-Face-to-Face while experiencing Reality, from The Great Liberation by
Ilearing While in the Intemicdiate Stnte, Liberating by Merely Being Hmvd,
Liberating By Mcrely Being Srcn, is finished.'

[BOOK 11]

[THE SIDPA BARDO]
T H I S I S KNOWN AS T H E GOOD HEAD-PART
OF T H A T CALLED ' T H E PROFOUND ESSENCE
O F THE LIBERATION BY HEARING',-THE
REMINDER, T H E CLEAR SETTING-FACE-TO-FACE
IN T H E INTERMEDIATE STATE WHEN SEEKING
REBIRTH

Text : S R I D - P A BAR-DOH1 NGO-SPR~)D GSAL-HDEBS T H ~ s GROL ZHES-BYA-VA ZAB-PAHI NYING-KHU ZHES-BYA-VAHI DVUPHYOGS LEGS (pronounced : SID-PA BAR-DO1 N C O - T ~ DSAL-DEB
THO-DOL SHAY-CHA-WA ZAB-PA1 NYING-KHU SHAY-CHA-WAI
U-CHS) LAY).
In the Block-Print, the Bardo Tlr6dol being divided into two distinctly
separate books--whereas in our MS. Book I1 is an unbroken continuation of
Book I-the first four folios of its second book contain-unlike our MS.-a
summary of the introductory parts of the first book ; and the title of Book 11
of the Block-Print is as follows: Bar-do Thos-grol Chm-mo L a s Sn'd-fi Bardohi Ngo-Sprod Bshugs-so (pronounced : Bar-do Thb-do1 C h - m o Lay Sidpo
Bar-doi Ngo-TLid Zhu-so), which means, ' Herein Lieth the Setting-Face-toFace in the Intermediate State of [or when seeking] Worldly Existence (i. e.
Rebirth), from a The Great Liberation by Hearing on the After-Death Plane " '.

' The essence of all things is one and the same, perfectly calm and tranquil,
and shows no sign of L d becoming" ; ignorance, however, is in its blindness and
delusion oblivious of Enlightenment, and, on that account, cannot recognize
truthfully all those conditions, differences, and activities which characterize the
Aslivaghosha.
Thr Awakening of Faith
phenomena of the Ulliverse.'
(Suzuki's Translation).

-

INTRODUCTORY SECTIONS
[ T H E OBEISANCES]
To the asseoibled Deities, to the Tutelaries, to the Gurrrs,
Humbly is obeisance paid :
May Liberation in the Intermediate State be vouchsafed by
Them.'
[INTRODUCTORY VERSES]
Above, in the Great Bardo- Thiidol,
The Bardo called Chotcyid was taught ;
And now, of the Bavdo called Sidpa,
The vivid reminder is brought.

[ P A R T I]
[THE

AFTER-DEATH WORLD]

[Introductory Instructions to the Officiant] : Although,
heretofore, while in the Chonyid Bardo, many vivid reinindings have been given,-setting aside those who have
had great familiarity with the real Truth and those who
have good Rayma,-for them of evil knrma who have had
no familiarity, and for them of evil karma who because
of the influence thereof become stricken with fear and terror,
recognition is difficult. These go down to the Fourteenth
Day ; and, t o reimpress them vividly, that which follows is
to be read.
[ T H E B A R D 0 BODY: I T S BIRTH AND ITS
SUPERNORMAL FACULTIES]
Worship having been offered to the Trinity, and the prayer
invoking the aid of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas having been
recited, then, calling the deceased by name, three or seven
times, speak thus :
0 nobly-born, listen thou well, and bear at heart that birth
Lit., ' Act so a s to liberate in the Intermediate State'-a

direct supplication

10 the Deities, Tutelaries, and Gums, rendered by us in the third persol1 to fit

the context better.

J
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in thc I-Iell-world, in the Dtvn-world, and in this h'nr&-body
is of the kind called supernormal birth.'
Indeed, when thou wert experiencing the radiances of the
Peaceful and the Wrathful, in the Ch6'~yid
Bnrdo, being ilnable
t o recognizc, thou didst faint away, through fear, about three'
and one-half days [after thy decease] ; and, then, when thou
wert recovered fro111 the swoon, thy Knower must have risen
up in its primordial condition and a radiant body, resembling
the former body, must have sprung forth '--as the Tnntm says,

' Having a body [seemingly] fleshly [resembling] the former
and that to be produced,
Endowed with all sense-faculties and power of unimpeded
motion,
Possessing kavt)zic miraculous powers,
Visible to pure celestial eyes [of Bnrdo beings] of like
nature.'
Such, then, is the teaching.
That [radiant body]-thus
referred to as [resembling] ' t h e
former and that to be produced ' (meaning that one will have
a body just like the body of flesh and blood, the former human,
propensity body)-will also be endowed with certain signs and
beauties of perfection such as beings of high destiny possess.
This body, [born] of desire, is a thought-form hallucination
in the Intermediate State, and it is called desire-body.
A t that time-if
thou art to be born as a dcvn-visions
of the Devn-world will appear to thee ; similarly-wherever
thou art to be born-if
as an nszwn, or a human being, or
Text : ydziis-skyes (pron. zii-kye), meaning ' to be born in disguise'-~dzus =
' to disguise ' + skyes = ' to be born '-or ' to be born in a supernormal manner',
i. e. 'supernormal birth '. As the text will proceed to explain, the birth-process
in the after-death states is quite unlike that known on earth.
In error, probably in transcribing, the text here has ' four' instead 01
' three '.
This springing forth, or birth of the Bavdo-body, about three and one-half
days alter death, i. e. upon the expiration of the three and one-half (or four)
days (comparable to the prenatal period, normally passed in sleep, or dream,
or unconsciousness, on the human-plane), mentioned on pages 93 and 1051 is
said to occur instantaneously. ' Lilte a trout leaping forth from water' is the
simile used by Tibetan gcrrrrs to explain it ; it is the actual process of being born
in thc Intermediate State, paralleli~~g
birth in our world.
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a brute: or a preta, or a being in Hell, a vision of the place
will appear to thee.
Accordingly, the word ' former ' [in the quotation] implieth
that prior t o the three and one-half days thou wilt have been
thinking thou hadst the same sort of a body as the former
body of flesh and blood, possessed by thee in thy former
existence because of habitual propensities; and the word
produced ' is so used because, afterwards, the vision of
thy future place of birth will appear to thee. Hence, the
expression as a whole, ' former and that t o be produced ',
rcferreth to these [i. e. the fleshly body just discarded and
the fleshly body to be assumed at rebirth].
At that time, follow not the visions which appear to thee.
Be not attracted ; be not weak: if, through weakness, thou
be fond of them, thou wilt have to wander amidst the Six
Lokas and suffer pain.
Up to the other day thou wert unable to recognize the
Chonyid Bardo, and hast had to wander down this far.
Now, if thou art to hold fast to the real Truth, thou must
allow thy mind t o rest undistractedly in the nothing-to-do,
nothing-to-hold condition of the unobscured, primordial, bright,
void state of thine intellect, to which thou hast been introduced
by thy g 2 1 ~ 2 4 . ~[Thereby] thou wilt obtain Liberation without
having t o enter the door of the womb. But if thou art unable
to lcnow thyself, then, whosoever may be thy tutelary deity
and thygwzt, meditate on them, in a state of intense fondness
That is to say, esoterically, a human brute-like being (cf. pp. 126, xng ;
and 39-61).
That is to say, the habitual (or karmic) predilection for sangsdnc existence
arising from the thirst for life, from the wish to be born, is the sole cause of
one's possessing a body, human o r any other. The Goal which the devotee
must gain is the Unbecome, the Unborn, the Unmade, the Unfor~ned'-NirtG!ro.
It is herein assumed that the deceased has had, when in the human world,
some elementary teachings, at least, concerning mental concentration, or control
of the thinking processes, sufficient to have realized the state of non-thought
formation described as that of the nothing-to-do; nothing-to-hold condition ' of
the unmodified, primordial mind, which is the state of Yoga defined by Patanjali
(in his Yoga Aphon'srns, i. a j as the suppression of the transfo1,mations of the
thinking principle'. Another rendering of the same passage is, ' Yoga is the
restraint of mental n,odifications7(Rama Prasad, ~afatrjali's YO^ S ~ h . a sin Thr
Sawed Books ofthr Hindus, Allahabad, 1912,iv. 5).
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and humble tl-ust, as overshadowing the crown of thy head.1
This is of great importance. Be not distracted.
[Instructions to the Officiant]: Thus speak, and, if recogaition result from that, Liberation will be obtained, without
need of the wandering in the Six Lokns. If, however, through
influence of bad k n r m , recognition is made difficult, thereupon
say as follows :
0 nobly-born, again listen. ' Endowed with all sensefaculties and power of unimpeded motion' implieth [that
although] thou mayst have been, when living, blind of the
eye, or deaf, or lame, yet on this After-Death Plane thine
eyes will see forms, and thine ears will hear sounds, and all
other sense-organs of thine will be unimpaired and very keen
and complete. Wherefore the Bnrdo-body hath been spoken
of as 'endowed with all sense-faculties'. That [condition of
existence, in which thou thyself now art] is an indication that
thou art deceased and wandering in the Bardo. Act so as to
know this. Remember the teachings ; remember the teachings.
0 nobly-born, ' unimpeded motion ' implieth that thy present
body being a desire-body-thine intellect having been separated
frolorn its seat -is
not a body of gross matter, so that now thou
hast the power to go right through any rock-masses, hills,
boulders, earth, houses, and Mt. Meru itself without being im~ e d e d .Excepting
~
Budh-Gay2 and the mother's womb,' even

'.

O r ' directly above' ; or lit., ' as being upon the crown of thy head
The
significance herein is occult: the BrHhmanic Aperture, through which the
consciousness-principle normally departs from the human body, either ternporarily in yogic trance or permanently at death, is upon the crown of the head ;
and if the visualization be centred directly over that aperture very definite
psychic or spiritual benefit accrues to the visualizer. (Cf. p. gal.)
"he
' seat ' is the human body which has been left behind.
This power, supernormal in the human world, is normal in the fourthdimensional after-death state. In the human world, such powers, innate in all
persons, can be developed and exercised through proficiency in yoga. The
Buddha describes some of them thus: In this case suppose that a being
enjoyeth the possession, in various ways, of mystic power: from being one, he
becometh multilbrm; from being multiform, he becometh one ; from being visible,
he becometh invisible; he passeth without hindrance to the further side of
a wall or battlement, o r a mountain, as if through a i r ; he walketh on water
without dividing it, as if on solid ground ; he travelleth cross-legged through
the sky, like the birds on tlie wing'-(Brihma!,a
Vagga, Anguttara Nikisa).
Unless previously endowed with a very high degree of spiritual enlighten-

'
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the King of Mountains, Mt. Meru itself, can be passed through
by thee, straight forwards and backwards unimpededly. That,
too, is an indication that thou art wandering in the S*
Bardo. Remember thy gurrb's teachings, and pray to the
Compassionate Lord.
0 nobly-born, thou art actually endowed with the power
of miraculous action,' which is not, however, the fruit of any
snmidhi, but a power come to thee naturally; and, therefore, it is of the nature of knrmic power.2 Thou art able
in a moment to traverse the four continents round about
Or thou canst instantaneously arrive in whatever
Mt. M e r ~ . ~
place thou wishest ; thou hast the power of reaching there
within the time which a man taketh to bend, or to stretch
forth his hand. These various powers of illusion and ol
shape-shifting desire not, desire not.*
None is there [of such powers] which thou mayst desire
which thou canst not exhibit. The ability to exercise them
unimpededly existeth in thee now. Know this, and pray to
the gzrru.
0 nobly-born, ' Visible to pure celestial eyes of like nature '
ment, the deceased cannot consciously go to these two places at will ; for from
Budh-Gay3 (as a great psychic-centre) and from the mother's womb (as being
the destined path to rebirth) radiate such psychically.blinding radiances that
the ordinary mentality would be overcome with fear in the same manner as
when in the Bardo various radiances dawn, and so would avoid them. (Cf.
stanza 6, ' T h e Path of Good Wishes Which Protecteth from Fear in the
Bardo', p. ao6.)
Text : rdzrr-hphrul (prorl. su-tiil) ; rdzu meaning 'power to change one's
shape ' ; and hphrul meaning ' power to change one's size and number ', by
appearing or disappearing at will, as one or as many, large or small. If
developed on the earth-plane, through yogic practices, such miraculous power
becomes a permanent endowment, and can be employed in the body or out of
the body (as when in the Bardo).
The text implies that theideceased is possessed of the miraculous power as
a result of his being-through the workings of karma-in the Intermediate
State, wherein such power is natural, and not because of merit acquired through
the practice ofyoga when in the human body.
See pp. 62-5, -concerning Cosmography.
The most advanced of the la'mas teach the disciple not to strive after psychic
powers of this nature for their own sake ; for until the disciple is morally fit to use
them wisely they become a serious impediment to his higher spiritual development : not until the lower or passional nature of man is completely mastered is
he safe in using them.

'
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implieth that those [beings] of like nature, being those of
similar constitution [or level of Itnowledge] in the Intermediate State, will individually see each other.' For example,
those beings who are destined to be born amongst devns will
see each other [and so 0111. Dote not on them [seen by
thee], but meditate upon the Compassionate One.
'Visible to pure celestial eyes' [also] implieth that the
devas, being born [pure] in virtue of merit, are visible to
the pure celestial eyes of those who practise dhyzna. These
will not see them at all times: when mentally concentrated
[upon them] they see [them], when not, they see [them] not.
Sometimes, even when practising dhy&la, they are liable to
become distracted [and not see theml.2

[CHARACTERISTICS O F EXISTENCE I N THE
INTERMEDIATE STATE]

0 nobly-born, the possessor of that sort of body will see
places [familiarly known on the earth-plane] and relatives
[there] as one seeth another in dreams.
Thou seest thy relatives and connexions and speakest to
them, but receivest no reply. Then, seeing them and thy
family weeping, thou thinkest, ' I am dead! What shall
I d o ? ' and feelest great misery, just like a fish cast out
In addition to the normal human eyes with their limited vision, ldmas say
that there are five sorts of e y e s : ( I ) Eyes of Instinct (or Eyes of the Flesh),
like those of birds and beasts of prey, which, in most cases, possess a greater
range of vision than human eyes ; (2) Celestial Eyes, like the eyes of the devas,
capable of seeing the human world a s well as their own, and the past and
future births of beings in both worlds throughout many lifetimes; (3) Eyes 01
Truth, like the eyes of Bodhisattvas and Arliants, capable of seeing throughout
hundreds of world-periods (or Rubas) backwards and in the future ; (4) Divine
Eyes, of the most highly advanced Bodhisattvas, capable of seeing throughout
millions of world-periods that which has been and that which will be; and
( 5 ) Eyes of Wisdom of the Buddhas, capable of seeing, in like manner, throughout eternity.
a Ordinarily it is only when clairvoyant vision is induced by dhydna, or exists
naturally in certain specially gifted clairvoyants, and directed to the deva-world,
that the devas a r e seen ; sometimes, however, the devas appear unexpectedly.
T h e Tyi-Pilaka, like the ca~ionicalliterature of Northern Buddhism, is replete
with visions and unexpected visitations of devas, as Christian and Moslem
sacred literature is replete with lore concerning angels.
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[of water] on red-hot embers. Such misery thou wilt be
experiencing at present. But feeling miserable will avail
thee nothing now. If thou hast a divine guru,1 pray to him.
Pray to the Tutelary Deity, the Compassionate One. Even
though thou feelest attachment for thy relatives and connexions, it will do thee no good. So be not attached.
Pray to the Compassionate L o r d ; thou shalt have nought
of sorrow, or of terror, or of awe.
0 nobly-born, when thou art driven [hither and thither]
by the ever-moving wind of Knrmn, thine intellect, having
no object upon which to rest, will be like a feather tossed
about by the wind, riding on the horse of breathB2 Ceaselessly and involuntarily wilt thou be wandering about. T o
all those who are weeping [thou wilt say], ' Here I am ; weep
not.' But they not hearing thee, thou wilt think, ' I am
dead ! ' And again, at that time, thou wilt be feeling very
miserable. Be not miserable in that way.
There will be a grey twilight-like light, both by night
and by day, and a t all times3 In that kind of Intermediate
State thou wilt be either for one, two, three, four, five, six,
or seven weeks, until the forty-ninth day.( I t hath been said
that ordinarily the miseries of the Sidja Bardo arc experienced
for about twenty-two days ; but, because of the determining
influence of karma, a fixed period is not assured.
0 nobly-born, a t about that time, the fierce wind of k n r r a ;
terrific and hard to endure, will drive thee [onwards], from
behind, in dreadful gusts. Fear it not. That is thine own
This refers to a superhuman guru of the Divyaugha Order.

(See Addenda,

p. aaa.)
a Like the restless wind, karma is ever in motion, and the intellect, when
without the support of the human. body, is its plaything.
Yogis explain this by saying that in the Bardo-body, which is a mind-born
desire-body, the nervous system of the earth-plane body being lacking, the
light of the sun and moon and stars is not visible to the deceased. Only the
natural light of nature (referred to by medieval alchemists and mystics S. the
' astral light ') is to be seen in the after-death state ; and this ' astral light ' is
said to be universally diffused throughout the ether, like an earth twilight, yet
quite bright enough for the eyes of the ethereally constituted beings in the
Bardo. (Cf. p. gad.)
See our Introduction, pp. 6-7.

'
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illusion. Thick awesome darkness will appear in front of
thee continually, from the midst of which there will come
such terror-producing utterances as ' Strike ! Slay ! ' and
similar threats.' Fear these not.
In other cases, of persons of much evil'kont,n, knr'~~aicnl(y.
produced flesb-cating v(ik;!,nsns [or demons] bearing various
weapons will utter, ' Strike ! Slay! ' and so on, making
a frightful tumult. Thcy will come upon one as if competing amongst themselves as to which [of them] should
get hold of one. Apparitional illusions, too, of bcing pursued
by various terrible beasts of prey will dawn. Snow, rain,
darkness, fierce blasts [of wind], and hnllucinations of being
1-'urs1icd by many people likewise will come; [and] sounds as
of mountni~iscrumbling down, and of angry overflowing seas,
and of tllc roaring of fire, and of ficrcc winds springing up.2
When these sounds come one, being terrified by them,
will flee before them in every direction, not caring whither
one flecth. I3ut the way will be obstructed by thrce awful
precipices-white, and blaclc, and red. Thcy will be tcrrorinspiring and deep, and one will fccl as if onc wcrc about to
fall down them. 0 nobly-born, they are not really precipices ; they are Anger, Lust, and Stupidi t ~ . ~
l'he dweller in the Bnrdo, because of the kavnir'c effects of selfishness wllcll
living in the human world, is obsessed with the belief that all otlier Bardo
bcings are at enmity with him ; liencc he has these frightful hallucinations, as in
a nightmare. (Cf. p. 148.)
a In Thr Si.r Doctrirrcs, a treatise on thc practical application of variousyogns,
whicll we havc tra~lslatedout of the origi~ialTibetan, tlicrc is a parallel passage
which anlplifics this, as follows : ' If one filldetli not tllc Path during the Second
Rnrdo (i. c. during the Clriir.yid Bardo), thcn four sounds callcd " awe-inspiring
sounds" [are Iicard] : from thc vital-forcc of the earth-clement, a sound like 111~
crunlbling d o w ~of a mountain ; from the vital-force of the water-element,
a sound likc the breaking of [storm-tosscd] ocean-waves ; from thc vital-force of
the lire-element, a sound as of a jungle afire ; from the vital-force of the airelement, a sound like a thousand thunders reverberating simultaneousl~.'
Hcrcin arc describcd the psychic resultants of the disintegrating process called
death as alTccting the four grosser elements composing the human body
aegrcgate ; the ether-element is not named, because in thnt element aloneo
i . ~ .in thc etllcreal, or Btrvdo-body-the consciousncss-principle continues to
cxist. (Cf. page 933.)
T h e precipices are knrnric illusions, symbolical of the three evil passions;
and tllc falling down them symbolizes the elltrance into a womb prior to rebirth.
(See page 1 a ~ 2 . )
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Know a t that time that it is the Sidpn Bnrdo [in which
thou art]. Invoking, by name, the Compassionate One, pray
earnestly, thus : ' 0 Compassionate Lord, and my Gurrr, and
the Precious Trinity, suffer it not that 1 (so-and-so by name)
fall into the unhappy worlds.' Act so as to forget this not.
Others who have accumulated merit, and devoted themselves sincerely t o religion, will experience various delightful
pleasures and happiness and ease in full measure. But that
class of neutral beings who have neither earned merit nor
created bad karma will experience neither pleasure nor pain,
but a sort of colourless stupidity of indifference. 0 noblyborn, whatever cometh in that manner-whatever delightful
pleasures thou mayst experience-be
not attracted by them ;
dote not [on them] : think, 'May the Guru and the Trinity
be worshipped [with these merit-given delights] '. Abandon
all dotings and hankerings.
Even though thou dost not experience pleasure, or pain,
but only indifference, keep thine intellect in the undistracted
state of the [meditation upon the] Great Symbol, without
thinking that thou art meditating.' This is of vast importance.
0 nobly-born, at that time, at bridge-heads, in temples,
by stEfns of eight kinds: thou wilt rest a little while, but
thou wilt not be able t o remain there very long, for thine
Text : Lsgom-mcd-yengs-med(pron.yom-med;vr~tg-med)= ' non-meditation +
non-distraction' ; referring to a state of mental concentration in which no
thought of meditation itself is allowed to intrude. This is the state of Sanrridhi.
If one thinks one is meditating, the thought alone inhibits the meditation ;
hence the warning to the deceased.
This refers to the eight purposes for which a sttipn (or pagoda) is built.
TWO such instances may be cited in elucidation: ( I ) mnm-rgyal-nrchod-rtt~~
(pron. mm-gynl-chiid-ten): mchod-rten (or chorten = stEpa) is here translatable as
' object of worship ', and rnam-rgyal as ' victory ' ; hence this sort of pagoda is
one for marking a victory, i. e. a monument ; (2) ntynng-hdas-mchod-rfen(pron.
~yang-day-chon-ten)refers to a stfipn used as a monument for marking the spot
where a saint or sagc died, o r the place of burial of the urn containing such
a one's ashes. Other pagodas are purely symbolical structures erected-as
Christian crosses are-as objects of worship or veneration. In Ceylon mally
stupas are erected solely to enshrine sacred books or reliques. The great slG@s
of North -west India, near Peshawar and at Taxila, lately opened, contained
bone-reliques and other objects. Two or t h e ~ ncontailled authentic bits of the
bones of the Buddha.
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intellect hath been separated from thine [earth-plane] body.l
Because of this inability to loiter, thou oft-times wilt feel perturbed and vexed and panic-stricken. At times, thy Knower
will be dim ; at times, fleeting and incoherent. Thereupon this
thought will occur to thee, ' Alas ! I am dead ! What shall
I do 7 ' and because of such thought the Knower will become
saddened and the heart chilled, and thou wilt experience
infinite misery of s ~ r r o w . ~
Since thou canst not rest in
any one place, and feel impelled to go on, think not of
various things, hut allow the intellect to abide in its own
[unmodified] state.
As to food, only that which hat11 been dedicated to thee
can be partaken of by thee, and no other food.Qs
to
friends at this time, there will be no certainty.'
These are the indications of the wandering about on the
Sidpn Bardo of the mental-body. A t the time, happiness
and misery will depend upon karma.
Thou wilt see thine own home, the attendants, relatives,
and the corpse, and think, ' Now I am dead ! What shall
I d o ? ' and being oppressed with intense sorrow, the thought
Like a person travelling alone a t night along a highway, having his attention
arrested by prominent landmarks, great isolated trees, houses, bridge-heads,
temples, stupas, and so on, the dead, in their own way, have similar experiences
when earth-wandering. They are attracted, by karmic propensities, to familiar
haunts in the human world, but being possessed of a mental or desire body
cannot remain long at any one place. A s our text explains, they are driven
hither and thither by the winds of karmic desires-like a feather before a gale.
* It should be remembered here that all the terrifying phenomena and the
unhappiness are entirely karmic. Had the deceased been developed spiritually,
his Bardo existence would have been peaceful and happy from the first, and he
would not have wandered down so far as this. T h e Bardo Tliodol is concerned
chiefly with the normal individual, and not with highly developed human beings
whom death sets free into Reality.
Like fairies and spirits of the dead according to Celtic belief, or the daemons
of ancient Greek belief, the dwellers in the Bardo are said to live on invisible
ethereal essences, which they extract either from food offered to them on the
human plane or else from the general store-house of nature. In The Six
Doctrines, already referred to above (p. 1622), there is this reference to the
inhabitants of the Bardo : ' They live on odours [or the spiritual essences of
material things].'
Friends may or may not exist in the Intermediate State, as on earth ; but
even if they do, they are powerless to counteract any bad karma of the deceased.
H e must follow his own path, as marked out by karma.

'
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will occur t o thee, ' 0 what would I not give to posxss
a body!' And so thinking, thou wilt be wandering hither
and thither seeking a body.
Even though thou couldst enter thy dead body nine times
over-owing to the long interval which thou hast passed in
the Clliinyid Baydo-it
will have been frozen if in winter, been
decomposed if in summer, or, otherwise, thy relatives will
have cremated it, or interred it, or thrown it into the water,
or given it t o the birds and beasts of prey.' Wherefore
finding no place for thyself to enter into, thou wilt be dissatisfied and have the sensation of being squeezed into cracks
and crevices amidst rocks and boulde~-s.~The experiencing
of this sort of misery occurs in the Intermediate State
when seeking rebirth. Even though thou seekest a body,
thou wilt gain nothing but trouble, Put aside the desire for
a body ; and permit thy mind to abide in the state of resignation, and act so as to abide therein.
By thus being set face t o face, one obtaineth liberation
from the Bardo.
[THE

JUDGEMENT]

[Instructions to the Officiant]: Yet, again, it may be possible
that because of the influence of bad karma one will not
recognize even thus. Therefore, call the deceased by name,
and speak as follows :
0 nobly-born, (so-and-so), listen. That thou art suffering
so cometh from thine own kaynsn; it is not due to any one
else's : it is by thine own kar,wn. Accordingly, pray earnestly
to the Precious Trinity; that will protect thee. If thou
neither prayest nor knowest how to meditate upon the Great
Symbol nor upon any tutelary deity, the Good Genius? who
All known forms o f disposal of a corpse are practised in Tibet, including
mummification. ( S e e pp. as-8.)
This symbolizes the getting into undesirable wombs, such as those of human
beings o f animal-like nature.
Text : L h ~ n - c h i g - s k y ~ ~ - p o(pron.Lha~-di~kye~ai-lha)
hi-~
= Lsimultaneourly-born god (or good spirit, or genius) ,, the personification of a human being's
higher, or divine, nature ; p o p u ] ~ r l yknown in Sikkimese as Lha-kar-chuv&
' Little white god '.
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was born simultaneously with thee, will come now and count
out thy good deeds [with] white pebblcs, and the Ilvil Genius,'
who was born sim~~ltaneously
with thee, will come and count
out thy evil deeds [with] black pebblcs. Thereupon, thou
wilt be greatly frightened, awed, and terrified, and wilt
tremble ; and thou wilt attempt to tell lies, saying, ' I luve
not committed any evil deed '.
Then the Lord of Death will say, ' I will consult the Mirror
of I<ar?tzn'.
So saying, he will look in the Mirror, wherein every good
and evil act is vividly reflected. Lying will be of no avail.
Then [one of the Executive Furies of] the Lord of Death
will place round thy neck a rope and drag thee along; he will
cut off thy head, extract thy heart, pull out thy intestines, lick
up thy brain, drinlc thy blood, eat thy flesh, and gnaw thy
bones ; 2 but thou wilt be incapable of dying. Although
thy body be hacked to pieces, it will revive again. The repeated hacking will cause intense pain and torture.
Evcn at thc time that the pebbles arc being counted out,
be not frightened, nor terrified ; tell no lies ; and fear not thc
Lord of Death.
Thy body being a mental body is incapable of dying even
though bellcaded and quartered. In reality, thy body is of
the nature of voidness ;3 thou needst not be afraid. The

'

Text : Ll~ntz-ck%-skjrs-pnhi-hdve(pron.Llrati-chig-kye-pcli-de)
= ' simultaneously-born demon (or evil spirit, o r genius) ', the personification o f a human being's
lower, o r carnal, nature ; popularly known in Sikkimese as Bdtrd-nag-cl~uflg
(pron. Diid-nag-clrung),' Little black mdru' (or demon)'.
These tortures symbolize the pangs of the deceased's conscience ; for the
Judgement, as herein described, symbolizes the rising up of the Good Genius in
judgement against the Evil Genius, the Judge being the conscience itself in its
stern aspect of impartiality and love of righteousness; the Mirror is memory.
One element-the purely human element-of the consciousness-co~~tent of the
deceased, comes iorward, and, by offering lame excuses, tries to meet accusations
against it, saying, ' Owing to such-and-such circumstances I had to do so-andSO'.
Another element of the consciousness-content comes forward and says,
' You were guided by such-and-such motives ; your deeds partake o l the black
colour'. Then some more friendly one of such elements arises and protests,
' But I have such-and-such justification ; and thc deceased deserves pardon on
these grounds7. Aiid so-as the ldmas explain-the
Judgement proceeds.
(Cf. PP. 35-7.)
Meaning that the ' astral ' o r desire:body is incapable 01 ordinary physical

THE JUDGEMENT
&scribed on pagss xxs-sxkiii, 35-38,1657, $40

THE MANTRA OF CH EN RAZEE

"OM MA-NI PAD-ME
1)rsi.riDt~tfo.rr pug^ xxxiz!

HUM"
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Lords of Death1 are thine own hallucinations. Thy desirebody is a body of propensities, and void. Voidness cannot
injure voidness ; the qualityless cannot injure the qualityless.
Apart from one's own hallucinations, in reality there are
110 such things existing outside oneself as Lord of Dcath, or
god, or demon, or the Bull-headed Spirit of Death.% Act so
as to recognize this.
At this time, act so as to recognize that thou art in the
fia'sl*h Meditate upon the Snma'dhiof the Great Symbol.
If thou dost not know how to meditate, then merely nnalyse
with care the real nature of that which is frightening thee.
In rcality it is not formed into anything, but is a Voidness
which is the Dhar~t~a-KcLyn.~
That Voidness is not of the nature of the voidness of
nothingness, but a Voidness a t the true nature of which
thou feelcst awcd, and before which thine intellect sliineth
clearly and more lucidly : that is the [state of] mind of the
Snfnbhogn-Kiiya.
In that state wherein thou art existing, there is being
experienced by thce, in an unbearable intensity, Voidness
and Brightness inseparable,-th;
Voidness bright by nature
and the Brightness by nature void, and the Brightness inseparable from the Voidness,-a
state of the primordial
[or unmodified] intellect, which is the Adi-Kfip.'And the
injury. ' As through a cloud, a sword can be plunged through the Bardo-body
without harming it '-the l i m a s explain ; or it is like the forms seen in materializing seances of necromancers and spirit-mediums.
These Lords of Death are Y a m a - R ~ j aand his Court of Associates, iocluding,
perhaps, the Executive Furies. These last are, as Tormenting Furies, comparable to the Eumenides of Aeschylusl great 'drama-elements of one's own
consciousness-content. Following the Alhidhamma, of Southern Buddhism,
there are mind (Skt. chit, Tib. sems-pron. sem) and impulses of mind (Skt.
c~;lfav~ifti,
Tib. sems-hbycrng-pron, sem-jung) ; and the i~npulsesof mind are the
Furies. ( ~ f pp.
. 147-8.)
a Text : R a g s h a - g l a ~ g - m ~(pron.
o
Ragsha-lang-go) : 'Bull-headed Spirit of
Death ', commonly depicted a s having a buffalo-head. The chief tutelary deity
of the Gelugpa or Yellow Hat Sect, called JampaI Shinjeslred (Tib. H j n m - d ~ l
Gshin-vjE-gshed), meaning 'Jrrmpal (Skt. Maii;usrhi), the Destroyer of the Lord
of'Death (Skt. Yartuintaka), 1., is often represented as a blue buffalo-headed deity.
See pp. 10-15.
Tib. Gowo-nyidku : Skt. Adj-Kfisa ('First Body'), which is synonymous
with the Dhartna-Kiya.
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power of this, shining unobstructedly, will radiate every.
where; it is the Nirma?n-Kiyn.
0 nobly-born, listen unto me undistractedly. By merely
recognizing the Four Kciyns, thou art certain to obtain perfect
Emancipation in any of Them. Be not distracted. The line
of demarcation between Buddhas and sentient beings licth
herein.' This moment is one of great importance ; if thou
shouldst be distracted now, it will require innumerable aeons
of time for thee to come out of the Quagmire of Misery.
A saying, the truth of which is applicable, is :

' In

a moment of time, a marked differentiation is creatcd;
In a n~onlentof time, Perfect Enlightenment is obtained.'

Till the moment which hath just passed, all this B(trdo
hath been dawning upon thee and yet thou hast not recognized, because of being distracted. On this account, thou
hast experienced all the fear and terror. Shouldst thou become distracted now, the chords of divine compassion of the
Conlpassionate Eyes will breakJ3 and thou wilt go into the
place from which there is no [immediate] liberation. Therefore, be careful. Even though thou hast not recognized ere
this-despite thus being set face t o face-thou wilt recognize
and obtain liberation here.
[Instructions to the Officiant]: If it be an illiterate boor
who knoweth not how to meditate, then say this :
0 nobly-born, i l thou knowest not how thus to meditate,
act so as to remember the Compassionate One, and the Sangha,
the Dharma, and the Buddha, and pray. Think of all tllese
fears and terrifying apparitions as being thine ow11 tutelary
deity, or as the Compassionate One.* Bring to thy recollection the mystic name that hath been given thee a t the time

' I n virtue of knowing the true nature of sangsdn'c existence-that

all phenomena are unreal-Buddhas, or Perfectly Enlightened Ones, are beings quite apart
from unenlightened sentient beings.
IL,' there will be no time when thou canst get out
This is a literal rendering, meaning that the rays of grace or compassion of
Chenrazee will cease to dawn.
The idea meant to be conveyed is that trials and tribulations, although
kamric, act a s divine tests, and so, being for the good of the deceased, ought
even to be visualized as such, i. e. as the tutelary deity, or as Chenrazee.

'

'
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PART I]

THE INITIATORY N A M E

of thy sacred initiation when thou wert a human being, and

the name of thygrrru, and tell them to the Righteous King
of the Lord[s] of Death.' Even though thou fallest down precipices, thou wilt not be hurt. Avoid awe and terror.

[THE ALL-DETERMINING INPLUJSNCE
O F THOUGHT]
[Instructions to the Officiant]: Say that; for by such setting-face-to-face, despite the previous non-liberation, liberation ought surely to be obtained2 here. Possibly, [however,]
liberation may not be obtained even after that setting-faceto-face ; and earnest and continued application being essential,
again calling the deceased by name, speak as follows :
0 nobly-born, thy immediate experiences will be of momcntary joys followed by momentary sorrows, of great intensity,
like the [taut and relaxed] mechanical actions of catapults?
Be not in the least attached [to the joys] nor displeased
[by the sorrows] of that.
If thou art to be born on a higher plane, thc vision of that
higher plane will be dawning upon thee.
Thy living relatives may-by way of dedication for the
benefit of thee deceased-be sacrificing many animals,' and
performing religious ceremonies, and giving alms. Thou,
This revealing of the initiatory name is for the purpose of establishing
occult connexion between the deceased and the King of Death-i. e. between
the human and the divine in man-in much the same way as a Freemason will
make himself known to another Freemason by giving some secret password.
Lit., ' will be obtained
That is to say, a t one time good karma will be operative and raise tlie
deceased to a spiritual state of mind, and at another lime, bad karnra k o r n i n g
predominant, the deceased will be pulled down in mentol depression. The
operator of the catapult is karma, who stretches out the catapult to its limit and
then relaxes it, alternately.
Each time an animal is sacrificed-presumably to be prepwed for f w d
afterwards-the deceased is said to be unable to escape the karmic result, the
sacrifice being done in his name, so that horrors come upon him directly. H e
calls to the living to cease, but, they not hearing him, he is inclined to grow
angry; and anger he must avoid at all costs, for if allowed to arise on the
B a r d ~ - ~ l a nlike
e , a heavy weight, it forces him down to the lowe* meatal state
called Hell.
Animal sacrifice to the dead, in Tibet as in India, originated in ancient times,
far prior to the rise of Buddhism, which, of course, prohibits it. SurvivaL of it

'.
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because of thy vision not being purified, mayst be inclilled
to grow very angry a t their actions and bring about, at this
moment, thy birth in Hell: whatever those left behind thee
may be doing, act thou so that no angry thought can arise in
thee, and meditate upon love for them.
Furthermore, even if thou feelest attached to the worldly
goods thou hast left behind, or, because of seeing such
worldly goods of thine in the possession of other people and
being enjoyed by them, thou shouldst feel attached to them
through weakness, or feel angry with thy successors, that
feeling will affect the psychological moment in such a way
that, even though thou \vert destined t o be born on higher
and happier planes, thou wilt be obliged to be born in Hell,
or in the world of plPetns [or unhappy ghosts]. On the other
hand, even if thou art attached t o worldly goods left behind,
thou wilt not be able t o possess them, and they will be of no
use to thee. Therefore, abandon weakness and attachment for
them ; cast them away wholly; renounce them frorrl thy
heart. No matter who may be enjoying thy worldly goods,
have no feeling of miserliness, but be prepared to renounce
then1 willingly. Think that thou art offering them to the
Precious Trinity and to thy gzwu, and abide in the feelillg
of unattachment, devoid of weakness [of desire].
have persisted in Tibet, but without the approval of the l6mas, a s our text clearly
proves; and, if practised nowadays, it is only rarely, and by the rude folk of
remote districts, who are Buddhist merely in name.
Save for the yogi or lcimn eager for the highest spiritual development-with
which flesh-eating is said to be incompatible -Tibetans, being confihed eaters
of animal corpses, like the Brahmins of Kashmir (who are, consequently, not
recognized a s Briihmins by the pure-living Brahmins of India), excuse their
meat-eating on the grounds of climatic and economic necessity. Although
Tibet is poor in cereals and vegetables and fruits, this seems to be chiefly an
unconscious attempt to cover up a racial predisposition, inherited from nomadic
and pastoral ancestors, for a flesh diet. Even in Ceylon, where there can be no
such excuse for Buddhists to disobey the precept prohibiting the taking of life,
flesh-eating has already made rapid progress since the advent of Christianity,
which, unlike Buddhism, does not, unfortunately, teach kindness to animals as
a religious tenet, St. Paul himself being of opinion that God cares not for oxen
(see r COY.ix. 9). And yet on Ceylon's Sacred Mount of Mihintale still stands,
a s witness of a purer Buddhism, the ancient edict, cut on a stone slab, prohibiting-as the Edicts of Asoka prohibit-the slaying of any animal, either in
sacrifice or for food.
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T H E D I R E C T I N G OF T H O U G H T

Again, when ally recitation of the Kamkarii Rfarrtral is
being made on thy behalf as a funeral rite, or when any
rite for the absolving of bad knrntn liable to bring about
thy birth in lower regions is being performed for thee, the
sight of their being conducted in an incorrect way, mixed
up with sleep and distraction and non-observance of the
vows and lack of purity [on the part of any officiant], and
such things indicating levity-all of whicll thou wilt be able
to see because thou art endowed with limited karr~ticpower
of prescience 2-tho~ mayst feel lack of faith and entire disbelief [in thy religion]. Thou wilt be able to apprehend
any fear and fright, any black actions, irreligious conduct,
and incorrectly recited rituals.= In thy mind thou mayst
think, ' Alas ! they are, indeed, playing me false '. Thinking
thus, thou wilt be extremely depressed, and, through great
resentment, thou wilt acquire disbelief and loss of faith,
instead of affcction and humble trustfulness. This affecting
the psychological moment, thou wilt be certain to be born
in one of the miserable states.
Such [thought] will not only be of no use to thee, but will
do thee great harm. However incorrect the ritual and improper the conduct of the priests performing thy funeral
rites, [think], ' W h a t ! mine own thoughts must be impure!
How can it be possible that the words of the Buddha should
be incorrect ? I t is like the reflection of the blemishes on mine
own face which I see in a mirror; mine own thoughts must
[indeed] be impure. A s for these [i.e. the priests], thc Sailgha
is their body, the Dharma their utterance, and in their mind
they are the Buddha in reality: I will take refuge in them'.
This manfva is believed to have the magical power of so transmuting food
sacrificed to the dead a s to make it acceptable to them.
In its fullness, this power of prescience includes knowledge of the past,
present, and future, the ability to read others' tlloughts, and the unobsc~~red
knowing of one's own capabilities and limitations. Only highly developed
beings, such, for example, as adepts in yoga, enjoy such conlplete power of
prescience. On the Bar& plane-unlike
the human world--every bcing
Possesses, in virtue of freedom from the impeding gross pllysical body, a certain
degree of the power, as the text makes clear.
That is, fear and fright, or impropriety, or carelessness on the part of any
person conducting the funeral rites.

'
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Thus thinking, put thy trust in them and exercise sincere
love towards them. Then whatever is done for thee [by those]
left behind will truly tend to thy benefit. Therefore the exercise
of that love is of much importance ; d o not forget this.
Again, even if thou wert t o be born in one of the miserable
states and the light of that miserable state shone upon thee,
yet by thy successors and relatives performing white religious
rites unmixed with evil actions, and the abbots and learned
priests devoting themselves, body, speech, and mind, to the
performance of the correct meritorious rituals, the delight
from thy feeling greatly cheered a t seeing them will, by
its own virtue, so affect the psychological moment that, even
though thou deseivest a birth in the unhappy states, there will
be brought about thy birth on a higher and happier plane,
[Therefore] thou shouldst not create impious thoughts, but
exercise pure affection and humble faith towards all impartially.
This is highly important. Hence be extremely careful.
0 nobly-born, to sum u p : thy present intellect in the Intermediate State having no firm object whereon to depend,
being of little weight and conti~luouslyin motion, whatever
thought occurs to thee now-be
it pious or impious-will
wield great power; therefore think not in thy mind of impious things, but recall any devotional exercises ; or, if tllou
wert unaccustomed to any such exercises, [show forth] pure
affection and humble faith ; pray to the Compassionate One,
or to thy tutelary deities ; with full resolve, utter this prayer:
t Alas ! while wandering alone, separated from loving friends:
When the vacuous, reflected body of mine own mental
ideas dawneth upon me,
May the Buddhas, vouchsafing their power of compassion,
Grant that there shall be no fear, awe, or terror in the Baydoe
When experiencing miseries, through the power of evil
knrwza,
May the tutelary deities dispel the miseries.

' White' as opposed to ' black (as in black magic or sorcery).
Cf. the following from the Orologium Sapientiar, Cornper's ed. (P. " 9 ) :
'Wllere is now the help of my friends? Where be now the good behests of
our kinsmen and others?'
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When the thousand thunders of the Sound of Reality reverberate,
May they all be sounds of the Six Sy1lables.l
When Karma follows, without there being any protector,
May the Compassionate One protect me, I pray.
When experiencing the sorrows of karmic propensities here,
May the radiance of the happy clear light of Satmidhi
shine upon me.'
Earnest prayer in this form will be sure to guide thee
along; thou mayst rest assured that thou wilt not be deceived.
Of great importance is this: through that being recited, again
recollection cometh ; and recognition and liberation will be
achieved.
[ T H E DAWNING OF T H E L I G H T S OF
T H E S I X LOKAS]
[Instructions to the Officiant] : Yet-though this [instruction]
be so oft repeated-if recognition be difficult, because of the
influence of evil karma, much benefit will come from rcpeating
these settings-face-to-face many times over. Once more, [then,]
call the deceased by name, and speak as follows :
0 nobly-born, if thou hast been unable to apprehend the
above, henceforth the body of the past life will become more
and more dim and the body of the future life will become
more and more clear. Saddened at this [thou wilt think],
' O what misery I am undergoing! Now, whatever body
I am to get, I shall go and seek [it] '. S o thinking, thou wilt
be going hither and thither, ceaselessly and distractedly.
Then there will shine upon thee the lights of the Six Songsiyic
Lohas. T h e light of that place wherein thou art to be born,
through power of karma, will shine most prominently.
0 nobly-born, listen. If thou desirest to know what those
six lights a r e : there will shine upon thee a dull white light
from the Deva-world, a dull green light from the A n m world, a dull yellow light from the Human-world, a dull blue
1

See p. 149'.
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light from the Brute-world, a dull red light from the PI,etaworld, and a smoke-coloured light from the Hell-world.' ~t
that time, by the power of karma, thine own body will partake
of the colour of the light of the place wherein thou art to be
born.
0 nobly-born, the special art of these teachings is especially
important at this moment: whichever light shineth upon thee
now, meditate upon it as being the Compassionate One; from
whatever place the light cometh, consider that [place] to be
[or to exist in] the Compassionate One. This is an exceedingly
profound art ; it will prevent birth. Or whosoever thy tutelary deity may be, meditate upon the form for much time,as being apparent yet non-existent in reality, like a form
produced by a magician. That is called the pure illusory
form. Then let the [visualization of the] tutelary deity melt
away from the extremities, till nothing at all remaineth
visible of it ; and put thyself in the state of the Clearness and
the Voidness =-which thou canst not conceive as somethingand abide in that state for a little while. Again meditate
upon the tutelary deity; again meditate upon the Clear
Light : do this alternately. Afterwards, allow thine own
intellect also to melt away g r a d ~ a l l y ,[beginning]
~
from the
extremities.
Wherever the ether pervadeth, consciousness ~ervadeth;
wherever consciousness pervadeth, the Dhar~za-K6ya pervadeth. Abide tranquilly in the uncreated state of the
Dhnr~nn-Kliya. In that state, birth will be obstructed and
Perfect Enlightenment gained.
Here as before (see p. 1249) the MS. is faulty. It gives the lights as
follows: white for the Dcva-world, red for the Asuva-world, blue for the
Human-world, green for the Brute-world, yellow for the Preta-world, smokecoloured for the Hell-world. This error, apparently on the part of the copyist
of the MS., has been corrected by the translator.
This expression, ' the Clearness and the Voidness ?, from the instructions
following, seems to be synbnymous with ' the Clear Light ', or ' the Clear Light
and the Voidness'.
This process corresponds to the two stages of Samddhi: the visualization
stage, and the perfected stage. (See p. I I ~ ' . )
Text : narn-mkhah (pron. nam-kha) : Skt. Akdsha : ether or ' sky

'
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[ P A R T I I]
[THE PROCESS O F R E B I R T H ]
(THE C L O S I N G O F T H E DOOR O F THE WOMB)
[Instructions to the Officiant]: Again, if through great weakness in devotions and lack of familiarity one be not able to
understand, illusion may overcome one, and one will wander
to the doors of wombs. T h e instruction for the closing of
the womb-doors becometh very important: call the deceased
by name and say this :
0 nobly-born, if thou hast not understood the above, at
this moment, through the influence of karma, thou wilt have
the impression that thou art either ascending, or moving along
on a level, or going downwards. Thereupon, meditate upon
the Compassionate One. Remember. Then, as said above,
gusts of wind, and icy blasts, hail-storms, and darkness, and
impression of being pursued by many people will come upon
thee. On fleeing from these [hallucinations], those who are
unendowed with meritorious karma will have the impression
of fleeing into places of misery ; those who are endowed with
meritorious karma will have the impression of arriving k
places of happiness. Thereupon, 0 nobly-born, in whatever
continent or place thou art to be born, the signs of that birthplace will shine upon thee then.
For this moment there are several vital profound teachings.
Listen undistractedly. Even though thou hast not apprehended by the above settings-face-to-face, here [thou wilt,
because] even those who are very weak in devotions will
recognize the signs. Therefore listen.
[Instructions t o the Officiant] : Now it is very important
to employ the methods of closing the womb-door. Wherefore it is necessary to exercise the utmost care. There are
two [chief] ways of closing : preventing the being who ~ o u l d
enter from entering, and closing the womb-door which might
be entered.
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[METHOD O F PREVENTING E N T R Y INTO A WOMB]

T h e instructions for preventing the being from entering are
thus :
0 nobly-born, (so-and-so by name,) whosoever may have been
thy tutelary deity, tranquilly meditate upon him,-as upon the
reflection of the moon in water, apparent yet non-existent
[as a moon], like a magically-produced illusion. If thou
hast no special tutelary, meditate either upon the Compassionate Lord or upon m e ; and, wit11 this in mind, meditate
tranquilly.
Then, causing the [visualized form of the] tutelary deity to
melt away from the extremities, meditate, without any thoughtforming, upon the vacuous Clear Light. This is a very profound
art ; in virtue of it, a womb is not entered.
[ T H E F I R S T METHOD O F CLOSING THE WOMB-DOOR]

In that manner meditate; but even though this be found
inadequate t o prevent thee from entering into a womb, and
if thou findest thyself ready t o enter into one, then there is
the profound teaching for closing the womb-door. Listen
thou unto it :

' When, a t this time, alas! the

Sirlpn Bnvdo is dawning

upon oneself,
Holding in mind one single resolution,
Persist in joining up the chain of good Rnvma
Close up the womb-door, and remember the opposition.'
This is a time when earnestness and pure love are
necessary ;
Abandon jealousy, and meditate upon the GUYUFatherMother.'

;'

Repeat this, from thine own mouth, distinctly ; and reT o obtain results, the accumulated merit, born of good actions done in the
earth-life, must be made operative, that is, it must be linked with the Bad0
existence of the deceased.
.Normally, existence in the Bntdo ever tends to lead the deceased back to
birth ; and this is due to karmic propensities, which are the opposition, the
forces opposing the Enlightenment of Buddhahood. Hence the deceased mllst
oppose this innate tendency with every help available.

'
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member its meaning vividly, and meditate upon it. The
putting of this into practice is essential.
The significance of the above teaching, ' When, at this time,
the Si@n Bardo is dawning upon me [or upon oneself] ', is
that now thou art wandering in the Sidpa Bnrdo. As a sign
of this, if thou lookest into water, or into mirrors, thou wilt
see no reflection of thy face or body ; nor doth thy body
cast any shadow. Thou hast discarded now thy gross material
body of flesh and blood. These are the indications that thou
art wandering about in the Sidpa Baydo.
A t this time, thou must form, without distraction, one single
resolve in thy mind. T h e forming of one single resolve is
very important now. I t is like directing the course of a horse
by the use of the reins.
Whatever thou desirest will come to pass. Think not
upon evil actions which might turn the course [of thy mind].
Remember thy [spiritual] relationship with the Reader of
this Bnrdo ThodoZ, or with any one from whom thou hast
received teachings, initiation, or spiritual au thorizatiorl for
reading religious texts while in the human world ; and persevere in going on with good acts : this is very essential. Be
not distracted. T h e boundary line between going up wards
or going downwards is here now. If thou givest way to
indecision for even a second, thou wilt have to suffer misery
for a long, long time. This is the moment. Hold fast
to one single purpose. Persistently join up the chain of
good acts.
Thou hast come now t o the time of closing the womb-door.
6
This is a time when earnestness and pure love are necessary ',
which implieth that now the time hath come when, first of all,
the womb-door should be closed, there being five methods of
closing. Bear this well a t heart.
[THE SECOND METHOD OF CLOSING THE WOMB-DOOR]

0 nobly-born, a t this time thou wilt see visions of males
and females in union. When thou seest them, remember to
withhold thyself from going between them. Regarding the
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father and mother as thy Gurrt and the Divine Mother,l
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meditate upon them and bow down ; humbly exercise thy
faith; offer up mental worship with great fervency; and
resolve that thou wilt request [of them] religious guidance.
By that resolution alone, the womb ought certainly to be
closed ; but if it is not closed even by that, and thou findest
thyself ready to enter into it, meditate upon the Divine G~rru
Father-Mother,= as upon any tutelary deity, or upon the
Compassionate Tutelary and Shahti ; and meditating upon
them, worship them with mental offerings. Resolve earnestly
that thou wilt request [of them] a boon. 13y this, the wombdoor ought to be closed.
[ T H E T H I R D METHOD O F CLOSING T H E WOMB-DOOR]

Still, if it be not closed even by that, and thou findest
thyself ready to enter the womb, the third method of repelling attachment and repulsion is hereby shown unto thee:
There are four kinds of birth: birth by egg, birth by
womb, supernormal birth,' and birth by heat and moisture.'
Amongst these four,5 birth by egg and birth by womb agrce
in character.
A s above said, the visions of males and females in union
will appear. If, a t that time, one entereth into the womb
through the feelings of attachment and repulsion, one may
be born either as a horse, a fowl, a dog, or a human being.'
' T h e father and mother' are the male and female seen in union ; the Guru
is the celestial o r spiritual Guru, not the human grtru ; and the Divine Mother
is the Guru's Shakti.
"hat
is, the Guru with the Shakti, a s above directed.
Text : brsus-skyes (pron. su-kye) : Skt. S v a y a m b h ~: ' supernormal (or miraculous) birth ', by translation or transference of the consciousness-principle
from one loka to another. (See pp. 85-6.)
This refers to the germination of seeds and spores, or the processes of birth
in the vegetable kingdom.
' Brshmanism, likewise, recognizes four kinds of birth : svedaja (sweatborn, or moisture-born), n!rdaja (egg-born), jav6jluja (womb-born), and udbh!@
(vegetation).'-Sj.
Atal Rehari Ghosh.
a Esoterically, this passage implies that, in accordance with k a m n , one may
be reborn with the peculiar propensities which the various animals named
symbolize. Plato in The Republic has employed animal symbols in the same
way. (See p. 1791.)

'
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If [about] t o be born as a male, the feeling of itself bei,,,~
a male dawneth upon the Knower, and a feeling of intense
hatred towards the father and of jealousy and attraction towards
the mother is begotten. If [about] to be born as a female, the
feeling of itself being a female dawneth upon the Knower,
and a feeling of intense hatred towards the mother and of
intense attraction and fondness towards the father is begotten. Through this secondary cause-[when] entering upon
the path of ether, just a t the moment when the sperm and the
ovum are about to unite-the Knower experienceth the bliss
of the simultaneously-born state, during which state it fainteth
away into unconsciousness. [Afterwards] it dndeth itself
encased in oval form, in the embryonic state, and upon
emerging from the womb and opening its eyes it may find itself
transformed into a young dog. Formerly it had been a human
being, but now if it have become a dog it findeth itself undergoing sufferings in a dog's kennel; or [perhaps] as a young
pig in a pigsty, or as an ant in an ant-hill, or as an insect,
or a grub in a hole, or as a calf, or a kid, or a lamb,' from
which shape there is no [immediate] returning. Dumbness,
stupidity, and miserable intellectual obscurity are suffcred, and
a variety of sufferings experienced. In like manner, one may
wander into hell, or into the world of unhappy ghosts, or
throughout the Six Lokas, and endure inconceivable miseries.
Those who are voraciously inclined towards this [i. e. sargsnric
existence], or those who do not at heart fear it,-0 dreadful !
0 dreadful ! Alas !-and those who have not received a gtirli's
Herein we see t h e animal symbolism expanded in such manner as quite to
parallel t h e passage in Plate's Republic describing the choosing of animal bodies
for t h e next incarnation. (See p. 1788; also pp. 49-53.) T h e popular or
exoteric interpretation of such passages in our text as this passage (cf. pp. 126,
129, 156-7 herein) would seem to be as reasonable as it would if applied to similar
Passages in Plato; and, furthermore, the copyist, and possibly the composer or
composers of the Bardo ThGdol, may llave been exotericists, o r at least intended
their text to emphasize the exoteric interpretation, holding as priests often h a v e
held, and a s some hold even nowadays, that fear-producing doctrines ie. g.
the Christian doctrine that hell is an eternal condition), although literally untrue,
are, nevertheless, like whips t o keep the lower mentalitics alert and P O S J ~ ~ ~ Y
more virtuous. Nevertheless, for our own (more o r less corrupted) text, as for
Plate's, there does exist [he esoteric key to the real meaning, such as we hare
given in our Introduction, pp. 55-9.

teachings, will fall down into the precipitous depths of the
Snrr~sa'rnin this manncr, and su&r interminably and un.
bearably. Rather than meet with a like fate, listen thou unto
my words and bear thesc tcachings of mint at heart.
Reject the feelings of attraction or repulsion, and remember
one method of closing the womb-door which I am going to
show to thce. Close thc womb-door and rcmcmbcr thc
opposition. This is the timc when carnestness and purc love
arc necessary. As hath been said, ' Abandon jealousy, and
meditatc upon thc Gtrrlr Father-Mother.'
As above explained, if to be born as a male, attraction
towards the mother and repulsion towards the father, and
if to be born as a female, attraction towards the father and
repulsioil towards the mothcr, together with a fecling of
jealousy [for one or the other] which ariseth, will dawn
upon thec.
For that time therc is a profound teaching. 0 nobly-born,
when the attraction and repulsion arise, meditate as follows:
'Alas! what n being of evil karma am I ! That I have
wandered in the Sn~~gscfm
hitherto, hath been owing to
attraction and repulsion. If I still go on feeling attraction
and repulsion, then I shall wander in endless Sn?rgsn'ya and
suffcr in thc Ocean of Misery for a long, long time, by sinking
therein. Now I must not act through attraction and repulsion.
Alas, for me ! Henceforth I will never act through attraction
and repulsion.'
Meditating thus, resolve firmly that thou wilt hold 0x1 to
that [~.esoli~tion].It hath been said, in the Tnrrtras, ' The
door of the womb will be closed up by that alone.'
0 nobly-born, be not distracted. Hold thy mind onepointedly upon that resolution.
[TIIE FOURTH METHOD OF CLOSING T H E WOMB-DOOR]

Again, evcn if that doth not close the womb, and one
findclh [oneself] ready to cnter the womb, then by means
of the tcaching [callcd] 'The Untrue and the Illusory"

'

Text : ~ d ~ r r - ~ r c d - s ~ u - r r r n - N a
( pron.
bu
D e n - n e w - n r n - t a b u ) : ' Nan-true
[and] Illusion-like ', thc titlc of a Tibetan trcatisc on the unrcality of phellolnenL
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the womb should be closed. That is to be meditated as
follows :
' 0, the pair, the father and the mother, the black rain,
the storm-blasts, the clashing sounds, the terrifying apparitions, atld all the phenomena, are, in their true nature, illusions.
Howsoever they may appear, no truth is there [in them];
all substances are unreal and false. Like dreams and like
apparitions are they ; they are non-permanent ; they have no
fixity. What advantage is there in being attached [to them] !
What advantage is there in having fear and terror of them!
It is the seeing of the non-existent as the existent. All
these are hallucinations of one's own mind. The illusory
mind itself doth not exist from eternity; therefore where
should these external [phenomena] exist ?
' I , by not having understood these [things] in that way
hitherto, have held the non-existent to be the existent, the
unreal to be the real, the illusory to be the actual, and have
wandered in the Sangscira so long. And even now if I do
not recognize them to be illusions, then, wandering in the
Sangsrira for long ages, [I shall be] certain to fall into the
morass of various miseries.
' Indeed, all these are like dreams, like hallucinations, like
echoes, like the cities of the Odour-eaters,' like mirage, like
mirrored forms, like phantasmagoria, like the moon seen in
water-not
real even for a moment. In truth, they are
unreal ; they are false.'
By holding one-pointedly to that train of thought, the
belief that they are real is dissipated ; and, that being impressed
upon the inner continuity [of consciousness], one turneth
backwards: if the knowledge of the unreality be impressed
deeply in that way, the womb-door will be closed.
[THE

FIFTH METHOD OF CLOSING T H E WOMB-DOOR]

Still, even when this is done, if the holding [phenomena]
as real rernaineth undissolved, the womb-door is not closed ;
and, if one be ready to enter into the womb, thereupon one
Text : Dri-ea (pron. Di-ea) : ' Odour-eaters' ; Skt. Gclndhovva, the Fairies of
Indian and Buddhist mythology. Their cities are lantastically-shaped cloud%
which dissolve in rain and vanish. (Cf. p. r6qs.)
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should close the womb-door by meditating upon the Clear
Light, this being the fifth [method]. T h e meditation is per
formed as follows :
' L o ! all substances are mine own mind;' and this mind
is vacuousness, is unborn, and unceasing.'
Thus meditating, allow the mind to rest in the uncreated
[statel-like, for example, the pouring of water into water.
The mind should be allowed its own easy mental posture,
in its natural [or unmodified] condition, clear and vibrant.
By maintaining this relaxed, uncreated [state of mind],
the womb-doors of the four kinds of birth are sure to be
closed. Meditate thus until the closing is successfully
accomplished.
[Instructions to the Officiant] : Many very profound teachings for closing the womb-door have been given above. It is
impossible that they should not liberate people of the highest,
the average, and the lowest i~ltellectualcapacity. If it be
asked why this should he so, it is because, firstly, the consciousness in the Baydo possessing supernormal power of
perception3 of a limited kind, whatever is spoken to one
then is apprehended. Secondly, because-although [formerly]
deaf or blind-here, at this time, all one's faculties are perfect,
and one can hear whatever is addressed to one. Thirdly,
being continually pursued by awe and terror, one thinketh,
' What is best?' and, being alertly conscious, one is always
coming to hear whatever may be told to one. Since the
consciousness is without a prop,S it immediately goeth to
whatever place the mind directeth. Fourthly, it is easy

'

Text : rlVar?t-shes (pron. Nam-she) : 4 consciousness-principle : Skt. vrj'zbna
Sknndl~a. T h e translator preferred to follow the context here and relldered
this as ' mind as synonymous with 'consciousness'.
As mentioned above, on p. 178.
Text : mngon-shes (pron. ngott-she), referring to certain gifts of supernormal
perception (Skl. Abhrjiri), of which six are commonly enumerated: (1) supernormal vision and (2) hearing ; (3) thought-reading ; (4) knowledge of miraculous
power ; ( 5 ) recollection of former existences ; (6) knowledge of the destruction
of the passions. For the ordinary deceased person such ' supernormal power of
perception' is limited (or exhaustible), and only operative in tlie after-death
state ; whereas for a Buddha, or a devotee perfected in yoga, it is a permanent
and unlimited possession on all planes of consci.ousness.
That is, without the human-plane body to depend upon.

*
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to direct it.' T h e memory2 is ninefold more lucid than
before. Even though stupid [before], at this time, by the
workings of R n ~ m a the
,
intellect becometh exceedingly clear
and capable of meditating whatever is taught t o it. [Hence
the answer is], it is because it 1i.e. the Knower] possesseth
these virtues.
That the pcrformance of funeral rites should be efficacious,
is, likewise, because of that reason. Therefore, the perseverance
in the reading of the Great Baydo Thiidol for forty-nine days
is of the utmost importance. Even if not liberated a t one
setting-face-to-face, one ought to be liberated a t another: this
is why so many different settings-face-to-face are necessary.
[ T H E CHOOSING OF T H E WOMB-DOOR]
[Instr~~ctions
to the Officiant]: There are, nevertheless,'
many classes of those who-though reminded, and instructed
to direct their thoughts one-pointedly-are not liberated, owing
to the great force of evil kav?niG obscurations, and because
of being unaccustomed t o pious deeds, and of being mucW
accustomed to impious deeds throughout the aeons. Therefore,
if the womb-door hath not been closed ere this, a teaching
also for the selection of a womb-door is going to be given
hereinafter. Now, invoking the aid of all the Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas, repeat the Refuge ; and, once more calling the
deceased by name thrice, speak as follows :
0 nobly-born, (so-and-so), listen. Although the above
setting-face-to-face teachings have been given one-pointedly,
yet thou hast not understood them. Therefore, if the wombdoor hath not been closed, it is almost time to assume a
body. Make thy selection of the womb [according to] this
best teaching. Listen attentively, and hold it in mind.
[THE PREMONITORY VISIONS OF THE PLACE OF REBIRTH]

0 nobly-born, now the signs and characteristics of the
Lit., ' Fourthly, turning the mouth [ofthe consciousness-principle or Knower,
as of a horse with a bit] is easy.'
Text : dronpn (pron.tanpa), lit. train (or stream) of c o n ~ c i o u ~ n c s;s 'usually
meaning ' consciousness or recollection or ' memory : Skt.sm,f&.

',

',
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place of birth will come. Recognize them. In observing
the place of birth, choose the continent t0o.l
If t o be born in the i<astern Continent of Liipah, a lakc
adorned with swans, male and female, [floating thereon], will
be seen. Go not there. Recollect the revulsion [against
going there].' If one goeth there, [that] Cont inent-though
endowed with bliss and ease-is
one wherein religion dot11
not predominate. Therefore, enter not therein.
If t o be born in the Southern Continent of Jambu, grand
delightful mansions will be seen. Enter therein, if one is to
enter.
If to be born in the Western Continent of Ralang-Chod,
a lake adorned with horses, male and female, [grazing on its
shores], will be seen. Go not even there, but return here.
Although wealth and abundance are there, that being a land
wherein religion cloth not prevail, enter not therein.
If to be born in the Northern Continent of Daminyan,
a lake adorned with male and female cattle, [grazing on its
shores], or trees, [round about it], will be seen. Although
duration of life, and merits are there, yet that Continent,
too, is one wherein religion dot11 not predominate. Therefore
enter not.
These are the premonitory signs [or visions] of the taking
rebirth in those [Continents]. Recognize them. 'Enter note3
If one is t o be born as a h a , delightful temples [or
mansions] built of various precious metals also will be seen.'
One may enter therein ; so enter therein.
In the description of these Continents which follows, Tibetan names are
given ; in our Introduction (pp. 64-5) the Sanskrit names are given along with
complementary description.
a Text : rulog : ' rebellion ' o r ' revulsion
By recollecting the revulsion,
i. e. the mental attitude which will oppose entering there, the deceased is put on
his guard.
This paragraph is misplaced in the MS., having been copied as coming after
'will be seen' in the paragraph immediately above, following our rendering.
The Christian conception of Heaven, as a definite place, having streets of
gold and walls of precious stones, probably owes its origin to pre-Christian
beliefs parallel to the Hindu and Buddhist beliefs concerning the Heaven of the
Devas. Nirvd!~a misleadingly has been called the Buddhist Heaven : a Heaven
implies a place and sangsZru phenomena, whereas N1vv6na is non-sangsdn'c, is
beyond all phenomena, being 'the Unbecomc, the Unborn, the Unmade, the

'.
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If to be born as an astwa, either a charming forest will
be seen or else circles of fire revolving in opposite directions.
Recollect the revulsion; and do not enter therein by any
means.

If to be born amongst beasts: rock-caverns and deep holes
in the earth and mists will appear. Enter not therein.
If to be born amongst jrttas, desolate treeless plains and
shallow caverns, jungle glades and forest wastes will be seen.
If one goeth there, taking birth as a preta, one will suffer
various pangs of hunger and thirst. Recollect the revulsion ;
and do not go there by any means. Exert great energy [not
to enter therein].
If to be born in Hell, songs [like wailings], due to evil
kartrra, will be heard. [One will be] compelled to cnter
therein unresistingly. Lands of gloom, black houses and white
houses, and black holes in the earth, and black roads along
which one hath to go, will appear. If one goeth there, one
will enter into Hell ; and, suffering unbearable pains of heat
and cold, one will be very long in getting out of itf Go not
there into the midst of that. It hath been said, ' Exert thine
energy to the utmost ' : this is needed now.
['THE PROTECTION AGAINST THE TORMENTING FURIES]

0 nobly-born, although one liketh it not, nevertheless, being
pursued from behind by karmic tormenting f u r i e ~one
, ~ feeleth
compelled involuntarily to go on ; [and with] tormenting furies
in the front, and life-cutters as a vanguard leading one, and
ic
and noises and snow and rain
darkness and k a r ~ ~ ltornadoes,
Unformed '-a
concept altogether foreign to popular, or exoteric, Christianity
and found only in esoteric Chrislianity, i. e. Gnosticism, which, very unwisely,
the councils ofexoteric Christianity have officiallyrepudiated as being ' heretical '.
Or, as in the text on p. 194 (wherein the clue to the esolericis~nunderlying
the references to birth ' amongst beasts is given), amongst human beings ' resembling the brute order '.
Lit., ' there will be no time [soon] when one can get out of it'. Buddhism
eternal condemnation to a state of hell,
(and Hinduism, too,) does not
and is, in this respect, more logical than Christian theology which has in the past
postulated it.
Text : gslled-ma (pron. shed-ma) : ' tormentors' or ' life-taken ', used here
to mean ' tormenting furies'. (Cf. p. 167l.)

'
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and terrifying hail-storms and whirlwinds of icy blasts occur
ring, there will arise the thought of fleeing from them.
Thereupon, by going t o seek refuge because of fear, [onc
beholdeth] the aforesaid visions of great mansions, rockcaverns, earth-caverns, jungles, and lotus blossoms which close
[on cntering them] ; and one escapeth by hiding inside [one
of such places] and fearing t o come out therefrom, and
thinking, ' T o go out is not good now '. And fearing to
depart therefrom, one will feel greatly attracted to one's place
of refuge [which is the womb]. Fearful lest, by going out,
the awe and terror of the Bardo will meet one, and afraid to
encounter them, if one hide oneself within [the place or womb
chosen], one will thereby assumc a very undesirable body and
suffer various sufferings.
That [condition] is an indication that evil spirits and rik~hnsns[or demons] are interfering with one.' For this time
there is a profound teaching. Listen ; and heed it :
A t that time-when the tormenting furies will be in pursuit
of thee, and when awe and terror will be occurrit~g-instantaneously [visualize] either the Supreme Heruka, or Hayagriva, or Vajra-PBni,2 or [any other] tutelary deity if thou
hast such, perfect of form, huge of body, of massive limbs,
wrathful and terrifying in appearance, capable of rcdi~cingto
dust all mischievous spirits. Visualize it instantaneously.
T h e gift-waves and the power of its grace will separate thee
from the tormenting furies and thou wilt obtain the power to
select the womb-door. This is the vital art of the very
profound teaching ; therefore bear it thoroughly well in mind.
0 nobly-born, the dhyzni and other deities are born of the
power of Snnrddhi [or meditation]. P r r t n s [or unhappy
spirits or shades] and malignant spirits of certain orders are
those who by changing their feeling [or mental attitude] while
in the Intermediate State assumed that very shape which
they thereafter retained, and became pretas, evil spirits, and
vdk;?zasas, possessed of the power of shape-shifting. All
That is to say, interfering in such a way as to prevent birth or a good birth.
Each of these three deities, who dawn in the Chhyid Bavdo (see pp. 116'1
xzo4, 137'), is held to be particularly potent as an exorcizer of evil spirits.
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gretas, who exist in space, who traverse the sky, and the
eighty thousand species of mischievous sprites, have become
SO by changing their feelings [while] in the mental-body [on
the Bardo-plane].'
Owing to having arrived a t the false concept that the Intermediate State is
a desirable or fixed state of existence, all dwellers therein,-sprites, pnfas,
demons, and deceased human entities,-becoming
thereby habituated to the
Bardo, their normal evolution is retarded. According to the most enligl~tened
of the limns, whenever a spirit is called up, as in such spirit-evocations as are
nowadays common throughout the West, that spirit, through contact with this
world and the prevailing traditional animistic beliefs concerning the hereafter,
being strengthened in the illusion that the Bardo is a state wherein real spiritual
progress is possible, makes no attempt to quit it. The spirit called up ordinarily
describes the Bardo (which is pre-eminently the realm of illusion), in which it
is a dweller, more or less after what it had believed whilst in the fleshly body
concerning the hereafter; for just a s a dreamer in the human world lives over
agaiu in the dream-state the experience of the waking state, so the inhabitant
of the Bardo experiences hallucinations in karmic accord with the content of his
consciousness created by the human world. His symbolic visions, a s the Bordo
Tliodol repeatedly emphasizes, are but the psychic reflexes of thought-forms
carried over from earth-life as mental deposits or seeds of b a m a . (See
pp. 31-5.) This is said to cxplain w h y none but very exceptional spirits
when evoked have any rational philosophy to offer concerning the world in
which they exist ; they a r e regarded a s being merely the playthings of k a m ,
lacking in mental coherence and stability of personality-more often than not,
as being senseless ghosts, or psychic Lshells' which have been cast off by
the consciousness-principle, and which, when coming into rapport with a human
' medium ', are galvanized into automaton-like life.
It is true that spirit-evocation of a kind is practised in Tibet, as throughout
Mongolia and China, by limns who form a class of oracular priests, consulted on
important problems of political policy even by the Dalai LHma himself. But the
spirits called up a r e tutelary deities of a low order called the 'executive-order'
(Tib. bkah-d~d-~ron.ha-d6t, meaning one awaiting orders ') and never intentionally the spirits o r ghosts of men o r women recently deceased. Some of these
bknlrdods are, so the Tibetans believe, the spirits of ltimas and devotees who
have failed-oftm through practising black magic-to obtain spiritual enlightenment when in the human world, o r who otherwise, in the manner described in
the text here, have been diverted from the normal path of progress. TIlus, in
many instances, they have become demoniacal and malignant spirits, whose
Progress has been arrested not by being bound to the earth-plane through having
been called u p by ' mediums ' soon after their decease, but naturally through very
evil karma. Such bkahdo&, thus often resenting themselves with ordinary
spirits of the dead, are, as obsessing demons, said to do much harm mentally and
psycilically to the untrained 'medium ' and clients, insanity and moral irresponsibility not infrequently resulting. For these reasons, the lintas maintain that
psychic research should be conducted only by masters of the occult, or magical,
sciences, and not indiscriminately by thegurtc-less multitude.
like that
In Sikkim, where our tianslation was made, necromancy
.OW practised in the West has been practised for unknown centuries,
it still
1

*
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At this time, if one can recollect the Great Symbol [teachings] concerning the Voidness, that will be best. If one be
not trained in that, tkain the [mental] powers1 into [regarding]
all things as illusion [or mliyci]. Even if this be impossible,
be not attracted by anything. By meditating upon the
Tutelary Deity, the Great Compassionate [One], Buddhahood
will be obtained in the Sntnbhoga-Kiya.

[THE ALTERNATIVE CHOOSING : SUPERNORMAL
BIRTH ; OR WOMB-BIRTH]

If, however, 0 nobly-born, thou hast, because of the influence
of knrmn, to enter into a womb, the teaching for the selection
of the womb-door will be explained now. Listen.
Do not enter into any sort of womb which may be come
by. If compelled by tormenting furies to enter, meditate
upon Hayagriva.
Since thou now possessest a slender supernormal power of
foreknowledge, all the places [of birth] will be known to thee,
one after anotl~er.~Choose accordingly.
There are two alternatives : the transference [of the consciousness-principle] to a pure Buddha realm, and the selection of
the impure sarrgsar-ic womb-door, to be accomplished as
follows :
is. The Lepchas, descendants of the primitive races of Sikkim, who still form
a large part of the rural population, are as tlloroughly animistic in their worships
as the American Red Men ; and, largely through their influence, the evocation
of the dead has become rather widespread among the Sikkimese Buddhist layfolk, many of whom are of both Tibetan and Lcpcha blood. Similarly, in
Buddhist Bhutan, such spirit-evocation is co~nmon. In both countries, however,
the lcimas strenuously, though rather inefTectually, oppose it.
It is said that the retardation of a Baj-do-bound spirit may be for any time from
five llundred to one thousand years ; and, in exceptional cases, for ages- All
the while, escape from- the Bardo being prevented, the deceased can neither
pass on to a paradise realm nor be reborn in the human world. Ultimately,
however, the womb will be entered and the Bavdo come to an end.
Text : rlsal (pron. sal) : ' powers ' ; elsewhere in our text dvang-PO(prono
wang-Po) being rendered as faculties '.
a In a series of visions, the Knower will become aware of the lot or destiny
associated with eacli womb or place of birth see". I l e r e again we are reminded
of the episode in the tenth book of Platols Republic, describing a band of Greek
heroes in the Otherworld choosing their bodies for the next incarnation.

'
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[SUPERNORMAL B I R T H BY TRANSFERENCE TO A
PARADISE REALM]

In the first-the

transference to a pure paradise-the projection is directed [by thinking or meditating] thus :
' Alas I how sorrowful it is that I, during all the innumerable
kalpns since illimitable, beginningless time, until now, have
been wandering in the Quagmire of Sangsa'ra ! 0 how painful that I have not been liberated into Buddhahood by knowing
the consciousness to be the self hitherto ere this ! Now doth
this Sangsiva disgust me, horrify me, sicken me; now hath
the hour come to prepare to flee from it. I myself will so act
as to be born in The Happy Western Realm, at the feet of
the Buddha Amit3bha,2 miraculously from amidst a lotus
blossom.' 3
Thinking thus, direct the resolution [or wish] earnestly
[to that Realm] ; or, likewise, to any Realm thou mayst
desire,-The Pre-eminently Happy Realm, or The ThicklyFormed Realm, or The Realm [of Those] of Long Hair:
(' consciousness ') + bdag (pro. dug, meaning ' self' : Skt.
Text : *-pa
ifm6). Should w e consider ~consciousnesslin this context to be the essential
or true consciousness, i. e. the subconsciousness-and this meaning is impliedthe passage would be in direct accord with the psychology of the West, which,
on the basis of much accumulated data, might very well postulate that the subconsciousness, being the storehouse of all memory-records, from this life or
from hypothetical past lives, is the real self-the .bed in which flows on unbrokenly the ' life-flux', from one state of existence to another, and which,
when transmuted by the alchemy of Perfect Enlightenment, becomes the supramundane ~onsciousness,i. e. the Buddha consciousness. (Cf. W.Y.Evans-Wentz,
The Faity-Faith i r r Celtic Countrirs, Oxford University Press, 1911, chap. XII.)
That this view is in h e p i n g with the recorded teachings of the Buddha
Himself is evident from the Lonaphala Vagga of the Anguttara NikGya, wherein
He expounds the yo@ method of recovering memories, innate in the subconsciousness (see our Introduction, pp. 4-1).
Sobhita, one of the Buddha's
disciples, was declared, by the Buddha Himself, to be pre-eminent in ' ability to
remember former existences (cf. Etaddagga Vagga, Anguttara NikGya), being
credited with ability to recall systematically his former existences throughout
500 ka&s; and, in the same Z'agga, the Buddha names, from among His female
disciples, B h a d d i Kapilinr as being ~ ~ e - ~ m i n'einn tability to trace lineage of
prior skarrdhns (or human bodies) '.
Here, as elsewhere through this treatise, the Buddha Amitlbha is to be
regarded not a s a personpl deity, but as a divine power or pri~lcipleinherent
in or emanating from T h e Happy Western Realm.
See p. 190s.
Tllis is the Paradise of Vajra-Pgni (see p. 1164)' and is not a Buddha Realm.

'
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or The Illimitable Vihlra of the Lotus Radiance,' in UrgYanbs
presence ; or direct thy wish to any Realm which thou d;;irest
most, in undistracted one-pointedness [of mind]. By doing
so, birth will take place in that Realm instantaneously.
Or, if thou desirest to go t o the presence of Maitreya,
in the Tushita Heavens,' by directing an earnest wish in
like manner and thinking, ' I will go to the presence of
Maitreya in the Tushita Heavens, for the hour hath struck
for me here in the Intermediate State', birth will be obtained
miraculously inside a lotus blossom in the presence of
Maitreya.
[WOMB-BIRTH: T H E RETURN TO T H E

H U M A N WORLD]

If, however, such [a supernormal birth] be not possible, and
one delighteth in entering a womb or hath to enter, there is
a teaching for the selection of the womb-door of impure
Sangsdm. Listen :
Looking with thy supernormal power of foresight over the
Continents, as above, choose that in which religion prevaileth
and enter therein.
If birth is to be obtained over a heap of impurities,' a sensation that it is sweet-smelling will attract one towards that
impure mass, and birth will be obtained thereby.
Whatsoever they [the wombs or visions] may appear to be,
do not regard them as they are [or seem] ; and by not
being attracted or repelled a good womb should be chosen*
I n this, too, since it is important to direct the wish, direct it
thus :
' A h ! I ought to take birth as a Universal Emperor;

'

If, as seems probable, the ' long hair ' refers to wearing the hair in pigtails'
after the Chinese fashion, that would prclvide further internal evidence of our
text having taken form in Tibet rather than in India
This is the Realm wherein the Great Guru Padrna Sambhava (here called
Urgyan) now reigns.
"aitreya,
the next Bodhie World-Teacher, now bides his time in the
Tushita Heavens, where H e reigns as King. (See p. 1 0 8 ~ ~ )
Birth from within a lotus blossom, in the Tushita
.. Heavens, as in the Devaworld, esoterically implies pure birth, that is, birth without entrance into
a womb, womb-birth being considered impure.
That is, the sperm and the oi um in the impregnated womb.

'
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or as a Rrshmin, like a great sal-tree ; or as the son of
an adept in siddkic powera;' or in a spotless hierarchical
line ; or in the caste of a man who is filled with [religious]
faith ; and, being born so, be endowed with great merit so
as to be able to serve all sentient beings.'
Thinking thus, direct thy wish, and enter into the womb.
At the same time, emit thy gift-waves [of grace, or good-will]
upon the womb which thou art entering, [transforming it
thereby] into a celestial m a n ~ i o n . ~And believing that the
Conquerors and their Sons [or Bodhisattvas] of the Ten
Directions,' and the tutelary deities, especially the Great
Compassionate [One], are conferring power thereon, pray
unto Them, and enter the womb.
In selecting the womb-door thus, there is a possibility of
error: through the influence of Karma, good wombs may
appear bad and bad wombs may appear good ; such error
is possible. A t that time, too, the art of the teaching being
important, thereupon d o as follows :
Even though a womb may appear good, d o not be attracted ;
if it appear bad, have no repulsion towards it. T o be free from
repulsion and attraction, or from the wish t o take or to avoid,
-to enter in the mood of complete impartiality,-is the most
profound of arts. Excepting only for the few who have had
some practical experience [in psychical development], it is
difficult t o get rid of the remnants of the disease of evil
propensities.
[Instructions t o the Officiant] : Therefore, if unable to part
with the attraction and repulsion, those of the least mentality
Text : sala : Skt. shila (the shores robusfa), one of the hardwood foresttrees of India, growing to great size ; the Tibetan word for BrHhmin is Br~imsr
(pron. Timee). The ancient Indians regarded the sal-tree, with its splendid
foliage and beautiful blossoms, as the best of trees ; and for the Buddhists it is
sanctified by the birth and death of the Enlightened One which took place under
its protecting shade.
a Text : grub-pa-fhob-pa(pron. dub-pa-thob-pa): Skt. Siddha-purwsha : 'adept
in siddhic (or yogrc) powers.'
The meaning may otherwise be put thus : By exercise of thy supernormal
powers, visualize, as a celestial mansion, the womb thou art entering.
These ore : the four cardinal points, the four midway points, and the nadir
and zenith.

'
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and of evil Rarmn will be liable to take refuge amongst bmtes,l
The way to repel therefrom is to call the deceased by name
again, thus :
0 nobly-born, if thou art not able to rid thyself of attraction and repulsion, and know not the [art of] selecting the
womb-door, whichever of the above visions may appear, call
upon the Precious Trinity and take refuge [therein]. Pray
unto the Great Compassionate One. Walk with thy head
erect. Know thyself in the BnvcZo. Cast away a11 weakness
and attraction towards thy sons and daughters or any relations
left behind thee ; they can be of no use to thee. Enter upon
the White Light-[Path] of the d a m s , or upon the Yellow
Light-[Path] of human beings ; enter into the great mansions
of precious metals and into the delightful gardens.
[Instructions to the Officiant] : Repeat that [address to the
deceased] seven times over. Then there should be offered
' The Invocation of the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas ' ; The
Path of Good Wishes Giving Protection from Fears in the
Bwdo ' ; ' The Root Words [or Verses] of thc Bardo ' ; and
'The Rescuer [or Path of Good Wishes for Saving] from
the Ambuscades [or Dangerous Narrow Passage-Way] of
the Bardo '.3 These are to be read over thrice. ' The Tddol',
which liberateth the body-aggregate,' should also be read out*

l

Or, esoterically, amongst wombs of brute-like human beings. (Cf. p. 185'e)
The text here contains, instead of Yellow Light, ' Blue Light evidently, as
in like instances above, through error in copying.
These four Prayers (or ' Paths of Good Wishes 9 ) are given in the Appendix,
pp. 197-ao8.
The aggregate of a living human body, according to some Tibetan systems
ofyoga, is composed of twenty-seven parts : ( I ) the five elements (earth, water,
fire, air, ether) ; (2) the five skandhas (body-aggregate, sensation-aggregate,
feelings-aggregate, volition-aggregate, consciousness-aggregate); (3) the five airs
(downward-air, warmth-equalizing-air, the pervader, upward-moving-air, lifeholding air) ; (4) the five sense.organs (nose, ears, eyes, tongue, skin) ; ( 5 ) the
six faculties (sight, smell, hearing, tasting, perception, reasoning) ; and (6) the
mentality. These twenty-seven parts constitute the impermanent personality.
Behind them all stands the subconsciousness, the Knower, which, unlike the
personality, is the principle capable of realizing Nirvd!ra.
Some portions of the text of the Tahdol are made into Yantras (or talismanssee p. 136') and attached to tlie body, both or the living and dead ; and at the
time of a person's death are either cremated or interred with the corpse, the
popular belief being that thus liberation is conferred upon the body-aggregate.

',
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PATHS TO LIBERATION
I9.3
Then ' The Rite which Conferreth of Itself Liberation in [Virtue
of] Propensity ' should be read too.
PART 11)

[ T H E GENERAL CONCLUSION]

By the reading of these properly, those devotees [or yogfi]
who are ndvanccd in understanding can make thc bcst usc of
the Transference * a t the momcnt of dcath. They nccd not
traverse the Intermediate State, but will depart by the
Great Straight-Upward [Path].'
Others who are a little
less practised [in things spiritual], recognizing tlle Clcar
Light in the ChG~ryinf i n d o , at the momcnt of death, will
go by the upward [course]. Those lower than these will bc
libcl~ttcd-in accordancc with their particular abilitics and
knv~lricconnexions--when one or other of thc Pcacefi~land
Wrathful Deities dawneth upon thcm, during thc succecdi~~g
[two] weeks, whilc in the Ch61yid I h m h .
There bcing scvcral turning-points: liberati011 should be
obtained at one or other of them through recognizing. Hut
those of very weak karmic connexion, whose mass of obscurations is great [because of] evil actions, havc to wandcr downwards and downwards to the Sidpn Bardo. Yet since tllcre
are, like the rungs of a ladder, many kinds of settings-facc-toface [or remindings], liberation should have been obtaincd a t
one or at another by rccogniring. But those of the weakcst
~tamnrmic connexions, by not recognizing, fall under the influence of awe and terror. [For thcm] there are various graded
T ~Acs I t ~ l ~ g y j i othe
r Dcad-a

Tibetan work, in many versions, for detcrmi~ling

(by using thc moment of &nth a s a basis for astrological calculations) the
appropriate time, place, and method for the dispotal of the corpse, and tile
after-deatli realm to which the deceased is destincd and the land and condition
in which he will be reborn on earth-prescribes sucll use of the r ~ l l d d Text: C h i i ~ - s p p d - b n ~ - ~ / r n g s - ~ ~ ~ ~ - g ~ ~ ~ p r o n . C / ~ ~ - c l ~ o ~ l - b ~ ;
title of a metrical version, in brief form, of the Bardo TlrCdol, which, being easy
to memorize and thereafter recite a s a matter of habit, is rclcrred to as liberatillg
because of such acquired habit or propensity on the part of thc deceased, it being
supposed that thc deceased knows tile ritual by heart and that its readlag will
remind him of it and thcreby bring about his liberation:
See pp. 85-6, above.
Sce p. 8g3, above.
Or ' narrow passages ', or ambuscades

'
'
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tcnchings for closing the womb-door and for selecting the
womb-door ; and, at one or other of these, they should
have apprellcnded the method of visualization and [applid]
the illimitable virtues [thereof] for exalting one's own con.
dition. Evcn the lowest of thcm, resembling the brute order,
\ \ r i l l havc been able-in
virtue of the application of the
Rcfuge-to turn from cntering into misery ; and, [obtaining]
the great [boon] of a perfectly cndowed and freed human
body,' will, in the nest birth, meeting with a glrrtt who is
a virtuous friend, obtain the [saving] vows.
If this Doctrine arrive [while one is] in thc Sidp Boydo,
it \\.ill be like the connecting up of good actions, rcsernbling
[thus] the placing of a trough in [the break of] a brokcn drain:
such is this Teaching."
Thosc of heavy evil k n r w n cannot possibly fail to bc
liberated by hearing this Doctrine [and recognizing]. If it
be asked, why ? it is because, at that time, all the Peaceful
and \Vrathful Deities being present to receive [one], and the
di5i1.n~and the Interrupters likewise coming to receive [one]
along with them, the mere hearing of this Doctrine then
turneth one's views, and liberation is obtained ; for there

'

Test : dnl-hbyov-plrtrn-sum-tshogs+ahi-nti-/;is(pron. talyor-phiin-sum-lshofar-nti-hi) : ' a perfectly endowed and freed human body' ; 'freed' implying
freedom from the eight thraldoms: ( I ) the ever-recurring round of pleasure
concomitant with existence a s a dcvn ; (a) the incessant warfare concomitant
with existence as an asrrtw ; ( ~ the
j helplessness and slavery concomitant with
existence under conditions like those prevailing in the world of brutes; (4) the
torments of hungcr and thirst concomitant with existence as a prttn ; (5) the
extrenles of heat and cold concomitant with existence in Hell ; (6) the irreligion
or perverted religion concomitant with existence amongst certain races of mankind, or (7) the physical o r (8) other impediments concomitant with certain
sorts of human birth.
To win a perfectly endowed human body, one must inherently possess faith,
perseverance, intellect, sincerity, and humility as a religious devotee, and be
born at a time when religion prevails (i. e. when an En!ightened One shall be
incarnate or when His teachings are the driving force of the world) and meet
then a great, spiritually developed gum.
If a drain be broken, the continuity in the flow of the water is broken.
The Teaching is, in its effects, like repairing the drain by insertion of a trough
to conduct the water across the break (which is symbolical of the break in the
Stream of co~~sciousness
caused by death). Thereby is the merit of good d c e d ~
done ill the human world made to carry the deceased forward : the continuity
is re-eslablislied.
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is no flesh and blood body to depend upon, but a mental
body, which is [easily] affected. At whatever distance one
may be wandering in the Bardo, one heareth and cometh,
for one possesseth the slender sense of supernormal perception and foreknowledge ; and, recollecting and apprehending instantaneously, the mind is capable of being changed
[or influenced]. Therefore is it [i. e. the Teaching] of great
use here. I t is like the mechanism of a catapult.' It is like
the moving of a big wooden beam [or log] which a hundred
men cannot carry, but which by being floated upon water can
be towed wherever desired in a momenta2 It is like the controlling of a horse's mouth by means of a bridle.g
Therefore, going near [the body of] one who hath passed
out of this life,-if the body be there,-impress this [upon the
spirit of the deceased] vividly, again and again, until blood
and the yellowish water-secretion begin to issue from the
nostlmils. At that time the corpse should not be disturbed.
The rules to be observed for this [impressing to be efficacious]
are: no animal should be slain on account of the deceased ;'
nor should relatives weep or make mournful wailings near the
dead body ; [let the family] perform virtuous deeds as far as
po~sible.~
PART II]

As a catapult enables one to direct a great stone a t a definite target or goal,
so this Doctrine enables the deceased to direct himself to the Goal of Liberation.
a AS water makes the moving of the beam possible, so this doctrine makes
possible the conductiilg of the deceased to the place or state of existence most
appropriate, o r even to Buddhahood.
As with a bridle, controlling the bit and the course of the horse, SO with
this Doctrine the deceased can be directed or turned in his after-death progression.
This does not refer to animal-sacrifice for the dead, but to the non-Buddhist
habit of slaying animals to provide meat {or the himas and the guests at the
house of death while the funeral rites are being conducted. Unfortunately,
this prohibition is often overlooked ; and, though no killing of animals may take
place there, slaughtered animals may be brought from a distance- an observance
after the letter, but not in the spirit of this Buddhist precept of non-killing.
(See p. 16g4.)
Wailings and lamentations have been customary amongst Tibetans and
related Himalayan peoples, as amongst the ~ e o p l e of
s India and of Egypt, since
immemorial times ; but Buddhism, like the .Islamic Faith, discountenances them.
Such deeds are, for example, the feeding of lrimas and of the poor, almsgiving, the presentation of religious texts or images to ~nonasteries,and the
endowment of monasteries if the deceased lea much wealth.

'
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In other ways, too, this Great Doctrine of the Bardo Thiidol,
as well as any other religious texts, may be expounded [to the
dead or dying]. If this [Doctrine] be joined t o the end of The
Guide1 and recited [along with The Guide] it becometh very
efficacious. In yet other ways it should be recited as often as
possible.* The words and meanings should be committed to
memory [by every one] ; and, when death is inevitable and the
death-symptoms are recognized,-strength
permitting-one
should recite it oneself, and reflect upon the meanings. If
strength doth not permit, then a friend should read the Book
and impress it vividly. There is no doubt as to its liberating.
T h e Doctrine is one which liberateth by being seen,
without need of meditation or of sa'dhanz; this Profound
Teaching liberateth b y being heard or by being seen. This
Profound Teaching liberateth those of great evil karnta
through the Secret Pathway. One should not forget its
meaning and the words, even though pursued by seven
mastiff^.^
By this Select Teaching, one obtaineth Buddhahood at the
moment of death. Were the Buddhas of the Three Times
[the Past, the Present, and the Future] t o seek, They could
not find any doctrine transcending this.
Thus is completed the Profound Heart-Drops of the
Doctrine, called Thc Baydo T&dol, which liberateth embodied
beings.
[Here endeth the Tibetan Book of the Dead]
See p. 856.
Lit., ' be recited always9.
Text : Bsgrul (pron. Dub) : Skt. Sfidhaptd, perfected devotion which
ordinarily requires the very careful performance of a ritual more or less technical
and elaborate.
Fierce mastiffs a r e numerous in most Tibetan villages, and travellers protect
themselves by special charms against them. This reference to seven mastifis is
purely Tibetan, and is additional internal evidence that the Bavdo Thodo1 took
form in Tibet itself, deriving much of its matter from Indian mythology and
systems of Yoga philosophy.

',
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[THE APPENDIX]
[In our Manuscript (but not in the Block-Print), directly
following the text of t h e Bardo Thodol, there are thirteen
folios of rituals and prayers (lit., ' paths of good wishes '), which
all professional readers of the Bnvdo Thodol must know,
usually from memory, and apply as needed ; and they are
here rendered into English as follows :]

[I: THE I N V O C A T I O N O F T H E BUDDHAS AND
BODHISATTVAS]
[Instructions to the Officiant] : The invoking of the Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas for assistance, when [any one is] dying,
is [thus] :
Offer up to the Trinity whatever actual offerings can be
offered [by the dying person, or by his family], together with
mentally-created offerings ; and, holding in the hand sweetsmelling incense, repeat, with great fervency, the following :
0 ye Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, abiding in the Ten Direct i o n ~ endowed
,~
with great compassion, endowed with foreknowledge, endowed with the divine eye, endowed with love,
affording pl-otection to sentient beings, condescend through
the power of your great compassion to come hither; condescelld to accept these offerings actually laid out and mentally
created.
0 ye Compassionate Ones, ye possess the wisdom of understanding, the love of compassion, the power of [doing] divine
deeds and of protecting, in incomprehensible measure. Ye
Compassionate Ones, (such-and-such a person) is passing from
this world to the world beyond. He is leaving this world.
He is taking a great leap. No f~~iends
[hath he]. Misery is
great. 1H e is without] defenders, without protectol-s, without
forces and kinsmen. T h e light of this world hath set. H e
The directions for employing these rituals and prayers are contained in the
Bnrdo Tllodol above (pp. 88, 199).
Cf. p. rg14.
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gocth to another place. He entereth thick darkneu. He
falleth down a steep precipice. He entereth into a jungle
solitude. He is pursued by Karmic Forces. He goeth into
the Vast Silence. He is borne away by the Great Ocean.
He is wafted on the Wind of Karnza. He goeth In the direction where stability existeth not. He is caught by the Great
Conflict. He is obsessed by the Great Afflicting Spirit. He
is awed and terrified by the Messengers of the Lord of Death.
Existing Karma putteth him into repeated existence. No
strength hath he. H e hath come upon a time when he hath
to go alone.
0 ye Compassionate Ones, defend (so-and-so) who is defenceless. Protect him who is unprotected. Be his forces and his
kinsmen. Protect [him] from the great gloom of the Baydo.
Turn him from the red [or storm] wind of Karma. Turn him
from the great awe and terror of the Lords of Death. Save
him from the long narrow passage-way of the Bardo.
0 ye Compassionate Ones, let not the force of your cornpassion be weak ; but aid him. Let him not go into misery
[or the miserable states of existence]. Forget not your ancient
vows ; and let not the force of your coinpassion be weak.
0 ye Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, let not the might of the
method of your compassion be weak towards this one. Catch
hold of him with [the hook of] your grace.' Let not the
sentient being fall under the power of evil karma.
O ye Trinity, protect him from the miseries of the Baydo-'
Saying this with great humility and faith, let thyself and
[all] others [present] repeat it thrice.
See p. 1093.
It is interesting to compare with this Northern Buddhist prayer the following
medieval Christian prayer, to Saint Michael, from The Cra/l to Know wtll lo
Die, chap. VI, Cornper's ed. (pp. 84-5) : 4 Saint Michael Archangel of Godl
succour us now before the right high Judge. 0 champion invincible, be thou
present now and assist thou this (Name), our brother, which strongly laboureth
towards his end, and defend him mightily from the dragon infernal, and frorn
all the frauds of the evil spirits. 0 yet furthermore, w e pray thee, which art
the right clear and much fair shower of the divinity, to the end that in this last
hour of the life of this (Name), our brother, thou wilt benignly and sweetly
receive his soul into thy right holy bosom ; and that thou wilt bring him in the
place of refreshing, of peace and rest. Amen.'

'
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[II:] ' THE PATH OF GOOD WISHES FOR SAVING
FROM T H E DANGEROUS NARROW PASSAGEWAY O F THE BARDO'
is [as follows] :

111
0 ye Conquerors and your Sons, abiding in the Ten
Directions,
0 ye ocean-like Congregation of the All-Good Conquerors,
the Peaceful and the Wrathful,
0 ye Gurus and Devas, and ye Qdkinis, the Faithful Ones,
Hearken now out of [your] great love and compassion :
Obeisance, 0 ye assemblage of Gums and @kinis ;
Out of your great love, lead us along the Path.

121

When, through illusion, I and others are wandering in the
Sangsdra,
Along the bright light-path of undistracted listening, reflection,
and meditation,
May the Gurzcs of the Inspired Line lead us,
May the bands of Mothers be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of
the Bavdo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.

131
When, through violent anger, [we are] wandering in the
Sangsiira,
Along the bright light-path of the Mirror-like Wisdom,
May the Bhagav~nVajra-Sattva lead US,
May the Mother MPmaki be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of
the Bardo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.
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[41
When, through intense pride, [we are] wandering in the
Sangsa'ra,
Along the bright light-path of the Wisdom of Equality,
May the Bhagavan Ratna-Sambhava lead us,
May the Mother, She-of-the-Buddha-Eye, be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of the
Bnrdo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.

[51
When, through great attachment, [we are] wandering in the
Snngsa'ra,
Along the bright light-path of the Discriminating Wisdom,
May the Bhagavzn Amitsbha lead us,
May the Mother, [She]-of-White-Raiment, be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of the
Bn rdo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.

PI
When, through intense jealousy, [we are] wandering in the
Sa?~gsZra,
Along the bright light-path of the All-Performing Wisdom,
May the Bhagav~nAmogha-Siddhi lead us,
May the Mother, the Faithful TZrii, be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way#ofthe
Bardo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.

[71
When, through intense stupidity, [we are] wandering in the
Sangsa'ra,
Along the bright light-path of the Wisdom of Reality,
May the Bhagaviin Vairochana lead us,
May the Mother of Great Space be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of the
Bnrdo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect ~uddhahoode

PRAYER FOR GUIDANCE

When, through intense illusion, [we are] wandering in the
SnitgsGma,
Along the bright light-path of the abandonment of hallucinatory fear, awe, and terror,
May the bands of the Bhagavans of the Wrathful Ones
lead us,
May the bands of the Wrathful Goddesses Rich-in-Space be
our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of the
Bnmo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.

[91
When, through intense propensities, [we are] wandering in
the Snngsa'ra,
Along the bright light-path of the Simultaneously-born
Wisdom,
May the heroic Knowledge-Holders lead us,
May the bands of the Mothers, the Q~Rilzfi,
be our rear-guard,
May we be saved from the fearful narrow passage-way of the
Bardo,
May we be placed in the state of the perfect Buddhahood.

C101

May
May
May
May

the ethereal elements not rise up as enemies;
it come that we shall see the Realm of the Blue Buddha.
the watery elements not rise up as enemies;
it come that we shall see the Realm of the White
Buddha.
May the earthy elements not rise up as enemies;
May it come that we shall see the Realm of the Yellow
Buddha.
May the fiery elements not rise up as enemies;
May it come that we shall see the Realm of the Red Buddha.
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May the airy elements not rise up as enemies ;
May it come that we shall see the Realm of the Green
Buddha.'
May the elements of the rainbow colours not rise up a
enemies ;
May it come that all the Realms of the Buddhas will be seen.
May it come that all the Sounds [in the Bordo] will be known
as one's own sounds;
May it come that all the Radiances will be known as one's
own radiances ;
May it come that the Tri-Kgyo will be realized in the

Bardo.
[111 :] Here beginneth
' T H E ROOT VERSES O F THE S I X BARDOS':

[=I
0 now, when the Birthplace Bardo upon me is dawning!
Abandoning idleness-there being no idleness in [a devotee's]
lifeEntering into the Reality undistractedly, listening, reflecting,
and meditating,
Carrying on to the Path [knowledge of the true nature of]
appearances and of mind, may the Tvi-Kciya be realized :
Once that the human form hath been attained,
May there be no time [or opportunity] in which to idle it [or
human life] away.
[21

0 now, when the Dream Bardo upon me is dawning!
Abandoning the inordinate corpse-like sleeping of the sleep of
stupidity,
May the consciousness undistractedly be kept in its natural
state ;
The Blue Buddha is Samanta-Bhadra; the White Buddha, Vajra-Saltva;
the Yellow Buddha, Ratna-Sambhava ; the Red Buddha, AmitBbha ; the Green
Buddha, Amogha-Siddhi. Herein Samanta-Bhadra occupies the position often
given to Vairochana, both deities being in essence the same, although sometimes
Vairochana is depicted as being white in colour instead of blue. (Cf. the Bardo
, TAcdol, the First to the Fifth Day.)

PRAYER FOR RIGHT-KNOWLEDGE
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Grasping the [true nature of] dreams, [may I] train [myself]
in the Clear Light of Miraculous Transformation:
Acting not like the brutes in slothfulness,
May the blending of the practising of the sleep [state] and
actual [or waking] experience be highly valued [by me].'
[31
0 now, when the Dhydnn Rnrdo upon me is dawning!
Abandoning the whole mass of distractions and illusions,
May [the mind] be kept in the mood of endless undistracted
Sn 71r5d.hi,
May firmness both in the visualizing and in the perfected
[stages] be obtained :
At this time, when meditating one-pointedly, with [all other]
actions put aside,
May I not fall under the power of misleading, stupefying
passions.
[41
0 now, when the Bardo of the Motnent of Death upon
me is dawning !
Abandoning attraction and craving, and weakness for all
[worldly things],
May I be undistracted in the space of the bright [enlightening]
tea~hings,~
May I [be able to] transfuse myself into the heavenly space
of the Unborn :
The hour hath come to part with this body composed of flesh
and blood ;
May I know the body to be impermanent and illusory.

[s]
0 now, when the Bnrdo of the Reality upon me is dawning,
Abandoning all awe, fear, and terror of all [~henomena],
There is a very profound system of yoga in which the devotee's aim is to
therein in full consciousenter the dream-state a t will and carry on
ness of being in the dream-state, and then return to the waking-state with cornplete menlory of the experience ; thereby is realized the unreality of both statesthat both are merely illusory, being based wholly upon phenomena.
Or, * May I enter into the bright space of undistractedness [and enlightening]
teachings

!.
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May I recognize whatever appeareth as being mine own
thought-forms,
May I know them to be apparitions in the Intermediate
State ;
[It hath been said], ' There arriveth a time when the chief
turning-point is reached ;
Fear not the bands of the Peaceful and Wrathful, Who are
thine own thought-forms '.
C61
0 now, when the Bardo of [taking] Rebirth upoil me is
dawning !
One-pointedly holding fast to a single wish,
[May I be able to] continue the course of good deeds through
repeated efforts ;
May the womb-door be closed and the revulsion recollected :
The hour hath come when energy and pure love are needed;
[May I] cast off jealousy and meditate upon the Gttru, the
Father-Mot her.

[71
['O] procrastinating one, who thinketh not of the coming d
death,
Devoting.thyself to the useless doings of this life,
Improvident art thou in dissipating thy great opportunity;
Mistaken, indeed, will thy purpose be now if thou returnest
empty-handed [from this life] :
9
Since the Holy Dharma is known to be thy true need,
Wilt thou not devote [thyself] to the Holy Dharma even
now ? '
Thus say the Great Adepts in devotion.
If the chosen teaching of the g u r u be not borne in mind,
Wilt thou not [0 s?zi~byn]be acting even as a traitor to
thyself?
Lit., '[May I be able to] join with the remnants of good deeds by repeated effort '. (Cf. p. I&.)
' Text : Grub-chen (pron. Dub-chen) : Skt. Mahc-siddhas.

PRAYER FOR PROTECTION
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It is of great importance that these Root Words be known.
[IV :] Here beginneth
'THE PATH OF GOOD WISHES WHICH PROTECTETH FROM FEAR I N T H E BARDO':

When the cast [of the dice] of my life hath become exhausted,
The relatives in this world avail me not;
When I wander alone by myself in the Baydo,
[0] ye Conquerors, Peaceful and Wrathful, exercising the
power of your compassion,
Let it come that the Gloom of Ignorance be dispelled.

When wandering alone, parted from loving friends,
When the shapes of mine empty thought-forms daw~lupon
me here,
[May the] Buddhas, exerting the power of their divine compassion,
Cause it to come that there be neither awe nor terror in the
Bardo.
When the bright radiances of the Five Wisdoms shine upon
me now,
Let it come that I, neither awed nor terrified, may recognize
them to be of myself;
When the apparitions of the Peaceful and Wrathful forms are
dawning upon me here,
Let it come that I, obtaining the assurance of fearlessness,
may recognize the Bardo.

When experiencing miseries, because of the force of evil
knrma,
Let it come that the Conquerors, the Peaceful and Wrathful,
may dispel the miseries ;
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When the self-existing Sound of Reality reverberates [like]
a thousand thunders,
Let it come that they be transmuted into the sounds of the
Afnlrii~jcitm Doctrines.'

151
\Vhcn [I am] unprotected, [:tnd] knrrnic influences have to be
followed herc,
I beseech thc Conquerors, the Peaceful and the Wrathful, to
protect me ;
When suffering miseries, bccnnsc of the knrtnic influence of
propensities,
Let it come that thc blissful Snmridhi of the Clear Light
may dawn [upon me].
When assuming supernormal rebirth in the Sidfi Enrdo,
Lct it come that the perverting revelations of Mdrn occur not
therein ;
When I arrive whercsoevcr I wish to,
Let it come that I experience not the illusory fright and awe
from evil Karnm.

[71
When the roarings of savage beasts are uttered,
Let it come that thcy be changcd into the sacred sounds of
the Six Syllables ;a
When pursued by snow, rain, wind, and darkness,
Let it come that I see with the celestial eyes of bright
Wisdom.
[81
Let it come that all sentient beings of the same harmonious
order in the Bardo,
Without jealousy [towards one another],3 obtain birth on the
higher planes ;

'

That is, into the sounds of the ntantra om-tni-!,f-pdy-mi-Hting!and
other !tiaril,~s of the Mnlripina and MantraMna Doctrines ; (cf. stanza 7
below; also pp. 1491, 134').
These are : Bm-mci-!ri-pc~~-m€-Hfin~
! (Cf. p. r4g1.)
This may also refcr to the jealousy arising when one is taking rebirth either
3s a male or a femalc. (See p. 179.)
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W]~cn[destined to] suffering from intense miserics of hunger

and thirst,
Let it come that I cxpcrie~lccnot the pangs of hunger and
thirst, hcat and cold.'

\Yhen I behold the futurc parcnts in union,
Let it come that I bchold them as thc [Divinc] Pail-, thc
Conquerorr, the Pcaceful and thc Wrathful Fathcr and
hlot her ;
Obtaining the power of bcing born anywhere, for the good of
others,
Let it come that I obtain the perfect body, adorncd with thc
signs and thc gracese2

Obtaining for myself the body of a male [which is] the
bcttcr,
Let it come that I liberate all who see or hear mc;
Allowing not the evil knrrlrn to follow me,
Let it come that whatever merits [be mine] follow me and bc
multiplied.
Wherever I be born, there and then,
Let it come that I meet the Conqucrors, the Peaccful and the
Wrathful Deities ;
Being able to walk and to talk as soon as [I am] born?
Lct it come that I obtain the non-forgetting intellect and
remember my past life4 [or lives].

' 'Hunger and thirstp refer to thc

suflcrings concomitant with existence as

a k l ~ l n(or unhappy ghostj ; heat and cold', to existcncc in the hot and cold

Hells.
This refers to the body of a Buddha, in which appear various supernormal
signs and powers.
This is a reference to the Luddha, Who when born is srid to have taken
fift~-six
steps, scven forwards and seven backwards in each of the four cardinal
directions, and to have uttered a divine premonitory scntcnce at the clld of
each fourteen steps. After that supernormal performance Hc, like an ordinary
babe, was unable to walk or to talk until normally old enough.
In thc sangifi Stiffa, Digha N j h j ~ of
, the Pali Canon of Soutlicrn

'

'

'
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In all the various lores, great, small, and intermediate,
Let it come that I be able to obtain mastery merely upon
hearing, reflecting, and seeing;
In whatever place I be born, let it be auspicious;
Let it come that all sentient beings be endowed with happiness.
Ye Conquerors, Peaceful and Wrathful, in likeness to your
bodies,
[Number of your] followers, duration of your life-period, limit
of your realms,
And [in likeness to the] goodness of your divine name,
Let it come that I, and others, equal your very selves in all these.
By the divine grace of the innumerable All-Good Peaceful
and Wrathful [Ones],
And by the gift-waves of the wholly pure Reality,
[And] by the gift-waves of the one-pointed devotion of the
mystic devotees,
Let it come that whatsoever be wished for be fulfilled here
and now.

' T h e Path of Good Wishes Affording Protection from Fears
in the Bardo' is finished.
Buddhism, there is the following explanation from the Buddha Himself as to
the non-forgetting (and the forgetting) of past incarnations :
' There are four conditions of entrance of the embryo into the womb :
'Brethren, in this world, one cometh into existence in the mother's womb
without knowing, remaineth in it without knowing, and cometh out from the
mother's womb without knowing ; this is the first.
'Brethren, one corneth into existence in the mother's womb knowingly,
remaineth in it without knowing, and cometh out from it without knowing;
this is the second.
'Brethren, one cometh into existence in the mother's womb knowingly,
remaineth in it knowingly, and cometh out from it without knowing ; this is the
third.
'Brethren, in this world, one cometh into existence in the mother's womb
knowingly, remaineth in it knowingly, and cometh out from it knowingly i this
is the fourth.'
(Cf. the method, taught by the Buddha, of remembering past lives, pp. 40-1.)

THE CONCLUDING SEVEN VERSES
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[V: THE COLOPNON]
[The Manuscript concludes with the following seven verses
by the limn or scribe who compiled it, but he-faithful to the
himnic teaching that the human personality should be
self-abased and the Scriptures alone exalted before the gaze of
sentient creatures-has not recorded his name :]
Through the perfectly pure intention of mine
In the making of this, through the root of the merits
thereof,
[May] those protectorless sentient beings, Mothers,
[Be] placed in the State of the Buddha:
Let the radiant glory of auspiciousness come to illuminate
the world ;
Let this Book be auspicious;
Let virtue and goodness be perfected in every way.
[Here endeth the Manuscript of the Gardo Tlriidol.]
In dedicating the whole of the spiritual merit, derived from the task of transcribing our copy of the Bardo Thiidol, to mothers, irrespective of race or religion,
to the end that they may be helped to attain Buddhahood, the scribe testifies to
the position of respect and honour which the democracy of Buddhism has always
assigned to woman.
a Lit. ' Jambudvipa', the proper Sanskrit name given to the realm of human
beings.
The text of this verse is Matyolanz : dGelro (pron. Gewo), the Sanskrit and the
Tibetan term (each meaning (Let it [i. e. this Book] be auspicious'), in apposition,
suggesting that t h e scribe possessed a t least a limited knowledge of Sanskrit.

'

' Fill

up, PuvgB, the orb of holy life,
E'en as on fifteenth day the full-orb'd moon.
Fill full the perfect knowledge of the Path,
And scatter all the gloom of ignorance.'Pun~jH,a Bltikklrunl.
Psalms of tlre Early Buddhists, I. iii
(Mrs. R h y s Davids' Translation).

ADDENDA
These Addenda consist of seven sections, complementary to
our Introduction and Commentary, concerning ( I ) Yoga,
(2) Tantricism, (3) Mmzfms, or Words of Power, (4) the Guru
and S/rz;hya (or Chela) and Initiations, (5)Reality, (6) Northern
and Southern Duddhism and Christianity, and (7) the Medieval
Christian Judgement.

I. YOGA
The word Yoga (frequently appearing in our annotations to
the Bardo TlrodoL text), derived from the Sanskrit root j.r,j,
meaning ' to join ', closely allied with the English verb r n ~ o k e ,
implies a joining or yoking of the lower human nature to the
higher or divine nature in such manner as to allow the higher
to direct the lower ; and this condition-essential to the
successful application of the Bardo doctrines-is to be brought
about by control of the mental process. S o long as the field
of the mind is occupied by such thought-forms and thoughtprocesses as arise from the false concept, universally dominating mankind, that phenomena and phenomenal appearances
are real, a state of mental obscuration called ignorance,
which prevents true knowledge, exists. I t is only when a11
obscuring and erroneous concepts are totally inhibited and
the field of the mind is swept clean of them that the primordial or unmodified condition of mind, which is ever devoid of
these thought-formations and thought-processes arising from
ignorance, is realizable ; and, in its realization, there dawns Illumination, symbolized in the Bwdo Thodol as the Primal Clear
Light of the Dhou~rra-Kzycz.
A mirror covered with a thick deposit of dust, or a crystal
vase filled with muddied water, symbolize the mind of the
normal human being darkened wit11 the nescience arising from

'

Some scholars question this generally accepted expla~lationand think that
the term yoga probably means (practice' as opposed to tlieory in religion. If
SO, i t would then imply yogic practice such as will produce indomitable control
over the .mental processes and lead to realization of Reality. In this sense,
Yoga may be regarded as a system ofapplied ps)-chology far more highly developed
than any known to Wcstern Science.
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heresies and false knowledge. Yoga is a scientific method of
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removing the dust from the mirror and the earthy particles
from tile water. I t is only when the mind is thus made clear
and limpid that it can reflect the Light of Reality and man
can come to know himself. Mcfyd, or Illusion, is the Veil of
Isis hiding from man the Unsullied and Unsulliablc Reality;
the piercing of this Veil and the seeing of that which it hides
is accomplished through methods as definite and certain in
psychical results as those employed in a European or American
chemical laboratory are in physical results. A s gold can be
separated from impurities by methods of chemistry, so can
Truth be divorced from Error by methods of Yogn.
Like the root teachings of Buddhism, the root teachings of
the Bmdo ThodoZ are incapable of being practically applied
without Right Knowledge ; Right Knowledge to be at all
effective in a devotee's life should not depend merely upon
belief or theory, but upon realization ; and realization of Right
Knowledge is impossible without such mind control as Yoga
implies. That this is so, the canonical scriptures of all schools
of Buddhism confirm.*
I t is not our purpose to discuss here the intricacies of the
various aspects and schools of Yogo ; for, though technical
terms and some of the purely philosophical or theoretical parts
of the Hindu, Buddhist, and other systems of the science of
mind-control often differ widely, we are convinced, after much
research carried on while living among yogis of various
schools, that the goal for all yogis is, in the last analysis of
esotericism, identical, namely, emancipation from the thraldom
of sa?tgsa'ric, or phenomenal, existence, the Hindus calling it
Mdfiand the Buddhists N i ~ v i i n a . ~
Intellectual u~lderstandingof much of the Bnrdo Thodo/ is,
Yoga practice w a s introduced into Mah&yina Buddhism b y Asaiga, a monk
of GHndhHra (Peshawar, India). H e is said to have beell inspired directly by
the Bodhisat Maitreya, the coming Buddha, and s o produced the Scriptures of
the YogH-c~rya(i. e. ' Contemplative School called The Five Books of Maityeya
(cf. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, p. 128).
The editor possesses a number of very important translations, by the late
Lama Kazi Dawa-Samdup, of Tibetan treatises on Yoga, one of them having
originated in ancient India. If there should be encouragement to publish them,
the editor hopes then to put 'on record in more detail the results of his own
researches in Yoga.
I)

YOGA
therefore, obviously dependent upon a t least some elementary
explanation of Yoga, such as we have herein given. T h e
Clear Light, so often referred to in our text-to take but one
of the outstanding yogic doctrines-is best interpreted from
the standpoint of the devotee of Yoga, though for all mankind
alike it dawns a t the all-determining moment of death. As
such, the Clear Light symbolizes the visual condition in which
one finds oneself a t the moment of death and afterwards in
the Intermediate State. If the vision be unclouded by Rnrrnir
propensities, which are the source of all phenomena and apparitional appearances in the Bardo, the deceased sees Reality as
the Primordial Clear Light, and, if he so wills, can renounce
the Sn~rgsirnand pass into Nirvinn, beyond the Circle of
Death and Rebirth.
Such clarity of spiritual insight is, of course, extremely
rare, being the fruit of innumerable lifetimes of right living ;
nevertheless, the aim of the Baydo iP/liinod teachings is to
attempt to place every one, when dying or deceased, in the
Path leading t o its realization. Unless, through the practice
of mental-concent ration, complete control over the thinking
process be achieved, so as to arrive a t Right Knowledge ere
death, in virtue of having experienced Illu mination (i. e. recognition of the Clear Light in an ecstatic co~~dition
while still in
the human body), the Z ~ m n smaintain that comprehension of
the nature of the Clear Light is quite impossible for the
unilluminated.

11. TANTRICISM
The Bnrdo Tltododol being itself a work more or less Tantric:
and consequently largely based upon the Yoga Philosophy,
some general acquaintance with Tantricism, as with Yoga, is
General references (also for Sections 111 and IV following) : A. Avalon
(Sir John Woodroffe), Tantra of the Great Liberation (London, 1 9 1 3 ) Introduc~
tion ; and The Six Centyes and the Srvfrnt Powrr (London, I g ~ g )passim
,
; Sir
John Woodroffe, Shahti and Shdkta (London, rgao), passim; also Rama
Prasad, Nature's Finer Forces (London, l a p ) , passim.
To define what is and is not a Tanira is not easy. According to its Tibetan
etymology, Tantra (Tib. Rgyrtd-pron. Gyud) literally means 'treatise ', or 'dissertation ', of a religious nature, usually belonging to the School of Yoga called
Yo.u'-c~tyaMalriydna (see p. a I 21). Religiously considered, there are two
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desirable for all readers of this book. S o we record here-in
mere outline, and, therefore, more often than not undetailed
and incomplete-the
followitSg complementary matter concerning Tantricism.
In the preliminary instructions, the Bardo irlriidol makes
reference t o the vital-force or vital-airs, which, following the
Tantras, may be described as follows :
The Vital- Force (Skt. Pr@a).-The
human principle of
consciousness, the Knower, clothes itself, when incarnate, in
five sheaths (Skt. Kojha), which are : ( I ) the physical-sheath
(Anxa-mayn-ko~ha); (2) the vital-sheath (Prcina-mnya-ko&) ;
(3) the sheath in which resides the ordinary human consciousness (Maao-ntayn-Rofha) ; (4) that of the subconsciousness
( VGGdpta-?rznya-koda); and (5) that of the all-transcending
blissful consciousness of Reality (Knanda-mayn-ko~bn).
In the vital-sheath resides the vital-force (Skt.pr&a) divided
into ten vital-airs (va'yu,derived from t h e root vn, ' to breathe'
chief groups of Tantras, one Hindu, the other Buddhist. The Hindu Tanlyn is
generally cast in the form of a dialogue between the god Shiva, as the Diville
Guru, and his Shakti Parvati, often in their wrathful forms as Bhairava and
Bhairavi. In the Buddhist Tantm, these purely Hindu deities are replaced by
Buddhist deities, Buddhas and their SJ~nktis,or by gods arid goddesses. One
characteristic of both classes of Tantras is that usually they are based upon the
Yoga Philosophy. Which of the two classes is older is a disputed question ; but
the oldest Tantras a r e probably far older than European critics (who have placed
their origin well within the Christian era) have thought. Some Tnntras are indisputably quite modern. According to orthodox Hindus, the Tnnfrns are of Vedic
origin, and designed to serve a s the chief Scriptures for this age, the Kali Yuga*
Some Buddhists claim a purely Buddhist origin for the Tantras. The Hindu
view is, however, the commonly accepted view.
A s encyclopaedias of the knowledge of their times, the Tnnbws are very
numerous. Some are concerned with the nature of the cosmos, its evolution
and dissolution ; the classification of sentient beings and of the various heavens,
hells, and worlds ; the divinely instituted rules governing human relations and
conduct ; the numerous forms of worship and spiritual training, ceremonial rites,
meditation,yoga, duties of kings, law, custom, medicine, astrology, astronomy,
magic ; and, in short, the whole cycle of the sciences of the East.
In so far a s the Bardo ThBdol is a ritual based upon Yoga, and has for its
chief matter the science of birth, death, and rebirth, interwoven with descriptions of the various states of existence and beings peopling the universe, and
teaches of the ways of obtaining salvation, it is a Tantric work, although, strictly
speaking, not a Tantra.
For detailed knowledge concerning the Tantms, the stlldent is referred
Phnciples of Tantra, Part I, by Arthur Avalon (London, 19x4).
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or to blow ', refers t o the motive power of prcina). AS the
daemons of Plate's occultism are said to control the operations
of the Cosmic Hody, SO these vdyu, composed 6f negative
prirm, control the operations of the human body. Five are
fundamental : ( I ) the prrina, controlling inspiration ; (2) the
,,dins, controlling the axending vital-force (or vital-air) ;
(3) the apiina, controlling the downward vital-force, which
expels wind, excrement, urine, and semen ; (4) the samdna, as
the collective force of the v2yu, kindles the fire of the body
whereby food is digested and then distributed by the blood ;
and (5) the vydna, controlling division and diffusion in all
metabolic processes. T h e five minor airs are the Niga,
kirrmmn, kriknra, h a - d a t t a , and dha~rn~tjnya,
which produce,
respectively, hiccuping, opening and closing of the eyes,
assistance to digestion, yawning, and distension.
The Psychic Nerves o r Chnltlcels (Skt.NrL6i).-There are next
mentioned in our text the Psychic Nerves. Sanskrit works
on Yoga say that there are fourteen principal n i 4 i and hundreds of thousands of minor nti& in the human body, just as
Western physiologists say that there are so many chief nerves
and minor nerves. But the 72idt of the East and the nerves of
the West, although literally the same in name, are not synonymous. The 7zi& are invisible channels for the flow of
psychic forces whose conducting agents are the vital-airs (vriyu).
Of the fourteen principal rz~di,there are three which are of
fundamental importance. These are, to follow our text, the
the left nerve (i&-rrZ&),
median-nerve (Skt. sr~~~ammd-ni$i),
and the right nerve (pingnli-7rzQi). The sz~+bz/rnnd-n@iis
the chief or median-nerve, situated in the hollow of the spinal
column (Skt. Bydhma-danQcr), the Mt. Meru of the human
body, man being regarded as the microcosm of the macrocosm.
The i'&-nd6ii, t o the left, and the pingali--nri4i, to the right,
coil round it as the two serpents coil round the caduceus
carried by the messenger-god Hermes. I t is believed that
this ancient heraldPs wand symbolizes the s u + b a m - and
the twining serpents the i&-nd& and thepingalg-fli& If so)
w see again how the esoteric symbol-code of the West corresponds to that of the East.
..
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The Psychic-Nerve Centres (Skt. ChaRrn).-The szl;bnmHi.
rtripi forms the great highway for the passage of the psychic
forces of the human body. These forces are concentrated in
centres, or chakra, like dynamos, ranged along the szc;4umlrif ~ d & and interconnected by it, wherein are stored the vitalforce or vital-fluid upon which all psycho-physical processes
ultimately depend. Of these, six are of fundamental importance. T h e first is known as the Root-support (Mtilidkdrri)
of the su;bumnZ-nZ@, situated in the perineum ; and in the
Mda'dha'rG is the secret Fountain of Vital-Force, presided
over by the Goddess K u ~ d a l i n t . Next above, lies the second
chakra, or lotus, called the Sv~dhi@t/iiitza,which is the centre
of the sex-organs. T h e navel nerve-centre is above, and
called in Sanskrit Mani-pzira-chnkra. T h e next is the heart
nerve-centre, the AnZhain-chnkra. In the throat is located
the fifth, called the Vishztddha-chakua. In the Aj~zrd-chokra,
which is the sixth, situated between the eyebrows, as depicted
by the ' third eye ' on images of the Buddha and of Hindu
deities, the three chief psychic nerves (nZd), su;bumna, i&,
and pilzgakZ, come together and then separate. Above all, in
the causal region of psychic man, as the sun of the body,
sending its rays downwards over the human-body cosmos, is
the Supreme or Seventh Chnkra, the thousand-petalled lotus
(or chakva) called Snhasvfira P a d m a ; through it the szt;(izdmlzGnZ@ has its exit, the Aperture of BrHhma (Skt. B~ghilznrondhra) referred to in our text, through which the consciousness-principle nornlally goes out from the body a t death.
T h e initial aim of the practitioner of Yoga is t o awaken what
in the Tantras is called the Serpent Power, personified as the
Goddess Kuqdalini. I t is in the Mlil~dhlira-chakm,a t the
base of the spinal column, containing the root of the sus&nmGHZ&, that this mighty occult power lies coiled, like a serpent
asleep. Once the Serpent Power is aroused into activity, it is
made to penetrate, one by one, the psychic-nerve centres,
until, rising like mercury in a magic tube, it reaches the
thousand-petalled lotus in the brain-centre. Spreading out in
a fountain-like crest, it falls thence as a shower of heavenly
ambrosia to feed all parts of the psychic body. Thus becom-
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jng filled with supreme spiritual power, the yogi experiences
~llumination.
~ ~ ~ d a ( a s . - Othe
f Psychic-Centres, or Chnkro, the Bardo
T L ~ & is concerned chiefly with three : ( I ) the Heart-centre
( ~ ~ l i l m t a - c h k y;a (2)
) the Throat-cent re ( Vishuddla-chakyo) ;
and (3) the Brain-centre (Snhasrrira Padma). Of these, two
are of chief importance : the Brain-centre, sometimes called
the Northern Centre, and the Heart-centre, or Southern
Centre. These two constitute the two poles of the human
organism. They are said t o be the first centres to form
in the embryo, and the terrestrial p r i ~ a derived
,
from the
central p ~ i n i creservoir in the sun of our planetary system, is
said to direct their formation.
Related t o these three principal cknkra, there are three
chief nza~&Zas or mystic groupings of deities divided into
fourteen subsidiary m n ~ d a l o s corresponding to the first
Fourteen (7 + 7) Days of the Bardo as described in our text.
The first of these three chief man@Zns contains 42 deities,
distributed in six subordinate mandalas corresponding to the
first Six Days of the Chonyid Bardo ; and they emanate from
the Heart-centre. T h e second wza&Za contains 10principal
deities, which dawn on the Seventh Day ; and these emanate
from the Throat-centre. T h e third m n + 7 l o contains 58
principal deities, distributed in seven subordinate vza~&akrs,
corresponding to the last Seven Days of the Cltotzyid Bardo,
and emanating from the Brain-centre. The first 42 and the
last 58 comprise the Great Ma~dalaof the loo superior
deities, the 42 being called peaceful and the 58 wrathful
deities. T h e other lo deities, related to the Throat-centre,
which dawn intermediately between the 42 of the Heartcentre and the 58 of the Brain-centre, are classed with the
42 peaceful deities.
Thus, when united in the Greater
Ma&Ia of the whole of the Chofiyid Bardo, there are
110 principal deities.
It will be observed, too, that there is definite orientation in
all the man#aZas.
The Five Dhyeni Buddhas with their shaktisl are the chief

' The Sanskrit term S1Jtr

(literally [Divine] Power') refers to the female,
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deities dawning on the first Five Days. On the First Day,
Vairochana and his shakti alone dawn. Then on each of
the four succeeding days, along with one of the remaining
four of the DhyZni Buddhas and the shakti, there dawn
two I3odhisattvas and their shaktis. Then, on the Sixth
Day;all of these deities, dawning in one ?rza?z&la, are joined
by 16 additional deities : 8 Door-keepers, the 6 Buddhas of
the Six Lokas, and the ~ d i - ~ u d d and
h a shakti; and all these
deities together compose the 42 deities of thc Heart-centre.
Then, after the dawning of the I o Knowledge-Holding Deities
(called, in the Obeisances, p. 85, the Lotus Deities) of the
Throat-centre, on the intervening Seventh Day, there dawn
during the remaining Seven Days the 58 deities of the Braincentre, as follows: on each of the first five days, or from the
Eighth to the Twelfth Day, one of the Herulcas with his s h k l i ,
in all 10 deities ; on the Thirteenth Day, the 8 Kerima and the
8 Hta~nenma; on the Fourteenth Day, 4 Door-keepers and
the 28 animal-headed Deities. Bchind the symbolism of
deities and ?nnn&lns and psychic-centres there lies the rational
explanation, namely, that each deity, as it dawns from its
appropriate psychic-centre, represents the coming into afterdeath karmic activity of some corresponding impolse or
or negative, phase of that divine force or powcr concentrated in or personified
by the consort of a god, the god representing the positive phase ; the Tantric
worshipper of Slrakli (Powel-), o r divine universal forccs, personified as
a Mother-Goddess, being called a s h ~ k t a . T h e Tantrics-like the ancient
Egyptians -exalt right knowledge of the reproductive processes, as no doubt
it should be exalted, to the level of a religious science ; and in this science, as
illustrated in the Bardo Thodol, the union of the male and female principles of
nature, in what is called in Tibetan the ya6 (Skt. deva) -yrrm (Skt. slrahli)
attitude, symbolizes completeness, or at-one-ment. Power, symbolized by the
male (yab, or deva), and Wisdom, symbolized by the female (yum, or shnkli), are
said, esoterically, to be ever in union.
It is much to be regretted that actual abuse of Tantric doctrine, due either to
wilful perversion or, a s is commonly the case, to misunderstanding, resulting
in practices (like those of certain decadent sects o r individuals in India)
improperly called Tantric, by non-initiates in America and in Europe, in some
instances under the aegis of organized societies, has brought upon Tantricism
undeserved odium. Such unfortunate outcome of lack of guidance under properly
trained g u r u s tends to justify the high initiate of Oriental occultism in his stern
refusal to divulge the inner teachings of his cult to any save carefully prepared
pupils wlio have been long on probation and found worthy ; this was the view
both of the late L3ma Kazi Dawa-Samdup and of his late gurtc in Bhutarl.
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passion of the complex consciousness. A s thougll in an
initiatory mystery-play, the actors for each day of the Burdo
come on the mind-stage of the deceased, who is their sole
spectator; and their director is Kartnn. The higher or more
divine elements of the c~nsciousness-principleof the deceased
dawn first in the full glory of the primal Clear Light; and
then, in ever diminishing glory, the visions grow less and less
happy-the Peacef~11Deities of the Heart-centre, and then of
the Throat-centre, merge into the Wrathful Deities of the
Hrain-centre. Finally, as the purely human and brutish propensities, personified, in the fiercest of the Wrathful Deities,'
as horror-producing and threatening spectral hallucinations,
come into the field of mental vision, the percipient flees in
dismay from them-his
own thought-forms-to the refuge
of the womb, thereby making himself to be the plaything
of M~yZ and the slave of Ignorance. In other words, in
a nlanner similar to that in which the earth-plane body
grows to maturity and then withers and after its death
disintegrates, the after-death body, called the mental-body,
grows from the heavenly days of its Bardo childhood to
the less idealist days of its Bardo maturity, then fades and
dies in the Intermediate State, as the Knower, abandoning
it, is reborn.
Some clue t o the separable elements of consciousness as
they manifest themselves in the Intermediate State is gained
from the significance of the Tantric divisions into petals
of the lotuses, or dakmm. For example, the Heart-centre
Lotus, or A7zrikni~-dnRrn,is described as a red-coloured lotus
of twelve petals, each petal representing one of the chief
elements of personality (vrittn as follows: ( I ) hope (zslnj) ;
(2) care or anxiety (chbtg); (3) endeavour (che;eslfz); (4) feeling
of mineness (mnmntg); (5) arrogance or hypocrisy (dambha);
(6)languor (viknZizi~)
; (7) conceit (almrgkira); ( 8 ) discrimination (viveka); (9) coveto~~sness
(ZoZatZ); ( 1 0) duplicity (hafa!aii) ; ( I I ) indecision (vitarho) ; ( I 2 ) regret (anutg~a).
The Throat-amtre ~ o t u or
~ ,~is/ncnn/a-chnkra,also called
wO)

Of the Wrathful Deities there are two classes, the less wrathful (Tib- To'and the more wrpthful (Tib. Drag-po). See Waddell, op- tit., PP. 332-3.
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B/z~ratisl/lrf?tn,consists of sixteen petals. The first seven
symbolize the seven Sanskrit musical notes. The eighth
symbolizes the 'venom ' of mortality. T h e next seven represent the seven seed n~nntras,and the sixteenth is the
symbol for the nectar of immortality (amyita).
T o each of the thousand petals of the Brain-centre Lotug
variously coloured letters of the Sanskrit or Tibetan alphabet,
and other symbols, are esoterically assigned ; and this chahra
is said to contain in potential state all that exists in the other
chnkvns (of which it is the originator) or in the universe.
Each of the Dhya'ni Buddhas, likewise, as elsewhere cxplained from a different view-point, symbolizes definite spiritual
attributes of the cosmos. Thus, Vairochana is appealed to by
the Tantrics of Northern Buddhism as the universal force
producing or giving form t o everything both physical and
..
is the
spiritual; Vajra-Sattva (as the reflex of Akshobhya)
universal force invoked for neutralizing b y tnerit evil kar?lln ;
Ratna-Sambhava, for the reproduction of all things desired ;
Amitzbha, for long life and wisdom ; Amogha-Siddhi, for
success in arts and crafts. I n Vajra-Sattva, in his purely
esoteric aspect, all the other Peaceful and Wrathful Deities
of the Man&nZa of the Bardo ThodoI are said to merge or be
contained.
111. M A N T R A S , OR WORDS O F POWER

A clue to the power of matrtuas, as referred to throughout
the do Thodol, lies in the ancient Greek theory of music;
namely, that, if the key-note of any particular body or substance
be kllown, by its use the particular body or substance can be
disintegrated. Scientifically, the whole problem may be understood through understanding the law of vibration. Each
organism exhibits its own vibratory rate, and so does every
inanimate object from the grain of sand to the mountain and
even t o each planet and sun. When this rate of vibration
is known, the organism or form can, b y occult use of it, be
disintegrated.
For the adept in occultism, to know the nmntva of any
deity is to know how to set up psychic or gift-wave corn-

MANTRAS
rnunication similar to, but transcending, wireless or telepathic
communication with that deity. For example, if the adept
be of the left-hand path, that is to say, a black magician,
he can, by mantras, call up and command elementals and
inferior orders of spiritual beings, because to each belongs
a particular rate of vibration, and this being known and
formulated as sound in a mantra gives the magician power
even to annihilate by dissolution the particular elemental or
spirit to whom it belongs. As a highwayman a t the point
of a gun compels a traveller to give up money, so a black
magician with a mantra compels a spirit to act as he wills.
On account of this supreme power of sound, when formulated
in lnaiztras corresponding to the particular rate of vibration
of spiritual beings and of spiritual and physical forces, the
mantras are jealously guarded. And, for the purpose of maintaining this guardianship, lines of gurtts (i, e. religious teachers)
are established in whose keeping the words of power are
placed. Candidates for initiation into this Brotherhood of
Guardians of the Mysteries must necessarily be well tested
before the Treasures can be entrusted to them, and they themselves) in turn, be made Guardians.
Unto the shi!bya, after he has been well tested, the r~zntztra
which confers power over the sleeping Goddess Kundalini is
transmitted ; and when he utters it the Goddess awakens and
comes to him to be commanded. Then is the need of the
gurzc great ; for the awakened Goddess can destroy as well
as save-according as the nrantra is wisely or unwisely used.
AS the outer air vibrates to gross sounds, the inner vitalairs (frrirta-vriYzt) are set in motion and utilized by the use of
the sounds of mantras: the Goddess first catches up the subtle
occult sound, and, in tones of divine music, she causes it to
ascend from her throne in the Root-Support psychic-Centre
to one after another of the Centres above, until its music fills
the Lotus of a Thousand Petals and is there heard and responded to by the Supreme Gttru.
The visualizatior~of a deity, as frequently directed in Our
text,. is often but another way of thinking of the essential
characteristics of that deity. A like yogic effect a m e s from
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visualizing or else audibly pronouncing the rnatrtra correspond.
ing to that deity; for, by speaking forth as sound the filatlrm
of any deity, that deity is made to appear.
Unless the r~zarrtrasare properly intoned they are without
effect; and when printed and seen by the eye of the uninitiated they appear utterly meaningless-and
so they are
without the guidance of the human guvt~.
Furthermore, the correct pronunciation of the riznrrtm of
a deity depends upon bodily purity as well as upon kno\\4edge
of its proper intonation. Therefore it is necessary for the
devotee first to purify, by purificatory mantras, the mouth,
the tongue, and then the 1lznr1tt.n itself, by a process called
giving life to or awakening the sleeping power of the rrmrrfvn.
The occult ability to employ a nznntra properly confers
supernormal powers called Sidd/ti,l and these can be used,
according to the character of the adept, either as white
magic for good ends or as black magic for evil ends: the
right- and left-hand paths being the same up to this point
of practical application of the fruits obtained througli psychic
development. One path leads upward to Emancipation, the
other downward to Enslavement.

Iv.

T H E GURU AND SHISHI'A (OR CHELA)
AND I N I T I A T I ~ N S

Very frequently the Bardo Tlriidol directs the dying or the
deceased to concentrate mentally upon, or to visualize, his
tutelary deity or else his spiritual g r t i v , and, at other times,
to recollect the teachings conveyed to him by his humangr[r~,
inore espccially at the time of the mystic initiation. 1'0gT~
and Tantrics ordinarily comment upon sucll ritualistic directions
by saying that there exist three lines of g~tr,rzisto whom
reverence and worship are to be paid. Tllc first and highest
is purely superhuman, called in Sanskrit divyarghm, meaning
' lleavcnly (or "divine") line' ; the second is of the most
lligllly developed human beings, possessed of supernormal
' Siddlri here means ' Powcrs' arrived at through yogic praeticcs, t i t c r a l l ~ ,
Si&flli is the attainment of any aim.
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or siddhic powers, and hence called sidrlhn~ighm; the third
is of ordinary religious teachers and hence called mdnavat,glm,
human line '.'
Women as well as men, if qualified, may be gurus. T h e
shi!b~~ais, 3s B rule, put on probation for one year before
receiving the first initiation. If a t the end of that time he
proves to be an unworthy receptacle for the higher teachings,
he is rejected. Otherwise, he is talten in hand by the ~ I ~ Y I '
and carefully prepared for psychical development. A sl,i;h~a
when on probation is nlerely commanded to perform such
and such exercises a s are deemed suitable to his or her
particular needs. Then, when the probation ends, the sltijbya
is told by the g ~ i v uthe why of the exercises, and the final
rcsults which are certain to come from the exercises when
successfully carried out. Ordinarily, once a gztvrr is chosen,
the ski;bya has no right t o disobey the gzlrzr, or to take
anothergurib until it is proven that the first gwrc can guide
the shiS4ya no further. If the s h i ~ b y adevelops rapidly, because of good karma, and arrives a t a stage of development
equal to that of the g ~ r r u ,the gzirlc, if unable to guide the
shi!?zya further, will probably himself direct the shi;bya to
a more advanced guru.
For initiating a slti;bya, the gzrrzi must first prepare himself,
~lsuallyduring a course of special ritual exercises occupying
several days, whereby the guru, by invoking the gift-waves of
the divine line of g ~ t r u s ,sets up direct communication with
the spiritual plane on which the divine gurus exist. If the
human gztru be possessed of siddltic powers, this communion
is believed to be as real as wireless or telepathic communication between two human beings on the earth-plane.
The actual initiation, which follows, consists of giving to
the shi;bya the secret nrarrtra, or Word of Power, whereby
at-one-ment is brought about between the shifhya, as the new
member of the secret brotherhood, and the Supreme Czdrfc
The three lines ofgurus are so called not because of any difference in their
respective powers, but because of their different places of abode. In the Tan:rav81a (ch. I) it is said that the Gums of the Divya Order always abide in Shivs's
Heaven, those of the Siddha Order both in the Human-World and in the HeavenWorlds, and those of the MHnava Order on Earth only.
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who stands t o all g ~ u and
s sh@&yas under him as the Divine
Father. T h e vital-force, or vital-airs (jrniya-vityz~),serve as a
psycho-physical link uniting the human with the divine ; and the
vital-force, having been centred in the Seventh Psychic-Centre,
or Thousand-petalled Lotus, b y exercise of the awakened
Serpent-Power, through that Centre, as through a wireless
receiving station, are received the spiritual gift-waves of the
Supreme Garzb. Thus is the divine grace received into the
human organism and made t o glow, as electricity is made
to glow when conducted t o the vacuum of an electric bulb;
and the true initiation is thereby conferred and the slri;bya
Illuminated.
In the occult language of the Indian and Tibetan Mysteries,
the Supreme Gurzb sits enthroned in the pericarp gf the
Thousand-petalled Lotus. Thither, b y the power of the
Serpent Power of the awakened Goddess Kugdalini, the slri~hyn,
guided by the human gzrru, is led, and bows down at the feet
of the Divine Father, and receives the blessing and the benediction. T h e Veil of M Z y 8 has been lifted, and the Clear
Light shines into the heart of the ski+&yn unobstructedly.
A s one L a m p is lit b y the Flame of another Lamp, so the
Divine Power is communicated from the Divine Father, the
Supreme Guru, to the newly-born one, the human sh@ya.
T h e secret mnntrn conferred at the initiation, like the
Egyptian Word of Power, is the Password necessary for
a conscious passing from the embodied state into the disembodied state. If the initiate is sufficiently developed spiritually
before the time comes for the giving up of the gross ~hysical
body a t death, and can a t the moment of quitting the earthplane remember the mystic mantra, or Word of Power, the
change will take place without loss of consciousness; nor will
the shi@yn of full development suffer any break in the continuity of consciousness from incarnation to incarnation.

V. R E A L I T Y
In denying the soul hypothesis, Buddhism of all Schools
maintains that personal immortality is impossible, because all
persolla1 existence is but a mere flux of instability and continual

change kar~~iicnh"y
dependent upon the false concept that
or phenomenal appearances, or phenomcnal states
and beings, are real. In othcr words, Buddhism holds that
individualized mind or consciousness cannot realize Reality.
The essence of the Bardo T/r;idoIteachings is, likervise, that
SO long as thc mind is human, so long as it is individualized,
SO long as it regards itself as separate and apart from all
other minds, it is but the playtlling of Mdyd, of Igool.ar~ce,
\vhich caoses it to look upon the hallucinatory panorama of
cxistenccs within the Salrgsim as real, and thence leads it
to lose itself in the Quagmire of Phenolnena.
Followers of the Semitic Faiths are hereditarily so completely
dominated by the theory of soul and of personal immortality
after death, in a phenomenal paradise or hell, that in their
view there can bc no alternative ; and to then1 the Buddhist
denial of the theory crroneously appears to imply a doctrine
of the absolute negation of being.
The realization of Reality, according to the Bmdu Thiiduf,
is wholly dependent upon expurgating from the mind all
error, all false belief, and arriving at a state in which Miyz
no 19nger controls. Once the mind becomes freed from all
knrtnic obscurations, from the supreme heresy that phenomcnal
appearances-in heavens, hells, or worlds-are real, then there
dawns Right Knowledge; all forms merge into that which is
non-form, all phenomena into that which is beyond phenomena,
all Ignorance is dissipated by tlle Light of Truth, personality
ceases, individualized being and sorrorv are at an end, mind
and matter are known t o be identical, the mundanc consciousness becomes the supl-amundane, and, one with the D h r m a K@o, the pilgrim reaches the Goal.
The great Patriarch Ashvaghosha, who set down in writing
during the first celltury A . D . ~ the essential teachings of
d[~hiyli,m Buddhism as at first handed dorm orally by
The exact date of Ashvaghosha (or Afvaghosha) is uncertain. According to
Suzuki, wlro has investigated the question with great care, Ashvaghoslla 'lived
at the time extending from the latter haif of the first century before Christ to
3.bollt50 or 80 A\. D. . . At the very most, his time cannot bc plitced later than
first century of the Chrisfiaa era' (T.Suruki, Th# A ~ k , l i * , ro/ Faith,
C'licago, 1900, p. 17).

.
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initiates direct from the time of the Buddha, has otherwise stated the doctrines touching Reality as follows, in
his remarkable treatise called The Awakelzitrg of Faith : 1
Of Ignorance : ' The True Reality is originally only one, but
the degrees of ignorance are infinite ; therefore the natures
men differ in character accordingly. There are unruly thoughts
more numerous than the sands of the Ganges, some arisingfrom ignorant conceptions and others arising from ignorance
of senses and desires. Thus all kinds of wild thoughts arisc
from ignorance and have first and kist infinite differences
which Ju Lai [i. e. the Tath~gnta]alone know^.'^
' A s from the True Reality man knows that there is no
objective world, then the various means of following and
obeying this True Reality arise spontaneously [i. e. without
thought and without action], and, when influenced by this
power for a long time, ignorance disappears. As ignorance
disappears, then false ideas cease to arise. As these false
ideas do not arise, the former objective world also ends.
As the forces cease to exist, then the false powers of the
finite mind cease to exist, and this is called Nirv+zn, when
the natural forces of the True Reality alone work.'
-

T h e r e a r e t w o English translations of The Awnkrning o/ Faith, from the
Chinese, one by a Christian missionary to China, t h e late Rev. Timothy Richard,
made in 1894 and published, in Shanghai, in 1907, the other by thc learned
Japanese Buddhist Mr. Teitaro Suzuki, published in 1900, in Cliicago. We give
herein, in parallel, extracts from both. T h e r e are, likewise, two CIiinese
versions, each based upon the original Sanskrit version, which is now lost: one
made in A . D . 554, by Paramartha (otherwise called KulanPtha), an Indian
Buddhist missionary, w h o reached China in A. D. 546 and died in A. D. 569,at
the age of 71 years ; tlie other w a s begun in A. D. 700 by CikshPnanda, also an
Indian Buddhist missionary, w h o died in China, in A. D. 710, a t the age of 59,
Richard's translation is from Paramartha's version, and Suzulti's from q i k shPnanda7s.
a Richard's trans. (p. 18). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (p. 89) : 'Though all beings
a r e uniformly in possession of suchness, the intensity [of the influence] of
ignorance, the principle of individuation, that works from all eternity, varies in
such manifold grades a s t o outnumber the sands of the Ganges. And it is even
s o with such entangling prejudices (klepa o r dfvava) as the ego- conception^
intellectual and affectional prejudices, &c. [whose
efficiency varies
according to the karma previously accumulated by each individual],-all these
things being comprehended only by the Tattlggata. H e n c e such immeasurable
degrees of difference as regards belief, &c.'
Richard's trans. (p. 17). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (pp. 86-7) : ' On account of
this perfuming influence [i. e. through suchness perfuming ignorance] we are
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Oj Phgnometta : ' All phenomena are originally in the mind
and have really no outward form ; therefore, as there is no
form, it is an error t o think that anything is there. All
phenomena merely arise from false notions in the mind.
If the mind is independent of these false ideas, then all
.'I
phenomena disappear.
'Therefore the phenomena of the three worlds [of desire, of
form, and of non-form] are mind-made. Without mind, then,
there is practically no objective existence. Thus all existence
arises from imperfect notions in our mind. All differences are
differences of the mind. Rut the mind cannot see itself, for it
has no form. W e should know that all phenomena are created
by the imperfect notions in the finite mind ; therefore all
existence is like a reflection in a mirror, without substance,
only a phantom of the mind. When the finite mind acts,
then all kinds of things arise; when the finite mind ceases
to act, then all kinds of things cease.'

..

enabled to believe that w e are in possession within ounelves of suchness whose
essential nature is pure and immaculate ; and w e also recognize that all phenomena in the world are nothing but the illusory manifestation of the mind (dlayavrj'iIina) and have no reality of their own. Since w e thus rightly understand
the truth, w e can practise the means of liberation, can perform those actions
which are in accordance [witli the Dharma]. Neither do we particularize, nor
cling to. B y virtue of this discipline and habituation during the lapse of
innumerable nsamktryeyaka&as [lit countless ages], we have ignorance annihilated. As ignorance is thus annihilated, the mind [i.e. Ilaya-vrji'idna) is no
more disturbed so as to be subject to individuation. As the mind is no more
disturbed, the particularization of the surrounding world is a~lnihilated. When
in this wise the principle and the condition of defilement, their products, and
the mental disturbances are all annihilated, it is said that we attain to Nirvtina
and that various spontaneous displays of activity are accomplished.'
Richard's trans. (p. 16). Cf. Suzukiss trans. (p. 107) : 'In a word, all
modes of relative existence, our phenomenal world as a whole, are created
simply by the particularization of the confused mind. If we become dissociated
from the latter, then all modes of relative existence vanish away by themselves.'
Richard's trans. (p. 153). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (pp. 77-8) : 'Therefore the
i. e. domain of feeling (kcimaloka), domain of bodily
three domains [or t*k,
existence (tfifiloka), domain of incorporeality (arip(5loka)] are nothing but the
self-manifestation of the mind [i. e. &laYa-qj"lna, which is practically identical
with suchness, bh~fafathata]. Separated from the mind, there would be no
such things a s the six objects
sense. Why? Since all things, owing the
principle of their existence to the mind (ciJaya-wj'ila'na), are produced by
subjectivity (smdi), all the modes of particularization are the self-parlicularization of the mind. T h e mind in itself being, hovVcyer, free from all attributes, is

'
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0f S' : ' Men are to understand that space is nothing.
It has no existence and is not a reality. It is a term in
opposition to reality. We only say this or that is visible in
order that we might distinguish bctweeil things.' l
Of M Z Iar~d
~ Matter : ' Mind and matter are eternally the
same. As thc esscncc of matter is wisdom, thc csscncc of matter
is without fol-m and is called the embodiment of wisdom.
As the manifested csscnce of wisdom is matter, it is called
the all-pervading embodiment of wisdom. The unmanifcsted
matter is without magnitude ; according to the will it can
show itself througl~outall the univcrse as the immeasurable
Prism [i. e. intclligent devout men, or Rodhisattvas], immeasurable inspired spirits, immeaslrrablc glorics, all different
without magnitude and without intcrfcrence with one anothcr.
This is what ordinasy senses cannot comprehend, as it is the
work of Absolute Reality.
."
'According to the Absolutc Reality there is no distinction
between mind and matter ; it is on account of the defilcmcnt

..

not diffcrcntiated. Thcreforc, w c come to the conclusion that all things and
conditions in the plic~lomenalworld, liypostatizcd and established only throrlgll
igtlorance (nvin_)n) and subjccrivity (smrti) on the part of all beings, ]lave no
Inore reality than the images in a mirror. T h e y evolve simply from the ideality
of a particularizing mind. W h e n the mind is disturbed, the multiplicity of things
is produccd ; but when the mind is quieted, tlrc multiplicity of things disappcars.'
Richard's trans. (pp. 15-6). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (p. 107) : ' Be it clcarly understnod that spacc is nothing but a modc of particularization and that it has no real
existence of its own. W h e r e there is a pcrccption of space, there is sidc by
sidc a perception of a variety of things, in contradistinction to which spacc is
spokcn of a s if existing independently. Space therefore cxists only in relation
lo our particularizing consciousness.'
? Richard's trans. (pp. 14-5).
Cf. Suzukils trans. (pp. 103-4) : ' Matter (rfij)n)
and mind (citln) from the very beginning are not a duality. S o we speak of [the
univcrse as] a system of rationality (ptnjzakciyn), seeing that the real nature of
matter ~ u s constitutes
t
the norm of mind. 1\gaill wc speak of [thc univcrse as]
a system of materiality jdlrnr~iakfi~n),
seeing that the true nature of mind just
constitutes thc norm of matter. Now depending on the Dlrnrrrrnk6yn, all
Tatlrigatas ~nanifcstthcmsclves in bodily forms and a r e illcessantly present at
all points of spacc. And Bodhisattvas in the ten quarters, according to their
capabilities and wishes, are able to manifest infinite Bodics of Bliss and illfinite
lands of ornamentation, each one of which, though stamped with the marks of
individuality, does not hinder the others from being fuscd into it, and
[mutual fusion'] has 110 interruption. But the manifestation of the Dknmrokli~
in [infinite] bodily forms is not comprchensiblc to the thougl~tand undcrstandin~
of common people ; bccause it is the free and subtlest activity of suchness.'
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' If there were no True Real Nature of the mind, then all
existence would not exist ; there would be nothing to show it,
If the True Real Nature of the mind remains, then finite mind
continues. Only when the madness of finite mind ceases will
the finite mind cease. It is not the wisdom of the True Reality
that ceases.'
'Just as a xnan having lost his way calls the east west,
although the cast and west have not really changed, so is
mankind lost in ignorance, calling the mind of the universe
his thoughts ! But the Mind is what it ever was, all unclla~lged
by men's thought. When men consider and realize that the
Absolute Mind has no need of thoughts like men's, they will
be followi~lgthe sight way to reach thc Boundless.'
Of the Nntzwe of the Absoizbte: ' It is neither that which
had an origin some time, nor that which will end at solne
time ; it is really eternal. In its nature it is always full
of all possibilities, and is described as of great light and
wisdoxn, giving light to all things, real and knowing. Its
true nature is that of R pure mind, eternally joyful, the true
being of things, pure, quiet, unchanged ; therefore free, with
fullness of virtues and Bodhic attributes more numerous than
possible the existence 01 a defiled mind. But in spite 01 the defiled mind the
mind [itself] is eternal, clear, pure, and not subject to transformation. Further,
a s its original nature is free from particularization, it knows in itself no change
whatever, though it produces everywl~ere the various modes of existence.
W h e n the oneness of the totality of things (dhv-wtadhtifu) is not recognized,
then ignorance a s well as particularization arises, and all phases of the defiled
mind are thus developed. But the significance of this doctrine is so extremely
deep and unfathomable that it can be fully comprehended by Ruddhas and by no
others.'
Richard's trans. (p. 15). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (p. 8 4 ) : ' L e t ignorance be
annihilated, and the symptom of disturbance [in the mind] will also be annihilated, while the essence of the mind [i.e. suchness] remains the same. Only il
the mind itself were annihilated, then all beings would cease to exist, because
there would be nothing there by which they could manifest themselves. But
so long as the mind be not annihilated its disturbance may continue.'
a Richard's trans. (p. 25). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (pp. 105-6): ' A s a lost man
who takes the east for the west, while the quarter is not changed on account of
his confusion, so all beings, because of their misleading ignorance, imagine that
the mind is being disturbed, while in reality it is not. But when they understand that the disturbance of the mind [i. e. birth-and-deatl~]is [at the same time]
imlnortnlity [viz. suchness] they would then enter into the gate of suchness.'

'
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the sands of the Ganges, divine, unending, unchanged and
unspeakable.'
As the nature behind all experience has no beginning, so
it has no end-this is the true Nirvtl~n. . .'%
-- Behind all existence there is naturally the Supreme Nirvina
[or Supreme Rest].'
-

;-

.

1 Richard's trans. (p. or).
Cf. Suzuki's trans. (pp. 95-6): ' It was not
created in the past, nor is it to be annihilated in the future; it is eternal,
permanent, absolute ; and from all eternity it sufficingly embraces in its essence
all possible merits (punya). That is to say, suchness has such characteristics as
follows : the effulgence of great wisdom ; the universal illumination of the
dharmadhdlu [universe] ; the true and adequate knowledge ; the mind pure and
clean in its self-nature; the eternal, the blessed, the self-regulating, and the
pure ; the tranquil, the immutable, and the free. And there is no heterogeneity
in all those Buddha-dharmas which, outnumbering the sands of the Ganges, can
be neither identical (ckdrtha) nor not-identical (ndndrdha) [with the essence of
suchness], and which therefore are out of the range of our comprehension.'
This description of the Absolute is also a description o i the Dhamra-Kiya, for
the two terms a r e synonymous. A modern student of Buddhism, Mr. P.
Lakshmi Narasu, in The Essencr of Buddhism (Madras, rgra), pp. 35a-3,
describes the S u m m u m Bonum thus : ' Buddhism denies an fshvara [i. e.
a Supreme Deity, for even the Primordial Buddha is not such, but merely the
Idma's hypothetical First Buddha] ; and the latter cannot, therefore, be its goal
and resting-point. The Buddhist's goal is Buddhahood, and the essence of
, totality of all those laws which pervade the
Buddhahood is D h a r m a k ~ y a the
facts of life, and whose living recognition censtitutes enlightenment. Dkarmahiya is the most comprehensive name by which the Buddhist sums up his
understanding and also his feeling about the universe. Dharmakiyn signifies
that the universe does not appear to the Buddhist as a mere mechanism, but as
pulsating with life. Further, it means that the most striking fact about the universe
is its intellectual aspect and its ethical order, especially in its higher reaches.
Nay more, it implies that the universe is one in essence, and nowhere chaotic or
dualistic. . Dharmak@a is no pitiable abstraction, but that aspect of existence
which makes the world intelligible, which shows itself in cause and effect. . .
Dhnrmak1~~a
is that ideal tendency in things which reveals itself most completely
in man's rational will and moral aspirations..
It is the impersonated inspiring
type of every perfected rational mind. Without D h a m a k d ~there would be
nothing that constitutes personality, no reason, no science, no moral aspit-ation,
no ideal, no aim alld purpose ill man's life.
DharmaR6ya is the norm of all
existence, the standard of truth, the measure of righteousness, the good law ; it
is that in the collstitution of things which makes certain modes of tonduct
beneficial and certain other modes detrimental.'
Richard's trans. (p. 07). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (p. r ra) : ' Be it clearly understood that the essence of the five skandhas is uncreate, there is no annihilation
of them ; that, since there is no annihilation of them, they are in their [metaphysical] origin N h a ' n a itself.'
all things
Richard's trans. (p. 31). Cf. Suzuki's trans. (p. 1ar) : '.
( s a ~ a d h a n n a from
j
the beginning are in their nature N i ~ i d aitself.'

..

.

..

. ..

'

'

.

T h u s does Ashvaghoslia bear witness to the soiindncss of
tllc supl-cme 1)hilosophy of the MahGyiina School underlying
the Bnvdo T/riitlol; and, as an indcpendcnt commentator, COIL
firms our own intcrpretations.

VI.

N O R T H E R N A N D S O U T 1 I l < l I N 13UL>l)1IISI11

AND C f I IZISTIANII'Y
Vcry ~niichmatter might also bc incorporated Ilercin to sllow
the diffcrcnces which esi:,t bctwecn the two grcat Scl~oolsof
13uddhism, the Northern and tlic Southern School, somctimcs
known as the Alnh~ytfnrz(meaning the ' GI-cntcrI'ath ') and the
fhtttyj.li~rn (meaning the ' Lesser Path '-a
rat her be1 i t tling
namc ncvcr used by Southern Buddhists of thcmselvcs).'
Northcrn Buddhism is chicfly distinguished by its hicrarchical and more highly organized priesthood, its emphasis
upon rituals, its elaborate doctrinc of divirlc e~nanations,its
Christian-like worships and masses, its Tantricism, its DhyZni
Buddhas, Dodhisattvas and cxterlsivc pantheon, its belief in
a Primordial Duddlla, its greater insistencc on ITop, its subtle
philosophy, and its transcendental tcachiogs concerning thc

Tri-KrSyn.
I n Southern Buddhism, on tllc contrary, there is a very
loosely organized priesthood with no recog~lized hcacls like
the Dnlai Lama, who is the God-King, and the Taslli LZma,
who is the Higher Spiritual Hcad of Lamaism. There are
no recognized rituals comparable to the rituals of the Northern
School, little or nothing clearly Tantric, and no worship of
Dhyzni Buddhas or of a Primordial Buddha, but a limited
belief in &as and demons. The only Dodhisattva appealed
to and imaged in temples is the coming Buddha, Maitreya.
Although theoretically Y q p is insistcd upon, it appears to
havc been but little practised among Southern Buddhists
since the times of Buddhagosa and his immediate sueHere Sj.Atal Behari Ghosh has contributed the following note : ' M a l ~ i ~ ~ ~
may, and possibly does, mean the " Greater " or '' Higher Path " (or " V o j a g ~"),
and Hirtaytinn the " Lessec" or ' I Lower Path (or " Voyage "). Yu <of Y6na)
means " to go", and YZrra " that by which one goes ". Wcstern Oricntalists
havc adopted "Vehicle" as an equivalent of Ytinu, as that is the common
meaning given in school-books, but " Path " is preferable.'
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ccssors, when Ihddhist Ceylon is said to have bee11 famousas lhddhist Tibet is now-for
its grcat saints, or ~ o , r i s .
That thcre exists a tranrendental Buddhism, based chiefly
upon Tantric teachings and applied Yogdr, such aS the iatrznr
claim to possess through oral transmission direct from the
time of the Buddha, Southern Ruddhism denies, for it holds
that thc nuddha taught no higher or othcr doctrines than
those recorded in the fii-Pitahn or Pali Canon. Similarly,
the doctrine of thc Esoteric Trinity, or Tri-Ktiyn, Southern
nuddhism does not propound, although there arc clear
refcrcnces to thc Dhnrmn-Kdyn in the Ag-nl?l?n S f i t t n ~ t f n
of the Digha Nikiiyn, wherein tlle Ruddlla spcaks of the
nllau~~la-h'fiynt o a 13rZhmin pricst named Vasetta (Skt.
Vashishtha)
.. ; and the Sinllalese work known as the Dhnv~naPmdipikti co'ntains clahoratcd espositio~lsof R f i j n - K i j v z and
Dhnr~~rnKdiyn.'
The hypothesis of Christian apologists that Northern
Huddhisnl in its differentiation from Southern nuddllism was
primarily affected by early Christian missionaries seems to
be disproved-in so far as really fundamental doctrines are concerned-by the Car-reaching fact (but recently madc known to
Western scholars through the recovery of some of the writings
of the greatest of the Fathers of the Northern Buddhist Church,
namely, the Patriarch Ashvagosha) that Northern Buddhism
was fundamentally the same in the first century A. D. as it is now
and was prior .to the Christian era, If there were Christian influences,as claimed, brought in by the Nestorians, or St.Thomas,
or later missionaries, it appea1.s that they could only have
been superficial a t most.2 In our own view-which is, of

' Cf. P. Lakshrni Narasu,

The Ess~nceofBuddhism (Madras, rgxa), p. 351 n.

Hut, in his jrr-avcls in

Tnrlary (Hazlett's trans., ii. 84), notes that Tsoil
Kllapa, the founder of the Celugpa, o r Established Reformed Church of 'l'ibet,
was acquainted with Cllristianity through Roman priests who seem to have had
a mission near the place of his birth, in the Province of Amdo, China But

Tson Khapa having been born during the latter half of the fourteenth century
and having founded the Gelugpa during the early fifteenth, such probable
Christian influence would be of no importnncc in relation to the primitive
unreformed fiingmapachurch founded by Padma Sarnbllava in the eighth ccnturY~
whcncc our Manuscript had its origin. The semi-refomled Kargyiit~aSect, too,
antedates the Gelugpa, having been founded in tllc last half of the elevenh
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course, merely hypothetical, seeing how little is at present
kno\vn of the interdependent influences of Hinduism, lludd hism,
and other Oriental religions and Christianity-.it is Christianity
which probably has been shaped, not only in its pre-Christian
symbolology and in its rituals, but in its beliefs, by the Faiths
preceding it, and out of which it evolved. For example,
Christian nlonasticism, as bcst studied in the first cent~~rics
of the Christian era in Egypt, with its yo.p-like practices, has
had, apparently, direct relationship with the more ancicnt
inonastic systems such as those of Hinduism, Buddhism,
Jainism, and Taoism. T h e two great doctrines of Christianity,
namely, those of the Trinity and of thc Incarnation, are not, as
formerly believed, unique ; not only did both develop in preChristian times in India, but were principal doctrines in the
Osiriiin Faitll of Egypt a t least six thousand years ago. The
primitive Christian Gnostic Church, as the exponent of an
esoteric C h r i s t i a ~ ~ i t ywas
, ~ also in general accord with the
old Oriental teachings touchillg Rebirth and Knrmn, which
the later or exoteric Christian Church eventually repudiated,
the Second Council of Constantinople, in A. D. 553, decreeing
that 'Whosoever shall support the mythical doctrine of the preexistence of the soul and the consequent wonderful opinion of
its return, let him be anathenla'. The Sermon on the Mount
century by Marpa (see p. 13sa), whose chiefgurtr was the Indian Pandit Atisha
(cf. Waddell, The Buddhism of Tibet, pp. 54-75).
Origen, the pupil of St. Clement of Alexandl-ia, and the best-informed and
most learned of the Church Fathers, who held the doctrine of rebirth and karma
to be Christian, and against whom, two hundred and ninety-nine years after he
was dead, excommunication was decreed by the exoteric Church, on account of
his beliefs, has said : ' But that there should be certain doctrines not made
known to the multitude, which are [revealed] after the exoteric ones have been
taught, is not a peculiarity of Christianity alone, but also of philosopllic systems,
in which certain truths are exoteric and others esoteric ' (Onken Contra Celsum,
Book I, C. vii). That Origen was a sound Christian in this view-despite his
condemnatior~as a ' hereticp by the corrupt Second Council of Constantinople,
held by the exoteric Church-is clear from sayings attributed to tlie Founder of
Christianity Himself: ' Unto you [the chosen disciples] it is given to know the
mystery of the Kingdom of God; but unto them that are without [i. e. the
multitude] all these things are done in parable : that seeing they may See, and
not perceive ; and hearing they may hear, and not understand' (Mark, iv.
I 1-lo); cf. St. Paul in I Covirrtlrians, ii. 7 ; iii. I-a ; and Pisfis Sophia, i. 91 1%
15, and passim, translation by G. R. S. Mead (London, 1896).
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itself, as a study of the pre-Christian Pali Canon indicates,
might very well be regarded, as many Buddhist scholars d o
regard it, as a Christian restating of doctrines which the
Buddha, too, formulated as an inheritance from prehistoric
l3uddhas.l I t is chiefly the doctrines of the modern Christian
Churches that pride themselves in having no esoteric teachings,
and not those of primitive, or Gnostic, Christianity, that did propound an elaborate esotericism, which differ widely from the
doctrines of Ruddhism and other Oriental religions ; and among
these doctrines the more outstanding are : ( I ) the doctrine of
the one life on earth t o be followed by a never-ending paradise
or else an eternal hell ; (2) of thc forgiveness of sins through
the blood sacrifice of a Saviour ; and (3) of the uniqueness of
the Divine Incarnation as exemplified in the Founder of
Christianity.
For the student of the \Vest, whose outlook has been more
or less affected by this theology of Church-council Christianity,
rather than by primitive, or Gnostic, Christianity, there is
need to realize exactly how Buddhism differs in fundamentals
from modern Christianity.
Thus, unlike modern, or Church-council, Christianity which
teaches dependence upon an outside power or Saviour,
Buddhism teaches dependence on self-exertion alone if one
is to gain salvation. In practice, and to a limited degree
in theory, this fundamental doctrine of self-dependence is
modified in LFimaisnl-as illustrated in the Baydo Thodofand direct appeal is made by the devotee to the DhyPni
Buddhas and tutelary deities, very much as to Jesiis and
saints and angels b y Christians. Similarly, Northern Buddhism
and Church-council Christianity, unlike Southern Buddhism,
have their masses and their eucharistical ceremonies.
Secondly, as pointed out above, Church-council Christianity
condemns the doctrines of Rebirth and Karma (which primitive,
or Gnostic, Christianity upheld), and Buddhism champions
them.
Thirdly, the two Faiths hold divergent views concerning
,

'

CI.A. J. Edrnunds, Buddhist Texfs in john (Philadelphia, 19") i also
Buddhist and Chrisfiatl Gospe/s (Philadelphia, 1908).
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the existence or non-existeace of a Supreme Deity. 'The
Fatherhood of God ' as a personal and anthropomorphic deity
is the corner-stone of Christian Theology, but in Buddhismalthough the Buddha neither denied nor affirmcdthe existence
of a Supreme Deity-it has no place, because, as the Buddha
maintained, neither believing nor not believing in a Supreme
God, but self-exertion in right-doing, is essential to comprehending the true nature of life.
The Buddha 'argued not that Ishvara was causc, nor did
He advocate some cause heretical, nor yet again did He affirm
there was no cause for the beginning of the world '. He
argued : ' If the world was made by Ishvara deva, . there
should be no such thing as sorrow or calamity, nor doing
wrong nor doing right ; for all, both pure and impure deeds,
these must come from Ishvara deva. . . . Again, if Ishvara be
the maker, all living things should silently submit, patient
beneath the maker's power, and then what use to practise
virtue ? 'Twere equal, then, the doing right or wrong, . .
Thus, you see, the thought of Ishvara is overthrown in this
discussion (slrrfstra).'
Although the Great Teacher has set aside, as being nonessential to mankind's spiritual enlightenment, the belief and
the non-belief in a Supreme Deity-more especially in an
anthropomorphic Supreme Deity-He
has, however, made
the corner-stone of Buddhism (as it is of Hinduism) the belief
in a Supreme Power or Universal Law, called the Law of
Cause and Effect by the Science of the West and, by the
Science of the East, Kaymn. 'What ye sow, that shall ye
reap ', saith the Buddha ; even as St. Paul wrote long afterward, ' Whatsoever a Inan soweth, that shall he also reap '.
Again, as elsewhere stated, Buddhism denies that there call
be a permanent, unchanging, personal entity such as Christian
Theology calls ' soul'. It also denies the possibility of reaching
a state of eternal felicity within the Snng-~Zua(i. e. the miverse of phenomena); for Reality, or Niyvrinn, is for all

..

.

'

Ct. the Fo-silo-hing-tsan-king (vv. 1455-68), a professed Chinese version
of Ashvaghosha's Buddhakarikl, made by an Indian Buddhist priest named
Dharmaraksha about the year A. D. 420, trans. by S . Beal in The Sacved Books
of the East, xix (Oxford, 1883)) pp. ao6-8.
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Schools of Buddhism non-sangs&ic, being beyond all heavens,
hells, and worlds, in a state only capable of being understood
through personal realization of it.
The Buddha has, therefore, not taught of any Father in
Heaven, nor of any Only Begotten Son, nor of any method of
salvation for mankind save that won by self-exertion leading
to Right Knowledge. He, as all Buddhists believe, found the
way as a result of innumerable lifetimes of spiritual evolution,
and became the Fully Awakened, the Enlightened One, exhausting completely the Sangscira of Impermanency and of
S,orrow. Through His own exertions alone He reached the
Goal of all existence-Supramundaneness.
Buddhists venerate Him, not as Christians do a Saviour, but as a Guide, in
whose footsteps each must tread if Truth is to be realized and
Salvation attained.
Although, as in the Bardo Thodol, there are prayers
addressed to higher than human powers, and although all
Buddhists pay what is really a sort of worship to the Buddha,
the doctrine of Right Knowledge through self-development is
never quite lost sight of; there is never that almost complete
dependence upon outside forces which Christianity i~lculcates,
nor is there anywhere a parallel to the Christian belief in the
forgiveness of sins through repentance, or faith in a Saviour,
or through vicarious atonement. Some of the rituals of
Northern Buddhism may seem to suggest a Christianlike
theory of the forgiveness or absolution of sins, which, more
than any other subsidiary doctrine peculiar to Northern
Buddhism, may possibly yet be shown to have been shapedif any of the Mahciyina doctrines have been-by Christianity.
But in their last analysis these rituals really imply,-setting
aside any possible transfor~nationdue to Christianity,-as the
whole of Southern Buddhism more clearly teaches, that it is
only merit, or an equal amount of good karma, which can
neutralize the same amount of evil karma, as, in physics, two
equally balanced opposing forces neu t r a k e one another.
But as in all religions, so in Buddhism, there is apt to be
very wide divergency between original teachings and actual
accordingly, the Bardo Thohl
doctrines and practices ; and, A
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as a ritual treatise is no exception. Nevertheless, underneath
the symbolism of the Bardo Thudol there are t o be discovered,
b y those that have eyes t o see, the essential teachings of
Northern Buddhism, sometimes called, in contrast with
Southel-n Buddhism, the Higher Buddhism.
VII.

T H E M E D I E V A L C H R I S T I A N JUDGEMENT.

In connexion with the difficult problem of origins, referred
to in that part of our Introduction concerning the Judgement
(pp. 35-9), and of the probable influences of Buddhism and
other Oriental Faiths, including the Osirian Faith, on Christianity, it is interesting to compare with the Baydo Thodol
version of the Judgement (pp. 165-9) the similar version in
the medieval treatise entitled T/re Lnlnerttnlion of the Dying
Cucnftwe (date uncertain, but probably of 14th t o 15th cent.)
contained in the British Museum MS. Harl. 1706 (fol. 96),
Comper's ed. (pp. 137-68) :
' The Dying Creatziue e?ts~t
with Sick~zessi~~cztyable
souvowfill& Co71~flni1teth
him t h s : '' Alas that ever I sinned in my
life. T o me is come this day the drendfullest tidings that
ever I heard. Here hath been with me a sergeant of arms
whose name is Cruelty, from the Icing of all Kings, Lord of
all Lords, and Judge of all Judges ; laying on me the mace
of His office, saying unto me: ' I arrest thee and warn thee
to make ready. . . . T h e Judge that shall sit upon thee, He
will not be partial, nor H e will not be corrupt with goods,
but H e will minister to thee justice and equity. .
' The Ln?tzerttntion of the Dyirzg C~entzire: " Alas ! alas !
Excuse me I can not, and whom I might desire to speak for
me I wot (i. e. know) not. T h e day and time is so dreadful ;
the Judge is so rightful ; mine enimies be so evil ; my kin, my
neighbours, my friends, m y servants, be not favourable to mc ;
and I wot well they shall not be heard there."
' m e Complnint of the Dybzg C~eatz(lrueto the Good Ang-el:
" 0 my Good Angel, to whom our Lord took me to keep,
where be thee now ? Me thinketh ye should be here, and
answer for m e ; for the dread of death distroubleth me, so

..
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that I cannot answer for myself. Here is my bad angel
ready, and is one of
chief accusers, with legions of fiends
wit11 him. 1 havc no CI-eaturcto answer fur me. Alas it is
an heavy case ! "
' The A l ~ s w e rof the Good Alzgel to tde Dyittg Cmnttrrb: a
to your bad deeds, I was never consenting. I saw your
natural inclination Inore disposed to be ruled by your bad
angel than by me. I-rowbeit, ye cannot excuse you, but when
ye were purposed to do anything that was contrary to tile
colnnlandments of God I failcd not to remember (i.e. remind)
you that it was not well; and counselled thee to flee the
place of peril, and the company that should stir or move you
thereto. Can ye say nay thereto? How can you think that
I should answer for you ? " '
Though the Dying Creature appeals for assistance to
Reason, t o Dread, to Conscience, and to the Five Wits-vcry
much after the manner of Everymatt, probably the best known
of the medieval Christian mystery plays (which seem to be
the outcome of the spread of Orientalism into Europe)-none
can succour him. Thence, in his final appeal to the Virgin,
through Faith, Hope, and Charity as mediators, and in the
Virgin's resulting appeal to the Son, there is introduced the
Christian doctrine of the forgiveness of sins, in opposition to
the doctrine of Rnrmn as expounded by the Baydo Thiinol
Such introduction suggests that this curious Christian version
of the Judgement tnay possibly have had a prc-Christian and
non-Jewish Oriental source, wherein the doctrine of kartna (and
the correlated doctrine of rebirth) remained unmodified by the
European medievalism which shaped The Lar~retftatio~r
of the
D y i q C ~ e n t t ~ v(see
e p. 32). The ancient doctrine of karma
(to which the primitive, or Gnostic, Christians adhered, ere
Church-council Christianity took shape), being taught in the
following answers to the Dying Creature, gives some ~lausibili ty, even from internal evidence, to this pllrely tentative
view :
Corzscienrc : ' Y e must sorrowfully and meekly suffer the
judgements that ye have deserved.'
The Five W h: Therefore of your necessity your defaults
l
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must be laid upon you.
Wherefore of right the peril nust
bc yours.'
Also compare the similar account of the Judgement in the
Orologi~krnS+itice
(14th cent.), chap. V, in Dorrce MS. 322
(fol. go), Conlper's ed., from which the following pasage
(p. I I 8) is taken :
' 0 thou most righteous Dootnsman, how strait and hard be
thy dooms ; charging [i. e. accusing] and hard deeming me,
wretched, in those things the which few folk charge or dread,
forasmuch as they seein sinall and little. 0 the dreadful sight
of the righteous Justice, that is now present to me by dread,
and suddenly to come in deed.'
Reference might also bc made to the wall-painting of the
Judgement in C haldon Church, Surrey, England, dating from
about A. D. I 2 0 0 and discovered in 1870, which parallels in
a very striking manner our Tibetan painting of the Judgement.'
Thus, in both paintings there is the judging of the dead in an
intermediate or bnrdo state, the heaven-world being above
and the hell-world below. In the Chaldon Christianized
version, St. Michael, in place of Shinje, holds the scales;
instead of karr~icactions, souls are being weighed ; the Six
Knrt~icPathways leading to the Six Lokns have become
a single ladder leading to a single heaven ; at the top of the
ladder, in place of the Six Buddhas of the Six Lokas, there is
the Christ waiting to welcome the righteous, the sun being
shown on His right hand and the moon on His left-as though
He were a nuddha, I n the Hell-world, in both versions, there
is the cauldron in which evil-doers are being cooked under the
sopervision of demons ; and, in the Christianized version, the
' Hill of Spikcs' of the Buddhist version is represented by
a ' nridge of Spikes ', which the condemned souls are compelled to traverse.
Cf. G . Clinch, Old English Clrurches (London, IF),
pp. 162-4, where
a photograph of the Chaldon wall-painting is reproduced ; also E. S. Bouchier,
Notes orr tlw Stnrncd Glass of tltr Oxford District (Oxford, 1g18),pp. 66-7, concerning a stained glass window ill Brightwell Baldwin Church, dcpicting the
soul-weighing episode of the Judgement : Bclow, the hand of St. Michael in
white glass supports a yellow balance, in the left tray of which a half-length soul
with yellow hair is praying, while beneath t h e right a small devil, with Ilorns,
tail, claws, and ycllow wi~hgs,is trying to pull it down.'
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All such parallels as the= tend to strengthen our opinion
that the greater part of the symbolism nowadays regarded a
being peculiarly Christian or Jewish seems to be due to
adaptations from Egyptian and Eastern religionp. They
suggest, too, that the thought-forms and thought-processes of
Orient and of Occident are, fundamentally, much alike-that,
despite differences of race and creed and of physical and social
environment, the nations of mankind are, and have been since
time immemorial, mentally and spiritually one.
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1401, 195.
- Recognition of, 8g3, 9oa,
97, 99, 99', '01, 103-5,
112, 118-19, 124-6, 1313, .135~,137-41, 146-9,
151,155-8,165,168,173,
181, 193-4.
- Sidpa, viii, ix, - xxxvi,
xli, xlii, xlv-xlv~, Ixvi,
20, 29, 49, 55, 7zn, 89l,
loza, 135dn, 151, 15393, I93, 2 0 4 ~206'
-Six States of, Ixi, 102,
202-4.
- State, xvi, xlii, 7, 2830, 38, 59, 66, 91 8 . P
1oo3, 1 0 5 ~1 ~2 9 , 130a,
158 ff., 1 6 4 ~1 ~8 7 ~195,
~
240.
- Supernormal Powers in,
158 ff.
Bardo Thodol, vii, xvi,
xxxv ff,
1 f f . Ivii,
Iix ff., 2, 33, 152, 196:
see Bardo.
-Appendix,
The, 1 9 6
208.
- Block-Print, 69, 71, 73,
106'~ 108', 109', I la1,
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14am, IM', rqsl-',
1j6', 152'~', 153'.
Burdo Thiidol, Colophon,
209.
- ~ o r r u ~ > t i oof,
~ ~ s58, 77,
I 56', 174'~17g1, 192'.
- Deities, 36'.
- Discipleship and, Ixii.
- ~ivisionsof, 85, 153'.
- Doctrine, 41,136,194-61

Bhtilashuddhi rite, Ixxiv.
- Words of, 171.
Birth, death and, vii, Ix- - Worship of, 237.
Ixi.
- Yoga and, 158'.
- Four Kinds of, 178, I 82. Buddhaghosa, 41,418, 232.
- Supernormal, 156l, 178, Buddhahood, Ixxii, h v j ,
188-90, 206.
10, 15, 30, 58, 94, 99,
Uirth-trauma, xli, xlii.
96, 9@", 97l, 107, 110,
Rlavatsky, H. Y., 7'.
112, 115, 118-19, 123-4,
Bodhi (or Bodhir), 10, I I,
1 2 6 ~ ,132-3", 136, 13817, 52, 96', 116, 123',
41, 150, 1889, 1951,
211.
2.30.
199, 2-1
: sre Libera- Illustrations,
xxvii- Bodhisat~r~as,xxvii, Ixxiv,
tion, and Nirodna.
xxxiv, 7 ~ 1 .
Ixxvi, 14, 54', 67, 76, - Path to, 55, &a, 1241,
- Instructions of, see 8 , I I I , I I 1 6 I , 126.
Teachings, below.
122, 134', 1601, 183,191- - State of, 1241,149.
- Jung's Commentary on,
2, 218, 228, 232.
- Winning of, 89', I 14,
xxm-lii.
- Invocation of, 71', 155,
126, 135'~ 136, 146-8.
- Manuscript,
68-73,
Buddhakarib, 236'.
197-8.
106'~ 124', 152', 153', Body, Nine Apertures of, Buddhism, xxxvii, Iiv, Iv,
I 74', 184~.
Ixx.
el passim.
- Origin of, 35-6, 54-5, Ben, 23, 36'. 74-5, 140'. - Christianity, and, 14,
BGnism and the Bonpos,
73-8, 196'~233'.
232-41.
- Padma Sanlbhavn and,
Iv ff.
- Esoteric, 4-5, 233-5.
13: see Padma Sam- Book of Dead, 1-2, 22, 36, - Flesh-Eating and, 169',
bhava.
77. See also Bardo
199.
- Plato and, 36, 49-53:
Thodol.
- Northern, 232-8.
see Plato.
- Egyptian,
xiv, . xvi, - Persecution and, Liv.
- Psychology, 31-5,1934.
xxxv,
xxxvi-xxxvii, - Reality and, 224-32.
- Purpose of, xlix ff.
Ixvi, 2, 22, 35, 77, 87', - Schools of, liv, Ivi.
- Reading of, 19,20,87 ff .,
136l, 148'.
- Soul and, 86", 224-5.
Brihma, 62.
- Southern, 232-8.
135, 151, 183, 195-6.
- Rebirth Symbols, 49 ff.: BrPhman, 6L, 11'.
-Tantric, 72, 74, 1 5 0 ~ .
see Rebirth.
Brdhmana, Talliriya, 46". - Tibetan, liv, Lxiiil, 74,
- Ritual, 75.
- Vagga, 40, 158'.
I 50".
Brdhmarandhra, Ixix, Ixx, - Woman and, 209'.
- Root Verses of, Ix.
- Science and, 8-9,41,66,
Ixxi, 18, 87', 92', @', - Yoga and, 212: see Yoga.
Budh-GayP, I 5S4.
r 58l, 215-16.
77.
- Symbolism, 2-6 : see Rrihmins, 48', I ?on, I ~ I ' ,
Chag-na-Dorje, I 16': see
Esotericism.
233.
- Tantricism, 213-20.
Buddha, vii, Ivii, 54, 105'~ Vajra-Phi.
Chakra, 216, 2 1 ~ 2 0 .
1064,119', 125'~168'.
-Teachings,
xiv, xix,
Chakravarfin,
10.
Birth
of,
53,
rgrl,
207'
.
XI ff., I, Ix, Ixx ff., 1e17,
32-5, 6 6 8 , 8gS, 132, - Body of, xlviii, 10, 207:. Chenrazee, xxviii, xxx,
xxxiv, 99'1 113'~13~',
151-2, 1 6 176,
~ ~180,~ - Bone-Reliquesof, 163'.
1491, !so1, 168'~: see
182-3, 186, 188, 190, - Christ as, 240.
Avaloklteshvara.
Consciousness,
189'.
194-6, 212-13, 222, 225,
Christianity,
Buddhism
- Death of, 191'.
235, 238.
and, xlix-I, Ixvii, Ixxxi,
-Texts and Versions, 71- - Eyes of, 1601, 216.
- ~nvocationof, TI', 15.5, 4", 141127'~139', 232-41.
2.
- Church-Counc~l,235.
183, 192.
-Translating and Edit- Esoteric, 234-5.
- Lives of, 54.
ing, I ,78-81.
- Flesh-Eating and, 1700.
- Yoga and, 21 1-14": see - Mind of, 96.
- Pre-existence and, 40-1, - Heaven and, 184'.
Yoga.
- Hell-World and, 179'9
I 8zS.
Bell, Sir Charles, xxi.
I 85'.
Bhagavad-Gild, The, vii, xi, - Realization of, 97".
- Realm of, 1073, 201-2. - Karma and, 239.
xviii.
- Monasticism and, 234.
Bhagavcin, 1os4, 119'~149, - Seeing the, 97".
Ori~enand, 234'.
St.
Jehoshaphat
as,
3'
.
201.
- Teachings of, I 7,38-42, - Rebirth and, 234Bhikkhrrni, 210.
- Trinity and, 14.
Bhutan, 80, 188', 218~.
61-43, 233, 235-7.
1z4',

',
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- Symbolism of, 55, 220.
Christianity, Yoga and, 234 - Lords of, 32, 98,
166-7', 169, 198.
Diamond (or Immulablr)
Chrislos, 32.
Salra, I, 97".
Chromatlsm,
Mystical - Messengers of, 38-9, 84
I 98.
Pibpanamsel
(Dipani),
xxviii ff.
133-5
I 16'.
Collective
Unconscious - Phenomena,
Dolma, I 1 6 ~see
: Tar&.
164 ff.
The. See Unconscious.
Consciousness, Ixxii, I I , - Process, 18, 9z4, IOO' Door-Keepers, xxvii, xxviii,
I 58l, 16za, 216.
X X X J 120, 143-4, 218:
174, 183'~ 189'~ 225
see Yoginis.
- Rite of, xiv ff.
229'.
- Science of, Ixv-lxxxiv. Dorje (Skt. Vajra), xxviii,
- Bardo, in, 182.
xxxiii, 10, 63, 1081,
- Sylnptoms, 72", 86, 8%
- Birth, Ixxxi.
- Bodhic, 16.
"61J
Opp. I37J 1 3 7 ~ J
9*93', '96.
142-gP,
- Content of, 29, 32-3, Deities (or gods, divinities)
xxvii, xxviii-xxx, xxxi Dorje-Chang, xxxii.
I I ~ ' , 166'~167l, 187'.
xxxvi, xlviii, Iv, Ivi, lvii Drcani World, Bardo and,
- Continuity of, 30.
33-4, 66, 102,125', 181,
lxxvii et passirn.
-Death, at, Ixx~v,lxxxi
Deua (God), 17, 24, 30'
et passim, 87a, 9ga, IOO',
202.
216.
107, 150", 160a, 199 - State, Bardo and, 187'~
218"~ 232: see Light
- Principle, 7, 18-19, 29,
203'.
Iruids, 3, 60.
44, 56, 58-9, 8 6 " J 87a* Path, and Lokus.
9z8, 97'J 98, lql,1 2 9 , - Birth, 301, I 56, I 60, 184
151, 158'~ 162'~ 1 8 2 ~ ) 19oa.
Lcstasy, 35, 9oa, 97 4,
102, I 19', 213.
187l, 188, 214, 216, 219. - Existence, 194'.
Ego, The, xlvii.
- Restoration of, 23.
- Eyes, 160'.
- States, Ixvi, 30, goa, I)er~adzilaSzittarrt, 38.
Llcmentals, 2 2 I .
Elements, The Five, 8-10,
Veuadlita
Vagga,
38.
9b1*'* 9sa, I741 179, 182,
I~o', 1 9 2 ~201-2.
~
189'~202, 214, 225.
Dez)as, X X ~ X .
- Transference, 85-7, g I , Devafas, 1 2 9 . See Deities - The Four, 27, I 19.
178'~ 188-90, 193, 203. D h r n ~ a , xxxiii, Iv, lviii Smerson on Karnla, 2.
Empedocles, 53.
Coomaraswami, A. K.,
14, 171, 204.
Hinduism an3 Buddhisnr, b m u - C l r a k r a , xxxiii.
Zpcius, 50, 52.
Dharma-Dhbtu,
xlviii Zsoteric Doctrines, 133-4:
Ixiii!.
Cosmography, 61-6, 148,
Ixxvi, 15, 9s8, I O ~ 230"
~ ,
see Esotericism.
231'.
isotericisln (or Occultism),
I 84.
xxxii-xxxiii, I', 2-1 7,
- Wisdom, 15, 106-7,122
Daemons (Demons), 19, Dhrnra-Kdya,
xxxvl,
36', 43, 4s1, 62-6, 8s4,
xxxix, xlv, xlviii, Ixxvil,
8G2, 1 0 5 ~4,' 108'~1 2 6 ~ ~
27, 32, 36, 74, 1 2 8 , 162,
16qa, 166'~ 186, 1 8 7 ~ ~Ixxvii, 10, I I , 12, 13,
1273, 12s2, 129"~ 132~.
232, 240.
l.+ol, 149, 1 4 6 157'~
~ ~ ~
15-16, 32, 55, 829 89, 921
pcikitii (Fairy), 32, 1 2 2 ~ . 9 9 , 97, 9g1, 1214, '351
1 6 6 ~ 179l,
~
215, 218,
127'~I 28', 130, 199, 201.
219 ff.8 231'9 235146, 167, 167.J 174, 225,
Death, Art of, xiii-xvii,
228a,23 I', 233 :see Void. - Rebirth
and, 40 ff.,
Ixvi, 133, 224: see - Clear Light, 94, 1 4 6 ~ ~ 157'~17g1, 185'~192'.
Bardo,
Daemons,
21 I.
- Yoga and, 21 2, 233.
Dharma-Rlja,
and - State of, 96, 9 8 , 1 0 3 ~ Sssenes,
14.
~
Yama-Raja.
I 46a4.
Jtaddagga Vagga, 189'.
- Astrology of, 19, 27,87', 3harrrra hlitri Prrlra, 1003. Su~nenides,167'.
3lrurrrrapdla, 121n, I 28.
193~.
-Cause of, 27, 84.
I)har~~uz-Pradipikd,
233.
?airies, 73l, 8ja, I 27', I 28¶,
- Ceremonies, I 8-28, I 69, 3harr1ra-Rdja~ xxx-xxxi,
16,ta, 1 8 1 ~ .
'our Great Ones, The, xlviii .
183, 195~.
35, 36-7, 1213*147~.
- Cults, 1, 26.
>hartnu Satrlgralta, I os3.
Trance. Anntole, xxxviii.
- Demons, 27.
Ihupenia (DhCipa), I I I ~ . ireemasotiry, 4, 1 2 7 169'.
~ ~
--- EFfigy, xxvii, 19, 2 ~ 3 . 3hydna,
9oa, 92, roo3, ireud, Signiund, viii. See
- Feasts, zqa.
10za, I IQ', 160, 160a, also Psychoanalysis.
- Guide-books for, Ixvi.
186, 203.
'uries, 166, 167'~ 185-6,
- Horoscope, 19, 27.
Ihyini Buddhas, xxvii, li,
188.
- Imagination and, IxxvIxxvii, 8', I I , 13, 15-17,
Ixxvi.
1 0 5 118,
~ ~ 120, 130,217- ;andharva, Ixxxii, 87a,
- King of, 38, 169'.
181'.
18, 232, 235.
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Gandhema (Gandha), I I 6'.
Garuho, 137'.
Gdruda Purdya, Ixvi, Ixx.
Gelugpa, Ivi-lvii, 29, 73,
167', 133'.
Genius, Evil, 1 6 6 139.
~~
- Good, 16s8,138-9.
Ghirdhima (Giti), I 13'.
Ghosh, Sj. Atal Bihari, xx.
Gnosticism, 4, 189"' 234-5,
939.
Gokarmo, 70, I 13'.
Grace-Waves, I O ~ ' , 191,
108, 224.
Guide, The, 85, 89, 196.
Guru, xxviii, xxxii, Ixx, 5,
13~14,
67,79,80,85~,87,
89'~ 9 o f f . ~9 9 4 ~124-5,
l 4 9 ~163, 169, 178', 1991
21Sn, 221-4.
- Divine, r6r1, 21qD,222.
- Norbu, 80.
- Shishya and, 204,221-4.

159, 161, 17x0 173-5
191, 198, 105-6.
- pr0pemit.i~of, 58, W ,
Illumination, 89,213,217
97lJ 117'J 133"J 149,
224: see Ecstasv.
14, 150, 157, 164'. I t &
Indra, xxxiii, 62, 108'
17B, 191, 106, 113.
l l x l , 14.
- Psychic Heredity and,
Initiation, XI ff., xlix, 3, 5,
xliii.
7', ' 3 17, 37'J 40, 4s1 Karma, Records of, qg,
50, 53~62,133,136,143
148~.
169l, 177, 1 1 8 ~ . 219 - Wind of, 161, 198.
22 1-4.
- Workings of, 19-34,
Ishvara, 231'~236.
3 b J 43, 48"# 57-8, 67,
fshvari, rqol.
94l, 97l, @, 1 2 8 , is51
159, 163, 165, 1w,
Jainism, 134.
1838 219, 237.
Jampal, 113~:see Ma& Karmic Deities, r e I .
jushri.
K a r h Upanishad, 46O.
Japa, Ixvii.
Kazi Dawa-Samdup, U m a ,
Jdlaka, T k , 3', 54.
.xxi, Ixiii, Ixxxiii-lwxxiv
Jetsun Kahbum, 82.
el passirti.
Judgement, After-Death Kerirna, 71, 140 ff., 1401,
XXX-xxxiii, 35-9, 141 14a1, 218.
165-9: see Dharma Kesor Saga, 148'.
Hades Legend, 46n.
Rija, and Yama-Raja. Knowledge-Iiolding DeiHallucinations, r 7, 2 ~ 3 1 ,- Christian, 238-41.
ties, xxix-xxx, 70, r o b
JI', 134, opp. 136, 201,
33, 35, 58,. 66, 98, 156 : - Platonic, 49.
see Appant~ons.
218.
Jung, Dr. C. G., vii, viii-ix
- Karmic, I O I ff., rqol, - Psychological
Com
Kogb,
214.
... Krotishaurima,
137'-4o.
mentary
by,
vii,
v~ll
156, 164'J 175, 185 H.1
187~.
Qhitigarbha, 108~.
#av-lii.
Kundalini, 216, 221, 224.
- Psychology of, 31-5,58, Jupiter, xxxiii, 108'.
66, 117l, 1401, 146-8,
Kwanyin, r 13'.
167, 181, 187l, 219, 225. Ka, 22, 23.
Ldnta, Astrologer, I 9.
Ilarpies,.~16'.
Kalama Sat&, 41.
- Confessor, 13.
Halhayoga, Ixv.
Kandaraka Stillanla. AI'.
-Dalai, 26, I I ~ ' , 187l,
Hayagriva, 1204, 186, 188.
232.
tleavcn-World, Origin of, '135', 233'.
Funereal, 20.
184'.
Karma, xli, xlii, xliii,
Dawa-Samdup,
xlviii, li, Ixxviii, Ixxix, - Kazi
Hell-World, xxxii, xxxiiil,
xxi, Ixiii, Ixxxiii-lxxxiv,
Ixxix, 24, 30, 341 1091 lxxxi. Ixxxii. Ixxxiii.. 61,1 6 9 ~see
: Light-Path, and
89'.
11, 3, 7l, I 1'-14, 4 4 7 6
81, 82, 85), €Mi1-' , 918,
Lokas.
- Absolving of, I 7I, 237.
II@, 1 x 9 ~
21z8,
~ 718".
- Birth in, 156, 170, 185. - Christianity and, 234-s1
- Oracular, 187~.
- Christianity and, 185'~ 239.
240.
- Continuity of, 135,176~- - TiShi, 26, I 13', 132.
krnaisnr, Ileads of, 232.
- Existence in, 194l, 207~. 7, 194,'104~.
Hermes, 215.
- Illus~onsof, xxxvi, xliii, - Music of, r 29".
Hermetic Writings, 7.
xlvi, xlviii, roI ff., 162'~ - Origin of, 74-5.
- Protectors of, 134'.
Herodotus, 45, 50.
175, 185 ff.
- James, William, on, 61'. Lamentations, 18,87,195'.
Heroes, I 28, 130, 134.
brig-gochan, xxxi.
Heruka Deities, xxvii, - Land, 73, 77.
xxix, 1.3, 70, 137-9, 144, -Law of, 2, 43, 47lJ 63, Lanfsa characters, xxiv.
&ma (Liisyg), 108..
236.
146, 186, 218.
A VallCe Poussin, De,
- Lords of, 58.
Hinayina, 232.
Ixxx, Ixxxi.
Hinduism, Ixxviii, Ixxxiii ; - Making of, I 12.
~
p c h a s ,188~.
- Mirror of, xxxi, 36, 166.
Higher, 6, 46.
iberation,
xvi, lix-lx, h i ,
- Pathways of, XXXI.
Hitopadesha, 3', 249.
Ixxiii,
Ixxvii,
9, I I', 17,
Power
of,
loo,
106,
log,
Homa, 28.
Hpho-bo, 18, 20.
126, 131, 149, 155-6ff*r 67, 7x1, 7zn, 86', P,

-
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97', 100,101, 118,131-2, Mahlaima (M.iBli), I I r4.
Naropa, 135'.
r908, zrzl, Nepal, 74.
1.37-41, 151, 155, 157, Maitreya, 1d6,
h'estorians, 233.
132.
168,189, 193': see BudJlakara, rqa4, I 44.
dhahood, and .Virvdv.
Niddnas, Ixxvii, 56.
Liberation, Bardo, from, 30, blamaki, 70, 1oB8, 110, Nidhema
(Naivedya),
r 99 : see Tar&.
116'.
165, 182-3, 193-5', 196,
Manas, gn.
Nikdya, .Inguftara, 38-41,
213:
- F a ~ t hby,
, 126, 134,135', i\landda, xxvii, xxviii84, I 5aa, 189'.
xxix, xlviii, 28, 70, 71, - LXgha, 5, 207', 23.3.
152.
- Paths to, 15, 8g8, 1og4,
opp. 118, 121"-2', raql, - ~llajjhitna,38, 41'.
126'-8, 136, opp. 136, nirigmapa 71, 233'.
107, 109, 112, 114, 117,
12z8, 124l, 126, 13s8, 136,
217 ff.
Nirr~rdtu-Kdya,
Ixxv~,
Ilafijushri (Jlaiijughosha),
150"~193, 196, 222.
Ixxvii, 10-10, 13, 58,
- Hecogl~ition b
I I 9,
xxviii, I 13', 1 2 1 ~134',
~
135, 136", 168.
126, 131-2, 137-8, 141,
I 67'.
Nirvdna, xxxiiil, Ixv, Ixvii,
xxxiv,
Ivi,
Ixxii, 6', I I, 15, 30, 15,
148, 151, 158, 168, 173, nlantras,
lxxviii-lxxix, Ixxixl, I 29,
'93, '94.
46, 62, 67-8, 97', 1J4,
Light-Path, 125, 150": see
107~, 114', 12s1, 157'~
134'8 '36', 149~9151,
Lokas, and Wisdoms.
Opp. 167, 171, 206l, 22018q4, 212, 226, rqn,
- Asura (green), r I 7, I 24,
231'-=, 236 :see Buddha4Mantra- Ydna, 1.3, 1.32, 134,
hood, and Liberation.
150n, 173.
- Brute (blue), 124, I 26,
136O, 151, 206'.
- Realization of, 1301,
Manu, lo1! 47'.
132l, 19Z4, 213, 2291.
129, 130, '50", 174.
- Deua (white), 1 0 6 7 , Mdra, x x ~ x , 15, 62, 147,
194, 206.
124, 150n, 173, 192.
Occultism : see Esotericism.
- Dharnra-Dhdtu (blue), Marett, Dr. R. R., xx.
Odysseus, 50, 51.
r 06.
Marpa, 79, 1 3 5 ~234'
, .
Og-min, 62, 107).
- Hell (smoke-coloured), Mdfyis, 63, 116~-', 201,
Oracle-Temples, Ivi.
218~.
109, 124, 15on, 174.
- Human (yellow), I I I, hlciyd, Ixxii, Ixxiv, 68,188, Origen, 234'.
Orpheus, 49, 5 I.
112, 124, IS@, 173, 192.
212, 219, 224, 325.
Osirian Faith, 234, 238.
- Prela (red), r 13, r 14, .lldyd-Rva, I 00'.
Osiris, 22, 35-6, 45'.
Medical Buddhas, 24.
124, 15+, 174.
- Purified
Propensities Memory, liii, 183.
(vari-coloured), I 27.
- Past Lives, of, 40-1, Padma Sambhava, xxviii,
Lokas (Worlds), xxix,
189', 207..
liv, lv, 13, 23, .f31 65,
xxxi-xxxii, Ixxii, Ixxiii, - Records, 9, 60, 19g1.
72-7, 79, 85, IJS', 150"~
Ixxvii-lxxviii, 17, 24, JIeru, Mt., 62, 63-5, 1 4 6 ~ , I ~ o ' ,233'.
38, I o7,l I 8, I 25-6, I 36",
Panchatantra, 3'.
147, 158-9, 215.
150", 157, 179, 240: see Milarepa, xv, Ixx~x', 79,82, Parsee Funeral, 25, 27.
Asura,
Deua,
IIell;
Peaceful Deities, xxvii,
135'.
World, Light-Path, and Mithras, 37'.
xxviii-xxix,
Ixxviii,
Prela.
Aloksha, I 1'.
'3,23', 31, 85, 103-4 ff.9
- Brute, xxix, 24, 130.
onas as tic ism, 234.
opp. 118, 124', 126'~131,
- Buddhas of, I 2 I, I 24', hludrd, 71, 1 2 7 ~ .
'35, '469, 156, 193-4,
218.
hlukli, 212.
199, 204-8, 217, 219,
- ' Poisons' of, Ixxvii, Mysteries, Antiquity, of,
220.
Ixxviii, 1258.
45': see Initiation.
Philosophy, Eastern and
- Six, Ixxvii-lxxviii.
Western,
compared,
- Uuddhist, 7.
Lonaphuh Vagga, 40, I 89'. - Celtic, 3, 37'.
xxxvii ff.
I d u s Deities, 8 5 3 , ~ 3 9 , 2 ~ 8. %yptian, 3 6 ' ~ $3, 45'1 Pko-.M, xiiil, xix, 85'.
Pindar, 53.
122'.
Magic, 17z1, 187'~221-2.
-Creek, 3, 9, 43, 45'9 Pistis Sophia, 2 ~ 4 ~ .
MahB-Kila, I@.
Ylato, 3 6 7 , 49 ff., 77,
50, 51, 53, 122'.
Mahd-Mudrd, 135~.
r 7Ye-91, $88'.
- Ind~an,224.
AMahd-Parinibbd!la
Snt- -Tibetan,
j', 36l, 221, Pluto, 35.
lanla, 5.
Potaliya Slittanto, 41'.
224.
Afahaydna, xx, xxxvi, lxvi,
Prajfia-Pdramitd,
Ixxii,
Ixxi, 10, 206, 21 2', 213',
I I ~ 1~2 1, ~ .
Prdna, Ixix, a14 8.
225, 232, 237.
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Pre-existence, Memory of,
9: see Rebirth.
Preta (Unhappy Ghost),
Ixvi, kxv, I lql, 121, 124,
170: see L Q ~ .
- Birth, 157, 185.
- Existence, I%', 2 0 7 ~ .
-Origin of, 186-7.
- Rite of Prcld-SWJha,
Ixxv.
Proserpine Lore, 37.
Psalms o j lire bwly Bltddhisls, xxii, 210.
Psyche, xliii, xliv, Ixviii.
- metaphysics
and,
xxxvii-xxxviii. See also
Soul.
Psychical Research, 77,
187'.
Psychoanalysis, Freudiali,
viii-x, xli ff., Ixxx.
Ptah-holep, Precepts oj,

- Huxley and, 60-1.

118-19, 114, 13s1, 138,
150, 167, 188.
41 ff., 185'.
Sarrrgili ~ u i l a 107~.
,
- Jewish, 37.
Sartglro, 5, 14, r 7 I .
- KUW ~ l d ,198: see Sanpara, =ix, xxriii, hv,
Karma.
Ixvii, Ixxii, lxxviii, Ixxx,
- I.dws and, 40.
2, 6', 8, 11-12, 15, I O J ~ ,
- Memory, 40-I', 182',
146, 180-1, 14-90, aa5,
I&'.
236:
see Lokas.
- Origen m~d,2341.
Emancipation
from, 9,
- Platonic, 49-53, I 78@,
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Death, t h a t m u s t come, cometh nobly when we give
O u r wealth, a n d life, and all, to m a k e Inen live.

The Book of Good Counsels, from t h e Hilopadesha
(Sir E d w i n Arnold's Translation)
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